City of Kingston
Information Report to Council
Report Number 19-084
To:

Mayor and Members of Council

From:

John Bolognone, City Clerk

Resource:

Same

Date of Meeting:

March 26, 2019

Subject:

Transmittal of Public Comments Received on the Strategic
Planning Process & Background Information for upcoming
Strategic Planning Sessions

Executive Summary:
At the meeting held on January 8, 2019, Council invited the public to provide input into the
strategic planning process through written submissions, an online survey and a Special Meeting
of Council in an Open House format. Council also directed that a compilation of the public input
received be provided in advance of the strategic planning sessions.
The purpose of this report is to facilitate the transmittal of a compilation of the public comments
received. The comments are attached hereto as Exhibits “A” through “D” inclusive.
Furthermore, staff is providing Council Report 18-358 as Exhibit E which provides final reporting
on Council priorities from 2015-2018. As Exhibit F, staff is submitting an integrated work plan
that outlines initiatives and projects underway or planned in order to achieve some of the
previous Council’s priorities, motions and approved plans.
Recommendation:
This report is for information purpose only.
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Authorizing Signatures:

ORIGINAL SIGNED BY CITY CLERK
John Bolognone, City Clerk
ORIGINAL SIGNED BY CHIEF ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER
Lanie Hurdle, Acting Chief Administrative
Officer
Consultation with the following Members of the Corporate Management Team:
Gary Dyke, Commissioner, Corporate & Emergency Services

Not required

Peter Huigenbos, Acting Commissioner, Community Services

Not required

Jim Keech, President & CEO, Utilities Kingston

Not required

Desirée Kennedy, Chief Financial Officer & City Treasurer

Not required
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Options/Discussion:
Purpose
The purpose of this report is to facilitate the transmittal of a compilation of the public comments
received with respect to the strategic planning process. In accordance with Council’s direction,
the compilation of the public comments received is being provided in advance of Council’s
strategic planning sessions.
Background
During the Mayor’s Inaugural Address on December 4, 2018, Mayor Paterson asserted: “As we
move towards budget deliberations and strategic planning early next year, we will look to test
run new approaches for public input, like an open house for council, where citizens can discuss
their priorities with members of council in a more welcoming forum.” At the meeting held
January 8, 2019, the following motion (Clause 4, Report 07) regarding the Council Strategic
Planning/Priorities Setting Process was carried by Council:
“That Council direct staff to hold the 2019 strategic planning/priorities setting sessions in
Committee of the Whole format, culminating in the Committee of the Whole reporting back
to Council at the conclusion of the work; and
That Council endorse the proposal submitted by Suzanne Gibson (Exhibit A of Report 19027), to form the basis for the facilitation and documentation work in support of the
strategic planning/priority setting sessions; and
That Council direct the CAO to issue the necessary purchase order to engage the
services of Suzanne Gibson; and
That Council invite public input into the strategic planning process through written
submissions from community stakeholder groups and an online survey; and
That a special meeting of Council in a modified open house format be held on Tuesday
February 19, 2019 in Memorial Hall at 6:00 p.m., prior to the strategic planning sessions,
where members of the public can share ideas and input with members of council; and
That Council receive a compilation from the above noted public consultation in advance of
the strategic planning sessions; and
That Council as Committee of the Whole provide direction to staff during the sessions on
the level of public engagement to be undertaken on the draft priorities once developed, in
accordance with the City’s public engagement strategy; and
That the 2019 strategic planning session also discuss a set of measureables that can be
used to determine the status of each strategic priority.”
Discussion
In accordance with Council’s motion of January 8, 2019, the public was invited to submit
comments on Council’s upcoming strategic planning sessions. Comments were obtained from
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an on-line survey, e-mail submissions and social media posts and at a Special Council Meeting
held on February 19, 2019 in a modified Open House format.
The comments received from the members of the public are attached to this report as Exhibits
“A” through “D” inclusive.
In order to provide Council with as much background as possible prior to the strategic planning
sessions, City staff are also submitting Council Report 18-358 which updated Council on the
progress of the strategic priorities set for the 2015-2018 Council term as well as the priority
matrix which included a number of Council directives through motions.
City staff is also providing an integrated work plan so that Council can have a better
appreciation of work currently underway and planned over the next few years in order to achieve
previous Council’s direction through motions, approved plans or strategic priorities. The
integrated work plan includes an anticipated date of completion as well as lead and support
departments. Corporate Services departments generally provide support to most initiatives and
projects and therefore are not listed throughout the work plan. It is important to note that the
integrated work plan only provides high level initiatives and does not include operational
requirements related to City services. Staff are fully aware that the work plan will require
amendments following the establishment of new Council priorities (2018-2022). The work plan is
provided for information and awareness only.
Existing Policy/By-Law:
Not Applicable
Notice Provisions:
Not Applicable
Accessibility Considerations:
This report is AODA compliant and may be available in alternate formats upon request.
Financial Considerations:
There are no Financial Considerations with this report.
Contacts:
John Bolognone, City Clerk, 613-546-4291, extension 1247
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Other City of Kingston Staff Consulted:
Amber Bryant-Peller, Special Assistant to the Mayor
Blair Johnson, Corporate Records and Information Officer
Debbi Miller, Manager, Communications & Public Engagement
George Wallace, Senior Special Projects Manager
Exhibits Attached:
Exhibit “A” – Survey Results
Exhibit “B” - E-mail Submissions
Exhibit “C” - Social Media Posts
Exhibit “D” - Comments from Public Open House
Exhibit “E” - Report 18-358
Exhibit “F” - Integrated Work Plan
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EXHIBIT A

Council Priorities Survey
Question 1: What do you identify as
the City’s strengths?
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Council Priorities Survey
Question 1: What do you identify as the City’s strengths?
Jan 29 19 03:49:16 pm
Jan 29 19 03:53:03 pm
Jan 29 19 04:01:18 pm

safe place to live, vibrant downtown, good bus service
Size, location, military and university/college
Nice downtown core

Jan 29 19 04:05:14 pm

- Seemingly strong middle class; "recession-proof" reputation.
- Municipal transit
- Vibrant events / cultural / arts / culinary scenes
- Proximity to larger centres: Ottawa, Montreal, Toronto
- Beautiful town. Focus on sustainability.
- Excellent library service.

Jan 29 19 04:05:51 pm

Centralized location between Ottawa and Toronto that can draw
from those cities for multiple services and events

Jan 29 19 04:08:02 pm

Medium sized city with a small town feel. It is a great place to
raise a family. The location on Lake Ontario at the mouth of the
St. Lawrence/Thousand Islands is a beautiful area. Close
proximity to major centres without having to live directly around
them is also a strength.

Jan 29 19 04:09:34 pm
Jan 29 19 04:16:22 pm
Jan 29 19 04:18:48 pm
Jan 29 19 04:18:49 pm

Jan 29 19 04:20:50 pm

Jan 29 19 04:22:21 pm
Jan 29 19 04:28:53 pm

Jan 29 19 04:34:19 pm

excellent support of culture and heritage - public access to
waterfront - beautiful heritage districts - great restaurants diversity of population and diversity of architecture (old limestone
homes/buildings, newer homes/buildings, post secondary
education options
Business development.
Waterfront beautification and access.
It’s geographic location and historic landmarks such as UNESCO
Sites
Liveable neighbourhoods
Vibrant downtown- local shops and restaurants, not big box type
Great mix of cultural events, academic institutions
Ease of parking in the downtown
Growth in small businesses
Focus on sustainability
Transit system- vastly improved
Location..Kingston is located in the middle of
Toronto,Ottawa,Montreal and Syracuse. Also it is surrounded by
Lake Ontario St.Lawrence Rive and Cataraqui River.
Diversity
Downtown
lively cultural scene
vibrant downtown that hasn't been abandoned due to suburban
development
pretty location
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Question 1: What do you identify as the City’s strengths?

Jan 29 19 05:04:43 pm

Great downtown/history, good public services for a small city,
good cultural partnerships with organizations bringing arts and
culture to the city, great relationship and partnerships with
Queens, decent livability.

Jan 29 19 05:20:24 pm

Small town, easy accessibility to downtown core (i.e., public
transportation), green spaces, neighbourhoods with varying
characters - there is something for everyone!

Jan 29 19 05:36:50 pm

Jan 29 19 05:45:43 pm
Jan 29 19 05:49:46 pm
Jan 29 19 06:23:33 pm
Jan 29 19 06:27:26 pm
Jan 29 19 07:17:52 pm

waterfront, small community with lots going on, lively downtown
(compared to other cities), university, livable community, free
skating rink, not-too-bad libraries, an improved bus service
(though too expensive imo), the K&P trail, Rideau Hts community
centre, social services like Loving Spoonful
The university and college, downtown, water front, public
transport
Small size active city with opportunities for all ages , very nice
upgraded warefront!
Beautiful City
Offers cultural activities
Lively. Good schools, colleges, University. Friendly community.
Location ,between Toronto and Montreal ,on the Lake and River
makes Kingston a great place for Tourist . We currently have
enough projects and Service ,complete outstanding on Time on
Budget . Maintain !!!
Accessible Waterfront from YGK to Gan, for tourism, trails and
parks and business

Jan 29 19 07:30:08 pm

post secondary institutions, CFB Kingston, Kingston Hospitals and
the partnerships and synergies with the City which shape our
culture, economy and creativity/innovation

Jan 29 19 07:31:57 pm

waterfront, small city, universities

Jan 29 19 07:50:02 pm

It's history.
It's geographic location.
It's entertainment.
Lake Ontario & St-Lawrence River.
It's VIA Rail hub.

Jan 29 19 07:57:04 pm

tourism
RMC
Queen's
SLC
Hospitals
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Council Priorities Survey
Question 1: What do you identify as the City’s strengths?

Jan 29 19 08:18:44 pm

Generally good use of technology
Focus on sustainability
Good schools, good hospitals

Jan 29 19 08:51:00 pm

Highly educated population
Strategic location along 401
Tourism
Quality of Life - (proximity to water and rural settings for
recreational activities, walk to work, great cultural assets like the
Isabel)

Jan 29 19 09:21:19 pm

Proximity to larger centres (equi-distance to larger economic
centres like Ottawa, Toronto and Montreal).
Great institutions with talented people (Queen's, RMC, St.
Lawrence) to collaborate with, hire new talent from and to enrich
our community (provides us with a global exposure that similar
Cities of our size may not have).

Jan 29 19 09:28:25 pm
Jan 29 19 10:50:06 pm
Jan 29 19 11:20:02 pm
Jan 30 19 05:43:51 am
Jan 30 19 06:54:17 am

Jan 30 19 08:08:16 am

Jan 30 19 08:33:09 am
Jan 30 19 08:49:54 am
Jan 30 19 09:29:51 am
Jan 30 19 09:33:59 am
Jan 30 19 09:42:38 am

History, sense of community, potential: mix of senior’s wealth of
experience and young talent attracted by academic and public
institutions.
University town - educated workforce
Strong Healthcare
Trying to grow
Beautiful and vibrant downtown, lots of community theater, arts,
festivals and music.
Progress, forward thinking and planning for the future.
location, unique buildings, history, post-secondary institutions,
military presence, healthcare sector, artists and thriving arts
community, parks and recreation facilities, proximity to water,
growing/expanding multiculturalism/diversity, ease of commute in
downtown and central bd, access to parking, KEDCO, KEYS, low
cost of parking, abundance of eateries, cultural events, innovative
and creative vibe, etc...
sustainability
Good public transportation system during hours of operation
Excellent city services ( waste/blue box, snow removal, etc)
Interest in soliciting public input.
Geographic location.
Not too large and spread out, and hopefully our downtown is on
its way to becoming revitalized.
The mayor and council have a vision for a viable, environmentally
friendly city
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Council Priorities Survey
Question 1: What do you identify as the City’s strengths?

Jan 30 19 09:46:59 am

Jan 30 19 09:50:31 am
Jan 30 19 10:14:27 am
Jan 30 19 10:19:04 am
Jan 30 19 11:14:06 am

Jan 30 19 11:17:08 am

Jan 30 19 11:58:22 am

Jan 30 19 01:23:37 pm
Jan 30 19 01:44:34 pm
Jan 30 19 01:52:26 pm
Jan 30 19 03:33:43 pm

Utilities strategic planning; environmental planning (parks, tree
planting, recycling, sewage management; improvements in
transit); investments in infrastructure (sidewalks, bike paths,
sewers, airport, 3rd crossing); preservation of local history
including important architectural treasures throughout the city;
vibrant business pods (downtown, Cataraqui Town Centre, Rio
Can malls, etc); Kingston is a walkable and so-far a mostly
human-sized city. The emphasis on the arts that comes with
hosting universities and colleges as well as the support for local
business that comes from these institutions and their students as
well as from the local military base.
good future vision for infrastructure. The PUC does an excellent
job for Kingstonians.
Heritage
Its proactive future thinking
The Nuisance Bylaw that sends students to court instead of just
ticketing during party weekends.
Active downtown
Tourism
sports teams
queens
shopping
Vibrant downtown
Waterfront
the vibrant downtown
our waterfront
our university, colleges, military and other government institutions
our mayor and his vision for smart growth
The waterfront, good arts and entertainment, good food
Unique historical buildings, institutions and history-conscious
citizens.
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Council Priorities Survey
Question 1: What do you identify as the City’s strengths?

Jan 30 19 03:34:11 pm

Jan 30 19 03:49:01 pm

- historic buildings and history
- waterfront, parks, beaches
- excellent hospitals/health care
- LeMoine Point & Little Cat
- schools - excellent education opportunities with Queen's, St.
Lawrence and RMC
- strong employment prospects through institutions such as OHIP,
Queen's, hospitals, etc.
- small city size means we have both a small town feel with many
features of a larger center
- proximity to Toronto, Ottawa, Montreal and the US
- safe
- strong arts & culture
- seems like a strong city council and the city staff are
approachable and try to help
- getting feedback from citizens such as through this survey. I
think it is very important for city politicians and staff to get out of
city hall and talk to the citizens and see the city
- recycling, reduction in greenhouse gases, concern for
environment
- bus service excellent for size of city
- hockey rinks, soccer fields, skate parks, etc are great
- large farmland in center of city (Collins Bay Penitentiary
farmland)

Jan 30 19 06:01:06 pm

Communication with citizens
Beautiful location, attractive heritage-rich downtown with
committed downtown association, vibrant arts scene, hospitals,
post-secondary educational insititutions. Enlarged airport.
Commitment to sustainability.
GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION

Jan 30 19 07:28:40 pm

There is a lot of public free events.

Jan 30 19 04:19:48 pm

Jan 30 19 07:51:37 pm
Jan 30 19 08:56:44 pm
Jan 31 19 08:25:49 am
Jan 31 19 08:42:49 am
Jan 31 19 09:35:09 am

Jan 31 19 01:05:32 pm

Location, historic buildings, vibrant downtown, parks, city bus
system, long-distance transportation links (trains, planes).
- Waterfront, location, amenities
Natural beauty and waterfront
It geography and medium size (in physical size).
- post secondary community
- nature access
- food scene
Post-Secondary Institutions, which bring a lot of young people to
the city.
Historical sites, which draw in tourists.
Small town vibe, makes the city inviting to all.
Military base provides an extra level of security to the city.
Lots of green space.
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Question 1: What do you identify as the City’s strengths?
Jan 31 19 01:11:06 pm
Jan 31 19 01:31:09 pm

Jan 31 19 02:17:32 pm

Jan 31 19 03:02:19 pm
Jan 31 19 03:14:36 pm
Jan 31 19 03:14:44 pm
Jan 31 19 03:15:15 pm
Jan 31 19 03:19:42 pm
Jan 31 19 03:21:02 pm

Jan 31 19 03:21:41 pm

Jan 31 19 03:22:02 pm
Jan 31 19 03:23:59 pm

Jan 31 19 03:25:06 pm
Jan 31 19 03:28:48 pm
Jan 31 19 03:28:59 pm
Jan 31 19 03:29:21 pm
Jan 31 19 03:30:48 pm
Jan 31 19 03:30:59 pm
Jan 31 19 03:37:28 pm

Good size
A diverse culture with diverse employment opportunities. 3 post
secondary institutions to attend.
St. Lawrence College, Queen's, RMC, CFB Kgtn, Fort Henry and
Martello Towers, waterfront, limestone heritage/heritage districts,
public transportation (express buses); public parks and recreation
areas.
We have a tonne of undeveloped land right in city limits and even
more just outside of it. We also have a very strong infrastructure
of trades in this city.
Location, location, Location.
Lots of jobs
Strong Downtown core, food, events, etc
Historical buildings
Waterfront
* excellent public transit and bike paths
* lovely place to spend the summer
* easy access to outdoor recreation
* interesting mix of neighbourhoods
* good independent downtown stores
* Queen's, RMC, SLC - young people in general
- welcoming of new business
- care for parks and waterfront
- spring, summer and holiday events
walkability, vibrant downtown, excellent cultural life, access to
nature, good education opportunities
Waterfront, access to water, convenient location along 401
corridor, vibrant downtown core, historical significance, diversified
employment, quality of life, progressive local governance, lack of
traffic congestion, good public transportation system.
Overall clean beautiful city. Good transportation.
heritage, Rideau Canal and Lake Ontario attractions
A beautiful vibrant downtown, thriving campuses, good public
initiatives (busker's fest, promenade on Princess).
Heritage buildings make Kingston unique and must be preserved
and maintained. Kingston's Transit system is a model for the rest
of the country.
Beauty, downtown attractions, independent restaurant culture,
tourism in general, waterfront lifestyle.

Jan 31 19 03:38:32 pm

It's parks and beautiful waterfront.

Jan 31 19 03:38:54 pm

Attractive setting; historic buildings; arts and culture facilities; welleducated citizens; parks; ease of travel within the city
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Question 1: What do you identify as the City’s strengths?

Jan 31 19 03:39:21 pm

A viable and thriving downtown
Great access to outdoor recreation on both land and water
Large public sector buffers against national economic downturns
High level of educational and health care services
High level of engagement by civil society groups

Jan 31 19 03:42:16 pm

Improving transit

Jan 31 19 03:48:24 pm

Jan 31 19 03:53:25 pm
Jan 31 19 03:54:17 pm
Jan 31 19 04:00:29 pm

Jan 31 19 04:02:14 pm

Jan 31 19 04:03:39 pm
Jan 31 19 04:04:02 pm

Jan 31 19 04:04:54 pm

Geographical location, architecture
Waterfront; just the right size city -- not too big or small; lots of
eateries and variety; beautiful architecture; safe place to live; fairly
progressive green energy agenda; 401 close by;
Highly educated population, size of our City, our history, great
healthcare.
1. Having first class university here.
2. Being multicultural.
3. Affordable housing.
Communications - made great improvements in recent years
related to messaging, reach, audiences, design, etc.
Working with the university - I think we've made good progress in
partnering positively with the university on internships,
neighbourhood "awareness", by-laws, etc.
Waterfront, Downtown, variety of restaurants, cultural facilities
and activities, parks
Its educational institutions, historical charm, food and
entertainment (for its size), and nature (trails, lake)
Water -- surrounded by
Old stone buildings -- many still in good shape
Heritage reputation -- attracts significant # visitors
Population -- smart, educated
Education & Military base -- big and fairly connected:
employment, $, French +
Cultural scene & assets -- lively, varied, with city govt support
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Council Priorities Survey
Question 1: What do you identify as the City’s strengths?
Quality of life in the downtown.West side near neighbour meeting
Early work and site preparation activity for the Third Crossing
continues into 2019 in advance of the start of construction
anticipated this summer. Leading up to construction, more visible
activity will be happening on the west and east shores.
Jan 31 19 04:20:07 pm

Join an upcoming community meeting on Feb 11 to learn more
about laydown areas, site safety, noise mitigation and more. Two
meetings will be held, one on the west side and one on the east
side. Both meetings will have the same information and will have
a presentation from city staff at 5:45 p.m. followed by an informal
Q&A until 7:00 p.m.
More information: https://thirdcrossing.cityofkingston.ca
See More

Jan 31 19 04:26:28 pm

- progressive ideas
- a downtown I want to go to --> work, eat, play, festivals
- beautiful waterfront
- conservation areas
- desire to intensify built up areas rather than endless expansion.

Jan 31 19 04:29:58 pm

It's historical nature.. should designate certain areas for height
development.. princess st division st to old traffic circle
bath/concession up to 12 stories.. bath rd to Gardiner 16/18
stories for commercial/residential development princess to
Portsmouth at 16/20 stories.. north side Queen st from king to
division 12/16 stories.. leave south side Queen to division to union
anything inside max 6 stories provided there's another building
with similar height development next door or across the street for
visual symmetry/aesthetics purposes..

Jan 31 19 04:35:15 pm

Waterfront
Centred between Ottawa/Toronto/Montreal. -- Location
401 Access
3 Post secondary institutions and Fort Henry
Vibrant Downtown
High Quality Medical Facilities
Plenty of space to attract industrial development
Express bus services
Plenty of entertainment opportunities eg Grand, Theatres, Isabel,
Domino, Theatre 5 etc
Support for a Green Economy

Jan 31 19 04:38:05 pm

Our location - near water, half way between Montreal and
Toronto. The blend of historic and modern architecture in our
downtown core. Our strong arts scene and all the money it
generates. We have lots of trees.
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Council Priorities Survey
Question 1: What do you identify as the City’s strengths?
Jan 31 19 04:55:31 pm

waterfront, university students (influx of cash), heritage, educated
local workforce

Jan 31 19 04:56:14 pm

- post-secondary students and graduates
- educational institutions
- mostly a "liveable" city
- good transportation via 401

Jan 31 19 04:57:10 pm

Many citizens who are interested in the city's history and
environment.
The city missed the boom period of the 1950s to 1970s, thereby
saving many historic structures from demolition.
The transit system is terrific!

Jan 31 19 04:57:28 pm

Its feeling of locality. Its heritage.

Jan 31 19 04:58:55 pm

- location between two large urban centres, Montreal and Toronto
- two excellent public post secondary institutions and one
excellent more private post secondary institutions
- location on lake
-excellent public transportation
-access to two very good forms of commercial transportation

Jan 31 19 04:59:15 pm

Jan 31 19 04:59:48 pm

Jan 31 19 05:00:18 pm

Jan 31 19 05:07:05 pm
Jan 31 19 05:12:08 pm

tourist attractions
Vibrant downtown core with many cultural, heritage, and
entertainment attributes compared to other similar sized
communities. Natural areas and the waterfront. University and
Colleges and Hospitals attracting both younger and retired
demographics.
Heritage (World Heritage Site; heritage architecture in the
downtown etc.), which is basis of much of Kingston's tourism.
Government institutions (Queen's, prisons, St. Laurence College,
etc., providing jobs and cultural amenities that the City otherwise
lacks.
Lake Ontario, St. Laurence and Cataraqui Rivers, Islands, parks
providing potential for convenient access to nature and green
space.
The City is small and unique. It should not long to be a big one.
(This is the old "shiny bobbles" problem.)
A much-improved public transit system.
- location between Montreal, Ottawa & Toronto
- higher level educational institutions (Queen's University, St
Lawrence College)
- excellent medical facilities
Historic Downtown Area, Shops and Restaurants
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Council Priorities Survey
Question 1: What do you identify as the City’s strengths?

Jan 31 19 05:16:19 pm

Jan 31 19 05:17:10 pm
Jan 31 19 05:22:18 pm
Jan 31 19 05:23:50 pm
Jan 31 19 05:24:53 pm
Jan 31 19 05:26:55 pm
Jan 31 19 05:27:09 pm
Jan 31 19 05:27:25 pm
Jan 31 19 05:35:04 pm
Jan 31 19 05:43:18 pm

Jan 31 19 05:55:19 pm
Jan 31 19 06:02:25 pm
Jan 31 19 06:14:34 pm

Jan 31 19 06:23:57 pm

-Location at the head of the St. Lawrence River, just across from
the US border(good for tourism and recreation). - Incomparable
access to fine music, art and intellectual stimulation (2
universities).-Surrounded by beautiful natural areas e.g. Rideau
Waterway, Thousand Islands, Frontenac Arch - Great medical
facilities with a medical school and teaching hospitals, interesting history with representative architecture and historical
sites- Strong relations with government institutions e.g.
Corrections and Military
Diverse educational/research groups. Pride of place.
downtown tourism area, loads of restaurants and a real vibrancy.
The K-rock, the Isabel Bader are wonderful venues. Our police
and firefighters are amazing.
History. Architecture. Compact downtown. Transit.
It's historic downtown -- I am in favour of sticking to a plan that
keeps the height of the buildings in downtown Kingston at a
reasonable height.
It's waterfront, post-secondary institutions, CFB Kingston,
proximity to provincial parks.
Transit. Good snow removal and trash collection services.
History
Good bus system, great libraries, Artillery Park community center
rocks, lakeside park improvement was well done, the Kingston
Symphony, Springer Square and the Princess Street walking city
are what makes Kingston strong.
Clean, friendliness of most people, vibrant downtown, relatively
affordable. The seniors association is very active and provides
many services and social activities, for anyone 55 and older.
Great image, top tourism locale, low debt, low crime
I think that Fire and resue is one of Kingstons biggest strengths
although they do need extra funding.
It's people - diverse, friendly, dedicated to fostering community,
people who help each other.
It's location, half way between Toronto, Ottawa, and Montreal,
plus close to the U.S. border.
The entrepreneurial spirit of the people.
The facilities.
The resources of Queen's University and St. Lawrence College.
The location on the St. Lawrence River and all the facilities that
makes it attractive to tourists.
There are some great resources for Seniors - The YMCA and the
Seniors Centre.
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Council Priorities Survey
Question 1: What do you identify as the City’s strengths?

Jan 31 19 06:25:09 pm

location along the 401 corridor , close to lake, close to lakeland to
the north, access to the USA, university and college town, historic
and yet unfractured historic city core,
beautiful preserved architecture, historic sites, Rideau canal,
thousand islands, boating, restaurants galore, amazing musical
hub, arts scene , well educated population , skilled workers, good
infrastructure , water, roadways >...

Jan 31 19 06:28:24 pm

Jan 31 19 06:35:06 pm

History - lots of interesting attractions
Location - equa-distant from Toronto, Montreal and Ottawa and
close to the US
Downtown - attactive downtown with City Hall, waterfront and
historical buildings
Active arts scene - lots of opportunity to see live music and art

Jan 31 19 06:39:27 pm
Jan 31 19 06:42:36 pm

Good municipal government
the taxpayer

Jan 31 19 06:43:23 pm

Built Heritage
Educational Institutions
Waterfront
Relatively dense, walkable core
Good recent moves in transit

Jan 31 19 06:55:55 pm

Historic, Academic Institutions ( Queens,St. Lawrence, RMC) ,
waterfront , downtown , proximity to large centers (Ottawa, TO,
Montreal, educated workforce, Arts Community, surrounded by
wonderful lake-filled countryside, relatively affordable housing( not
un-affordable ),minimal traffic congestion., accessible Via Rail,
Hwy 401, military presence as a source of jobs and tourist
attraction, clean industry.

Jan 31 19 07:02:07 pm

Great location on Lake Ontario between Toronto and
Ottawa/Montreal. Still small enough to maintain welcoming feel.

Jan 31 19 07:24:37 pm

Diversity of ethnicities, ages, cultures; not too big; situated in a
beautiful natural environment; highly-educated workforce; many
cultural amenities; citizens don't need a car for day-to-day
activities; great public transit system; well-situated relative to other
urban centres; strong social services sector; attracts young and
old; progressive attitudes; the Tett, the Bader, the Grand Theatre.
Great library system.

Jan 31 19 07:37:56 pm

Heritage, water front, location between 3 major cities, Queen's,
culture, public transportation, small businesses.

Jan 31 19 07:44:50 pm

Location on water so waterfront plan needs to be accelerated
dramatically. Heritage character that attracts new residents and
visitors. Skilled workforce. The fact that this city is of reasonable
scale. Potential for active transportation. Our location within
reasonable distance to three major metropolises.
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Council Priorities Survey
Question 1: What do you identify as the City’s strengths?

Jan 31 19 07:49:18 pm
Jan 31 19 07:50:08 pm
Jan 31 19 07:50:58 pm
Jan 31 19 07:53:26 pm

Jan 31 19 08:10:38 pm
Jan 31 19 08:18:18 pm
Jan 31 19 08:23:56 pm

Jan 31 19 08:26:17 pm

Jan 31 19 08:30:36 pm

Jan 31 19 08:30:55 pm
Jan 31 19 08:48:42 pm

Jan 31 19 08:48:46 pm

Jan 31 19 09:00:44 pm
Jan 31 19 09:02:42 pm

Location among major cities and the border
Strong tourist traffic
An engaging and active art community
Location, water front access.
Trying to lure more industry here to drive the economy
Great place to live, central to big cities, high quality of life,
excellent outdoor activities, easy commuting, beautiful downtown,
strong university, good tourism
Location
Safety
Downtown
Housing prices
A nice small city; a nice large town.
diversity , cultural opportunities , encouragement of development
Low crime
Low traffic congestion
Breakwater Park
Good tree canopy
Proximity to a major highway
Affordable municipal parking
The City has one of the most beautiful locations in ON. The
variety of topography is unparalleled and we need to take full
advantage of all this has to offer!
It's history and reputation as a "nice place". As well, there's a fair
degree of stability due to the enduring presence of certain
corporate influence (CFB Kingston, Queen's local penitentiaries).
Parks development, community engagement opportunities,
community centres, waste diversion.
Low Crime, great location via it's proximity to surrounding cities
and the US Border, lots of nearby scenic places to experience,
better weather than our surrounding neighbours, Kingston
General Hospital being well staffed by Queens University
Students and the new Providence Care building, staff and
programs.
Location. Queens university
Attracting new business

Jan 31 19 09:02:42 pm

Waterfront; Academic facilities; Arts, music & cultural facilities &
communities; Independent restaurants and retailers; CRCA
network of conservation areas; K&P Trail; local neighbourhood
parks; sports facilities (Market Square ice surface, tennis, soccer,
baseball, Gord Downie Pier, etc); Sustainability vision; farmers'
markets; non-institutional learning opportunities; our Public Library
System; our volunteer communities

Jan 31 19 09:33:24 pm

Great city to walk !
Good trails in and around kingston
Ideal size city to get around easily
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Jan 31 19 09:40:15 pm
Jan 31 19 09:49:47 pm
Jan 31 19 09:54:12 pm
Jan 31 19 09:54:51 pm
Jan 31 19 10:04:47 pm
Jan 31 19 10:09:45 pm
Jan 31 19 10:26:29 pm
Jan 31 19 10:42:55 pm
Jan 31 19 11:29:53 pm

Waterfront, Education and Medical employers, proximity to
Montreal, Toronto, and US border.
Proximity to major cities with beautiful lakefront and a vibrant
business community lead by queens and rmc/cfb Kingston.
Tourism, business
Vibrant downtown, beautiful waterfront, lots of history and great
conservation areas
Garbage Removal is a strength
location on waterfront, location of university and colleges, historic
downtown
Diversity
Pleasant waterfront, excellent effort in planned festivals and city
organized activities, increased cultural activity.

Feb 01 19 03:49:43 am

Increase to transit and sustainability

Feb 01 19 04:01:27 am

-location
-beauty ( buildings and waterfront)
-tourism
-size
-varied population of post secondary institutions to retirees

Feb 01 19 06:23:20 am

Feb 01 19 06:45:27 am
Feb 01 19 07:11:39 am
Feb 01 19 07:25:35 am
Feb 01 19 08:05:31 am

The location and historic significance of the city combined with
having a strong government presence (military and corrections)
along with 3 major schools (Queens, SLC and RMC).
Community events
Side walk plowing
Waterfront
Vibrant downtown core rooted in the city's history.
The city is well situated and has a good infrastructure. The public
transit has improved greatly.
The many events they offer residence in the city. They listen to
what residence want

Feb 01 19 08:20:09 am

The city is situated well for growth and sustainability. Government
agencies on all levels present meaning secure and consistent
employment. A college and two Universities attract young
professionals that could potentially stay. Being located in the
mouth of the St. Lawrence River and the annual summer events
provide great opportunities for tourism.

Feb 01 19 08:53:11 am

beautiful waterfront, available health care, inclusive gov't

Feb 01 19 08:56:51 am

Waterfront and vibrant downtown

Feb 01 19 09:23:53 am

Beautiful location and waterfront, thriving downtown, student
centre.
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Feb 01 19 09:28:36 am

A city with a small town atmosphere
A refuge from the big cities
You can see the water and get into the countryside easily
Friendliness

Feb 01 19 09:42:05 am

Excellent transportation, activities planning and conservation.

Feb 01 19 10:13:25 am

Heritage buildings and protecting the downtown human scale.

Feb 01 19 10:39:39 am
Feb 01 19 10:42:04 am
Feb 01 19 10:43:47 am

Healthy tax base. Moderate climate by Canadian standards.
Family friendly. Historical background. Good educational and
medical facilities.
Our community, the people, the downtown in the summers and
the markets!
I don't see any other than dismantling the downtown and very
high rents...

Feb 01 19 11:01:56 am

Administration

Feb 01 19 11:09:38 am

It's Charm

Feb 01 19 11:14:15 am
Feb 01 19 11:18:56 am

Feb 01 19 11:20:28 am

Culture, beauty of the downtown and waterfront, situation
between larger cities (Toront, Mtl, Ottawa).
Beautiful location, higher learning institutions, educated people,
nice people
Strong tourism and marketing, great restaurants, easy to get
around the city, great location with amazing waterfront. World
class educational institutions in RMC, Queen's, and St. Lawrence.
Lots of businesses doing well but fly under the radar and people
don't know about them.

Feb 01 19 11:43:41 am

Feb 01 19 11:49:34 am

History
Location
Institutions
Waterfront

Feb 01 19 12:21:16 pm

Geographic location. History. Presence here of two universities, a
community college, CFB Kingston, and the penitentiaries, all of
which provide economic stability and tremendous diversity in
terms of the people who work and study at these institutions.

Feb 01 19 12:22:43 pm

Strong downtown tourist area

Feb 01 19 12:45:03 pm

Great location, and size. No traffic. Universities, colleges.

Feb 01 19 01:10:42 pm

Its ability and interest in attracting new businesses to the city and
its emphasis on maintaining the environment by way of recycling
and garbage reduction.
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Feb 01 19 01:23:59 pm

Educated population
Cultural elements
Beautiful setting
Modern infrastructure
Overall economic strength
Vibrant downtown area

Feb 01 19 01:32:37 pm

Location and the Lake

Feb 01 19 02:49:51 pm

- Generally, it is a safe city
- Beauty of our natural surroundings and historic downtown
-vitality and diversity brought to the city by tourism and students
-steps that are being taken to attract talent to the city and increase
diversity
-steps that have been taken to make the EcDev organization
transparent and an accountable and strong stakeholder to attract
new businesses
a great Parks and Recreation department that truly works for the
citizens
amazing public transit for a mid-sized city.

Feb 01 19 03:07:45 pm

Bringing in good entertainment

Feb 01 19 03:27:35 pm

Educational institutions/educated workforce, walkable downtown
with many amenities, waterfront location/Gord Downie swimming
pier, strong cultural community

Feb 01 19 03:48:56 pm

Public transit

Feb 01 19 04:02:17 pm

Heritage buildings, quality of life, attractive downtown areas, "right
size" for a city, attractive to tourists

Feb 01 19 04:37:11 pm

Downtown

Feb 01 19 04:59:49 pm

Greening the city including transit improvements, bicycle lanes.
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History and innovative ways of attracting new industries to
Kingston. Tourism: A deep water harbour is in the plans which
would allow cruise ships to dock at Kingston which would bring in
lots of tourist $$$.
Feb 01 19 05:51:56 pm

Expanding the airport to allow for large jets to land and take off.
As it is now people have to either drive or fly to Toronto or Ottawa
to take long flights. Too make this feasible the airport may have to
be moved to the outskirts of the city where available land can be
had to build the long runways that would be needed. That way
flights from Toronto and Ottawa could land in Kingston to pick up
passengers for long flights.

Feb 01 19 06:48:51 pm

The city can make valuable rules to assist the people of Kingston.

Feb 01 19 07:01:48 pm

history, diversity, 'walkability', professionals, education options;
improved transit

Feb 01 19 07:07:10 pm

Our history and historic buildings

Feb 01 19 09:12:27 pm

It’s commitment to continuously improving

Feb 01 19 10:04:20 pm

Location

Feb 02 19 12:15:28 am

it's quiet and pretty.

Feb 02 19 06:51:10 am

Beautiful natural features. Transit system.

Feb 02 19 08:53:03 am

Vibrant downtown, family inclusive events, tourism, post
secondary institutions, public transit

Feb 02 19 10:18:38 am

Tourism
Historical buildings
Initiative to become a sustainable city
Stable economy - large government employers
Waterfront
Location - 401 corridor between Toronto and Montreal, access to
thousand islands, the states

Feb 02 19 10:33:31 am
Feb 02 19 11:57:57 am
Feb 02 19 01:05:07 pm
Feb 02 19 01:49:07 pm
Feb 02 19 03:30:37 pm

Services such as retail and restaurants, queens brining vitality
with their students,
History, lots of intellectual resources, water front, surrounding
geography
None (maybe the increase in buses/public transportation and the
fact that it is free for children/youth)
Community building through various events - feb fest, movies in
the square,
Nice natural environment
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Feb 02 19 04:45:06 pm
Feb 02 19 06:04:06 pm

Feb 02 19 07:51:45 pm

Feb 02 19 09:17:13 pm
Feb 03 19 12:09:05 pm

its an attractive and active place........the public transit
system(especially the express bus routes) are fabulous..... bicycle
lanes
Attractive, historic downtown, with beautiful old limestone
buildings, waterfront, a large selection of very good restaurants,
appealing shops and markets in market square. Also: the
Memorial Centre market, the improved intra-city express bus
system, accessible and central geographic location vis-à-vis major
metropolitan areas, easy access to several local/provincial parks,
country-side and the 1000 Islands, several local recreational
facilities, inter-city transport via airport, train & bus, and several
cultural facilities & events, the military, the prisons, the
provincial/hospital service hub, the college/universities and their
students, development (especially housing, stores) along bus
routes, and the sustainable, environmentally-friendly and greenenergy development.
The Water front, Its History, multiculturalism, the Education
facility's such as Queens, RMC, St-Lawrence Collage. The Down
town Corps is well maintained.
History
Location

Feb 03 19 12:17:17 pm

History

Feb 03 19 12:29:52 pm

Location and natural beauty.

Feb 03 19 01:09:09 pm

Express buses. Welcoming to refugees. Trying to be green. Still
some waterfront for the public to enjoy. Some strong
communities/neighbourhoods, especially downtown and
Reddendale.

Feb 03 19 02:40:45 pm

Economic resilience through the combination of Educational
institutions, federal jobs and CFB. I am also happy to see the
efforts of the incubator for new jobs.

Feb 03 19 04:07:41 pm

Feb 03 19 04:40:42 pm

It's location between Toronto and Montreal, the many cultural
events, theatres, the waterfront, its three post secondary
educational institutions, good medical facilities, a welcoming
attitude for people of other culture/races. very good public transit
system,

Feb 03 19 04:56:41 pm

Historical significance. Downtown core. Military base, university
and college communities. Docupet.

Feb 03 19 05:34:49 pm

Beautiful location, huge waterfront potential,skilled population,
culturally vibrant. Location, close to Toronto, Boston, Montreal,
New York and Ottawa. a destination for tourists. Well served by
road, rail and air. Commitment to sustainablity.
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Feb 03 19 08:34:18 pm

What matters most to me are issues about the environment.
I believe that Kingston is very special because we are surrounded
by marshlands that give wonderful opportunities to observe the
magic of nature while still in the city.

Feb 03 19 09:29:35 pm

Heritage

Feb 03 19 09:53:20 pm
Feb 03 19 10:19:13 pm
Feb 04 19 08:45:07 am
Feb 04 19 08:54:38 am

Waterfront setting.
Vibrant community.
Diversity.
The city has a strong plan to remove homelessness in Kingston
that appears to be working
Our history.
Our proximity to Lake Ontario.
Our culture.
Accessibility for the most part, lots of public parks, the tourist
draw.

Feb 04 19 09:10:12 am

Tourism heritage labour force

Feb 04 19 09:38:18 am

Beginning to consult the citizens more.

Feb 04 19 10:20:46 am

- Rich historical and cultural heritage
- The Springer Market Square
- Entertainment venues, restaurants and cafés
- Scenic and attractive conservation areas
- Indoor and outdoor sport facilities
- Efficient and reliable public transit
- Excellent network of public libraries
- Excellent schools, colleges and universities
- Excellent health care facilities

Feb 04 19 11:19:04 am
Feb 04 19 12:37:06 pm
Feb 04 19 02:14:02 pm
Feb 04 19 02:35:42 pm

A strength would be that the city promotes itself as a green city,
such as the bike lanes, green bins ect. However this is also a
weakness as its superficial
small enough that community is easier to create and maintain.
Good position between the big cities, the waterfront.
Location

Feb 04 19 02:45:55 pm
Feb 04 19 02:59:51 pm

Tourism and summer festivals/events, economic success
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Feb 04 19 03:42:47 pm

A stated desire for progress. Heritage. Waterfront and Wetlands.
Good field bicycling path ways: K&P Trail. Poor cycling
infrastructure in the city itself. High employment level.

Feb 04 19 05:51:21 pm

Location to Ottawa, Montreal, Toronto and United States.
Beautiful city located by the water with good educational facilities
for families. Lots of park space and activities in the city. The city
is well laid out and with the third crossing the traffic flow will be
much better. Belle Park is a gem in the city. I hope it is developed
into multiple uses.

Feb 04 19 06:44:47 pm
Feb 04 19 06:50:43 pm

define what you mean by "the City". do you mean the municipal
government? the physical infrastructure? the citizens? without
knowing what you mean it's impossible to say.
Location, diverse economy, strong arts community, tourist
potential, universities and colleges

Feb 04 19 07:53:02 pm

Not much

Feb 04 19 08:12:32 pm

- it is the right size....has enough "big city" things, but still with
enough small-town feel (not spread out for miles and miles in all
directions like Toronto, very few ugly concrete and glass
highrises, reasonable traffic....).
- Free and easy access to a beautiful waterfront for miles
- Close to nature, conservation areas, green space/parks
- Numerous heritage buildings and beautiful old limestone
buildings

Feb 04 19 10:53:51 pm

Water front
Access to parks and green spaces
Market square skating rink
Walkable city
New library and city hub in north Kingston

Feb 05 19 01:39:37 pm

Historical preservation in the city and community involvement.

Feb 05 19 03:38:56 pm

Transit system
Walkability in centre
Attractive heritage buildings
Parks
Vibrant downtown
Wetlands with healthy wildlife populations

Feb 05 19 03:43:40 pm

Low crime, lots of post secondary education facilities, good transit

Feb 05 19 03:48:55 pm
Feb 05 19 04:14:42 pm

Transit
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Feb 05 19 04:21:45 pm

Close knit community
Strong Historical Architect

Feb 05 19 05:48:18 pm

Cleanliness
Accsssibility

Feb 05 19 08:52:50 pm

History
Restaurants
Waterfront
Festivals
Small town feel

Feb 05 19 09:46:26 pm

Feb 06 19 08:07:37 am

Canadian History and Heritage
Active Communities invested in Kingston issues and politics
Infrastructure maintenance (roads, sewers, clean water)
Investment in transit (keep up the good work)

Feb 06 19 08:39:59 am

Vibrant downtown
Historical look of downtown
Arts & culture
Sporting opportunities
Progressive sustainability (solid waste & transit)

Feb 06 19 11:15:38 am

Excellent location; sense of history; Queens University; proximity
to natural spaces

Feb 06 19 11:49:00 am

Location: Kingston is wedged between Toronto, Montreal, Ottawa
and the vast economic opportunity of the eastern seaboard. Let's
expand on this opportunity in the eyes of investors and home
buyers. We're also on the waterfront and immediately close to the
401, making transportation easy and efficient.
Efficiency of traffic: lots of under/overpasses, resulting in less
congestion compared to other cities. Believe me, many towns
have NOT got this right.
Economic diversity: tourism, RMC, schools, government, industry,
innovators.

Feb 06 19 01:07:02 pm

tourism, beauty, history, people, waterfront, sailing, boating

Feb 06 19 01:31:08 pm

good location, educated population, active downtown, historic
buildings etc

Feb 06 19 05:18:09 pm

Safe, has all the amenities of a suburb within city limits

Feb 06 19 08:04:20 pm

1. The historic nature of the downtown area. When we moved
here, the downtown and preservation of historic buildings was a
big part of our decision.
2. Water, access and viewing water, whatever size allows access
and preservation of nature. This allows for people and native
animals and species to thrive.
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Feb 07 19 10:42:25 am

Feb 07 19 08:24:02 pm

- Strong job force
- Growing infrastructure
- Diversity and Equity
- Central location
- Decent amenities (i.e. food & beverage, entertainment, activities,
etc.)
The above-mentioned strengths create an attractive place to visit
and live. Kingston has grown leaps and bounds in the last decade
and it is something to be proud of. Additionally, the efforts of
organizations, such as KEDCO, Innovate Kingston, Sustainable
Kingston or SpeaKingston, are appreciated and valued.

Feb 07 19 09:25:18 pm
Feb 07 19 09:57:45 pm
Feb 07 19 11:19:35 pm
Feb 08 19 07:00:09 am

Feb 08 19 08:16:08 am

Feb 08 19 03:21:25 pm

Ability to attract tourists. Downtown core is lively, great
businesses, eateries, interesting architecture and historical
significance.
Balancing growth with protection of heritage buildings and the
natural environment
All the waterfront around us, including the streams, creeks, and
ponds. The easy access in and out of the City to the marvelous
Canadian Shield country to the City's north. Its location on Lake
Ontario. Its preservation of its heritage within the landscape. The
presence of its educational institutions. It's expanding transit
service.
Location - on the St. Lawrence, close to major cities, vibrant arts
and culture scenes, Queen's University and St. Lawrence
College.

Feb 08 19 03:21:30 pm

nice downtown..good parking..nice water fronts..tourism thrives

Feb 08 19 04:49:05 pm

History, the lake/parks, downtown, composting, student life

Feb 08 19 08:25:53 pm

- Focus on green planning (reaching emissions target early,
purchasing electric buses);
- Inspiring expansion of public transit;
- Effort to expand downtown densities into Williamsville (and
potentially North King's Town);
- Convenient location between Toronto, Ottawa, and Montreal;
- Plan for active transportation, including bike Lanes across the
city

Feb 09 19 09:29:30 am

Downtown, waterfront, Queen's,SLC,RMC, the Base, city size,
waterfront development.
Location for large companies.
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Feb 09 19 10:44:26 am

Mid Size, historic heritage, and on the cusp and potential of
growing within a 21st century approach, utilizing its geographic
location and existing established educational, tourism and
commercial base. The opportunity is here to build a city ready to
deal and advance the various issues facing its population and
those to follow.

Feb 09 19 10:44:44 am

educational facilities bases; military base; vibrant downtown;
tourism attractions and assets; geographical proximity to larger
metro centers; waterfront; culinary options; cultural
facilities/programs; business-minded Mayor; heritage/history
assets;

Feb 09 19 10:56:03 am

Waterfront, heritage, universities

Feb 09 19 12:02:33 pm

1,The downtown core. Thats what make Kingston.
2, Queens, with out Queens Kingston would be nothing.
3, RMC
People walking around making a city fell like a city.

Feb 09 19 03:14:00 pm

Location between major urban centres (Montreal, Ottawa,
Toronto). Educational and military institutions provide economic
stability. Transit improvements have made the city more
accessible than ever before.

Feb 09 19 04:45:09 pm

Quaint, charming, vibrant

Feb 09 19 04:47:57 pm
Feb 10 19 09:17:48 am

Queen's, St Lawrence College, RMC, VIA Rail stops, Bader
Centre (classical music), DofD, location, boating.
Highly qualified workforce. Good history of attracting and keeping
industry. Good location in the Toronto-Montreal corridor. Good
transport foundation (needs improvement). Vibrant downtown.

Feb 10 19 10:12:08 am

Kingston has improved with transportation having more bus
routes and stops throughout the city and surrounding areas.
Kingston also has a lot of restaurants that we could be using to
draw in tourism by hosting different food themed events!

Feb 10 19 10:20:11 am

The lake is a focal point for the city

Feb 11 19 01:32:45 pm

Kingston Transit
Historic downtown buildings
Waterfront, although not being utilized in the downtown core

Feb 11 19 01:38:00 pm

Feb 11 19 01:47:49 pm

The downtown core, the history and the beauty. Good local food
suppliers at markets. Arts community and festivals. Tourist
related activities.
location between Ottawa, Toronto and Montreal. Waterfront is a
big attraction and so there should be consideration that it is
available for the public to enjoy.
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Feb 11 19 02:43:44 pm

Location, size of city, Green Initiatives

Feb 11 19 03:31:54 pm

-Proximity to major urban centres.
-Access to waterways.
-Historical recognition.
-An attractive and accessible downtown.
-A diverse workforce, in terms of education and economic class.
-A healthy arts and entertainment community.
-A strong community spirit

Feb 11 19 03:46:03 pm

Activities, entertainment and things to do for its residents and
visitors
Bus service, Kingston Hydro how it serves its residents and
feedback
Seniors Association

Feb 11 19 05:50:40 pm

having a clear vision; investment in infrastructure; knowledgeable
staff; forward-leaning management

Feb 11 19 06:32:40 pm

Feb 11 19 07:04:05 pm
Feb 11 19 07:45:44 pm

great municipality to work for.Great benefits.I lived in the city for a
number of years and enjoyed my time as a transit operator and
supervisor.Now retired in Amherestview but wish it was part of the
city. (its coming).
The opportunity for the french community To grow. A lot of efforts
are placed into activities offered in french across the city.
Right size, proximity to larger centres, teaching hospital, quick
access to rural area.

Feb 11 19 08:42:52 pm
Feb 11 19 08:57:59 pm
Feb 11 19 08:58:18 pm

1. Historical heritage 2. Many educational facilities.3. Waterfront.
4. Links to Military.
Express buses, citizen engagement, Downtown events,
Williamsville development and intensification.

Feb 12 19 09:12:56 am

History & character. Diversity of industry.

Feb 12 19 09:21:27 am

Beautiful architecture, waterfront, St. Lawrence, Queen's, RMC,
health care, location.

Feb 12 19 11:23:04 am

Lakefront location
Hwy 401 Corridor
Public Institutions: education, hospital, corrections Canada,
Military base all provide recession proof economic base
Clean environment and great lifestyle

Feb 12 19 12:20:29 pm

Diversity
Dining
Medical facilities
Downtown Core
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Feb 12 19 01:16:38 pm

Beautiful city situated on the lake and within easy travelling
distance of Toronto, Montreal, Ottawa and the USA.
A historical ambiance.
Great restaurants and many enjoyable festivities throughout the
year.
Good medical facilities.

Feb 12 19 03:57:14 pm

City Staff
City Council
Volunteers (eg, on committees)
Kingston Transit System
Rural + Urban community
Natural Heritage (trails, wetlands, parks, green space)

Feb 12 19 05:29:18 pm

Viable downtown
Beautiful location and vistas
Historic buildings and geography
2 Universities and 1 College
Stable workforce

Feb 12 19 07:48:10 pm

Culture, history, arts, education, natural environment, people,
diversity

Feb 13 19 06:01:05 am

The diversity of life skills that City staff, Councillors and local
academics can bring to bear in helping to plan and resolve any
municipal daily work and long term urban planning challenges.
More public policy input forums being opened up to all citizens in
recent years.
Kingston as a medium-sized city can learn from the mistakes of
other global communities while adapting progressive urban
planning practices from other communities around the world.

Feb 13 19 12:02:18 pm

Mayor Paterson has excellent vision for the broader requirements
of the cities needs.
The city staff is very professional
Culture at the city appears to have a good focus on what is
important to the customer.
Staying on top of implementation of Innovative strategies is crucial
to future success of any city. The Mayor and some Councillors
understand the importance of this
Park development is great
Continuing to have a utility company (UK) is a great strategy for
extra income and future innovation in power enhancement.
Transit strategy and operations
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Feb 13 19 01:28:35 pm

Downtown
Waterfront
Secondary Schools
Small town feel
Proximity to major centers

Feb 13 19 03:23:51 pm

Kingston has a beautiful downtown area that is attractive and a
lovely place to walk and enjoy the sights. The waterfront is a huge
strength for living, working, or adventuring around.

Feb 13 19 03:39:23 pm

Educational institutes and the potential for innovation and an
educated workforce.
Relatively stable white-collar employment .
Downtown, which is culturally vibrant and walkable.
Regional setting on Lake Ontario, and proximity to larger urban
centres.

Feb 13 19 05:48:20 pm

Community events. Public transportation.
Fireworks.

Feb 13 19 08:00:11 pm

Small city, diversity, post-secondary institutions, geography /
biological diversity / wetlands, water, parks and conservation
areas, improvements in public transportation,
arts/culture/sports/recreation, libraries, hospitals, tourism, history,
large senior population

Feb 13 19 10:38:05 pm

Feb 14 19 08:23:53 am
Feb 14 19 09:17:42 am
Feb 14 19 09:23:38 am

Feb 14 19 10:25:28 am

There has been a lot of investment into parks which I really
appreciate (Victoria park, and the Gord Downey Pier for example).
The busing system has become so much better.

Tourism, Arts & Culture, proximity to nature, sense of community,
small town feel with city amenities
Commitment to a sustainable city on all dimensions. Green space,
parks ecologically sound council decisions. Active transportation
initiatives. New bus routes.
A diverse community, with so many talented, knowledgeable
people who care.
Location
History/Limestone
Harbours
Tourist Destination
Rideau Canal
Nearby Country
Easy Lifestyle
Recycling System
Healthcare System
Transit System
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Feb 14 19 11:54:39 am

Historical nature of downtown. Small size. Improved public
transport.
General: Beautiful location, vibrant and attractive downtown, welleducated population.

Feb 14 19 12:05:56 pm

Feb 14 19 02:20:19 pm
Feb 14 19 06:04:35 pm

The City corporation: Express Buses; City Parks; Kingston Utilities
-- great water here in the former K township (and sewer as far as I
know) and service/billing runs smoothly; waste/recycling pickup
great; Invista Centre; Centre 70; Artillery Park; Market Square;
Breakwater Park.
pockets of nature
supposed progressive attitudes
intellectual, friendly, historic downtown (at risk of being ruined if
relax height restrictions)

Feb 14 19 08:44:01 pm

It's easy to get around by car and, increasingly, by bus.

Feb 14 19 10:14:51 pm

Great downtown and the waterfront is becoming more accessible.
Hospitals, and the University & College. The city has improved the
rapport the city employees have with residents. Kudos to the
traffic engineers, civil engineers and maintenance workers.

Feb 15 19 08:50:27 am
Feb 15 19 01:15:06 pm

Waterfront
Community activities
Bus transit
Educated population, attractive location on lakefront, busy
downtown. Good arts and cultural ambience.

Feb 15 19 02:08:49 pm

Location, education, legacy

Feb 15 19 02:09:48 pm

- Good geographic location.
- Good downtown.
- Presence of strong institutions, such as universities and
hospitals, which helps with employment and stability.

Feb 15 19 02:17:26 pm
Feb 15 19 02:30:20 pm

Educated, connected staff supported by local researchers and
research institutions that can come up with new ideas for today's
issues.
Good customer service. When there is a problem, the city is quick
to respond when the issue is still is at its most relevant.

Feb 15 19 03:14:10 pm

Clean air, walkability, strong military heritage and presence,

Feb 15 19 04:20:31 pm

Small town feel, walkable and inviting downtown, historic
architecture, improving public transit, reasonable house prices,
solid public industries that provide good jobs (CFB Kingston,
KHSC, Queen’s, St. Lawrence etc).

Feb 15 19 06:12:13 pm

Tourism, diversity
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Feb 15 19 11:21:06 pm

-Hospitals & Healthcare
-Post-secondary Institutions
-Heritage structures and areas
-Access to the water and pathways along it
-Alternative Arts positive community culture
-growing diversity

Feb 16 19 08:40:19 am

Growing diversity
Age demographic is balanced across young adults, families and
retired persons
Beautiful downtown
Historic
Beautiful location - lake, river, forest

Feb 16 19 09:01:41 am

Environmentally and socially conscious projects.

Feb 16 19 11:10:08 am

A rich mix of culture and arts for a smallish city. Great location on
the water between major centres.

Feb 17 19 12:11:12 am

Excellent public transit. The Municipal Fee Assistance Program is
a critical resource for Kingstonians that live below the poverty line.
Kingston has a vibrant downtown and rich cultural resources. The
DBIA is very active and critical for the vibrant cultural life of
Kingston. The Kingston Frontenac Public Library system is
comprehensive and engaged with diverse communities. Great
opportunities for amateur theater and other arts. KCHC, the Tett,
the Isabel are fantastic.

Feb 17 19 10:18:55 am

Recycling.

Feb 18 19 08:50:04 am

The variety, availability, and ease of access to cultural events and
human-scale size of the city make it a great place to live. Having
come from Toronto several years ago we wouldn't even consider
leaving Kingston at this point.

Feb 18 19 06:46:51 pm
Feb 19 19 12:10:50 am
Feb 19 19 05:56:29 am

A vibrant and friendly place to live IF the city makes the livability
of residents a priority.
Room for development and expansion. Heritage homes and
preservation
1. Diversity
2. Strong rental demand

Feb 19 19 08:23:24 am

People, resources, history, diversity, reputation

Feb 19 19 08:40:38 am

1. Size of city (bigger than rural communities, smaller than
Toronto/Ottawa)
2. Educational Institutions (Queens, SLC, RMC)
3. Somewhat diverse employment, though a large amount is
public sector
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Feb 19 19 09:15:04 am

1. Hospitals, medical staff, family doctors.
2. Ease of driving anywhere within the city relatively easily and
quickly.
3. Sanitation and recycle pick-up.

Feb 19 19 09:16:21 am

location, heritage, affordability, right size, city sponsored activities
year round.

Feb 19 19 10:03:10 am

Transit has come along way with more routes, the express is
great. I occasionally use city buses and have enjoyed. Drivers are
friendly and professional. I'd like to see early bus start times in the
mornings. I know many who need to be at work for 6:00am but
buses don't start until then.

Feb 19 19 10:09:15 am

I believe the city's strengths are in tourism, community events,
and cleanliness.

Feb 19 19 10:28:21 am

commitment to youth and youth voice being part of the city's
development
its care for vulnerable populations
its learning institutions and commitment to being at the front of
innovation
its historic beauty

Feb 19 19 11:07:46 am

In theory, Kingston's size allows for optimal participation and
representation at the local level. There have been some positive
steps during the past few years to recognize and include
Kingston's indigenous groups

Feb 19 19 11:18:10 am

a vibrant downtown core
good parking
good access to waterfront
decent green space (downtown parks, Cataraqui Conservation
Area, LeMoine's Point, etc)
good facilities (rinks, Isabelle Bader, etc)
old city, historic feel
good (much improved) public transit
great artist community and music community

Feb 19 19 11:26:26 am

The progressive caucus on City Council.

Feb 19 19 12:58:03 pm

Feb 19 19 01:14:24 pm

Feb 19 19 01:48:03 pm

Vibrant downtown core, beautiful waterfront with recently
improved walking paths and water access. Great cross section of
society.
Historical Districts
Waterfront
Location
Planning and implementation of Municipal Infra-structure ie:
Roadways & ancillary infrastructure, Storm & Sanitary Sewers
and bylaws.
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Feb 19 19 01:57:41 pm

Waterfront
City amenities with 'small town' feel
Location - accessibility to Toronto, Ottawa and Montreal
Strong music scene - in particular the Grand has become a very
established asset for the community
Easy access to surrounding conservation areas and hiking trails

Feb 19 19 01:58:41 pm

Location
Built heritage
natural environment (waterways)
Historic building/ sites

Feb 19 19 02:10:46 pm

waterfront is / was nice (looking at wind turbines now though is
not so 'nice as it was'),
but think Council trying much to hard to make like Toronto lately....
y'all seem to have a 'build more homes and they will come and we
will get more tax $' type of thinking going on, or so it seems to
those that been living here for some time, preferred less homes,
less traffic and a cleaner community ....

Feb 19 19 02:14:55 pm

A lively, well preserved, downtown and waterfront.

Feb 19 19 02:25:59 pm

It’s abil to attract tourism

Feb 19 19 02:54:14 pm

- presence of relatively stable employers: Queen's, RMC, CFBK,
St. Lawrence, Hospitals
- distance from major centers: Toronto, Ottawa, Montreal
- distance from US border
- accessibility to Lake Ontario

Feb 19 19 03:30:18 pm
Feb 19 19 03:56:10 pm
Feb 19 19 04:11:46 pm

Feb 19 19 04:23:21 pm

Feb 19 19 04:29:36 pm

Downtown Kingston is beautiful in the summer time and a great
attraction for people
Beautiful natural setting, convenient location between 3 major
cities, tourist destination
Events and activities
Central location with respect to 2 thirds of the Canadian
population
Beautiful setting
2 universities with well connected alumni
National name recognitio
Great retirement place. Great safe place for family
Water all around. Easy access to a major hospital.

Feb 19 19 04:57:57 pm

Willingness to listen to the people.

Feb 19 19 08:29:21 pm

Tourism, waterfront, revitalized downtown
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Feb 19 19 08:51:51 pm

Convenience, Cost of Living, uniqueness, higher education, family
living, waterfront

Feb 19 19 09:11:26 pm

Queen's University, waterfront location

Feb 19 19 10:00:43 pm

Sadly... not really sure.

Feb 19 19 10:07:00 pm

Feb 20 19 07:21:01 am

Feb 20 19 07:59:17 am

Feb 20 19 09:17:07 am

Feb 20 19 09:44:06 am
Feb 20 19 11:50:29 am

Size is right and location in a beautiful setting
Strong history and architectural heritage
Seat of higher learning, the arts and culture
It's people
It's ability to draw great entertainment
It's interest in being a leader in many different areas like
sustainability for instance
Small size; location on water; location between
Toronto/Montreal/Ottawa
It's location near Lake Ontario and within a very rich ecological
area; it's very interesting historical heritage - this is a gem; it's
size (not too big, large enough for good services); it's proximity to
beautiful country settings and nature trails/habitat; it's excellent
transit service.
Taking the initiative to hold town meetings to discuss wildlife
issues.
historical buildings and structures; close to 1000 Islands and
inland lakes

Feb 20 19 12:35:31 pm
Feb 20 19 12:38:13 pm

Third crossing

Feb 20 19 02:46:19 pm

landlords

Feb 20 19 04:26:57 pm
Feb 20 19 08:18:04 pm

Feb 20 19 08:32:08 pm

Excellent location, history, waterfront and unique institutions
including Queen's University, SLC, RMC, Health Science Centre,
CFB and many more!
Its natural beauty and landscapes.
It's location and pop size.
I believe Kingston has great buildings and history. I also love what
the city does with things like the Pen and the Gord Downie Pier.
Queens university is beautiful and overall the downtown area is
well kept.
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Feb 21 19 12:33:27 am

Location - between population centers, on the water, proximity to
the US, central location to do business,
Strong institutional sectors - hospitals, education, insurance,
military,
Educated and skilled population
Great quality of life - culturally strong, short commutes,
Great City amenities/area amenities - Leon's Centre, Invista
Centre, Market Square, Grand Theatre, libraries, great parks,
aquatic centre, fitness facilities, walking trails, hiking trails
Frontenac Park, in short big city amenities, small town
convenience.
Excellent Fiscal stewardship by City of Kingston management
staff - as suggested by strong credit rating and ability to facilitate
building of large city infrastructure projects on time and on budget
for the vast majority of projects.
Authenticity of city in part due to it's historical nature

Feb 21 19 10:13:16 am

Waterfront, historical buildings, OHL team, asking for public input
in this survey

Feb 21 19 10:28:43 am

a beautiful waterfront and parks, including lake ontario park,
breakwater park, douglas fluhrer park and k and p trail,belle park,
lemoine point
beautiful heritage buildings and areas including our downtown
core, portsmouth village, barriefield
a caring community and neighbourhoods with citizens who are
engaged and interested in living in a beautiful, caring, sustainable
city that values its citizens and all the birds and wildlife that live
here
a university and community college and many cultural
organizations and opportunities
Good hospitals

Feb 21 19 12:38:09 pm

That fact that we are willing to help people and address concerns
that come forward
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Feb 21 19 03:54:29 pm

Geographic location- on the water of Lake Ontario and 2 major
rivers as well as near rural areas that support farming, nature and
recreational opportunities
Size- To me, Kingston is the right size, big enough to have most
amenities, services and business that I would want but small
enough that it still feels like a community.
Strengths of services run by or supported by the actual
municipality include a great improvement in public transit, support
for heritage buildings, good recreational facilities and parks
(though maybe not as many of them as would be ideal). It seems
that emergency services are also good, though I have limited
experience with them. The city has a lot of good people working
for it and my experiences with them (and Utilities Kingston) have
almost always been positive.

Feb 21 19 07:11:37 pm

Kingston is a beautiful City and its position by the Lake makes it
an ideal, friendly tourist destination. It is also a reasonable sized
city to live in.

Feb 21 19 08:27:26 pm

-Waterfront
-Quaint/historical connection - 'Limestone City'
-Community involvement
-Family friendly, student and retiree community - something for all
-Stable market
-Established local events (Feb/Writers/Art/Blues Fest,
Promenade, Art After Dark, Movies in the Square, Poker Run,
Gay Pride Parade, etc.)

Feb 21 19 10:42:46 pm

Neither a small town nor a big city, Kingston has the advantage of
the best of both worlds

Feb 22 19 02:07:33 am

Access to waterbodies, nature and parkland
Prioritization of affordable housing by council staff
Geographical location
Diverse large employers: Queens, Military, Corrections, KHS,
Construction etc
Strong farming community in hinterland
High youth population
Significant senior population who have a lot of intangible wealth to
contribute if provided the right channels

Feb 22 19 10:17:56 am

Access to public parks and conservation areas.

Feb 22 19 12:14:42 pm

Bicycle paths

Feb 22 19 12:56:52 pm
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Feb 22 19 12:56:57 pm

waterfront paths; bicycle lanes; historic downtown; the different
music and entertainment venues such as the Isabel Bader Centre,
Grand Theatre, Leon's Centre, Domino theatre; its inclusivity
initiatives; the progress being made attracting new business to
kingston; the airport expansion; the counter st overpass plan; the
third crossing plan; Blues Fest, Feb Fest; strong community
partnerships

Feb 22 19 02:13:26 pm

Excellent bus system and health care facilities such as KHSC

Feb 22 19 04:56:44 pm

History and waterfront. Also a vibrant arts community.

Feb 22 19 05:37:07 pm

Locations of shopping availabilities in relation to housing.

Feb 22 19 06:01:34 pm

Promoting the city's history and charm (Princess St sidewalk
renos, Breakwater Park renos).

Feb 22 19 06:07:48 pm

engaged, concerned citizenry
history and heritage
beauty of water and waterfront
lots of expertise in the community - 2 universities and a college
we still have time to try and ameliorate climate change at the local
level if we expand our thinking and focus on truly reducing GHGs

Feb 22 19 06:11:58 pm
Feb 22 19 06:37:57 pm

Transit

Feb 22 19 07:15:30 pm

Location
History
Arts
Leisure activities

Feb 22 19 07:21:38 pm

Variety of businesses that cater to various needs. Excellent public
transit. Great recreational programs.

Feb 22 19 08:34:01 pm
Feb 22 19 08:48:38 pm

The drive to make improvements.

Feb 22 19 09:53:23 pm

The history

Feb 22 19 10:13:38 pm

I think the strengths of the City have been the free bus passes for
all students in high school and university, I also think holding the
open house on Tuesday was a brilliant idea too.

Feb 23 19 07:34:20 am

Beautification in the summer. Love all the glower planters!
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Feb 23 19 08:01:46 am

I think the strengths are mostly the potential that it has. It has a
great landscape for fostering family and community but I think it
could be more progressive and catch up to the times. People in
this city are ridiculously ignorant when it comes to real facts about
immigrants, refugees etc. The sir John A thing here was insane. It
shouldn’t have even been a debate the conversation in more
progressive cities was informed and it seemed like people no
nothing about history, context, reality....

Feb 23 19 10:17:17 am
Feb 23 19 03:17:08 pm

Quality of life (location, access to waterfront, parks, culture,
history, restaurants...)

Feb 23 19 06:38:30 pm

The people who live in the community

Feb 23 19 06:42:40 pm

Location and dedication of population

Feb 23 19 09:03:53 pm

Inculsive

Feb 23 19 10:12:26 pm
Feb 24 19 01:41:41 am

Historical
Tourist Facilities
Entertainment

Feb 24 19 08:16:36 am

Safety of everyone in our community

Feb 24 19 09:27:18 am

They care about building preservation

Feb 24 19 09:30:25 am

I love the amount of effort that has been put into outdoor spaces
around the community. The work that was done down at the peer
was a great way to make our waterfront accessible. I believe
providing citizens with easy ways to enjoy the outdoors can be
very powerful in terms of inspiring action with regards to
sustainability and conservation.

Feb 24 19 09:47:14 am

Location, Educational institutions, Government, Military, History,
downtown, entertainment/culture
Participation in the Federation of Canadian Municipalities (FCM)
Partners for Climate Protection program

Feb 24 19 02:26:40 pm

Unanimous decision to join the Global Covenant of Mayors on
Climate and Energy
Many councillors supportive of climate action

Feb 24 19 02:29:23 pm

The city does a great job of preserving its heritage and
accommodating tourism, leading to new jobs and income for
shops downtown.
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* a picturesque and historic city centre
* quick and easy access to lakes, rivers, and woodland paths
* a wide range of research expertise at Queen’s and RMC
* a relatively high number of government employees, with defined
benefit pensions
Feb 24 19 03:13:02 pm
* world-class performers at the Isabel Bader Centre for the
Performing Arts
* a conscientious city council and capable staff
* Utilities Kingston
* engaged, informed, and forthright citizens groups and individuals

Feb 24 19 03:55:00 pm

-- location, location, location (waterfront, near US, near major
Canadian cities, near nature, on train line, 401, etc.)
-- amazing citizens who run all sorts of programs, clubs, sports
groups, artisan workshops, help organizations, etc.

Feb 24 19 04:26:14 pm

-Historic nature
-University town
-Proximity to Toronto, -Montreal and Ottawa
-lakeside town

Feb 24 19 04:27:27 pm

- attempting to preserve heritage buildings and develop and
maintain Heritage Conservation Districts
- attempting to facilitate cooperation between the various
stakeholders and institutions within Kingston
- continuing to develop and maintain express bus routes
- installation of on-demand pedestrian sidewalks on King St West

Feb 24 19 05:14:58 pm

Public transit

Feb 24 19 06:02:56 pm
Feb 24 19 06:52:42 pm

Feb 24 19 07:24:22 pm

it's small town character; that it is unique - with it's heritage and
small town charm; it's size seems to be its greatest strength
High average education levels, geographic location, tourist
business, independent local businesses, reliable major
employers.
The greatest strength the City has over other cities is history and
tourism potential related to its waterfront and heritage buildings.
The city should be planning to acquire/develop, in cooperation
with Federal, Provincial governments, as well as not for profits
and the private sector, such properties as the Marine Museum
and dry dock, Kingston Penitentiary and Kingston Psychiatric
Hospital Rockwood building and adjacent wharf.
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Feb 24 19 07:59:42 pm

Public transit, education

Feb 24 19 10:15:58 pm

I don’t really know... we have some great early on centres. A nice
waterfront. Lots of history. And a great location between Toronto
and Ottawa.

Feb 24 19 11:29:07 pm

Waterfront access, community services (rinks, gyms etc..)

Feb 24 19 11:33:54 pm

It's natural landscape - Lake Ontario, surrounding rivers and
creeks, Lemoine Point conservation area, Little Cat conservation
area, a beautiful city hall and square for public events, the history
of the downtown area (apart from the way that indigenous people
were wiped out), limestone buildings, public sector service
delivery through health care, universities and colleges,
government (OHIP)

Feb 24 19 11:53:39 pm

Location.

Feb 24 19 11:59:54 pm

Wonderful downtown
Great facilities
Nice playgrounds and amenities for children
Greenspace (Lemoine's Point)

Feb 25 19 04:25:47 am
Feb 25 19 07:19:21 am

Waterfront, parks, trails, transit system, tourism

Feb 25 19 07:58:49 am
Feb 25 19 09:07:19 am
Feb 25 19 09:09:19 am

Location for both tourism (lake, natural heritage) and business
(access to 401 and bridge crossings to the US)
Its human-scale/walkable/livable/historic/waterfront downtown,
which continues to attract an increasingly
diverse/creative/intellectual population.

Feb 25 19 09:19:04 am

diversity

Feb 25 19 10:03:37 am

Baby-steps towards mitigating climate change and protecting
biodiversity, like EV charging stations and turtle fencing.

Feb 25 19 10:34:40 am

None

Feb 25 19 10:35:40 am

N/A

Feb 25 19 11:02:14 am

1. Lots of locally owned restaurants & cafes that offer locally
produced items 2. Waterfront & greenspace
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Feb 25 19 11:04:38 am

Improved busing, helps make up for lack of parking in downtown
Kingston though because you don't want to make any too large a
purchase you end up shopping elsewhere because of the lack of
parking, lol. Tendency to permit development but not taking into
account how paving over so much land in new development
without leaving enough green space can lead to things such as
flooding.

Feb 25 19 11:10:13 am

Conservation land and parks upkeep. Recycling, compost.
Protection of wildlife species (ie, turtle crossings) We like an
environmentally friendly city working towards healthy innovations
for the planet and people.

Feb 25 19 11:27:21 am

Good facilities. Nice downtown area. Great activities throughout
the year.

Feb 25 19 01:08:28 pm

Charming buildings

Feb 25 19 02:45:16 pm
Feb 25 19 02:47:22 pm

Tourism, welcoming, economically responsible and fiscally
responsible, forward thinking
Walkable downtown
Fun community Summer events
Reliable public transit

Feb 25 19 03:06:39 pm

Kingston is compact, and filled with smart, accomplished, creative
people. There is "thinking" infrastructure in place - at Queen's and
SLC, the hospital, the City, and in the community. There are
accessible research facilities and models already here.
The city is very positive and friendly - it is easy to connect people
with the network they need to make stuff happen.
The city has demonstrated a willingness to try new things - like
with transit, and sustainable Kingston. There is a core group who
are already thinking "how might we" and "yes, and..." That spirit
needs to be harnessed to drive growth.
Kingston is ideally located. It is desirable in so many ways - on the
lake, short commutes to work, historic and natural beauty,
accessible to all transportation routes and the border. Access to
major centres - commercial and governmental. All with room to
expand, redevelop, rethink, retool. It is amazing how much it has
going for it.

Feb 25 19 03:21:33 pm

Arts and music events in the summertime, cultural events in the
fall, February long winter festival, tourist attractions, maintaing
heritage spaces downtown, more buses

Feb 25 19 03:51:09 pm
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- Consultation – continue and improve on the goal of open and
transparent decision-making
- Historic sites especially Rideau Canal & Kingston Fortifications
World Heritage Site
- Heritage buildings
- Institutions and opportunities for learning and obtaining
community advice
- Much improved public transit system

Feb 25 19 03:55:06 pm

Feb 25 19 03:57:11 pm

We have a beautiful waterfront and a vibrant downtown.

Feb 25 19 04:22:04 pm

Vibrant downtown, exceptional aggregation of heritage assets,
natural beauty as the meeting place of 3 waterways, outstanding
public transit for a municipality of this size

Feb 25 19 04:29:50 pm

Natural Beauty
History
Heritage Sights
Waterfront

Feb 19 19 05:50:10 pm

Arts, education

Feb 19 19 05:51:04 pm

Meeting the Paris agreement on time.
Trainst

Feb 19 19 05:51:17 pm
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Feb 19 19 05:52:33 pm

Historic character

Feb 19 19 05:53:47 pm

History, cultural initiatives

Feb 19 19 05:54:02 pm

Taking tax payers money

Feb 19 19 05:54:19 pm

Historic preservation. Increasing taxes.

Feb 19 19 05:58:15 pm

Location, educational institutions, excellent hospitals

Feb 19 19 05:58:44 pm

Medium size; good infrastructure; proximity to parks and
recreation, transportation

Feb 19 19 06:00:41 pm

Beauty

People

Feb 19 19 06:10:10 pm

Feb 19 19 06:10:54 pm

We promote being innovative

Feb 19 19 06:11:56 pm

Feb 19 19 06:13:53 pm

Embraces tourism. Is innovative.
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Feb 19 19 06:14:28 pm

Ice rinks in winter

Feb 19 19 06:23:26 pm

Its people.
Its built and social heritage.
Its location.

Feb 19 19 06:24:34 pm

Feb 19 19 06:27:30 pm

Truly collaborative partnerships amongst community based
organizations, the City, and post-secondary institutions.
Proximity to the recreational opportunities associated with fresh
water. Our geography allows us to stand out among other cities in
that we aren’t a satellite community of a major centre. Y2K and
free bus passes for high school students!
Commitment to innovation, sustainability nd a vibrant, inclusive
community. Strong public sector institutions, including PSE and
health institutions that serve our community and add to its
richness and diversity. Waterfront. Proximity to major cities, rail
link.
High number of talent young people.

Feb 19 19 06:36:24 pm

The arts culture is vibrant and welcoming.

Feb 19 19 06:48:04 pm

Feb 19 19 06:56:21 pm

Honest and open--working for the good of the city--the mayor and
cit council are the strengths!!

Feb 19 19 07:02:23 pm

We have a beautiful city that needs to be promoted more!! While
we have added a couple of industries lately, we need to add alot
more

Feb 19 19 07:04:02 pm

geography

Feb 19 19 07:27:24 pm

Space and land
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Feb 19 19 07:59:35 pm

Good medical facilities
Fairly good bus service.
Interesting history & amazing architecture in some historic
buildings eg City Hall
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Question 2: What do you identify as the City’s weaknesses?
Jan 29 19 03:49:16 pm
Jan 29 19 03:53:03 pm
Jan 29 19 04:01:18 pm

lack of general shopping in downtown and east end (few
hardware, general item options)
Too much of a vocal minority pushing politicians for non
progressive or anti-development agenda.
Lack of industry and high tech jobs.

Jan 29 19 04:05:14 pm

- Lack of affordable flights to elsewhere in Canada. It's still
cheaper to drive and park in Ottawa or Toronto and fly from those
cities (even after factoring in the inconvenience)

Jan 29 19 04:05:51 pm

A culture that rejects change and enhancement to the city

Jan 29 19 04:08:02 pm

With the small town feel, also comes a lack of progress. We need
to diversify our economy and be willing to take some bold risks to
be an attractive place for the 22-32 age crowd to find gainful
employment.

Jan 29 19 04:09:34 pm

too slow to embrace and promote alternate housing forms such as
back yard suites, laneway houses and tiny homes - inability to
influence provision of affordable rental units - empty storefronts
make downtown less appealing - food deserts in the north end
and few affordable stores for downtown dwellers - extreme visible
poverty - inadequate mental health services

Jan 29 19 04:16:22 pm
Jan 29 19 04:18:48 pm
Jan 29 19 04:18:49 pm

Jan 29 19 04:20:50 pm

snails pace on development, ridiculous emphasis on downtown this city is far greater than the downtown
Lack of care for and housing for the homeless.
Lack of consideration for our historical architecture when planning
new structures eg condos.
Inabilty to create density (multi-residential living space) in the
downtown
City operates in silos- not taking full advantage of all the potential
The planning for intensification of downtown- need to move
beyond the standard type of high rise that could be anywhereneed other more imagination in use of space.
Lack of affordable housing- especially young families, new
homeowners- especially in the old city boundary.
Tax base- residential taxes are high compared to similar
communities.

Jan 29 19 04:22:21 pm

Planning.....To many groups holding up progression and when
planning they forget to include parking ie: Molly brant School and
the new High school
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Jan 29 19 04:28:53 pm

Roads.
Traffic downtown during work week.
Slumlords
low vacancy rate

Jan 29 19 04:34:19 pm

the ever-spreading student rental housing zone in the downtown;
results in family residential neighbourhoods interspersed with
buildings that are not taken care of
dependence of public sector employers

Jan 29 19 05:04:43 pm

Housing availability/affordability, the general shabbiness of
"downtown" outside the core and Sydenham ward, civic apathy
and pessimism among the old-timers.

Jan 29 19 05:20:24 pm

Lack of attention to neighbourhoods outside of downtown core
(and parks)
Terrible roads
Poor planning priorities
Focus on east-side neighbourhoods in terms of provision of public
services (e.g., community centres)

Jan 29 19 05:36:50 pm

lack of affordable housing; services too expensive for a large
number of citizens (eg. Artillery Park, skating rinks, waterslide
park, buses); insufficient attention to sustainability (I know it's
written down in city documents, but is that talk really being
walked?)

Jan 29 19 05:45:43 pm

Sidewalk Snow removal, it's vary spread out,

Jan 29 19 05:49:46 pm

Still some really bad neighboorhoods, area around Regi, area of
Princess between Bath and Division could be better as well!

Jan 29 19 06:23:33 pm

Poor parking downtown, lack of parking and ridiculous parking
fees
Pot holes in major streets such as King St.
During the summer lack of summer cleanup. Boulevards with
weeds growing 2 to 3 feet high, garbage blowing around. Not
pretty for tourists

Jan 29 19 06:27:26 pm

Lack of diversity. Resistance to economic and built development.
Appalling pedestrian, public transport, and cycling support.
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Jan 29 19 07:17:52 pm

Jan 29 19 07:30:08 pm
Jan 29 19 07:31:57 pm

Lack of affordable rentals and housing , driving costs out of reach
for low and middle income individuals and families !
Being stuck in Historical nonsence , history is to learn and grow
not stop growth ,as few in Kingston want and Council listens to
the few not the silent majority and needy ! Stop discouraging
developers and Business . Change plan to accept higher buildings
downtown for residential growth to solve many problems
downtown..
Constant 2.5% tax increases regardless of and ignoring cost ot
living index ..(who gets constant 2.5% wage increases ??)
Taxing retirees and fixed income people out of City !
Endless delays in development and growth which cost everyone
and have created the current Housing Crisis.
Not enough environmental concerns, current infrastructure needs
more care, downtown high rises

Jan 29 19 07:50:02 pm

No beaches.
High rise development.
Lack of east end service business (no hardware store, no auto
parts or repair, no clothing stores).

Jan 29 19 07:57:04 pm

environmental footprint:
not enough incitative/mesures to reduce pollution or companies
to recycle
services and equality for francophones
cost of life
sewage system

Jan 29 19 08:18:44 pm

Overly reliant on government employment
Too many NIMBYs, not enough development and housing
Too much addiction to 'the way things have always been done'
High cost of living

Jan 29 19 08:51:00 pm

Crumbling downtown infrastructure
Limited parking
Limited housing
An anti-development bias among a segment of the population
Urban sprawl
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Connectivity - we have planes, trains and highways but the timing
of the service is not always ideal and highspeed options (rail)
would provide solutions to a number of a challenges.
We are often ideal place for one great job but two can be a
challenge and the sometimes limits who will come and/or stay
here.

Jan 29 19 09:21:19 pm

We need to grow our private sector. Our strong public sector is an
incredible asset, but having a vibrant private sector will create
additional opportunities for growth and help us to diversify our
economy.
There seems to be tension (resistance) to change. Our cultural
heritage is important but it can't be at the expense of densification
which will enrich opportunities to make our city more livable.
Diversity. Canada/Kingston is facing demographic challenges and
we need to be a compelling place for new comers to live and
grow.

Jan 29 19 09:28:25 pm

Inability to attract and retain talent. I know two young
professionals who’ve moved to Kingston to work for small firms
but are back in the market to go to ottawa or Toronto simply
because they can get into the only decent rental apartment
downtown (carruthers wharf) which is more than 10 years old but
has a long waiting list.

Jan 29 19 10:50:06 pm

City Planning - understanding data that supports investment

Jan 29 19 11:20:02 pm
Jan 30 19 05:43:51 am
Jan 30 19 06:54:17 am

Roads and lack of moving toward with developments. Allow some
higher buildings
Urban sprawl and not enough green space included in west end
commercial areas
Difficult to get people to come together and agree to what is good
for the greater good of the city.
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Jan 30 19 08:08:16 am

ongoing cost and delay of the 3rd crossing, improper/ineffective
cbd snow clearance on streets, failure to embrace/integrate the
student population fully, ineffective branding of 'innovation and
history thriving', wastefulness of tax payer funds in study after
study (ie. 3rd crossing; or, population growth fell flat and now you
want to study how the original study went wrong?), inadequate
traffic planning and management when something goes wrong on
either 401 or causeway at same time, 401 'constant construction'
in zones of high accidents (Montreal-Hwy15 stretch), lack of
capitalizing on shoreline and drydock areas that could be amazing
if developed, stagnant cbd, stagnant and unyielding attitudes
regarding modernization of downtown (ie. Capital Condos)-lack of
compromise there, failure to embrace the other smaller
communities in the 1000 isl region and boost the entire region,
paying parking at local hospitals but not at local casinos- that
model should be swapped, etc...

Jan 30 19 08:33:09 am

ROADS! Pave Our Roads.

Jan 30 19 08:49:54 am

1- rental housing shortage, particularly low income housing
2 - shortage of family medicine practitioners
3- no public transportation early morning (pre-5:30) or after
midnight
4- poorly integrated bicycle path network throughout the entire
city, including rural areas.

Jan 30 19 09:29:51 am

A community that embraces status quo even when it is
dysfunctional. A lack of collaboration in pretty much all things.

Jan 30 19 09:33:59 am

Need more geared-to-income housing and a means to get
homeless off the street (if they want to).

Jan 30 19 09:42:38 am

The length of time it takes to get projects from concept to reality
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Council's focus on "downtown" when thinking of housing
development rather than looking at the east, west, and north,
which now have their own business sections, doctors' offices,
libraries, etc. It is mainly in the north and west that more
apartment towers are needed, preferably with some decent
landscaping and views. Not everyone wants to live downtown or
look out over Bath Road businesses ad traffic. Retirement homes
are unaffordable for all but the wealthiest.
Jan 30 19 09:46:59 am

Student population that now is about half the size of the
population of the old city and is pushing those who want family
homes further out. Difficulty controlling street parties, managing
garbage, etc. that comes with a lot of young people living on their
own for the first time.
More industrial development like the recent Chinese infantformula plant is needed, but emphasis should be in hi-tech areas
where high-level jobs will be less-likely to be reduced through
automation.

Jan 30 19 09:50:31 am

parks, bylaw and parking enforcement, illegal secondary
suites/lack of oversight on the program to ensure streets,
properties and infrastructure can acommodate the influx of
addtional people and families on the streets.

Jan 30 19 10:14:27 am

Lack of apartments and condos in the downtown area.
Large number of seniors moving into the area

Jan 30 19 10:19:04 am

Some Councillors do not seem to respect that knowledge and
expertise of staff. These people know what they are doing.

Jan 30 19 11:14:06 am

Speeding vehicles, poorly designed roadways for pedestrians,
insufficient cycling infrastructure, unplowed sidewalks. Generally
neglectful of anyone who isn't in a car.

Jan 30 19 11:17:08 am

ROADS ie pot holes
wasting money on study after study
third crossing
obsession with holding up positive constriction like condos
downtown (small mindedness
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Jan 30 19 11:58:22 am

A long lasting anti development and anti developers attitude by
most of the Councillors on most of past few councils.
IT IS OK FOR DEVELOPERS MAKE MAKE MONEY!

Jan 30 19 01:23:37 pm

resistance to development including high rises, especially in the
downtown area where they are needed the most to ensure that
our downtown stays vibrant.
our vacancy rate

Jan 30 19 01:44:34 pm

Traffic flow, full-time employment, timely access to health
services

Jan 30 19 01:52:26 pm

snow removal, garbage/recycling pickup, communication with city
residents,
poor handling of multi level building on princess street (former
theatre), allowing too many student based apartments to be built
(ignoring the need for kingston residents to have AFFORDABLE
and MODERN housing)

Jan 30 19 03:33:43 pm

Overly willing to amend an excellent Official Plan to please a few
greedy developers. Poor road maintenance.
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Jan 30 19 03:34:11 pm

Jan 30 19 03:49:01 pm
Jan 30 19 04:19:48 pm
Jan 30 19 06:01:06 pm
Jan 30 19 07:28:40 pm

Jan 30 19 07:51:37 pm

- urban sprawl
- not enough green spaces being preserved as industrial plants
and subdivisions are built.
- new neighbourhoods have narrow streets (short driveways, no
where to park to allow for ploughing, driving you have to weave
around parked cars), small lots, few trees, no sense of community
or places for neighbours to gather
- doesn't feel like we have a good urban design plan, things just
seem to be built wherever
- some of the entrances to the city appear derelict and unsightly
which could be a poor impression on visitors to the city. It would
be nice to beautify these major routes into the city with plants,
signs, sculptures. we should care about the entire city and it's
maintenance (sometimes it feels like most of the attention goes to
the area around city hall)
- poor roads
- crazy drivers. This city has a lot of drivers who run red lights,
distracted driving (cell phone use) and are aggressive. It's so bad
friends who visit the city notice how unsafe driving around
Kingston can be. Is there a lack of policing/enforcement?
- unkempt areas - boulevards that are rarely trimmed, overgrown
parks, litter, garbage downtown overflowing
- Center 70 carpark is overwhelmed - great concept but needs
some attention (now people park at Front Road plaza so very
difficult for residents to access shops or to park at Center 70 for
garden/arena use
- airport within city and at far southern end. Might hae been better
to move airport out towards 401 where it would attract travellers
from nearby communities
- lack of competition size pools and good pools for swim teams
(Belleville did a terrific job of this)
public works and timely road maintenance
A tendency by the City to encourage development over all other
considerations.
A dependence on public service jobs.
OVER THE TOP SOCIALISM THAT SCARES AWAY BUSINESS
OPPORTUNIYIES
There is not a good advertising site for all of events on in
Kingston.
There are not enough recycling bins in town.
Lack of affordable housing, especially rental accommodation,
which has increased in price dramatically in the recent past. A
weak job market, although that's always been the case; young
Kingstonians are forced to move to larger cities to find
employment.
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Jan 30 19 08:56:44 pm

- Slow, disfunctional relationship with developers
- Project completion slow

Jan 31 19 08:25:49 am

Lack of affordable housing, too much waterfront development, not
enough taking advantage of natural beauty, poor infrastructure.

Jan 31 19 08:42:49 am

Some inbuilt conservatism (not of the political kind).

Jan 31 19 09:35:09 am

- lack of urban bicycle paths
- high density of elderly people
- car culture
- unaffordable rentals and rental options
- terrible shopping
- big box stores
- lack of community outside of the downtown
- sirens/ police noise
- high density of people with mental health issues (e.g. Montreal
St.)
- poor planning
- no trendy neighbourhoods outside of downtown
- terrible grocery store options, high density of Food Basics

Jan 31 19 01:05:32 pm

Busing and public transportation, while improving, could still be
better. (all bus stops on main roads should have a cut out for the
bus so it doesn't impede traffic)
Downtown. Needs more parking, needs to be more open for new
business and for new high density housing.
Not utilizing the post-secondary student population to draw in
tech/bio/green businesses.
Not enough housing.

Jan 31 19 01:11:06 pm

Parking!

Jan 31 19 01:31:09 pm

Failure to progress, bowing to a small faction of people that want
Kingston to remain in the early 1900s. Too much input from
Kingston's old stone families

Jan 31 19 02:17:32 pm

Conserving/maximizing public access to waterfront (including the
Cataraqui River); checking urban sprawl (indifferent attitude
toward the first impression made at "Gateways" to the City); lack
of transparency; enforcing official plans (the Capitol Theatre
redevelopment, for example, or standing up to Fed authorities on
developments like the RMC Soccer Dome). Underdeveloped
airport. NO links to Upstate New York (once common place).
Support for downtown small business owners.
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Jan 31 19 03:02:19 pm

Jan 31 19 03:14:36 pm
Jan 31 19 03:14:44 pm

As much as yes we want to keep our classical heritage look
downtown, we also have a very serious housing crunch. These
people who are so against development don't understand all the
consequences of that. From companies that could use the work to
young people such as myself who have to fight so hard to try and
get ahead because the inflation rate has been so much more then
the raise of income. My next weakness is that we are reaching a
lack of skilled trademan- we have many well established
companies but the older tradesman are retiring and we are not
able to fill that spot.
Unable to change with the times. We need people
downtown..Build it and they will come.
Housing is getting unaffordable
Affordable parking for those who work/ want to visit downtown
area.

Jan 31 19 03:15:15 pm

Willingness to change.
Vacancy issues with rentals. As well as affordable housing issues!
As a single mom I am really struggling when 75 percent of my
paycheque goes to rent!

Jan 31 19 03:19:42 pm

The Roads!! Living here the expenses are very high for
suspension, rim, wheel alignment! We have one of the worst
roads in North America, and we do patch work! Each year they
should be doing a a major road that needs to be done! I have
family and friends that come down and after going downtown for a
night there first comment is the roads are terrible here, not a good
first impression!The smoothest roads we have are the brick ones
which says a lot about are roads!

Jan 31 19 03:21:02 pm

Poor condition of roads
Limited low income or affordable housing
Lack of bike paths

Jan 31 19 03:21:41 pm

* too many small interest groups willing to go to the limit to stall
progress
* too much complacency
* inability to rally around big ideas and move ahead, building upon
progress to make even more changes
* hostility to students
*no coherence to the waterfront

Jan 31 19 03:22:02 pm

- lack of resources for young people, graduating uni students and
young families
- lack of affordable housing
- poor public transportation to surrounding communities
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Jan 31 19 03:23:59 pm
Jan 31 19 03:25:06 pm
Jan 31 19 03:28:48 pm
Jan 31 19 03:28:59 pm

housing costs (!), cultural diversity, live music venues (esp w.
pianos), aggresive drivers
Slow to approve/deny new buildings, interrupted waterfront,
interrupted/piecemeal cycling infrastructure
Poor planning for downtown. Lack of parking. Sprawl.
some street surfaces are pretty rough

Jan 31 19 03:29:21 pm

Being too aggressive such as spending tax payers money on
given free buss passes to kids. Mr DeCosta should think of us tax
payers instead of putting a great image on himself because of
increase ridership. Never any mention the increased in ridership
is related to free passes

Jan 31 19 03:30:48 pm

Public transit (buses and taxis), reliance on student population for
vitality, disparity between socioeconomic groups (wealth gap),
poverty.

Jan 31 19 03:30:59 pm

Roads need improvement. The waterfront needs to be protected
from commercialization that detracts from its natural beauty.

Jan 31 19 03:37:28 pm

Male, whiteness, lack of diversity, aging population.

Jan 31 19 03:38:32 pm

A seeming lack of environmental awareness and planning.
Light rail should come before another bridge. With more commute
options, the need for the bridge would not be so dire.

Jan 31 19 03:38:54 pm
Jan 31 19 03:39:21 pm
Jan 31 19 03:42:16 pm

Jan 31 19 03:48:24 pm

Lack of rental housing, especially at an affordable rent.
Challenging housing market for people on households with
modest incomes
Relatively low in terms of population diversity
Low vacancy
Too much housing geared to students
Lack of ability to improve downtown.
'Too many buildings on the waterfront, no ability to walk from
downtown from west end of the city.
-people drive too fast here, need traffic slowing measures. Who is
going to ride a bike here?? I would be scared to death.
-no city art gallery (like Hamilton)
-tourists generally only stay a couple of days (boat tour, fort henry,
prison tour)
-no venue for a larger convention or conference
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Jan 31 19 03:53:25 pm

ANNUAL TAX INCREASES BY FAR -- this has to stop -- my
income is not increasing by the percentages that the tax increases
are, so that equates to my family spending less on shops and
restaurants here!!!! You need to do more with less; Roads;
parking costs; bussing system better but not there yet, and is
quite costly for tax payers; lack of jobs for people that graduate,
Ktown known as a great place to raise kids and to retire -- no
incentive for the working age group to stay here; lack of sporting
and gathering activities for the working age; housing; not enough
shopping malls; needs to be less garbage collected and more
composting; enable laws limiting the amount of garbage created
by manufacturers; lack of housing for homeless; amount of drugs
in the city; vehicle idling pollution; amount of speedbumps/humps
all throughout the city!!!;

Jan 31 19 03:54:17 pm

Tax burden too high because there are so many non tax paying
institutions. Too many competing interests paralyzing action.
Terrible to find housing due to the high occupancy of the rental
market.

Jan 31 19 04:00:29 pm

1. recycling program doesn't cover most recyclable stuff and
many of them eventually will be end up to our environment.
2. Residential taxes are very high considering the services that we
get.
3. Public transit system is not good enough. Drivers don't stick to
schedule and people wait in cold temperature too long and there
is not enough bus shelters during rain or snow.
4. having very few public swimming pool.
5. Not enough garbage bin in sidewalks especially at bus stations.
6. Too many beggars or people with metal issues in downtown,
we need a system that support them

Jan 31 19 04:02:14 pm

Housing - I am fortunate to be in a position to own a home, but I
know that vacancy rates are incredibly low. The new buildings
being built along Princess are open to all, but I imagine it must be
close to 90% or higher students in them - they aren't designed for
families, seniors, lower income individuals, etc.

Jan 31 19 04:03:39 pm
Jan 31 19 04:04:02 pm

Lasalle Causeway traffic in the p. m. rush hour
No artificial ice in parks
Driving culture and lack of pedestrian and cyclist security. The
class and racial divisions. Problematic heritage as dealt with by
the city in public spaces.
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Jan 31 19 04:04:54 pm

Unique heritage assets -- not fully embraced/appreciated by
community (e.g. many old buildings need heritage preservation
designation to ensure their safety)
Housing shortage -- worst in province
Official Plan and Zoning Bylaws -- need sinc-ing and updating
Location between major cities and presence of prisons -- attracts
crime
Pretty white -- in multi-cultural world

Jan 31 19 04:20:07 pm

Inadequate multi-use trails and pathetic waterfront trails
Need more safe bike lanes.
Lack of adequate openness and transparency
Homelessness and affordable housing problems

Jan 31 19 04:26:28 pm

- over reliance on cars for transportation. Need to encourage
transit and active transportation.
- prime land downtown and on waterfront used for surface parking
lots
- increased vehicular traffic on residential streets.
- heritage buildings under attack in downtown areas, 225 Mowat
Ave.
- poor bylaw enforcement of landlords to allow significant garbage
accumulation, including large pieces of furniture in the Queen's
University district.

Jan 31 19 04:29:58 pm

No green energy sector in development such as housing with
solar power etc too many items to list
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Jan 31 19 04:35:15 pm

Jan 31 19 04:38:05 pm

Condition of Roads
Lack of money and will to protect the waterfront from development
eg Block D could have been much better place for people eg
market, park, public space, swimming/skating resource vs high
rise hotels and condos and now the future of the Kingston Pen
land should not be developed other than public space--no private
residences, condos, apartments--protect our waterfront for public
use unlike what has happened in the past as we have done so
little to achieve this -- think Windsor/Charlottetown etc.
Building Providence Care on prime waterfront parkland rather
than on vacant land near the 401
Need to charge fees for Little Cataraqui Cons Area - while not city
property per se, this recreational area would get much more use
by citizens if free,
Lack of Family Physicians--almost seems easier to see a
specialist vs a FP!
Lack of bike paths although appreciate what we have
Need for even better transit to get people out of cars
Lack of affordable housing and services for homeless
Unable to control student behaviour in city core on occasions of
homecoming etc.

Our lack of effective urban planning, which is an aspect
desperately missing from our growth and development. Yes,
history should be preserved and yes, it's a big part of why people
visit Kingston, and decide to stay. Lots of cities have old buildings.
What makes our downtown unique is the way some developers
are blending old and new together. It's sexy and interesting and
forward thinking. Our leaders need to be better at presenting
these options as desirable to the people who don't want to
embrace new things. We haven't got a very accessibility - friendly
city, and we don't have resources dedicated to cultural hubs in
remote parts of Kingston who need it most.
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Jan 31 19 04:55:31 pm

lack of jobs, lack of job diversification from the main or "the
regular big employers", aging population. Lack of development ie.
capitol condos. Too many very ugly areas of the city. Road and
intersection improvements that are way overdue. Lack of a desire
to grow and expand the city. Same clique mentality. "keep things
the same". No desire to change or grow.

Jan 31 19 04:56:14 pm

- beyond commuting distance from other major cities
- lack of critical mass in staff for high tech industries
- poor air transportation, lack of airline options & destinations

Jan 31 19 04:57:10 pm

(1) The city staff and developers often act as though Kingston
does not have any unique characteristics. They can easily
damage or destroy those characteristics just by applying textbook
principles commonly used elsewhere. They want to replicate the
boom period of the 50s to 70s that destroyed so many other cities
in Ontario. They want easy ways to solve the city's problems and
are not innovative enough to suit the solutions to Kingston's
character. I am not sure the planning department even knows
what Kingston's character is.
(2) Many citizens only want a place to live and a job. Period.
Living in the west end, for instance, is no different than living in
Kitchener or Windsor.

Jan 31 19 04:57:28 pm

The housing market, and rental opportunities. It is hindering
Kingston's development and hindering the downtown.

Jan 31 19 04:58:55 pm

-too homogenus population
- very limited low cost housing options
-lack of manufacturing jobs for skilled and semi skilled trades
persons
- lack of doctors for again population relocating to the city
-

Jan 31 19 04:59:15 pm

not growing enough except for shopping plazas

Jan 31 19 04:59:48 pm

Post-graduation housing to retain all those graduates, especially
in the downtown core. Lack of housing in general, including
enough affordable housing. The outdated zoning bylaw that
interferes with the densification vision.
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Jan 31 19 05:00:18 pm

Lip service only with regard to heritage preservation , World
Heritage Site etc.
The departure/lack of commerce and industry.
Failure to retain young people who are native to Kingston or
graduates of the educational institutions.
Failure to provide affordable, non-student housing.
Failure to stick to the Strategic Plan or to even understand why it
is important to do so.
'Small' thinking.
Lip service only to reconciliation with Indigenous Peoples.
With the exception of The Isabel and perhaps a few other
structures, there is a huge lack of good contemporary
architectural design. Quality of design should be significant part of
approvals for new construction and renovations.

Jan 31 19 05:07:05 pm

- not enough spaces in retirement and long term care homes
- not enough cultural & entertainment events

Jan 31 19 05:12:08 pm

Lack of usable public waterfront near the Historic Downtown Core,
no third crossing, underdeveloped east side,

Jan 31 19 05:16:19 pm

-Uncontrolled growth of Queens University, which takes no
responsibility for its impact on the town.-Lack of control of
historical assets leading to their loss e.g. The Marine Museum. Undeveloped brown fields. - Although there has been more
pushback against uncontrolled development recently, kowtowing
to developers is still a problem. Inability to get a plan together for
assets that require other uses e.g. the Olympic Harbour and
Kingston Penitentary

Jan 31 19 05:17:10 pm

Latent desire to preserve the city as asmall town with elite control.
Been so for ever> My family has been here for 10 generations.
Stories go back a long way about resistance to change by
moneied elite.
Stop talking about Kingston East or Kingston West. Denotes
seperation from "Kingston". A hangover from Township days that
plays into hands of Inner city "elite".
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Jan 31 19 05:22:18 pm

We need better airline service. We also need more affordable
housing. for eg, The vacancy rate in the former Pittsburgh twp is
almost zero. Obviously, what makes us attractive ie our history,
also means we have very aging infrastructure - the potholes and
the forever-breaking-down causeway are really frustrating.

Jan 31 19 05:23:50 pm

Too many tall buildings proposed for downtown, to overpower
historic buildings. Williamsville becoming just student residences
right on the sidewalk, instead of a mix of interesting buildings set
back that don't overpower pedestrians on the sidewalk.

Jan 31 19 05:24:53 pm

Road conditions and some sidewalks - require repair as too many
uneven surfaces and cracks.
Lack of overall internet bandwidth; slow internet
Some sidestreets in the downtown (off Princess) look a little
seedy & Businesses need to paint and upgrade storefronts
Lack of Parking
More Restaurants (not chain roadhouse) in the west end
Street signs are too small; need upgrading
Many Buildings & Businesses do not have addresses adequately
displayed, if at all.

Jan 31 19 05:26:55 pm

Waffling on matters already decided. For example, the city plan
to keep building heights at a certain level -- it seems that every
time a new plan comes along -- from a contractor -- requesting
additional floors -- that the city considers all comers -- instead of
stating that it has done an in depth review and will only consider
applications that conform to the existing framework. The
consequences of constantly waffling will become unwieldy. The
building at Frontenac and Princess is an eyesore!!

Jan 31 19 05:27:09 pm

City council. It's partisan.
The perception that the city makes it difficult and expensive for
developers to add to the residential base.
Focus on short-sighted changes and not long-term changes. The
bicycle lanes on Princess St in Williamsville is just one example.
They were a knee-jerk reaction.
An out-of-date official plan that hasn't kept up with inner city
development needs.
Focus on vehicles and not pedestrians.
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Jan 31 19 05:27:25 pm

A lack of event planning with local media/advertising so that
people know about these events, poor construction projects/plans
that contribute to localized areas of the city that look cheap and
run down, poor road repair timing(a lack of road repair downtown).

Jan 31 19 05:35:04 pm

Private public business plans

Jan 31 19 05:43:18 pm

Specifically, cars go too fast on Johnson and Brock, and in
general, there is an unsustainable amount of car usage, in terms
of the inhabitability of the planet for future generations (i.e. climate
change). The "third crossing" is not only a spectacular bonfire of
wasted money, but will only contribute to more fossil fuel
consumption, while having negligible affects on easing of traffic.

Jan 31 19 05:55:19 pm

Kingston does not have enough family doctors for any, let alone
an aging population. We have a number of excellent facilities but
the lack of family doctors is the biggest problem.
Poor tax base: lack of industry, gov’t institutions not paying fair
share

Jan 31 19 06:02:25 pm

Too many “ghettos”, student or otherwise
Alienation of residents east of Cat River. Our taxes are the same,
but services are less (bus, snow plowing, volunteer fire, etc)

Jan 31 19 06:14:34 pm

Police involvement in Kingston and Frontenacs Public Housing is
very weak. We have alot of problems and when police are called
they response time is not satisfactory if not nil. Safety is one of
my biggest concerns, walking down a street at night has not only
proven to be to dangerous as there is very little police presence.

Jan 31 19 06:23:57 pm

Lack of physicians is a major problem in my mind. My husband
and I have lived in Kingston for two and a half years and we still
don't have a family doctor! This is outrageous! This needs to be a
priority - how can you encourage people to move here, especially
seniors, when you don't have adequate medical care for them.
Lack of housing is also a major weakness and needs to be
addressed with all haste. And why hasn't it been a priority before
this?
The roads in Kingston are in terrible shape in many areas, and
actually causing damage to residents vehicles. This needs to be
addressed immediately.
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Jan 31 19 06:25:09 pm

Similar to cities of a comparable size, decline in manufacturing,
employment opportunities limited generally, chronic problems with
road surfaces in areas of the city, significant parking issues in the
city core, affordable housing an issue with pressure created by
people from large urban centres ..Toronto. being an identifiable
source of pressure. Insufficient rental accommodation available,
generally and for low income residents, lost focus on following the
official plan. The historic core area as initially recognized and
conceptualizer in "A Planning Study for Kingston " 1960 is being
threatened , the waterfront now lost to glass towers. The
Sydenham Ward requires a bylaw to stop the incessant tearing
down of single homes, some still family owned only to be replaced
by student rentals. This defeats the goal to create more affordable
housing , and decreases family presence in the core of the city.
Family shopping has declined dramatically in the core over the
past 50 years.
Contrary to the green goals of the city we continue to level
forested areas in the west end to create subdivisions. More could
be done to retain forest cover within the developments. Single
tree planting just doesn't replace what is being leveled.
The last city council was observed to be taking the city to a place
contrary to the Official city plan. Decisions had the appearance of
being made in the absence of sufficient consultation and an
acceptance of public opinion. Development seemed to have been
the primary goal at any cost.

Jan 31 19 06:28:24 pm

Need more protected green space like Belle Park.
Need more access all along the waterfront.

Jan 31 19 06:35:06 pm

inadequate parking downtown.
inadequate retail in downtown .
Property taxes are high.
Garbage day - streets are a mess after every pickup.

Jan 31 19 06:39:27 pm

transportation and accommodation

Jan 31 19 06:42:36 pm

spending unnecessairly on nice to haves rather than needs e.g.
KPD having horses and harley davidsons. City staff spending too
much time at Tim Hortons (especially during snow storms)
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Jan 31 19 06:43:23 pm

Jan 31 19 06:55:55 pm
Jan 31 19 07:02:07 pm

Willingness to accept proposals for high-rise buildings in places
that are out of character
Inability to build on the knowledge industries from the universities.
Closing downtown schools while promoting intensification
high taxes, housing shortage, somewhat limited job opportunities,
limited access to lakefront, Kingston 's strengths are not well
known ,
Don’t think progressive and big enough. Stuck in old traditional
ways.

Jan 31 19 07:24:37 pm

Lack of transparency at City Hall regarding developers'
involvement in various projects; Kingston needs to protect its
waterfront and not ruin it the way Toronto has - it is much cheaper
to safeguard against overdevelopment now than to have to repair
it later (Baltimore spent millions renewing their waterfront) - and
the waterfront is beautiful and enormously appealing to tourists,
handled correctly our waterfront will be attractive to eco-tourists;
lack of affordable housing for young people trying to enter the
housing market, which makes it difficult for families to settle here;
the downtown core lacks diversity - too many clothing stores and
restaurants, no department store, for example, families who need
to buy kids' winter clothes have to go way out to the west end to
get them - design downtown so it works for the people who live
here, not simply to attract and serve tourists.

Jan 31 19 07:37:56 pm

Too spread out, bike lanes still too dangerous. Not enough public
green spaces.

Jan 31 19 07:44:50 pm

Unfulfilled need for better tree cover. A political class and civil
service leadership beholden to development interests and welded
to a growth-at-all-costs mentality — ill-advised airport expansion
plan a fine example of the death of the sensible. A woeful lack of
affordable housing, not just supportive housing for homeless,
mentally ill and addicted people. They are in clear need but the
well-being of low wage,precariously employed people is
threatened by need for housing that can be rented at less than
30% of income.
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Jan 31 19 07:49:18 pm

Jan 31 19 07:50:08 pm
Jan 31 19 07:50:58 pm

Jan 31 19 07:53:26 pm

Jan 31 19 08:10:38 pm
Jan 31 19 08:18:18 pm

Too many Not In My Backyard folks stopping the city from
growing
Urban sprawl makes it difficult to get from one end of the city to
the other efficiently
Too much red tape and too many obstacles when it comes to
development
Too many empty storefronts, not enough incentive for property
managers to fill them
Ability to attract young families to live in Kingston
Allowing a small group of people to deter from projects
proceeding in a timely
manner. Snow removal and sanding
It has a perception as a small town. People in larger cities don't
think of it as being exciting. It has a very very high dependency
on government employment and Kedco does not do very much to
attract SMEs. Getting talent to stay is often depending on spousal
employment - this is a killer for Kingston companies.
Crappy roads
No dedicated bike lanes
Under developed lake front public access
Inadequate large parkland spaces
Oversized bureaucracy; poor maintenance of infrastructure and
public assets.
allowing a small no of individuals to hold back development
projects eg the Capitol condos.
this type of decision should be made by voters on the ballot at
voting time

Jan 31 19 08:23:56 pm

plowing snow from sidewalks , then plowing all the road snow
back onto the sidewalks . this has gone on forever . slow the road
plows down !!!!
no free parking downtown , especially on event nights .
there should be at least an hour . preferably more that is free
every day of the week , then poeple will actually want to shop
downtown instead of the malls

Jan 31 19 08:26:17 pm

Exceptionally poor road maintenance and snow removal
Lack of municipal garbage outside of downtown course
No LGBTQ culture
Shortage of family medicine practitioners
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Jan 31 19 08:30:36 pm

I have found in the past the City Council has been "chicken" to
move forward with bold ideas. Block D being a case in point. Now
it is done but too bad hotels and high rises are the single solution!

Jan 31 19 08:30:55 pm

Development and infrastructure deficiencies. The waterfront is
forever ruined, and with it an opportunity such as exists in Halifax,
where a similar piece of waterfront was made into a popular
tourist attraction. That mid-Princess Street wasteland, not to
mention portions of Montreal Street, need careful management they are an embarrassment. Road conditions are overall
deplorable. Power distributors should be encouraged to bury
overhead wires for both practical and esthetic purposes.

Jan 31 19 08:48:42 pm

Affordable housing, emergency shelter acces for youth, waterfront
development.

Jan 31 19 08:48:46 pm

Doctor shortage, increased traffic due to heavy development, but
no expansion of highways or creation of new roads to get around
the city quickly. Constant implementation of speed bumps and
lower speed limits and it always taking longer and longer to get
where you need to go. The 401 has even become very crowded
and dangerous during rush hour because of this. Also, the cities
long time refusal to engage in traffic light management to improve
the driving flow.

Jan 31 19 09:00:44 pm
Jan 31 19 09:02:42 pm

Not enough new non public industries
Urban planning. Roads in desperate need of repairs
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Jan 31 19 09:02:42 pm

Terrible road surfaces (we have been too short-sighted in our
road resurfacing contracts for too long; the cheapest materials
and construction methods are not working for us)
High downtown rents
Low vacancy rate
Inadequate number of child care spaces offering high quality care
Lack of adequate support mechanisms for ageing-in-home
seniors (Oasis is a wonderful exception)
Lack of integrated marketing with adjoining jurisdictions (ex. The
K&P runs to Sharbot Lake (and beyond) and links to the
Cataraqui Trail and the TransCanada Trail - this is a very valuable
network - Kingston could do more to promote it - ie tourists use
our City as base camp for hiking and cycling excursions)

Jan 31 19 09:33:24 pm

Snow Plowing could be improved! Especially sidewalk plots who
often make more mess than improvements.
City does not monitor junky yards , ie cars sitting in yards not
moved in years, other trash in front yards! Thus deterioration of
the neighborhood
We need to instill civic duty in those who have none
You put up notices when some grass is too long but not if a car is
sitting immobile for 3-4 years!!. Crazy priorities!

Jan 31 19 09:40:15 pm

Lack of diversity in downtown commercial development, lack of
downtown pedestrian mall (similar to historical North American
tourist/university cities of similar size, such as Burlington, VT and
Charlottesville, VA.), underdeveloped public waterfront.

Jan 31 19 09:49:47 pm

Lack of development and housing. We need more waterfront
restaurants and bars that bring people downtown. We also need
highrise development to intensify the downtown core.

Jan 31 19 09:54:12 pm

10 year homelessness plan, affordable housing, investments in
mental health and addictions, access to health care

Jan 31 19 09:54:51 pm

The state of many of the roads, including King street, especially
near the hospital. Getting from the east side of the river to the
west side; especially at rush hour. The third crossing will be a big
help.

Jan 31 19 10:04:47 pm
Jan 31 19 10:09:45 pm

snow removal
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Jan 31 19 10:26:29 pm
Jan 31 19 10:42:55 pm

gets bogged down in bureaucracy around making decisions on
how to improve things like waterfront improvements and traffic
planning
Healthy food initiatives; more opportunities/less costly for farmers
markets during the week

Jan 31 19 11:29:53 pm

Poor infrastructure and poor city planning that leads to increased
traffic and pollution. Too many intersection lights, as well as not
enough roadways; specifically two lane roads and limited space if
any to get around buses. Low diversity. Downtown is inaccessible
and low on parking structures. Responsible pet ownership is
lacking and low city support for spay and neuter initiatives.

Feb 01 19 03:49:43 am

Lack of family doctors and closing of recent after hours clinic.

Feb 01 19 04:01:27 am

-business opportunities
- lack of retail downtown
-lack of new building growth downtown
-

Feb 01 19 06:23:20 am

Lack of parking in downtown core, Poorly kept infrastructure
(streets in particular) and lack of forward thinking (adoption openly
of new technologies such as Uber and AirBNB).

Feb 01 19 06:45:27 am

Poorly maintaned streets...King st
No parking downtown
Too much money spent on studies

Feb 01 19 07:11:39 am

Far too anxious to please developers even if it means sacrificing
official plan. Lack of vision for increasing downtown intensification
while preserving integrity of downtown core. Look to cities such as
Saratoga Springs, New York for inspiration.

Feb 01 19 07:25:35 am
Feb 01 19 08:05:31 am

Feb 01 19 08:20:09 am

There seems to be an entrenched opposition to change (though
retail cannabis is a good step forward). There is too much
bureaucratic red tape that gets in the way of business. (Building
permits etc)
Snow removal, making sidewalks inaccessible and hard to
manage
Capacity for growth south of the 401 is one thing. Consideration
for growth north of the 401 needs to be considered. Opportunities
have been missed to take advantage of MTO projects to push
underground services north to accommodate this growth. While
the city has been good at creating multimodal facilities for bicycles
and pedestrians they are not consistent throughout the city and
are not linked. This provides areas where safety is a concern.
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Feb 01 19 08:53:11 am

quality of main arteries i.e. Queen St, King St Johnson and Brock.
lack of manufacturing and dependence on gov't agencies

Feb 01 19 08:56:51 am

Not enough people other than students living downtown

Feb 01 19 09:23:53 am

Limited diversity. Homelessness downtown.

Feb 01 19 09:28:36 am

Conflict being proud of its past and wanting to be on the leading
edge in the future. Both are possible, but should not be at the
expense of one.
The refusal to listen to the good ideas of outsiders while being
unable to develop good ideas of our own.

Feb 01 19 09:42:05 am
Feb 01 19 10:13:25 am

Not having vision enough to plan fixing the family doctor
shortage.
Not sticking to its plans, allowing investors to try and get bylaw
easements

Feb 01 19 10:39:39 am

Useless, indecisive Council. Poor municipal management
structures. Dreadful airport. Inefficient rail connection.

Feb 01 19 10:42:04 am

Our waterfront needs to be cleaned up and well maintained

Feb 01 19 10:43:47 am

I came to city because I love the heritage buildings, little cafes
and funky small businesses. all I see now are dollar stores, bars
and more bars, over-priced restaurants. The weakness the city
has is its 'vision of the future' for Kingston. Certainly downtown
Kingston has lost its serene, another-time feeling. Why do people
visit London, Paris, Rome? Another huge weakness is not
properly dealing with the low occupancy rate. I read Kingston
maybe the lowest in Ontario maybe Canada. Very sad. I pay way
too much for a bachelor apartment and it even higher for the
coming year.

Feb 01 19 11:01:56 am

The “need to growth”. Building a lot of new buildings and houses
will cause basic infraestructure such as roads collapse

Feb 01 19 11:09:38 am

Inability to move past its "Historical" nature.
Lack of industry and jobs.
Lack of things for teens and young adults to do within the city.
High rental prices in the downtown business core.
Crazy housing market costs.
Drug Relate issues (Crime, amounts of drugs coming into the
city are ridiculous).
Homelessness
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Feb 01 19 11:14:15 am
Feb 01 19 11:18:56 am

Feb 01 19 11:20:28 am

Underdevelopment of waterfront (not in a corporate or mercantile
sense but in the sense that the Gord Downie pier is a good and
wise development).
Not taking advantage of waterfront opportunities, lack of biking
lanes
The west end seems like a different world compared to downtown,
and often seems like it's not a priority even though it's huge.
According to everyone ever, housing is not affordable and there
are no places to rent.

The infrastructure. The main roads are required of major repairs.
Partly due to traffic allocation.
The use of roads by bicycles. There appears to be no
consequences for not obeying laws. This can and probably lead
to many accidents. Maybe it is time for licencing and/or testing.

Feb 01 19 11:43:41 am

E bikes are becoming a problem with following road laws also.
Maybe it is time to licence or testing.
Sequencing of traffic lights for traffic flow. There appears to be
more than enough lights.
The parking of large visitor busing downtown area. I have had
near accident experiences on many occasions where eye sight
was blocked by parked buses. Buses are parking also on main
road surfaces blocking traffic. Maybe an area be designated for
bus parking.

Feb 01 19 11:49:34 am

Underdeveloped Waterfront
Lack of sunshine for local hockey team
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Feb 01 19 12:21:16 pm

1) Being located so far from the GTA, which is like a black hole
that absorbs so much government attention and dollars. 2) A
failure on the part of City Hall and our elected officials to
appreciate the uniqueness of the downtown. 3) Sprawling natureb
of the city -- east to west along teh lakeshore and St. Lawrence
river; 3) Arrogance on the part of Queen's administration that
facilitates an unwillingness to take responsibility for the ill effects
of the sheer weight of the student population on the city's
infrastructur and the neighbourhoods surrounding campus; 4)
Lack of vision in terms of the development of Princess Street (ie.
Williamsville) -- too many glass-and-concrete boxes and too few
imaginative residential developments that promote diversity in
terms of the people who live in these buildings -- they are all
student-focused. 5) A tatty downtown that is dominated (owned)
by too few property owners, and they are content to sit on vacant
properties in the downtown.

Feb 01 19 12:22:43 pm

inability to attract businesses

Feb 01 19 12:45:03 pm

Waterfront is under utilized.

Feb 01 19 01:10:42 pm

Inability to control garbage in the streets, limited ability to enforce
bylaws with regards to parking and property standards such as
grass growing way too high, parking on lawns etc.

Feb 01 19 01:23:59 pm

Lack of ethnic and cultural diversity
Conservatism and resistance to change
Lack of a strategy to build on strengths noted above
Poor strategy to eliminate poverty and homelessness

Feb 01 19 01:32:37 pm

Not bicycle friendly

Feb 01 19 02:49:51 pm

-shortage of housing, both lower rental housing and other
housing.
-homelessness and poverty created by the high cost of housing
and lack of availability
- official plan seems to allow building of monster homes in small
neighbourhoods
-

Feb 01 19 03:07:45 pm

roads

Feb 01 19 03:27:35 pm

Lack of affordable housing, lack of diversity, inaccessible
waterfront,
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Feb 01 19 03:48:56 pm

Extremely poor roads and sidewalks, especially around HDH and
KGH

Feb 01 19 04:02:17 pm

Lack of affordable housing

Feb 01 19 04:37:11 pm

Road safety and lack of sidewalks

Feb 01 19 04:59:49 pm

Property development downtown.

Feb 01 19 05:51:56 pm

Lack of affordable housing. When a renter vacates a unit the
landlord can post the rent as high as they want, whatever the
market will bear. An example: I moved to Kingston into a one
bedroom apartment. Late in 2018 I inquired about down sizing to
a studio apartment but the asking price was MORE than what I
was paying at the time. There is a long waiting list for subsidized
housing. There are not enough units to go around.
I am a senior and finding it more difficult to make it each month
but if I applied for housing it would be 1-4 years on the waiting list.
:(

Feb 01 19 06:48:51 pm

Kingston should have cameras at main intersection so that people
fee safe. I was almost killed twice at main intersections because
people went through red lights. Also we need more lights in the
streets of Westbrook and garbages.

Feb 01 19 07:01:48 pm

'local HEALTH CARE!!!!!!!! and yes I'm shouting....abysmal
access to health care in all forms from mental health, walk-in
clinics, access to family/personal doctor, diagnostic tools like
MRI...considering we have 2 hospitals, numerous specific health
facilities like Providence, uncountable professionals in the field or
training as such, the situation in this city is appalling. Many
citizens of this city have to travel to neighbouring cities like
Belleville, Napanee, Trenton to receive care.
-too much attention/building allowances being paid to student
residential development; it does not take care of the problem of
general affordable housing as the properties are geared to
'subsidized' students well beyond the average income of or
unsuitable for any person looking for affordable housing in the
city

Feb 01 19 07:07:10 pm

The streets need repathing
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Feb 01 19 09:12:27 pm
Feb 01 19 10:04:20 pm

Lack of connectivity between areas of the city ( west end to east
end, etc.)
affordable housing!

Feb 02 19 12:15:28 am

too many students and soldiers, too little diversity.

Feb 02 19 06:51:10 am

Downtown has too many cars. Need stronger commitment to
sustainability.

Feb 02 19 08:53:03 am

Housing vacancy rate,

Feb 02 19 10:18:38 am

Support for disenfranchised youth and homeless
Affordable housing

Feb 02 19 10:33:31 am

Planning approval speed. Lack of primary healthcare, approving
buildings without design considerations and or holding builders
accountable to build what they proposed

Feb 02 19 11:57:57 am

Low resources Morth end, parking, road conditions
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Feb 02 19 01:05:07 pm

- No real waterfront access, or waterfront cafes, or a path/park
along the waterfront. There are only little broken up access points
to the waterfront in the downtown core. It is ugly and a little sad.
- car focus. The city focuses on parking and car access too much.
There should be a pedestrian only street in the heart of the city
- appearance of closed door deals with developers. Being 'prodevelopment' means we can support buildings that adhere to the
master plan (limiting height to 8 stories as planned). Encouraging
or tolerating big city developers who content they can only build if
they are allowed to build gargantuan structures. This is
unreasonable and looks suspicious.
- spending money to increase roads/bridge increases traffic and
also reflects poor decision making. We need to be future focused
not continuing to develop more car friendly routes.
- bike lanes in this city are dangerous, poorly maintained, and
clearly not a priority. Kingston refers to itself as a 'green' city but
there is no infrastructure for non-motorized transportation. There
need to be dedicated bike lanes with medians or physical dividers
to protect the environmental commuters from those who drive
cars/trucks/SUV. Police need to enforce the law when drivers do
not provide cyclists with enough room. Drivers need to be
charged. Often. Publicly.
-low income housing in the downtown core.
- houses for the homeless
-fines for landlords who maintain empty store fronts rather than
lower the exorbitant rents for shopkeepers downtown. When most
stores pay rent to one of 2(3?) families that is a virtual monopoly
and there are tax benefit that come from refusing to lower the rent
and writing off empty store fronts. This is a profit driven agenda
that guts the heart of our city.

Feb 02 19 01:49:07 pm

I’d love Kingston to work towards becoming a greater
environmental leader - banning straws, plastic bags, keeping the
waterfront public (including view), inconsistent “bike” lanes

Feb 02 19 03:30:37 pm

responsiveness
roads
public transportation frequency
snow clearing frequency
granting too many exceptions to by-laws, especially when it
comes to student housing and denser infill / rental homes in
residential neighbourhoods
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Feb 02 19 04:45:06 pm

I find the lack of acces to the waterfront in Kingston is a great
weakness of the city. I think that more waterfront patios, access to
swimming, and green space along the waterfront would be great
for locals and would also boost tourism.

Feb 02 19 06:04:06 pm

.....Catering too much to the downtown business core ......traffic
calming measures. (they tend to make drivers more aggressive
and irritated)......

Feb 02 19 07:51:45 pm

The restricted air travel (only one destination) and lack of port for
cruise ships, the lack of low-income/rental housing, the strained
services for low income citizens, the lack of protection for cultural
sites/museums, the at-times strained town-college relations, the
lack of access to some waterfront areas (downtown), and
permitting outsized development for the downtown.

Feb 02 19 09:17:13 pm

Poor accesses from east side to west side. Drug use and
homelessness and the crime associated with it. Hospital waits are
exceptionally long. Roads/streets are poorly maintained. Taxes
are exceptionally high. The Airport only has flights to TO.

Feb 03 19 12:09:05 pm

Roads and infrastructure maintenance

Feb 03 19 12:17:17 pm

High taxes, poor health care, poor roads

Feb 03 19 12:29:52 pm

Dependence on automobiles and related infrastructure.

Feb 03 19 01:09:09 pm

Caters to developers who put cash ahead of community. Caters to
the wealthy and the business interests who put cash ahead of
community. No wisdom around the huge discrepancies of income,
depths of poverty and homelessness, lack of support for youth
and the things that need attention and support to allow everyone
to live in a better world.

Feb 03 19 02:40:45 pm

There seems to be a lack of understanding that the shoreline is a
public resource and should never be compromised by private
enterprise. Once a property is lost to development it is gone
forever. To see a very good city shoreline plan look at Burlington
Vermont when Bernie Sanders was mayor. Shoreline was
preserved and the city is a wonderful livable metropolis.

Feb 03 19 04:07:41 pm
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Feb 03 19 04:40:42 pm

to me one of the major problems that does not get the attention it
deserves is housing . We desperately need more geared to
income/subsidized housing. Affordable housing is needed but
really 80% of market rent is totally unaffordable for many of our
citizens. I believe that most citizens do not understand what
affordable housing really means nor do they understand just how
many are left out. We may need to pay more taxes So be it.

Feb 03 19 04:56:41 pm

Lack of well paying jobs and full time permenant positions.
Building condos in downtown core that attract purchase for rental
rather than owner occupied. They are marketed as such in
Toronto and that decreases longterm value. Too small condo and
apartment development packing in too many people with too
many cars into the downtown core. Larger apartments, less
people = good and encourages retirees with money to spend
living in the downtown core. The big dig concentrated on beauty
over function and logistics. Taking out truck unloading zones on
princess for trees and flower beds was a mistake but pretty.
Business have no rear access. Priorities are out of wack
environmentally. Preserving wetlands and animal habitat should
be a priority over spraying chemicals for wild parsnip and weeds.
This hurts bees, turtles and much more where a knowledge
campaign could prevent burns and contact with wild parsnip.
Ticks in the city limits are concerning, looking at getting rid of
them via methods that protect animal carriers rather than
eliminating the animal. Like anti tick mouse bedding...google it.

Feb 03 19 05:34:49 pm

Too many are homeless, too much poverty exists, immigrants
don't always get enough help to find jobs and get to know the
community.Waterfront needs attention, highrise buildings have
marred the waterfront which could have been an example of good
planning but isn't. I understand the waterfront plans will take 30
years to fully develop. This is ridiculous! I will be long dead. We
have waited too long for proper attention to be paid to the
beautiful waterfront that Kingston has been blessed with.
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Feb 03 19 08:34:18 pm

I strongly believe that not enough is done for the environment. I
believe the city is focused on development so that there have
been many situations where the environment has not been
respected. I do not like seeing developments being built in and
around the wetlands. I travel often on highway 2 west and I find it
shameful to see the houses being built in the marsh between
Collins Bay and Westbrook .

Feb 03 19 09:29:35 pm

3rd Crossing/ traffic / speed bumps

Feb 03 19 09:53:20 pm

We're not taking full advantage of our waterfront. Not taking
enough care of our economically disadvantaged population.

Feb 03 19 10:19:13 pm

Anti housing politics and slow development approval processes

Feb 04 19 08:45:07 am

Our waterfront.
Our getto.
Our bike ‘paths’.

Feb 04 19 08:54:38 am

Lack of subsidized memberships for public owned recreation
centres, lack of protection of wild life, spending money in a third
crossing that one shouldn’t be priority, and two is being built over
one of the wider spots... oh and the sewage problem which is
really something that should be fixed before a new bridge as
water is a precious resource.

Feb 04 19 09:10:12 am

High rental cost negative crime stats homeless adult and youth

Feb 04 19 09:38:18 am

Ensuring that all citizens voice is heard - when you hold
consultations include the north end and hold consultations at the
Rideau heights community centre. holding it at invista is too
difficult for people in the north end to get to. hold it on Saturday
and not at night - seniors have difficulty driving and it is difficult to
get on the bus at night. on the latter why is the city not helping
seniors by giving them free bus passes.

Feb 04 19 10:20:46 am

- Inadequate road repairs
- Downtown traffic jams at rush hours, a long-standing issue that
has never been dealt with successfully, Of course, the relocation
of the ferry terminal years back didn’t help the situation, which
was further aggravated by locating the LVEC right across the
street from it.
- Lack of vision and long terms planning to take full advantage of
Kingston’s shorelines, both along Lake Ontario and the beautiful
Cataraqui River.
- Insufficient affordable housing.
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Feb 04 19 11:19:04 am

Feb 04 19 12:37:06 pm

Feb 04 19 02:14:02 pm

As noted above the city likes to promote that it is
green/substainable/eco friendly. I think not protecting the
wetlands around the city is neglectful. The development taking
place in the wetlands off highway two in westbrook are disgusting
and the environmental impact clearly wasn't considered when it
was approved. We need to protect our wetlands and turtle
populations. Also I hate hearing about the third crossing and all
the wasted funding that has been budgeted towards it. A better
use for that money would be to upgrade the cities sewers. The
slightest rainfall and they get diverted into our lake. How is this
sustainable!!!

Urban Sprawl.
Bike lanes not a serious entity as in Europe, divided from
pedestrians and roads.
The danger of being a pedestrian and be given the signal to walk
at exactly the same time as traffic turning left. Pedestrians often
are not seen. This seems like an obvious fix. One signal for each
makes sense.

Feb 04 19 02:35:42 pm

To much RED TAPE

Feb 04 19 02:45:55 pm

High cost of living
Limited employment opportunities
Limited access from major markets
High level of property crime, violent crime, and drug use.

Feb 04 19 02:59:51 pm

Housing (rental) prices and availability

Feb 04 19 03:42:47 pm

A resourced plan to protect the many Wetland areas that fall
within the city limits. Projects should be undertaken each year as
part of a Wetlands Management Master Plan.
A serious strategy, resourced, and effort put towards making
bicycling safe, fun and possible throughout the city.
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Feb 04 19 05:51:21 pm

Lack of housing for seniors and low income people. Far too much
interference in building projects with multiple appeals. This does
not send a good message to investors. We need housing in the
downtown core to support downtown businesses.
In reading the Whig Standard the violence in the city needs to be
addressed. If this means creating programs for drug users or
spousal abuse to reduce these numbers then it must be done.
Even simple programs like budget management.
Perhaps an in house treatment facility for drug and alcohol abuse
- why are these people not be referred by the courts.
More community housing needs to be introduced like the ones on
Patrick Street and Princess Street. This is a better control for lowincome residents to police themselves. Adding the low income
housing on Joseph Street, created a higher crime area and
reduced housing prices. We can no longer hang flowers outside
in the summer because they are stolen and garden flowers as
well - very sad. The thieves just bull the baskets right out of the
hanging area, destroying the hanging areas.

Feb 04 19 06:44:47 pm

as above.

Feb 04 19 06:50:43 pm

car-centric planning, lack of commitment to our official plans

Feb 04 19 07:53:02 pm

Concentration of all resources in the downtown core.
Giving in to old boys/girls club who want to see the city stagnate
and not change with the times.
Horrible use of our taxpayers dollars to give free energy to electric
cars paid by the taxpayers.

Feb 04 19 08:12:32 pm

- While there has been improvements to Kingston's transit service
(i.e. express buses), I think there could be more done to improve
transit so that more people would use it, as opposed to driving. I
am concerned that as the city population expands, and more
people buy houses further out ( more affordable), there will just be
more and more cars and traffic and Kingston will end up like
Toronto!

Feb 04 19 10:53:51 pm

the pace of new initiatives such as the waterfront plan just take
too long !

Feb 05 19 01:39:37 pm

Environmental planning and greening infrastructure. Sprawl of the
urban centre is not the answer to greater economic development
when wetlands and sensitive ecosystems are being sacrificed for
this action.
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Feb 05 19 03:38:56 pm

Critical shortage of doctors: huge number of people without GP,
years-long wait lists for specialists
Insufficient protection for wildlife
Insufficient commitment to waterfront parkland, waterfront access
for all
Slow internet. Even Bell’s fibre to home is way slower than
Toronto internet. Needed to attract high-tech businesses.

Feb 05 19 03:43:40 pm

Road infrastructure being poor, low vacancy rates and high rents.

Feb 05 19 03:48:55 pm

Please make a push for environmental change!!!!
Housing
Homelessness
Growth
Development

Feb 05 19 04:14:42 pm

Regional and inter city travel
Road way maintenance
Crosswalks
accessible crosswalk beacons
Cycling infrastructure connectivity

Feb 05 19 04:21:45 pm

Lack of low rent housing for residents.

Feb 05 19 05:48:18 pm

Poor leveraging of waterfront
Unaffordable housing / housing shortage
The downtown needs more businesses and housing as well as
parking incentives
No overnight street parking from dec 1 until March 31 is
unacceptable especially if it doesn’t snow.

Feb 05 19 08:52:50 pm

Inefficient use of space (building out not up).
Certain roads or streets not designed to handle high volumes of
traffic.
Crystal meth.
Old “ruins” ie: abandoned train station on Montreal st.

Feb 05 19 09:46:26 pm

Not enough money spent on policing,
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Feb 06 19 08:07:37 am

Feb 06 19 08:39:59 am

Feb 06 19 11:15:38 am

Lack of affordable housing
Overdevelopment of land by the lake (I believe in intensification,
but I feel a staggered/stepped design of buildings along the
lakeshore should be done. Example: Building directly on
waterfront is 5 stories high. Next building across the street is 10
stories high. 3rd building on 2nd street can be 15 stories high. All
these 20 or more story high buildings directly on the lakeshore is
poor future planning. Eventually, the lakeshore will be a wall of
concrete with few able to enjoy it.)
Lack of housing
Strict historical rules
Ownership of kingston hydro
High property taxes

Lack of employment base to balance residential taxes
Inability to maintain existing infrastructure - predominantly
roadways and transportation services
Much word service given to being a livable city but little actual
evidence of that - for instance lack of bike paths and maintenance
of existing “so called” bike paths.
“Rural” areas such as Butternut Creek estates are neglected in
planning and maintenance and receive no priority despite paying
hefty tax assessments.

Feb 06 19 11:49:00 am

Too much emphasis and reliance on historical or tourist status.
There's not an obvious plan to distinguish Kingston from a
growing number of Toronto suburbs (eg. Mississauga, Oakville,
Whitby, etc).
Development: Kingston needs to differentiate itself from the
dozens of other medium-sized communities. How are we making
sure we're not bland?
Lack of integration with immediate tourist areas (eg. Prince
Edward County, 1000 Islands). Make the whole area a destination
/ staycation.

Feb 06 19 01:07:02 pm

poor roads/potholes - the new bridge

Feb 06 19 01:31:08 pm

Little to no planning when it comes to development. Little to no
adherence to the official plan.
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Feb 06 19 05:18:09 pm

Taxes are too high, council sends money on projects that are not
needed like the airport expansion, the city and services budget is
to much and needs to be reduced.

Feb 06 19 08:04:20 pm

1. The need to build on lands encroaching the water, wetlands
and larger bodies is a poor decision to help our community
survive. Large developments in the downtown area are one thing,
encroaching on wetlands will only lead to flooding issues and loss
of wildlife in the future.
2. Poor road conditions. I know there is a wait to get roads
repaired, but as a cyclist, a driver, and from the optics of tourists
that we claim to want to bring to Kingston, roads need
management. Sewers up, we need a city wide plan for
maintenance.
3. Affordable housing. Why don’t we aim for zero homelessness.
When people have an address, they can reclaim their lives. But
rents and apartment availability is the lowest in Ontario. We can
and should do better.

Feb 07 19 10:42:25 am
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Feb 07 19 08:24:02 pm

- Poor housing market growth
- Limited variety of accommodations for tourists in the downtown
core
- Poor city transport variety
- Resistance to growth
Although Kingston offers many appealing attractions to visitors
and new citizens, there are still areas for improvement. With a
.6% vacancy rate, the room for an increasing population is highly
limited. Additionally, as far as the city has grown, the rate of
growth is minimal in comparison to agenda items proposed over
the last decade. As wonderful as it is to see change taking hold, it
would be to the city's benefit to see more approvals than refusals.
Changes in the area of transport and tourism would add great
value. The more options presented to the city's people, allows the
city to become more accessible. Other major cities, such as
Ottawa, Montreal or Toronto, offer their citizens more than taxi
and bus routes. They offer Bixi stations, monorails, street cars,
advanced bus routes, subways, etc. The increase in transport
would open the city up to incoming tourists and new citizens.
Additionally, the city's inability to provide greater than 4*
accommodations for tourists is problematic. Many of the new
condo developments are being marketed to discerning individuals
from Toronto, Ottawa and Montreal, but where are these people
staying during their visit to Kingston? These individuals are
accustomed to staying in 5*+ hotels, such as the Fairmont or the
Four Seasons. Even the city's options for AirBnb or VRBO are
limited. As someone who lives in the west end, I often look for
accommodating AirBnb's for my family to enjoy events such as
Feb Fest, Poker Run, etc. but have yet to find anything
worthwhile. The better the accommodations that are offered, the
better the future investment in our city. As an example, Sage
Kingston has a VIP Launch Event this upcoming Saturday.
They're marketing to the Toronto Investment market; therefore,
hosting the event in Toronto. In my opinion, this is a missed
opportunity for the city. We want these investors here, in
Kingston, to partake in the food, beverages, ambience, activities
and amenities that our city has to offer. We want them investing
more!

Feb 07 19 09:25:18 pm

Protecting the turtles wildlife
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Feb 07 19 09:57:45 pm

Taking for granted our precious wetlands by allowing
development that encroaches even our protected wetland. Why?
Please come and see Westbrook where they are building on a
natural water runoff on top of Colin's Creek and please educate
me on how our environment is not going to be tragically affected
by this. My family has resided here for over 61 years. There
have been many species of wildlife residing where the
development is taking place and at risk species are being
negatively affected. I have photos to show you if you are
interested. Clear cutting on June 1st of 2018 was extremely
horrifying to see in the evening the displaced rabbits, squirrels,
birds and chipmunks scurrying about trying to figure out where
their homes went. Adults and babies! A neighbour had a large
gathering of mentioned animals in their back yard and described
the animals as looking very stressed. Again, why?!!?

Feb 07 19 11:19:35 pm

Lack of parking, terrible roads that have been terrible my whole
life and I'm 48. Lack of transparency within City Hall.

Feb 08 19 07:00:09 am

Lack of good career opportunities for young adults

Feb 08 19 08:16:08 am

Not convincing some of its residents that "downtown" goes
beyond the area between Division/Queen/Ontario/King West.

Feb 08 19 03:21:25 pm

Lack of affordable housing, insufficient plan to address homeless
and under-housed population.

Feb 08 19 03:21:30 pm

not enforcing road parking issues and other dense traffic issues
that are reported and effect neighborhoods -people & wildlife
too many natural spaces being developed close
together..therefore causing problems w pollution,shrinking
habitats w animals and plants and water ways. using too much
salt on roads rather than more sand/or natural products for ice
control,therefore more damage to natural
areas..animals..humans.allowing indiscriminate,and close
together high rise developers to use dynamite that causes houses
to shake and disrupts nature's balance..in
water..animals..humans..trees..air.poor road quality maintenance
all over the city..
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Feb 08 19 04:49:05 pm
Feb 08 19 08:25:53 pm
Feb 09 19 09:29:30 am

Encroaching on wetlands, parks are very dark at night
- Large amount of low-density, unsustainable suburbs;
- Reliance on automobiles outside of downtown core
Lack of public access to the waterfront, swimming areas, citizens
against development.

Feb 09 19 10:44:26 am

In general, a significant demographic relunctance to associate
growth with necessary progress. The focus is often on identifying
“pet peeves” leading to fear of destroying all that is positive.
There is a failure to see the bigger picture.
Insufficient opportunity for diverse employment for recent grads.
Could locate some cultural events in the west of the city.
Exclusive location downtown does promote the hospitality
business, but at what cost? If the new prposed housing units
were realized, there would be more to support downtow, perhaps
allowing them ro feel less threatened when promoters want to
extend events to the West end, delivering a city wide participation.

Feb 09 19 10:44:44 am

ability to grow downtown density; current housing vacancy rate;
airport; road conditions (in particular, the 3 major arteries into the
downtown core: Queen; Brock and Johnson Sts - current war
zones!); lack of development on waterfront for public/tourism use;
red tape/lack of incentives to lure new business/incubator
enterprises; an unrealistic heritage bent towards not allowing the
merging heritage and modern building designs; not enough family
recreational assess to keep young families here

Feb 09 19 10:56:03 am

Downtown intensification, public housing, low vacancy rate

Feb 09 19 12:02:33 pm

No Real desire to attract new industry, with hight paying job.
Are kids get educated and then must leave the city to fined
employment

Feb 09 19 03:14:00 pm

The voices of a few have had a major impact on development in
the core of the city and prevented economic improvements.

Feb 09 19 04:45:09 pm

Not forward thinking and progressive enough, hard to find a
career here unless in certain sectors
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Feb 09 19 04:47:57 pm

The Heritage Committee, old run down buildings, lack of a proper
dense city centre with rental/condo buildings over 30 floors
showing off a unique skyline from the water. The waterfront
walkway should be completed and connected. Fast road access
to the emergency hospital from both east and west without lights
and speed bumps. A pro-development council council.

Feb 10 19 09:17:48 am

Residential sprawl makes maintaining infrastructure and services
difficult. High property taxes. Poor access to primary healthcare
providers. Vibrant downtown is at risk due to low density. Poor
airport. Lack of quality rental accommodation.

Feb 10 19 10:12:08 am

Lack of affordable housing, lack of shelters for people in need or
who do not meet criteria or standards of local shelters, and
accessibility within the city for those with physical disabilities. I
have worked at In from the cold and left due to the fact staff
turned more people down and lied with their STATS to meet their
“quota” enduring the received funding or access funding.

Feb 10 19 10:20:11 am

Poor planning over the years
Adhoc, random building. Just fill in a place with no overall plan.
Allowing the cheapest, no design buildings to be built eg. the 3
apartments buildings on Bath road with a bingo hall and storage.
“Lovely” neighbourhood feeling.

Feb 11 19 01:32:45 pm

Feb 11 19 01:38:00 pm

Lack of bike lanes/bike routes
Lack of sidewalks, especially along Highway 15
Parking lots and highrise buildings blocking the waterfront

Very much a car city. Much traffic and main thoroughfares are
like highways. (ie, Taylor Kydd). Public transportation may have
improved from what it used to be, but little night service. Hard to
wait an hour for a bus. And quite unreliable during snowstorms.
Not enough corner stores in residential neighbourhoods. Have to
drive everywhere.
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Feb 11 19 01:47:49 pm

Feb 11 19 02:43:44 pm

Very low vacancy rate. Very difficult to get affordable housing in
the downtown area. Need to be super rich. I also think it is a
shame how the city has squandered it's waterfront. There are no
bike paths, trails etc for the public. Perhaps better planning could
be done with the inner harbour.

Lacks inclusive culture of different ethinicities in employment
(unless self-employed), Nepotism and it is difficult to become part
of Kingston unless you were born here. Same people run
everything and that lack of diversity keeps Kingston conservative
and in the interests of the few.
Everything is targeted towards the students, tourists or seniors.
There is a WIDE segment of Kingston not represented.
No parking for KGH patients and visitors. Lots of people come
out of town that use our hospitals.

Feb 11 19 03:31:54 pm

-Traffic management
-Safe bike lanes on major routes within the downtown core and on
campus (this is improving somewhat, but not enough)
-Infrastructure
-Parking
-Support for downtown businesses (this is improving somewhat,
but not enough)

Feb 11 19 03:46:03 pm

Some parks are run down and unsafe (Lafleur Park)
Icy sidewalks (Bath Road and Sir John A.
Potholes
Garbage laying around and not picked up, bins overflowing, down
town main roads ugly on garbage days

Feb 11 19 05:50:40 pm

too much attention/funding for bicycle facilities; not attracting
youth to move here; too many restrictions on center
core/downtown investment

Feb 11 19 06:32:40 pm

Council not being able to make decisions.
Third crossing (60 years) build it.The skunks ,snakes and turtles
will live somewhere else.Capital Condo (build it),deep water dock
(build it)Red light cameras(get them)Quit listening to a minority of
influential people who don't want anything built in their backyard.

Feb 11 19 07:04:05 pm

Some decaying areas where lower income families or students
live.
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Feb 11 19 07:45:44 pm

Public transport during evenings and weekends, access to family
physicians, poor maintenance of sidewalks, snow removal from
sidewalks.

Feb 11 19 08:42:52 pm

Maintaining current infrastructure, roads, bike lanes, sewers etc

Feb 11 19 08:57:59 pm

1. Weak tax base
2. Prejudices
3. Lack of entry level job base.
4. Disparity between middle and upper class increasing yearly.

Feb 11 19 08:58:18 pm

Public Works, bicycle lanes, winter sidewalk care and priority.
Flip flop on Princess St and development it should be 4 stories
and that is it on Princess in the downtown core. Bylaw
enforcement should get our more on bikes and ticket the
infractions as they are happening instead of only acting on
complaints. Project management, seriously how long will it take
to build the bridge on John Counter over the train tracks.

Feb 12 19 09:12:56 am

Rental availability.

Feb 12 19 09:21:27 am

Extremely high property taxes, lack of industry, a lack of vision for
the future and a lack of respect of the insitutions that exist in the
City. I am extremely sick of hearing about how aweful Queeen's
is. Without Queen's this city would really struggle.

Feb 12 19 11:23:04 am

Housing shortage is pushing rentals into single family
neighbourhoods, leading to loss of neighbourhood feel and
deterioration of housing quality.
Insufficient private industry and services to balance the city's
economy
Over-reliance on sprawl to create more housing

Feb 12 19 12:20:29 pm

Lack of planning infrastructure
Road maintenance abysmal

Feb 12 19 01:16:38 pm

Crumbling infrastructures, road maintenance.
Lack of housing, and not just affordable housing.
Maintaining historical, but practically useless infrastructure.
Big city wants with small city mentality.

Feb 12 19 03:57:14 pm

lack of integration (stormwater, wastewater, drinking water
planned for separately)
too much "concrete" in urban core (heat island, stormwater
pollution, etc.)
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Feb 12 19 05:29:18 pm

Propensity to ignore historic buildings and communities
Apparent willingness to obstruct vistas and ambience of
downtown
Housing shortage for low income people and for young people
starting out
Powerlessness of City Councillors - staff give directions which is
the wrong way around

Feb 12 19 07:48:10 pm

Old guard/stones, lack of inclusion, focus on preservation and not
innovation

Feb 13 19 06:01:05 am

The internal power and control discord that sometimes arises
among some City staff and Councillors.
The Canadian political reality that municipalities are often
burdened with downloaded services and the lack the legislative
ways and means to decide which municipal services can and
ought to be funded by what funding sources.

Feb 13 19 12:02:18 pm

There appear to be many property developers wanting to spend
money and time building spaces in Kingston, however the
opportunity for opposition is tremendous and has resulted in a
very unhealthy vacancy rate in which may of the public suffer.
This is a direct result of poor management of the planning
processes.
I am a former city employee (7 years) and resigned recently partly
due to the lack of positive culture and respect,,,this is a huge
internal threat to the city in terms of output. This has resulted in
many recent departures of senior employees.

Feb 13 19 01:28:35 pm

Resistance to growth
Access to waterfront

Feb 13 19 03:23:51 pm

People resistant to increasing density in the downtown region.
Housing is expensive around this lovely area and also the
university district. The west end of Kingston is an affordable
option but is inaccessible for someone without a vehicle (all cars
are expensive and bad for the environment). West end is too
spread out, there are very few bike lanes or side-walks, and even
if you have a car it's a pain to get around.
Traffic enforcement. Setting up cameras to automatically ticket
people who drive through red lights or speed would generate
revenue and make roads safer.

Feb 13 19 03:39:23 pm

Unsustainable, sprawling low-density neighbourhoods.
Lack of housing.
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Feb 13 19 05:48:20 pm

Infrastructure renewal and maintenance services needs some
improvements. Infrastructure and maintenace should be the top
enpenditure by the city. The city should do less in house and hire
more external professionals on upset limit budgets. This is much
more economical and gets delivered in better timeframes. The city
engineering department should not be doing much new design,
focus on maintenance. Hire the professional consultants to
compelte design works.
The city has to significantly improve on transparancy. The
taggart/coorcorant scandal for the big dig was unacceptable.
Consultants and external experts should be selected based on
several criteria.
Straight forward Construction section should be 95% based on
Price.

Feb 13 19 08:00:11 pm

Feb 13 19 10:38:05 pm
Feb 14 19 08:23:53 am
Feb 14 19 09:17:42 am

Not as age-friendly as it could be, lack of affordable housing, lack
of green building standards, public transportation inaccessible in
many urban areas specifically Henderson place neighbourhood
and Providence Care Hospital, road and sidewalk repair,
protection of vulnerable species and ecosystems, spraying of
roadsides threatens public health (lack of innovative ways to
address problems).
The speed at which drivers travel.

Closed access to the word-of-mouth job market for newcomers,
reputation of being racist
In a wealthy city in a wealthy province we should move
immediately to feed and shelter ALL citizens.

Feb 14 19 09:23:38 am

That landholders and property developers have so much weight in
decisions made. Of course we have a housing crisis as well, and
the "solutions" have really been in favor of profits, and not actually
supporting homeless people to obtain sustainable housing.

Feb 14 19 10:25:28 am

- Road Surfaces
- Glacial progress on 3rd crossing and John Counter
- Ugliness of Princess St from Division to Bath
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Feb 14 19 11:54:39 am

Feb 14 19 12:05:56 pm

Pedestrian/bike unfriendly.
Sprawl increasing.
Too car-centric.
I'm not sure I know enough about what is happening at The City
beyond the services I use (listed above). Perhaps my ignorance
about the rest of The City services is a weakness, my own and
The City's.
Suburban sprawl is a weakness... Kingston does need to keep
growing but definitely not outward (or upward necessarily).
There's lots of room in existing communities to grow: we just have
to put some thought into how to do that best.

Feb 14 19 02:20:19 pm

geographically strangled by 401 and lake/river

Feb 14 19 06:04:35 pm

innovation
sustainability, urban agriculture, green city
entrepreneurship, ecopreneurship, social entrepreneurship
diversity

Feb 14 19 08:44:01 pm

We need to be more bike-friendly. Many streets are not safe for
cyclists.

Feb 14 19 10:14:51 pm

Not enough affordable rental units in new developments. Queens
has too much say in the city. Traffic is totally out of control. People
drive too fast, do not obey traffic signals or signage. We need
more police & enforcement to stop the irresponsible driving in the
city. You promote walking, but do not make it safe for seniors and
children in school zones.

Feb 15 19 08:50:27 am

Roads
Rental housing
Parking downtown

Feb 15 19 01:15:06 pm

Harsh winters and hot humid summers, focus on growth versus
conservation, and litter, litter, litter - for a city that wishes to attract
tourists, Kingston is one of the dirtiest cities in Canada! The everexpansion of Queen's also threatens neighbourhoods and quality
of the built environment.

Feb 15 19 02:08:49 pm

Lack of private enterprise, loss of post secondary graduates, lack
of spousal employment.
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Feb 15 19 02:09:48 pm

Feb 15 19 02:17:26 pm

- Slow population growth.
- Aging infrastructure.
- Poor housing options, especially for younger people looking for
their first homes.
- Relatively weak and non-dynamic business/entrepreneurial
culture.
- Difficulty attracting young people to start their lives here.
- High vacancy rate downtown

Old ways of thinking applied to complex, modern challenges.
Lack of trust from the public.

Feb 15 19 02:30:20 pm

Traffic, public transportation, safety on our streets for bicyclers
and pedestrians.

Feb 15 19 03:14:10 pm

lack of affordable family homes, terrible transit system (expensive,
illogical & non-intuitive bus routes, poor operating hours)

Feb 15 19 04:20:31 pm

Too much economic and political power held by a small group of
wealthy individuals/families who direct decision making to benefit
themselves, lack of innovation in city governance, urban
sprawl/unchecked development.

Feb 15 19 06:12:13 pm

Housing

Feb 15 19 11:21:06 pm

-spot-zoning and poor comprehensive planning for medium and
high density housing
-tourism and marketing wrong assets (go more with fresh water,
pathways & healthy lifestyle core - a city of health and healthcare)
-silo BIA, Chamber & Kedco - not connected the wider community
with one message brand
-lack of integration of student lifestyle with non-student resident's
lifestyle
-roads and infrastructure poorly maintained, AT routes etc. - still
car centric areas
-lack of priority in spending, residential taxes too high for some
areas
-not enough trees, more parks and more density of trees - too
much man-made park mentality - get back to nature
-too much focus on trying to be Toronto or Ottawa - be smaller
and be better - small is beautiful mentality
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Feb 16 19 08:40:19 am

Too few families (through their companies) have too much
influence on decision-making
City Council is part-time. This city is too big for effective part-time
governance so too much is left to bureaucrats
Downtown road infrastructure
Poor commercial air service

Feb 16 19 09:01:41 am

Lack of population density and affordable housing/rent downtown
for both business owners and citizens; aged conservative
population controlling boards and economic decisions.

Feb 16 19 11:10:08 am

We have a seriously misused and underused waterfront. The fact
that in downtown Kingston there is no swimming (the natural spot
is all taken up with expensive boats) is a huge loss for the city.
There are few if any real "waterfront patios" that we would see in
almost any city with this natural resource.
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Feb 17 19 12:11:12 am

There is NO housing for people who live below the poverty line
(OW, ODSP, working poor); there is a huge homelessness
problem in Kingston that the City has only exacerbated with 'The
Landlords First Housing Strategy'. The elimination of essential
shelters did NOT increase stable housing for our most
vulnerable/targeted. The cookie-cutter model that was imposed on
Kingston was designed for cities with significant vacancy rates
due to foreclosures. This not being the case for Kingston, this
model has failed miserably. City Council has done nothing to
rectify this. The burden of supporting the homeless population not
served by shelters has fallen on to the social service sector
(excluding Ontario Works).
Rapid gentrification by people associated with Queen's and public
service sector employees.
Lack of supports for people in poverty (think of childcare subsidies
available to residents of municipalities like Hamilton).
The Breakout Project. This was emblematic of serious budget
mismanagement. CoK gave $500,000 (I think) to the Breakout
Project (which ended up being a complete scam) and in the same
year closed several shelters.
CoK undergoes many consultations with expensive external
companies that provide recommendations that are not suitable for
the specific dynamics of the city.
Racism facing newcomers, indigenous peoples and other people
of colour can be violent and dangerous. The fact that the Kingston
Police are collaborating with the FBI for a surveillance operation
targeting Syrain refugees is despicable and the City of Kingston
should intervene.
KFL&A has the second highest rate of reported cases of child and
youth sexual assault in the COUNTRY. CoK should be providing
a SIGNIFICANT amount of funding to the Sexual Assault Centre
to help them deal with this crisis.
Kingston is the highly inaccessible for people with any type of
mobility issue, especially those in scooters or chairs. It's incredibly
embarrassing to the CoK that people in scooters can only visit a
FEW establishments in the downtown core. Approximately 20% of
Kingston's population has a mobility issue and the Kingston DBIA
has blatantly said that those people are NOT WELCOME in many
of the businesses downtown.

Feb 17 19 10:18:55 am

Climate change action and targets for reducing co2 emissions.

Feb 18 19 08:50:04 am

Cost of property taxes relative to services provided seems high,
likely due to services being provided that the majority of residents
aren't aware of. More effective communication of all municipally
funded services might help to change this perception. A thorough
review of service utilization might help as well.
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Feb 18 19 06:46:51 pm

1. Most importantly, if the city wishes to grow, and families and
retirees come here, the city needs to make their health care a
priority. The lack of access to family physicians in this city is a
HUGE weakness for the city.
2. City of Kingston taxes are too high compared to value of
housing in many other Ontario cities and yet there still appears to
be a lack of capacity by city, to enforce its by-laws, for example, to
deal with issues such as drainage related issues between
properties.
3. Parts of the city are public transportation deserts - with no
access to express buses within a reasonable walkable distance.

Feb 19 19 12:10:50 am

Poor planning, bad roads, high rents, lack of good help and
employment, not enough doctors

Feb 19 19 05:56:29 am

1.Customer service

Feb 19 19 08:23:24 am

Affordability, poverty, confusion and conflict over paths to future
development, lack sufficient attention to climate change, racism

Feb 19 19 08:40:38 am

1. NIMBYs - those opposing any type of development. They are
really stunting the growth of the community as well as scaring
developers away from investing. Not sure why the voices of a
handful of people are always taken so heavily into consideration
when decisions are made.

Feb 19 19 09:15:04 am

1. High property taxes. Taxes increased at 2.5%/yr (or more) for
the past five years.
2. Requirement for downtown high rise development ~
accommodations.
3. Poor condition of city roads.

Feb 19 19 09:16:21 am

Lack of family doctors!@!!! I wouldn't move here if my kids
couldn't get a doctor.
word gets around.
lack of adherence to the official plan. if you make a plan, stick with
it for years and years, or else carefully change it BEFORE
allowing exceptions right left and centre.

Feb 19 19 10:03:10 am

Road repair and upkeep. So many pot holes.
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Feb 19 19 10:09:15 am

The city's weakness is the state of the roads and low to no cost
social services for mental health. A major weakness of the City is
affordable housing, the market is unfairly skewed in favour of the
landlords who can charge whatever they want, and knowing that
there is less than 1% vacancy for rentals. The average income for
individuals is ~32000 and the average rent for a 2 bedroom home
is ~1150, nearly half of an individual’s income goes towards rent,
which often doesn't include utilities. The rental housing leaves the
budget too tight to the point the individuals have to use credit to
pay for unexpected costs that come with life. Another major
weakness is the availability of well-paying full-time jobs. A lot of
the jobs available in Kingston pay minimum wage, but expected a
degree or diploma and they are not full-time. The full-time jobs
available now are extremely specific and so few and far between
that there are hundreds of applications. Business are avoiding
hiring full-time employees because they don't want to provide
things like benefits or paid sick days and vacation. There needs to
be more incentives for employers to hire full-time staff and to
invest in training new staff. Another weakness is access to Long
Term Care (LTC) for individuals in our area, in the Kingston area
alone there are over 1200 people on a waiting list to get into a
Long Term Care. We need more LTC facilities to accommodate
this growing number of ageing people. We are literally a few years
away from a massive influx of seniors that will require large
amounts of care and need to be in LTC, but we are not preparing
in any way for this. As a result, our hospital system is going to be
overworked and overburdened with individuals in need of long
term care, not hospital care.

Feb 19 19 10:28:21 am

Feb 19 19 11:07:46 am

Not all citizens feel included and some barriers (culture,
geography, transportation, finances) prevent them from full
participation More of an effort should be made to recognize the
City's diversity and welcome all citizens to participate. Also too
much emphasis on accommodating single vehicle traffic and
commercial development at the expense of improving well-being
for all of Kingston's citizens

Feb 19 19 11:18:10 am

weak bylaws to protect trees and green space which is vital to a
robust climate plan
weak climate action plan
poor consultation on things that matter, such as a smart city
poor transparency in decision making
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Feb 19 19 11:26:26 am

Low capacity level of the City administration to deal with complex
public issues and programs. Commitment to undefined growth
and insufficient attention to the public interest in planning matters.

Feb 19 19 12:58:03 pm

1) Not enough employment opportunities
2) Not enough affordable housing
3) No parks/woods to WALK dogs off-leash (distinct from dogruns with no walking paths)
4) Excluding Sydenham Ward/Queen's neighbourhood, there are
a lack of safe crossings for pedestrians/cyclists (ie we need more
4 way stop signs or cross walks) in downtown / Inner Harbour/
Kingstown North regions.
5) Not enough garbage cans along walking trails north of Princess
street (ie. there is not a single garbage can on the K& P trail
between the Rowing Club and Belle Park)

Feb 19 19 01:14:24 pm

-Ability to move city projects forward within a reasonable
timeframe
-Business development in Downtown core
- Allow for business competition example let Costco have a gas
station
- Job development to attract growing neighbourhoods to the
marketplace
- Quality of tourist events - less is more sometimes, quality before
quantity

Feb 19 19 01:48:03 pm

The municipality needs to implement a new Bylaw ASAP which
bans the sale and/or consumption by human beings of wild
animals listed in the UN treaty..... CITES. Those animals listed in
the aforementioned CITES should also have a comprehensive
ban imposed regarding the sale and manufacture of jewellery to
people and the now discredited purpose of "Traditional Chinese"
medicine. Examples of banned CITES species & parts include but
are not limited to Elephant & Walrus Ivory & skin, Pangolin
Scales, Shark-Fin soup, Rhinoceros Horn & Tiger / Lion Bones for
purported pharmaceutical purposes.
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Feb 19 19 01:57:41 pm

Communication - I often don't know about community events,
programs etc. or hear about them after
Sidewalk snow maintenance - our street sidewalks are never
plowed and so I have to walk dog on the road. With shorter days
and reduced light, this is dangerous. If this is tough for me, I can
only imagine it is the same for seniors -- I know many seniors in
my area do not even venture out for walks because they do not
feel safe

Feb 19 19 01:58:41 pm

City Council & Mayor's inadequate defense of existing zoning bylaws and Official Plan

Feb 19 19 02:10:46 pm

Very poor planning with it's lack of concern land conservation &
wildlife protection i.e. turtles in the areas where city building new
subdivsions - like in the swamps/ wetland areas (by the CN
station and Westbrook for ex) ... without doing 'anything' to protect
wildlife, ex: since building more out in wetlands (which i thought
were to be protected) City should be building a turtle fence...out
of it's own income from new property tax gains on the homes in
these new subdivisions... Putting up signs, for the 'swamp filling in
construction company' that say 'beware of turtles' is nothing but
bloody ridiculous...
and
bowing repeatedly to Queens (can't recall you guys standing up to
them...maybe you did but ...seems they get away with pretty much
everyting) Homecoming for ex: bill them severely for police
presence, stop destroying historic kingston for yet more University
housing, make them build an apartment building on their campus,
make them clean up Queen's area or charge them double for
kingston to clean it up (it's disgustingly dirty - so awesome for the
tourists & tax paying kingstonians to see !! )

Feb 19 19 02:14:55 pm

Difficult access by air, for both Kingstonians and tourists.

Feb 19 19 02:25:59 pm

It’s lack of doctors and it’s roads in the rural areas
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Feb 19 19 02:54:14 pm

Feb 19 19 03:30:18 pm

- Commercial retailers not faced with enough competitiveness
(including car dealers)
- Vacancy rates among the lowest in Canada - renters can't find
places to live
- Garage collection outdated compared to large cities: garage
every week vs. every 2 weeks. lack of routine leaf/tree branch
collection
- Public transport options lagging compared to large cities: bike
paths, car pool lanes
drug users; vagrants; homelessness; begging on the streets and a
lack of police presence in the downtown core. It is amazing how
much theft that downtown businesses deal with on a regular daily
basis. I recommend becoming part of the Kingston Downtown
Businesses Group me app and you can see how often businesses
report to the City Police.
Parking is another issue in the downtown core.

Feb 19 19 03:56:10 pm

Low rental vacancy rate, town-gown tensions

Feb 19 19 04:11:46 pm

Coming to a timely decision on maters

Feb 19 19 04:23:21 pm

Poor waterfront redevelopment
Hostility towards people who want to change
Endless discussion no action
Poor understanding that history didn't end in 1867
People now have to respect the past but also must respect the
future
Need to density downtown
Need pedestrian and cycle access to all corners of the city
Too much emphasis on the car

Feb 19 19 04:29:36 pm

Too many studies to see if council can do something.
Grow a pair and use common sense
Red tape for business to get permits for construction. Waaaay
tooooo loooong of await.
The lights down major roadways need to be timed a lot better, like
Gardiner road.
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Feb 19 19 04:57:57 pm

Too much emphasis placed on a minority of individuals who see
development as a bad word. There is a way to create smart
development without compromising on history, and growth. I am
sure there are many other cities who have had similar challenges
and so maybe building on what they did would be good for the
City.
Profit and Development is not a bad word. Socialism cannot exist
without the profits from private sectors to fund the tax coffers.

Feb 19 19 08:29:21 pm

Roads, infrastructure support in west end, available and
affordable housing, doctor shortages

Feb 19 19 08:51:51 pm

Unwillingness to risk/compete/change, inability to attract and
retain people, fear of small group of vocal citizens, tax rates

Feb 19 19 09:11:26 pm

overly strong influence of anti-change community activists

Feb 19 19 10:00:43 pm

SEVERE LACK OF AFFORDABLE, LOW INCOME, GEARED TO
INCOME HOUSING.
ALSO LACK OF LONG TERM CARE FACILITIES FOR AN
AGING POPULATION.

Feb 19 19 10:07:00 pm

Neglect of the poor areas of town & inadequate city services
Lack of truly affordable housing for low and moderate income
people and homeless people
Lack of opportunities for children in low-income families for quality
education, health and recreation services

Feb 20 19 07:21:01 am

Proper planning
Infrastructure
It's lack of protection of wildlife in developing areas

Feb 20 19 07:59:17 am

Incoherent vision; inability to harness expertise that we have here
at post-secondary institutions; Old Stone money and influence.
Nimbyism.
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Feb 20 19 09:17:07 am

The streets are filthy, which is surprising for a city of this size.
Every time I walk anywhere in the city I pick up garbage that
people have just thrown around. The projected growth is not going
to help unless the city promotes a much stronger social
conscience and litter policy. Other cities have done this very
successfully (the city of Fredericton, N. B., and Niagara-on-theLake).
There is too much emphasis on densification - we are getting
squeezed like sardines and the quality of life in going down the
drain as a result.
There is a distressing increase in crime in the city, especially
violent crime. There is essentially no police presence in the higher
growth areas (Kingston East and Amherstview).
Parking is becoming atrocious - we avoid going to downtown
shops and restaurants because of the poor parking.
The city is located within a very rich ecological area but rather
than taking advantage of this in the way it presents itself, it
chooses to degrade natural habitat and underscores that
protecting the natural environment is a low priority at best
(perhaps not a priority at all). Kingston has a golden opportunity to
engage in ecological leadership and chooses to ignore this.
The historical value of Kingston is acknowledged, but only
marginally valued and developed. That ugly K-Rock aka Leon's in
the middle of the historical downtown core is a prime example of
terrible disregard for the city's rich historical value. Even Montreal
did better than that.
Poor management of the damages caused by Queen's students.
Stop treating their bad behaviour and damage to property as a rite
of passage. Put stricter laws in place and charge them. Many
cities have universities and do not have these problems (e.g.,
Fredericton, N.B. has two universities with a big footprint in the
city and no issues with students; Montreal has 4 universities and
again, none of these issues; look to other Ontario cities with
universities in their core and compare.). I believe we have them in
Kingston because we let this happen.

Feb 20 19 09:44:06 am

Due to busy roads and heavy traffic, some migration routes for
animals are very dangerous and result in a lot of vehicle-related
deaths for species at risk in our area.

Feb 20 19 11:50:29 am

lack of planned development; taxes consistently above the rate of
inflation; City councilors pushing their own ideologies; lack of
concern for effectiveness of money being spent

Feb 20 19 12:35:31 pm
Feb 20 19 12:38:13 pm

safe bike travel from east end

Feb 20 19 02:46:19 pm

affordable housing
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Feb 20 19 04:26:57 pm

Shortages in:
1. Housing
2. Access to Healthcare, particularly regular Family Doctors
3. Attractive, high Caliber jobs

Feb 20 19 08:18:04 pm

The citys image reliance on an outdated and xenophobic
figurehead. More justice should be done for the indigenous
peoples history of Kingston and surrounding areas by including
them in kingstons history as well

Feb 20 19 08:32:08 pm

There are limited places to rent in Kingston and the rent is over
priced. There are a lot of empty buildings that could be potential
renting units.

Feb 21 19 12:33:27 am

Feb 21 19 10:13:16 am

annual municipal tax increases are reaching the limits of what the
citizens can afford
small percentage of overall taxes contribution by commercial and
industrial; tax base compared to other Ontario cities in the GTA
and western Ontario.
shortage of housing stock - both market housing and affordable
housing
reputation province wide and beyond of not being welcoming to
development and therefore investment
lack of job opportunities to keep graduating post-secondary
students in Kingston
City has not figured out how to celebrate and take advantage of
its historical assets and at the same time develop 21st century
housing projects i.e. high-rises - it shouldn't be a question of one
or the other, Kingston should be able to do both well.
Smallish annual population growth
Older population - who don't work, spend less, (but are great
citizens :) )

poverty
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Feb 21 19 10:28:43 am

-city housing and rents that are unaffordable for many
-not enough appreciation of the heritage aspect and beauty of our
city, as it is
and not making a priority the protection and promotion of the
human scale of our city and our natural environment.
— the tall apartment buildings and hotel on Block D— we have
lost the beauty of the waterfront here
— failure of the city to buy the Marine Museum property

Feb 21 19 12:38:09 pm

That sometimes we are not fast in addressing them

Feb 21 19 03:54:29 pm

The City is not doing nearly enough to do its part to address the
issues of climate change and other environmental crises like
biodiversity loss. Certainly it is not the only municipality or
government of any level which is failing on this, but that is not an
excuse. It is critical that we all do so much more. I support the
climate hub's position that we need to get to 0 (CO2 emissions)
by 2050. We don't really have a choice.
The City is very car focused. The City (with other levels of
government) has shown this by spending a ridiculous amount of
money on a bridge that will help some drivers save a few minutes
on their commute in the short term.
As I said, improvements have been made to public transit, but
active transportation is really behind. There are some bike lanes
but they are not connected, there are almost no places where
there are turning lanes, the infrastructure like traffic lights does not
support them, lanes are not plowed, etc.
The City seems to be too focused on pleasing developers and
businesses and does not always stand its ground to do what is
best for the city long term. The City has made improvements
(such as this platform) in public engagement and openess, but
could still improve.
Waste- the City will speak proudly of waste diversion efforts- but it
seems that a lot of it is not actually being recycled and/or that the
impact of doing so is greater than the impact of the waste itself.
This costs money, is bad for the environment and is not
sustainable.
The cost of housing is getting very high, especially for a small city
with fewer job options. Affordable housing is needed to decrease
poverty, maintain a mix of socio-economic groups living in the city
and to keep good people here instead of moving where it is
cheaper. As our growth projections are limited, we don't need
giant, ugly highrises just some more infill with low-rises as well as
single-family homes- on empty lots, etc- NOT on green space.
SO far the city has had trouble managing this.
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Lack of availability of physicians to meet the needs of the
population at present and as it grows is a HUGE weakness..
especially for those who wish to retire here. It is not fair for new
residents to learn the hard way there is no available, timely
medical care here. Additionally, access to affordable and senior
targeted care is essential to meet future needs if you continue to
market Kingston as a great retirement destination.
The City needs to do a better job enforcing its Bylaws...

Feb 21 19 07:11:37 pm

Better care of older infrastructure - As a Kingston citizen for 75
years with a residence for 53 years - certainly feel that we are not
getting our tax dollars worth. Our street is 53 years old (Sherman
St) and has never been repaved in all that time.
Public transportation
Lack of parking availability - and still charging 90$/month
Since the city joined with the township it seems that the level of
service is reduced, but the taxes are higher - and other areas
such as Barriefield are being prioritized.
Lack of sufficient summer /fall pick ups for
Brush/Leaves.(Proposal by Laura Turner to increase?) This is
forcing residents to travel to Recycling - and the ROADS there are
awful. Potholes and line ups...and more potholes. Not safe for
anyone, in particular, seniors.

Feb 21 19 08:27:26 pm

-Long-term building/zoning vision/development plan (selling-out to
large developers for short-sighted gains, airport expansion, etc.),
loss of neighbourhood character due to over-development (ie.
Reddendale), lack of environmental protection within the city (ie.
mature trees)
-Roads (I've seen under-developed countries with better kept city
streets than King)
-Cell towers located far away from schools/housing
-What exactly is this 'Smart City' all about?...

Feb 21 19 10:42:46 pm

Roads and infrastructure are in rough shape
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Feb 22 19 02:07:33 am

Prevalence of hate crimes
Transit needs to be redesigned by surveying actual users to
identify best routes to accommodate passengers. Service needs
to be extended with at least one 24 hour bus route that goes
around the whole city once every hour
Extremely poor bike share system which discourages user
uptake. See Hamiltons' SoBi bike share for a model that was has
been in the green from year 1 and whose bikes are designed for
the average commuter with racks, stabilized for new cyclists,
excellent for tourists etc
Mayor's housing taskforce -(side eye) there also needs to be staff
reps from employers whose employers struggle to find housing eg
military, Queens, KHS and young professionals who may want to
buy but are not able to. The 10 Grant's available through the
downpayment grant are not adequate. There is room for
innovation in the grant making model to maximize funding for
people to buy housing but am not about to give my ideas away for
free.

Feb 22 19 10:17:56 am

Agendas seem to get pushed through which are often against the
views of those who live in the city. One example would be the
expansion of the Kingston Airport.

Feb 22 19 12:14:42 pm

Not enough protection for wild species that are becoming extinct
or preserving wetlands

Feb 22 19 12:56:52 pm
Feb 22 19 12:56:57 pm

housing vacancy rate;

Feb 22 19 02:13:26 pm

Lack of affordable housing and little concern for wildlife habitats

Feb 22 19 04:56:44 pm

Active transportation--lack of infrastructure.

Feb 22 19 05:37:07 pm

Urban sprawl.
Drug use, homelessness.

Feb 22 19 06:01:34 pm

Lack of dedicated bicycle lanes. Lack of pedestrian only roads,
(even if only for a day a week). Although it is too early to tell if our
newly renovated central library is nice due to the repeated delays
in opening, I doubt it will come close to shining examples such as
the central branch in Halifax.
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Feb 22 19 06:07:48 pm

-high per capita debt load
-high taxes relative to other communities
-talk about a sustainable city, but City Hall still encourages
automobile driving ( to which Brent Toderian strongly objected) e.g. parking garages downtown, 3rd crossing
-lack of ability/ inclination to think in terms of innovation ;e.g. re:
housing, re: active transport; re: climate change; re: economics
-focus on capital projects and not on people - choice to spend
money on airport expansion, bridge when there are homeless
people and the wait for social housing is years
City Hall culture wherein it appears that City staff/ developers
make the decisions

Feb 22 19 06:11:58 pm
Feb 22 19 06:37:57 pm

Environmental protection and roads

Feb 22 19 07:15:30 pm

Too much waterfront is in private hands
Housing
Bus service is still weak

Feb 22 19 07:21:38 pm

Expansion of city into nearby habitats (wetlands/ forests).
Prioritizing people over animals (e.g. Douglas Fluhrer park’s new
path that involved destroying turtle habitat).

Feb 22 19 08:34:01 pm
Feb 22 19 08:48:38 pm

Lack of green space/animal protection from cars

Feb 22 19 09:53:23 pm

Queen's students. The city relies quite heavily on their numbers,
yet they walk over everyone

Feb 22 19 10:13:38 pm

W.J. Holsgrove Public does not have sidewalks which is a threat
to student safety! I also think developers have too much say in
city council decisions. As well, many businesses (i.e. Cineplex) do
not even recycle, never mind compost. I think it should be
mandatory for all businesses to recycle, the world cannot afford
more pollution and the continuation of a linear economy.

Feb 23 19 07:34:20 am

Being situated on significant lands
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Feb 23 19 08:01:46 am

There’s a lot there... the education of its citizens.... toxic
masculinity is huuuuuge here so huge. I think there should be
more lgbtq event (I’m not part of that community) but from living
other places having more forums for drag shows etc helps get
people out of their cookie cutter beliefs...

Feb 23 19 10:17:17 am

False advertising, saying events are free when they are actually
paid for by the taxpayers. Too many traffic lights where stop
signs would suffice. Greed. There should be no on street parking
permits. Not stopping illegal parking in city park.

Feb 23 19 03:17:08 pm

Insufficient career opportunities for our youth

Feb 23 19 06:38:30 pm

Housing and social services!!!!!!!!!!! First Nations specific
healthcare, housing workers and mental health outreach/crisis
supports

Feb 23 19 06:42:40 pm

Staff organizations, reliance on studies, no clear vision of future

Feb 23 19 09:03:53 pm

Focus on environment, impractical means to get people active

Feb 23 19 10:12:26 pm
Feb 24 19 01:41:41 am

Bus service
Some roads

Feb 24 19 08:16:36 am

Too much money/time designated to big ideas that impact less
people instead of fixing more little things that impact more people

Feb 24 19 09:27:18 am

Nature and wildlife preservation. Preventative measures.
Affordable housing options. Being accountable
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Feb 24 19 09:30:25 am

While public transportation in Kingston has a great system in
place, there are few improvements that I feel are necessary. This
should be a priority because buses in particular make a great
contribution to reducing carbon emissions seeing as they provide
an alternative mode of transportation to the use of individual
vehicles. One prevalent issue with the system is that supply does
not meet current demand. The people of Kingston want to use
the buses as a more environmentally conscious transportation
option, but they face challenges in attempting to do so. The bus
routes that travel along Union street (1, 2, 18 etc.) are constantly
full to capacity which puts the bus drivers in a difficult situation.
Individuals either have to be left out in the cold where they could
potentially be missing a commitment at the other end of their trip,
or the driver lets them onto the bus which creates a safety issue.
Both of these options are very unappealing and that's why I
believe increasing the frequency of buses on this route to every 5
or 10 minutes could make a huge difference. It is appalling that in
the face of a climate crisis our city is not providing our willing
citizens with the opportunity to make sustainable decisions about
their lifestyle.

Feb 24 19 09:47:14 am

Housing shortage, real estate costs, waterfront development that
favour wealthy, lack of sensible safe cycling infrastructure, parking
strategy
We are not yet having a real discussion on what it will take to
address the climate crisis

Feb 24 19 02:26:40 pm

Many of the activities in the Kingston Climate Change Action Plan
(KCAP) are concept only
Where is the public reporting on where we’re at with KCAP
implementation?
Unclear targets and planning to meet participation requirements in
the Global Covenant of Mayors on Climate and Energy

Feb 24 19 02:29:23 pm

The city needs to do more for the homeless population as well as
for the conservation of land around the City. The City also needs
to combat the existence of racism in our community - Kingston is
the 8th most racist city in Canada, according to one study.
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* an alarming shortage of affordable housing, particularly in the
walkable downtown area
* the failure of Queen’s to accept responsibility for providing
adequate housing for its ever-growing student population
* repeated assaults on the Official Plan by developers of poorlysited high-rise buildings
* a tendency to support concrete projects that exacerbate the
problem of greenhouse gas emissions, such as the third crossing
and the airport extension, at the expense of providing for proven
determinants of health
* inadequate infrastructure for active transportation
Feb 24 19 03:13:02 pm

* a shortage of family doctors and some specialists e.g.
dermatologists
* no coherent arrangement for apartment occupants to compost
their kitchen waste or for homeowners to have garden waste
collected weekly
* no large-item collection — much needed in the spring, when
students depart
* amalgamation has never really gelled. East, west, downtown
and countryside too often seem balkanized. The city doesn’t feel
unified.
* ceremonial aspects of council meetings seem dated,
hierarchical, and alienating e.g. the chain of office and bowing to
the mayor when people exit the chambers
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Feb 24 19 03:55:00 pm

-- ongoing failure to address needs in the city and false belief that
wealth will trickle down or that problems such as poverty, lack of
affordable housing will fix themselves; continuing to dump sewage
in the lake
-- misrepresentations by city government -- that the KRock Centre
would pay for itself/make a profit; that traffic numbers justify the
new bridge and that it can be built for $180 million without
factoring in maintenance, other essential road connections etc.,
that the city's population is growing more than it is and the growth
is the only answer -- this is not helping residents understand our
choices
-- amalgamation that has not yet gelled -- too many people feel
like outsiders
-- Queen's University acting as if it is a city unto itself and as if its
actions and its students are not part of the Kingston community
with responsibilities to same

Feb 24 19 04:26:14 pm

-Lack of transparency
-Lack of adherence to the official plan
-too many “in camera” meetings
- belief that tower apartments solve our lack of rental housing
-not looking at how other cities have incorporated transparency in
their methods

Feb 24 19 04:27:27 pm

- historically slow decision making
- lack of transparency despite ongoing attempts to initiate
community involvement
- facilitation of positive relationships between citizens and
students
- maintenance of road and sidewalk infrastructure
- availability of bylaw officer enforcement after hours and on
Sunday and number of officers to enforce bylaws (particularly
alcohol consumption at Breakwater Park & Pier and off-leash
dogs)

Feb 24 19 05:14:58 pm

No commercial recycling ** this is just absurd.

Feb 24 19 06:02:56 pm

that developers have too much influence on how the city is
developed; that there is not enough affordable housing; that
climate change and its consequences is ignored and we do
'business as ususal' with an overemphasis on car travel, etc. (see
third crossing. who will want to travel across this windy long
bridge on a bike or on foot?)
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Feb 24 19 06:52:42 pm

Feb 24 19 07:24:22 pm
Feb 24 19 07:59:42 pm

Housing shortages, income disparity, heavy automobile reliance,
poor urban planning that emphasizes auto reliance, barriers to
entrepreneurship, , lack of actual bicycle infrastructure.
Transit in the city is a real weakness. The city has not embraced
the amalgamated Kingston Township areas. Particularly bad are
all areas north of the 401.
Too mush focus on vehicle transport (Wellington street extension
for example)

Feb 24 19 10:15:58 pm

It can be awfully boring. If the weather isn’t nice there isn’t really
much to do. Yes there are a few small scale museums and art
galleries but not really anything to my knowledge on
animals/natural history or any kid friendly places to explore
multiple aspects of science.

Feb 24 19 11:29:07 pm

Progress on Smart City Initiative without health and safety of
citizens as key priority.

Feb 24 19 11:33:54 pm

Pro-development bias on city council and at the city staff level unwilling to follow the Official Plan. Willing to take payoffs from
developers and destroy the heritage of downtown. Unwilling to
consider smaller (shorter) infills downtown and instead want to
ruin the downtown access to sunshine, etc and create wind
tunnels by going high. Creates a sense that there is a highly
influential, monied, small group of people who are running this city
and the "majority" have no voice or influence over the future
direction of the city. Highly alienating. Difficult for many to secure
employment at a living wage, or find affordable housing.
Pressures on health care system and people unable to find a
family doctor.

Feb 24 19 11:53:39 pm

Potholes - Infrastructure.
Lack of creative thinking.
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Feb 24 19 11:59:54 pm

Lack of transparency in decision making.
Not taking feedback from public consultations into consideration.
Lack of consultation for important issue such as 5G. Given the
evidence of harm to human health, constituents should be
informed of possibilities of harm and asked whether they want 5G.
Lack of accommodation for individuals with electrosensitivity
(these are individuals who react to wireless frequencies, of which
there is a growing number in Kingston). Cogeco's widespread
proliferation of wi-fi in public places (e.g market square) and
businesses have made the downtown completely inaccessible for
these individuals.

Feb 25 19 04:25:47 am

Balancing development and maintaining green spaces. Seems
that Kingston likes to clearcut trees not put up fencing to protect
turtles hwy 2 between Westbrook and Collins bay road is a prime
example. Allowing subdivisions to be developed in wetlands

Feb 25 19 07:19:21 am

Lack of affordable housing, help for the homeless, poor street
repair

Feb 25 19 07:58:49 am
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Feb 25 19 09:07:19 am

I feel the city is not keeping up with requirements of a modern
competitive city in terms of its built, cultural and environmental
characteristics.
In terms of built environment, new development is not reflecting
currently accepted design and architectural standards. This
applies in both the downtown as well as elsewhere.
Houses continue to be built with projecting garages, with little
architectural character. Streets are wide and poorly landscaped,
without sidewalks which encourage walking. Density should be
increased in all neighbourhoods to make more effective use of
infrastructure and reduce our environmental footprint. This
includes allowing second units in all housing and actively working
to improve infrastructure in all neighbourhoods to support this
form of housing. A more compact city is a more competitive and
environmentally sensitive city. This also supports transit, filling our
underutilized schools, and supporting local businesses.
Strip development along arterials look like buildings that were built
30 years ago. On one of our major commercial arterial streets
(Princess St), a recent new development is a car wash building!
This is an appalling underutilitzation - all development should be
of a higher density with a mix of commercial, employment and
residential uses. The zoning should be updated to encourage
appropriate scale development. Modern commercial development
should be street oriented with limited front yard parking, a
required second storey (at least), and careful urban design.
Downtown it is important to protect the heritage character but it is
also imperative to allow new development. Without substantial
residential development downtown, the commercial core is
suffering. The waterfront through downtown should be opened up
more wherever possible. It is remarkable that in a city with this
much waterfront that there isn’t a pier or boardwalk where people
can walk, visitors can sit on patios with a view of the water, and
people can gather.
In terms of the environment, protection of natural environments
are important and should be continued. As well, active
transportation should be aggressively moved forward. This city
has a severe lack of bicycle lanes and pathways that can serve
commuters both summer and winter.
City recycling should be expanded. The lack of regular yard
waste pick up results in a problem with not only rodents but with a
city that looks “tired and poorly cared for”. I have had numerous
visitors that have commented that the looks a little run-down.
People don’t maintain their properties to the status of many other
cities in Ontario. This affects the attractiveness of the City to both
tourists and business dollars.
In terms of the aging population, it is important to look forward and
think about how to satisfy the needs of this population. In a winter
city there are challenges to this group staying healthy. Many
municipalities, large and small, have installed indoor walking
tracks in their facilities and arenas. A similar priority is
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recommended to support the health of this population.

Feb 25 19 09:09:19 am
Feb 25 19 09:19:04 am

Some of the downtown waterfront has been overbuilt, obliterating
the view to and from the city, and thus obliterating its charm and
sense of inclusivity.
too much focus on students. not enough housing or project
specific infrastructure for residents.

Feb 25 19 10:03:37 am

It needs to act more urgently. See below.

Feb 25 19 10:34:40 am

Lack of social housing, lack of shelters, lack of animal welfare,
horrible bike lanes

Feb 25 19 10:35:40 am

Protecting our wildlife - We need to do something for the mass
amounts of turtles that get hit every summer. We need more signs
and warnings and protection for them!!!! The population has
severely declined over the past few years. Please do something
to help them!! People recklessly run them over!
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Feb 25 19 11:02:14 am

1. Overdeveloped waterfront in downtown core - highrises right on
waterfront should never have been built! 2. Lack of major
museums like Ottawa or even Brockville (e.g., Aquatarium) 3.
Lack of affordable housing 4. Lack of integration of mental health
services & lack of specialists like psychologists

Feb 25 19 11:04:38 am

Tend to forget the 'green' spaces, and working with wild life.
Need to develop more towards the 401 by 'going up'. Downtown
core has improved infrastructure, but lack of parking. Climate is
changing and increased flooding will become more and more of a
problem without developing with the green spaces. Also the
amount of pollution affecting the green spaces we have.

Feb 25 19 11:10:13 am

Non-motorized transportation routes: bikelanes, crosswalks. We
should have more recognizable crosswalks and bikelanes. Make
pedestrians and bicyclists visible. Education for all starts with
visibility. (Then, maybe we can get some free-to-the public
driver/cyclist information classes going on to get everyone on the
same page.)

Feb 25 19 11:27:21 am

No priority given to the important issue of 5G. Kingston should
lead the way into looking into the potential harm of 5G to its
constituents.

Feb 25 19 01:08:28 pm
Feb 25 19 02:45:16 pm

Feb 25 19 02:47:22 pm

somewhat elitist, not open-minded when it comes to some issues,
too business development focused
Rent prices too high
Every trash day there is trash left all over the streets - perhaps
better bins are necessary
Recycling needs to be a priority for businesses, the city, and
homes
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Feb 25 19 03:06:39 pm

MINDSET. I am a relatively new resident (3 yrs). In general,
residents don't expect that people are new - it took a while to
figure out where things are, what I need to do to access activities,
kids teams, events, and what people meant when they gave
directions by referring to 'the township' and the 'traffic circle'
among other things. There are many old divisions that are
meaningless to a newcomer: 'the north end', "Sydenham Ward",
Catholic / Protestant neighbourhoods (really? in 2019?), the 'City'
vs 'the township', and all of these contribute to the reality that it
can be very difficult to "break in" to established groups, teams,
organizations. Yes, I am relatively new, and yes, I want to
contribute, participate, and make friends. And yes, I might not
agree with or understand 'the way its always been'. I have found
better inroads with military families, who realize people can be
new.
The volume and clout of the "don't change anything ever" voice in
Kingston's downtown and Portsmouth areas concerns me greatly.
Kingston is an OLD population - great, wonderful for retirees - but
we need people working here, generating tax revenue, and caring
for the aging population - their health, their homes, their transport,
etc.
The college and university are huge assets. A deficit of
appropriate housing is an issue.
"Build it in the suburbs" cannot continue. Sprawl is expensive, and
taxes will have to continue to rise to pay for all that infrastructure
and transit and other services.
We need places for new residents to live. Close to work.
Downtown. There is a lot of good space waiting to be developed this should be done well, with quality architecture in a variety of
sizes, densities, price points, and mindful of public space. It
needed to happen 5 years ago.
The vacancy rate is a big weakness. At 0.6, it is effectively zero.
That will not attract growth.
This city complains about traffic and parking like crazy. As a
former Torontonian, I am saying it: you have no problem. Your
parking is cheap and raises money for the City. Build the bridge,
plan some parking structures into development, learn to parallel
park with more efficiency.
The old development along the waterfront is abysmal. It detracts
from the City's beauty. that hotel and parking lots on the water,
between Confederation Park and the ferry? Horrid. Same goes for
the hotels and condos built right on the seawall in the other
direction.
The Causeway. Do everything to make the third crossing happen.
The Centenarian causeway will not support increased growth to
the east.
The strength of the "don't change anything" lobby in the city - it is
problematic.
Homelessness and Addiction. A problem for all communities. It
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needs to be mitigated. Kingston does not need panhandlers at its
intersections. I am concerned that people are sleeping rough in all
corners of the city. A growing vulnerability will not help the city in
the long run. This is tied into my next point, because vulnerable
populations need health care.
Family Doctor shortage. This needs to be addressed immediately.
People with any health concern will not relocate to a place where
they cannot even access a wait list, and they may be 5 years
waiting for a doctor. Young couples will not start their family where
they will have no care. I have a friend who is a cancer patient also a new resident - who travels 3.5 hours to her former
community to access continuing care. That is not right.
The City has a long way to go in terms of true diversity, inclusion,
equity, acceptance among its residents. I think the City and its
agencies are working really hard, sending the right messages,
and are actually very proactive. But it takes a long time to change
attitudes, and my family has been shocked and honestly, appalled
by the language used and attitudes displayed as my teens are at
school, hockey, etc. They had very rarely experienced hearing
any of these things (common use of n word, retard, gay, fag, antisemetic language, etc) in Toronto. If you want to attract
international employers, professionals, and keep students in
Kingston after they graduate, these things have to evolve.

Feb 25 19 03:21:33 pm

Environmentally friendly energy uses, recycling in downtown
businesses, plastic straws/use of plastic, lack of bike lanes on
busy streets and lack of car awareness of bikes and the cyclist
right to the road (bike safety/bike friendly busy streets), buses that
end at 11:00 pm, ugly buildings upper Princess st and
apartments on water front, cutting off access to the waterfront
paths and distancing the city from nature

Feb 25 19 03:51:09 pm

Downtown streets are poorly cleared of snow. One can't park
within 4' of the curb and must climb over snowbanks to access
parking meters. Parking is prohibited at night but there is no effort
to clear the icy snowbanks. If you expect people to pay for
parking, make it accessible! Sympathy tio seniors and
handicapped people.
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Feb 25 19 03:55:06 pm

- Organizational culture that is focussed solely on developers’
objectives rather than the municipality’s plan and what’s best for
the community and its residents
- Deciding that Brent Toderian should be the tall building guru for
Kingston without any consultation with Kingston residents.
- Not listening to Brent Toderian’s statements about cars and then
seeing if they apply to Kingston through consultation:
“What we did in Vancouver in the 1990s . . . was to say no more
car capacity, we are done building space for the car and in fact
we’re going to take away space slowly and strategically and give it
to walking, biking and transit; widening sidewalks, creating public
and pedestrian streets, bike lanes separated and bus only transit
routes and bus rapid transit.”
“If you really want to have a sense of the aspirations of a city don’t
look to the vision statement, look to the budget and if you set this
prioritization of walking, biking and transit but your budget is still
going largely to car infrastructure then you’re still doing the wrong
thing.”
- Developing plans (official, secondary etc) and then deciding that
they don’t provide guidance for development proposals and
discarding them
- Thinking that growth is going to fund the future when it is proven
that growth doesn’t actually pay for itself
- Recognizing that the housing crisis is affordable housing not lack
of housing
- Greening the urban core – hold developers responsible for site
plans, co-ordinate all departments to implement the green streets
that are in Williamsville Main Street and other secondary plans
- Too many decisions made in camera when they should be made
in open meetings. Just because the Municipal Act allows for
certain types of decisions to be made in closed meeting, doesn’t
mean that they must be made in a closed meeting.

Feb 25 19 03:57:11 pm

I feel that our Mayor could do a better job consulting the residents
of Kingston before making major decisions. A case in point was
signing an agreement with Bell Canada to begin installing 5G
ready cellular antennas in area's of our city without any public
input.

Feb 25 19 04:22:04 pm

'Open for business' mentality which means any and all
development proposals are accepted uncritically, with little regard
to the Official Plan, bylaws, and other planning documents
Too many in camera meetings
Too much deference to staff on the part of Council
Need for intensification, additional housing - thus far not
adequately addressed with due regard to planning processes
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Feb 25 19 04:29:50 pm

lack of affordable housing
Poor business retention
attention to poverty and homelessness
poor development decisions that demonstrates the beauty of this
city

Feb 19 19 05:50:10 pm

Affordable housing, road surfaces

Feb 19 19 05:51:04 pm

Roads
Transit (also needs more work)
Climate change
Affordability

Feb 19 19 05:51:17 pm

Homeless and housing
Lack of community organizations Hub

Feb 19 19 05:52:33 pm

Housing, homelessness, poverty, and housing and homelessness
again. Too pro-developers, not nearly pro-development enough.
Consumed with building up the downtown core, at the expense of
the rest.

Feb 19 19 05:53:47 pm

Housing, homelessness, accessibility to services, road quality, too
much focus on development and not enough focus on strategy for
development or the treatment of the city’s homeless and
vulnerable sectors.
Spending money they do not have
Working &or the

Feb 19 19 05:54:02 pm
Working for the city and not for the voters
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Feb 19 19 05:54:19 pm

Providing tax breaks on vacant storefronts. The roads, particularly
King Street and Queen Street are in terrible shape. Wellington
Street where it crosses Johnson is also in very bad shape with
lots of dips and uneven road. The handling of the Central Branch
library renovation.

Feb 19 19 05:58:15 pm

Affordable housing

Feb 19 19 05:58:44 pm

Affordable housing, doctor shortage, employment opportunities

Feb 19 19 06:00:41 pm

Roads. Affordable housing

Feb 19 19 06:10:10 pm

Feb 19 19 06:10:54 pm

Unable to conform to change without what seams to be red tape

Feb 19 19 06:11:56 pm
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Feb 19 19 06:13:53 pm

Very low vacancy rate . Not easy to rent or buy

Feb 19 19 06:14:28 pm

Speed of development process
Unaffordable housing to first time homebuyers

Feb 19 19 06:23:26 pm

Too many councilors and the mayor not willing to support and
enforce official plan and by-laws (other than liberally interpretting
their right to grant exemptions) giving the impression they have
been bought off by developers.
Failure to properly maintain roads, failure to properly plow
sidewalks, lanes and roads, failure to figure out how to allow
overnight on street parking in city (unlike Ottawa, Toronto and
others).
Failure to address block busting and communitydestroying spot
rezoning in residential areaa through interim control until proper
analysis, public consultstion and plan in place.

Feb 19 19 06:24:34 pm

Our reputation as a retirement community deters post-secondary
graduates and other younger demographics from choosing
Kingston as their home.
Racism and discrimination are still overly prevalent.

Feb 19 19 06:27:30 pm

Private sector diversification and investment; Consistent and well
developed waterfront accessible to all.
High costs of housing.

Feb 19 19 06:36:24 pm

The disparities between the wealthy and poor.

Feb 19 19 06:48:04 pm
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Feb 19 19 06:56:21 pm

Not their fault but the approval, of anything, process is too slow-development is a must--if you are on council and you agreement
with development (downtown) then get it through--we need a
downtown that is alive--more affordable housing downtown

Feb 19 19 07:02:23 pm

Roads have been let go for so many years now it is hard to play
catch-up, but it needs to be done. Our roads are in Terrible shape.
Look at the intersection of Bayridge and Princess and also
Bayridge Drive between Princess St and Cedarwood is in terribe
shape and needs a traffic light.

Feb 19 19 07:04:02 pm

close mindedness and old money

Feb 19 19 07:27:24 pm

Not pro devopment or pro business

Feb 19 19 07:59:35 pm

Not enough family Doctors
Developers are not encouraged to follow the Official Plan.
Closing downtown schools & selling off the land ,but at the same
time increasing density downtown.
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Jan 29 19 03:49:16 pm

recruit graduating university/college students - well educated
students with lots of energy and ideas

Jan 29 19 03:53:03 pm

Development downtown, intensification. Long over due. Jobs
and development are intertwined. More tax payers living
downtown as well as our urban areas.

Jan 29 19 04:01:18 pm

More start ups to keep young Queen’s grads in the community.

Jan 29 19 04:05:14 pm

- Third crossing. Bridge will be excellent for growth of and access
to the city's east end.
- city appears to be growing. good opportunity to look at
development planning to ensure downtown stays vibrant,
populated, and equipped for individuals and families.
- With exceptionally high real estate prices in Toronto and GTA,
more people seem to be choosing to live in cities like Kingston.
This seems like a good trend.

Jan 29 19 04:05:51 pm

The city lacks any sort of major artistic event. Cities as small as
Sudbury even have music festival that bring in international acts
and drive community spirit and an infusion of money and new tax
revenue. Kingston has the land, new airport and proximity to
many major cities to execute a multi-genre music festival (akin to
Bluesfest) that would bring new jobs, new revenue and new
excitement into the city

Jan 29 19 04:08:02 pm

Continue to develop the waterfront ensuring public access to it.
Strive to find ways of bringing more tech/research (middle class)
jobs to the City. Use the third crossing to revitalise the inner
harbour and make it a highly sought after place to live.

Jan 29 19 04:09:34 pm

great work has been done to improve public transit but more must
be done; we need to reach a point where service is so good it
makes no sense to drive - removing tax relief for landlords with
untenanted commercial units could help to reduce commercial
rents and drive the creation of new businesses

Jan 29 19 04:16:22 pm

partnerships with post secondary institutions for research and
small business development, all types of housing/apartment
rentals for students, individuals, families, seniors

Jan 29 19 04:18:48 pm

Airport expansion.
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Jan 29 19 04:18:49 pm

Leveraging the potential of the natural, historic landmarks and
knowledge based institutions to create income, jobs and tax
revenue
The opportunity is to create a unique and liveable core
neighbourhoods in the old city boundary. We need more
imagination.

Jan 29 19 04:20:50 pm
Look at innovative housing for seniors- not the standard
retirement type homes but designs that provide the best of
independent living in a downtown core.

Jan 29 19 04:22:21 pm

The first priority should be wellington st. extension...We need to
get the traffic flowing out of town especially with the new bridge
coming.
It won't happen in my life time but I think they should start
planning on twinning the causeway...I think wow 160 million to
build a bridge.....I'm sure they could twin the causeway for less?

Jan 29 19 04:28:53 pm

Cannabis

Jan 29 19 04:34:19 pm

high density, student-friendly residential development like condos
and apartment developments
keeping the inner residential ring with family residents
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Jan 29 19 05:04:43 pm

#1. The waterfront. Expand and Accelerate the waterfront plan.
Allow and accelerate the deepwater docs. Find a city mechanism
to encourage commercial and tourism-based business as close to
the water as possible.
#2. Belle Park. This type of opportunity doesn't come very often.
In fact, it will NEVER come again for Kingston. There will NEVER
be such a large piece of land so close to downtown that is a blank
canvas for green space. I'm shocked the city seems so quick to
write it off as a place for a couple of sport fields. Think 100 years
down the road. There is an opportunity to build something that will
set the tone for the future of the north end. We can neglect it, or
do something special.
#3. NKT There is an opportunity there to attract new, creative
businesses which would lead to Infill development and possibly
even a new commercial district near the woolen mill. If the city
does a good job with the Belle Park redevelopment and could
create some kind of new business/entrepreneurship incentive, it
could happen.
#4. KP redevelopment.

Jan 29 19 05:20:24 pm

Cultural heritage and historic downtown core - this needs to be
preserved in order to continue to attract tourism. People will not
come to see a historic house swallowed up by tall condos. The
feel of the downtown needs to be maintained!
Waterfront green space - this is especially key in neighbourhoods
outside of downtown. Current parks need to be maintained.
Development of Centre 70 - the facility is aging and will need
updates.
Development of a safe bike path (along the shoreline) to allow for
more pleasant and safer commuting downtown out of the west
end.
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Jan 29 19 05:36:50 pm

Jan 29 19 05:45:43 pm
Jan 29 19 05:49:46 pm
Jan 29 19 06:23:33 pm

getting into the affordable housing business (offering deals to
developers isn't a longterm solution); working on making Kingston
more walkable/bikeable (recognizing that climate breakdown is
completely undeniable and we should be facing it as if it were
Canada in 1939: our one true crisis right now); working on poverty
issues (even if that means raising taxes! Yes, I'm a home owner.)

Idk
Can’t really think of anything right now, there’s so much going on
already in Kingston!
Make it tourist friendly

Jan 29 19 06:27:26 pm

Expansion of higher education and hospitals to consolidate the
city's status as a regional centre and increase growth as carbonheavy and traditional industries continue to decrease across North
America.

Jan 29 19 07:17:52 pm

Ecourage downtown residential building as well as other rsidential
developments , and Business growth ,
Go to local schools and at all levels and use whatever needed to
encourage Graduates to stay and grow Kingston for their future .
Ecourage expansion of Web Cams to show what Kingston Is and
has to offer .Cheaper than Branding and each Cam and picture
worth 1000 words or more !

Partnerships with post secondary institutions, CFB Kingston,
Kingston Hospitals.
Partnerships with new industry (Frulact and Feihe)
Jan 29 19 07:30:08 pm

Jan 29 19 07:31:57 pm

Opportunities from the Third Crossing- improved access and
connectivity, safer community, increased tourism, increased
active transportation thus decreased Greenhouse gases and
other health and environmental benefits

Tourism,
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Jan 29 19 07:50:02 pm

Jan 29 19 07:57:04 pm
Jan 29 19 08:18:44 pm

Jan 29 19 08:51:00 pm

Third crossing.
Deep-water pier.
Maintain old buildings.
Make Belle Isle a first class nature park.
Attract businesses with Kingston's ideal location on the 401.
develop sport
develop as a bilingual city
become an ecological city
Taller development
Retaining young talent
River cruise traffic
Growth in post-secondary enrolment
Densification of population in the downtown wards

We have pipelines of global talent flowing through the community
every year in the form of our post-secondary institutions. Other
communities have to convince these students to relocate there,
we have a captive audience for on average 2-4 years.

Jan 29 19 09:21:19 pm

We are also a major retirement destination. Individuals who have
completed successful careers in other places have amassed
knowledge. wisdom and wealth that can be passed on.
The relative affordability and quality of life of our community.
An abundance of fresh water.
Our proximity to three major centres

Jan 29 19 09:28:25 pm

Develop a platform to host young firms that can tap into Queens
pool of academic resources.

Jan 29 19 10:50:06 pm

Enhanced investment in healthcare
Mine and manage data better to provide confidence to
investment/ development
Better management of city assets - rinks, parks - better tourism
strategy

Jan 29 19 11:20:02 pm

Fix roads and develop downtown
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Jan 30 19 05:43:51 am

Making the west end more pedestrian and bicycle friendly.

Jan 30 19 06:54:17 am

Continue to expand and draw companies and businesses to set
up here.

Jan 30 19 08:08:16 am

build on strengths, minimize weaknesses, embrace the entire
community and its corridor neighbours including north of 401,
develop drydock and shorelines, attract diversity, embrace
change/ combine modern & history, etc...

Jan 30 19 08:33:09 am

Manufacturing or other type business.

Jan 30 19 08:49:54 am

- Start exploring different housing strategies, co-housing,
private/public building ownership, conversion of under/unused
buildings into housing units.
- Long term(20year)/integrated plan for bicycle routes across
entire city from boundary to boundary.
- Establishing a year-round public market

Jan 30 19 09:29:51 am

None

Jan 30 19 09:33:59 am

Attract more employers to our industrial/business parks, and
retailers/housing to our downtown.

Jan 30 19 09:42:38 am

Growth in terms of business and population

Jan 30 19 09:46:59 am

I am impressed with the development of smaller apartment
buildings that run to three stories and replace dilapidated older
housing. Especially in the downtown, where historic housing is
three to three and a half stories tall, the new ones blend well,
provide off-street parking and a bit of landscaping. Examples are
on Johnson near Toronto Street and on Pine Street at Division.
Is there any way to encourage this?
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Jan 30 19 09:50:31 am

proactively go out and enforce bylaws in all areas of the city not
just the downtown area. Focus on problem areas in East and
West ends of the city.
Ensure secondary suites meet building and fire codes/city bylaws.
Stop blanket approvals for secondary suites on streets that are
overwhelmed with cars due to too many families living in one
house that was not designed for multiple families living in it.

Jan 30 19 10:14:27 am

To build more apartments and condos in the downtown area.

Jan 30 19 10:19:04 am

Due to its location, development of light industrial areas

Jan 30 19 11:14:06 am

Be a leader in non-vehicular traffic access and infrastructure.

Jan 30 19 11:17:08 am

casino
downtown condos

Jan 30 19 11:58:22 am

KP
Provencal Campus
Downtown intensification

Jan 30 19 01:23:37 pm

the downtown SLC campus
tourism
engaging young professionals and students
residential intensification

Jan 30 19 01:44:34 pm

More doctor retention program partnerships with Queen's,
conversion of unused spaces to shelters/low-income temporary
housing, expand transit to run commuter shuttle to Sharbot Lake.

Jan 30 19 01:52:26 pm
Jan 30 19 03:33:43 pm

To build on our unique historical attractions and highly educated
and skilled work force.
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Jan 30 19 03:34:11 pm

- developing more community areas (parks, beaches) along
waterfront
- strong urban planning and smart development of the City as the
population increases
- synchronized street lights might help prevent all the red light
running
- second crossing - glad that is going ahead
- preserving the heritage and skyline (that sets us apart from large
cosmopolitan centers such as Toronto. Keep the tower building
lower as they do in Paris France, London UK, etc so we can
appreciate the old buildings and celebrate the history)
- developing the area of the Kingston Pen (museum tours? sailing
center? )
- could we run an experimental farm at the Collins Bay Pen like
they do in Ottawa? Could organic food be grown there to help
supply the residents with local food?
- more city artwork (sculptures, statues, etc)

Jan 30 19 03:49:01 pm

smart city and using technology (especially IT related
technologies) to improve citizen's lives

Jan 30 19 04:19:48 pm

It's a very attractive place for retiring Boomers to move to.
Central location between Toronto, Ottawa, Montreal.

Jan 30 19 06:01:06 pm

GROWTH OF INDUSTRY

Jan 30 19 07:28:40 pm

The waterfront, its not adequately used and would benefit from
cafes with waterfront access.

Jan 30 19 07:51:37 pm

With Kingston's mayor leading the alliance of eastern Ontario
municipalities, the city has an opportunity to demonstrate tangible
leadership by identifying and implementing solutions to today's
important environmental and social issues.

Jan 30 19 08:56:44 pm

- 3rd crossing
- development of Inner Harbour
- green initiatives - more bike lanes/sidewalks - particularly
east Kingston (Hwy 2)

Jan 31 19 08:25:49 am

To meld development with preservation of green spaces and
farmland
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Jan 31 19 08:42:49 am

Its lakefront position provides opportunities for short sea shipping,
and the size of the city makes much more aggressive
sustainability initiatives easier then in many other contexts.

Jan 31 19 09:35:09 am

- urban biking
- connectivity to Wolfe Island/ USA
- local food markets

Jan 31 19 01:05:32 pm

Post-secondary students could be enticed to stay and live in the
city if jobs are available for them here. (Why move to TO, OT, or
Montreal, if I can live in the same house as Uni for another few
years and make money to pay back student loans?)
Downtown development, replacing some of the old breaking down
buildings with new ones that can support high population density
and new green/tech industries.

Jan 31 19 01:11:06 pm

Improve parking in downtown

Jan 31 19 01:31:09 pm

Economic diversity, leader in Green cities, innovation

Jan 31 19 02:17:32 pm

Kingston Pen development, 3rd crossing, public access to
waterfront; encourage developers to feature rooflines in their
designs through a set of clear guidelines (Kingston once had a
much envied urban skyline -- flat roof office and apartment
buildings are increasingly dominating the urban landscape and
detracting from what once made Kingston "special"); a planned
"greenbelt." Better connections by air. Better connections/links to
Upstate New York. Support for downtown small business owners.

Jan 31 19 03:02:19 pm

I think we need to find the skilled new immigrants who already
know a trade and give them a place to work. I am sure given the
opportunity for a good job many of them would take it. We also
have the chance for some good highrises downtown. As someone
who lives uptown I can tell you that I go downtown very rarely and
many people have told me the same. Cabs are expensive, our
bus system is terrible, and parking is a nightmare. So to help
these downtown businesses flourish let's put way more people
living downtown to support them.

Jan 31 19 03:14:36 pm

Growth in east/west ends.
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Jan 31 19 03:14:44 pm
Jan 31 19 03:15:15 pm

To develop the downtown area
Tourism
Business growth

Jan 31 19 03:19:42 pm

Strong economy could be built on by more events yearly

Jan 31 19 03:21:02 pm

Continue to restore waterfront for use by Kingstonians and
tourists. The Richardson bathhouse is in terrible condition but
could be a real jewel on the waterfront.

Jan 31 19 03:21:41 pm

* rally around a big project or a big idea that can then spawn other
ideas and initiatives that groups can take on as part of a
contribution to a larger whole
* create a thicker employment pool; grow the private sector
economy
* take a leaf from the Eastern Ontario Wardens' Caucus and
come up with a big plan based on sound evidence and lobby hard
for support from the feds and province, while putting municipal
money on the line/'skin in the game'

Jan 31 19 03:22:02 pm

- perfect city for families, so it needs to focus attention on
retaining and attracting young families.
- opportunity to become the multicultural hub between Ottawa and
Toronto.

Jan 31 19 03:23:59 pm

Kingston should
1) become more pedestrian and bicycle friendly
2) increase its cultural venues or make the current ones (e.g.
Grand, Tett, Isabel) more accessible to community groups
3) address the high cost of housing for low-wage earners

Jan 31 19 03:25:06 pm
Jan 31 19 03:28:48 pm

Redevelopment of Princess between hub and Bath, attracting new
employers
Invest in tourism.

Jan 31 19 03:28:59 pm

the food-related industries like Fehe, great connections to the
Rideau and St. Lawrence

Jan 31 19 03:29:21 pm

Tourism
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Jan 31 19 03:30:48 pm

Modern forward-thinking research coming from Kingston's
academia, growing population, the current trajectory "putting
Kingston on the map", building better relations with Universities.

Jan 31 19 03:30:59 pm

Again - the opportunity to improve the waterfront in a way that
conforms to the historical and natural characters of Kins.gston is
critical.

Jan 31 19 03:37:28 pm

Getting urban intensification right this time, which will inevitably
result in affordable housing supply (eventually at least). Reviewing
systemic barriers that are making it difficult for young
professionals or internationally trained professionals, persons with
disabilities to enter professional careers at the city level.

Jan 31 19 03:38:32 pm

To be a leader in how to make good environmentally-aware for
older small cities.

Jan 31 19 03:38:54 pm

Make secondary suites legal in more areas of the city. Financial
assistance for home owners to create secondary suites. Some
sort of registry to match people who have extra room in their
homes with people who need a room. Some seniors might
welcome a tenant who could do chores in exchange for reduced
rent. That way, seniors could stay in their homes longer.

Jan 31 19 03:39:21 pm
Jan 31 19 03:42:16 pm

Jan 31 19 03:48:24 pm

To be a leader in adapting to climate warming
Lower taxes
Make living in kingston more affordable

-increase tourism??
-do more to encourage film/television location shoots here
-increase community policing, perhaps concentrating on traffic
slowing, tickets/cameras
-be a city who uses less salt (beet brine etc. use of salt harms our
waterways)
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Jan 31 19 03:53:25 pm

Bussing; jobs for highly educated, working age individuals; USA
close by; pushing the green energy initiatives forward; more
volunteering with boomers retiring; more exercise programs for
seniors to keep them healthy and out of the doctor's office and
hospitals; jobs for special needs individuals -- including full time
city jobs!; encourage more garden sharing; more traffic circles and
less traffic lights

Jan 31 19 03:54:17 pm

Cruise port possibilities
Improved airport

Jan 31 19 04:00:29 pm

The biggest opportunity is setting up a system that makes
minimum impact on our environment:
1. very clean and an example for other cities for cleanness;
2. every house makes less than 5% garbage and the rest can be
all recycled.
3. every house makes its own sufficient energy.
4. making a big and modern shopping place for buying second
hand stuff, instead of putting them in garbage, that will shift our
awareness about our planet and consuming too much stuff.
Such city can be a place that we will be proud to live in.

Jan 31 19 04:02:14 pm

Jan 31 19 04:03:39 pm

Developing more innovative green practices that could really set
us up as an example in Canada.
Economic growth to continue to draw industry here that can
provide new employment opportunities across a variety of skill
levels.
The promotion of responsible development of new
neighbourhoods on the city's edges.

Developers who are interested in developing, particularly
downtown, 3rd crossing, Develop outdoor winter facilities, such as
artificial ice in parks
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Jan 31 19 04:04:02 pm

More bus routes, bike paths, protected pedestrian-friendly side
walks and cross walks. Community integration (Queen's students
and locals; indigenous and other racialized communities). Make
public parks safer (e.g., more lightning) and more exciting to visit
and part of the social landscape (e.g., controlled alcohol
consumption and bbq spaces that promote sociability).

Jan 31 19 04:04:54 pm

New bridge over river -- increases location potential for more (esp
social) housing, industry
Two (at least) big new industries -- economic stimulus to tackle
some of city's priorities, and attract more industries
New airport runway -- attract 2nd carrier, new industry and
change tax-base balance

Jan 31 19 04:20:07 pm

North King's Town as a globally recognized 21st century
neighbourhood where people can live, work, shop and play
without the need of a car.
Developing the Tannery property as high rises on Rideau St with
half of the propery left as green space.
Developing Belle Park as an incredible downtown nature park.

Jan 31 19 04:26:28 pm

- opportunities for redevelopment of prime land. ie: women's
prison, Kingston Pen
- need to use this land for mixed development, chance to think big
and long term, communities you want to walk in, live in, play in
and work in.

Jan 31 19 04:29:58 pm

Green energy attracting itech/green energy companies to set up
shop due to central location.. Ottawa Montreal Toronto..
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Waterfront is the #1asset of the City; we have an opportunity to
protect the few remaining parcels of waterfront for future
generations despite such pathetic past results in this regard.
Jan 31 19 04:35:15 pm

Complete a walking cycling pathway between Trailhead Place and
the K&P to give a full accessible circle walkway of the city. Think
of what Ottawa has to offer in this regard.
Build more pathways for walking/biking especially along the
greenbelt running from Lions Park to Invista Centre

Jan 31 19 04:38:05 pm

We should be marketing our cultural options to potential citizens.
If I was looking for a community to move to, I would want to know
that there is a strong and successful community theatre scene,
and that Kingston boasts many choirs for singers of different
styles and levels of expertise. That stuff never appears in any of
the city's promotional materials - or not enough.

Jan 31 19 04:55:31 pm

Students, taking an innovative approach to attracting and building
new business opportunities.

Jan 31 19 04:56:14 pm

- improved rail transportation
- improved air transportation
- increased recruitment and retention of local University graduates
into high tech industries

Jan 31 19 04:57:10 pm

To enhance our environment and history to make the city more
attractive and livable.

Jan 31 19 04:57:28 pm

Place for expansion, becoming a cultural hub of the south. A
meeting point between Toronto, Montreal and Ottawa.

Jan 31 19 04:58:55 pm

- expanded research and manufacturing facilities
- better air links to major North american cities

Jan 31 19 04:59:15 pm

development

Jan 31 19 04:59:48 pm

Adopt the "second residential unit" proposal. Remove or reduce
the requirement of one parking space per residential unit in the
downtown and near bus routes. This will attract non-drivers and
encourage alternative choices, while increasing space for people
to live.
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Jan 31 19 05:00:18 pm

Jan 31 19 05:07:05 pm

Tourism. The combination of heritage architecture, World Heritage
Site, great downtown cuisine, local produce, natural settings/
green space, could all be supported and enhanced to grow
tourism.
Skilled graduates emerging from higher educational institutions.
Natural shoreline and natural parkland. Needs greater respect,
both intrinsically and from the point of view of it as asset and
opportunity for enhancing the City.

- develop green space for improved outdoor activities, especially
walking & biking

Jan 31 19 05:12:08 pm

Improve zoning in the core to protect the quaint stores and shops
and restaurants that deliver tourism dollars. Add more mid to high
end condo's to keep people downtown day and night.

Jan 31 19 05:16:19 pm

More effort should be made to promote tourism especially through
arts and music. There should be more cooperation between the
city and Queens using Bader's gifts of the Isabel and the Agnes
Etherington Art Center. The city needs a plan for KP, the
waterfront and Olympic Harbour and the Inner Harbour. Belle
Island should become a public park - not a golf course. The Flora
MacDonald basin should be used to anchor visiting boats if docks
are not going to be built there - this asset is being wasted

Jan 31 19 05:17:10 pm

manufacturing/specialty tech firms.

Jan 31 19 05:22:18 pm

capitalize more on our history. Make a real "beach" at Lake
Ontario park. Double the size or locations of our seniors centre
since we are a retirement capital. Build retirement residences that
are not $5000 per month.

Jan 31 19 05:23:50 pm

Improve plans for Williamsville. Create affordable housing in
mixed-use developments, NOT right on Princess Street.
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Jan 31 19 05:24:53 pm

Continue to improve & expand the downtown area to be more
attractive to Tourists beyond Princess St;
Create a cohesive look - more interlock, more flowers, flags, etc.
(such as in Niagara-on-the-Lake; Port Hope etc.)
Improvement of noted weaknesses could enhance vibrancy
All historical monuments & buildings to be better signed and
promoted aspect to be ; Queen's University

I love the work being done on the waterfront -- and hope that the
improvements to the Richardson Beach area will not be long in
coming.

Jan 31 19 05:26:55 pm

City planners may want to reconsider how subdivisions are
plotted. Does it not seem counter intuitive to have townhouses
chock-o-block -- perhaps 70+ homes within a block -- with narrow
streets and little to no parking and no where to put snow -- and
streets like Augusta Drive -- with a lot fewer homes -- wider
streets -- special at-the-side-of-the-road parking -- plus all homes
have parking and garages in the back?? As an example,
Ellesmeer -- a really well-travelled street -- with, so far, some quite
nice/well-kept town homes -- will soon become seedy -- with more
homes being purchased to rent over ownership -- people parking
on their lawns -- because they rent not own -- and because
sufficient parking is not available. How does it make more sense
to have more parking for fewer homes -- is it just because those
other people can afford more expensive homes?? At the very
least -- when plotting new subdivisions -- please give the
residents with town homes the same parking considerations that
you give others.
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Jan 31 19 05:27:09 pm

Put pedestrians first. Be seen as a leader in Canada for making
the city pedestrian-friendly. I don't mean blocking off streets, but
getting rid of the traffic signal buttons that pedestrians have to
press to get a walk signal. Getting rid of right-hand turn lanes.
Having wider sidewalks all along Princess Street from Bath to the
waterfront to encourage pedestrians. Parkettes everywhere that
welcome pedestrians.
Getting rid of the parochial ward system and making city
councillors responsible for the entire city, not just one geo-political
area.

Jan 31 19 05:27:25 pm

Improving bike lanes (I know this has been discussed a lot and I
think it would make people bike more if they had accsss to more
lanes), connecting queens more to the community- to promote
student ownership over the city and hopefully reduce crime
related to students.

Jan 31 19 05:35:04 pm

Tourism renewable energy
Public recycle business
Forestry

Jan 31 19 05:43:18 pm

Eliminate parking from Princess Street, continue to widen
sidewalks, eventually (as soon as possible) make it entirely
pedestrian only.

Jan 31 19 05:55:19 pm

By attending to matters relating to affordability Kingston council
can make a real difference to the citizens of this city. Employment
opportunities will not grow in the future that it has on the past, the
town has to become creative and fair in its policies.

Jan 31 19 06:02:25 pm

Increase tax revenue from gov’t institutions. Hospitals,
Corrections Canada, CFB Kingston and Queen’s not paying
proper tax levels. Not only are they using a 1970s formula but
they are all on the waterfront, typically the highest taxed
properties in a city.

Jan 31 19 06:14:34 pm
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Jan 31 19 06:23:57 pm

Obviously building affordable housing. I think the Council should
seriously look into setting up more non-profit housing cooperatives. This gives people affordable housing and gives people
security of housing. No longer are they subject to landlords who
can take advantage of them.
Putting measures in place to attract more tourists, all-year round.

Jan 31 19 06:25:09 pm

The city has the potential of strengthing the tourism market , its
light manufacturing base, and creating a plan to provide
affordable housing across the city.
The opportunity to protect single family homes in the core area
would strengthen downtown commercial development.
Think green in the development of subdivisions. The forest
canopy in the western part of the city has been significantly
destroyed. This continues unabated .
Develop a strategy to prevent the further inflation of housing
prices created from external pressures.

Jan 31 19 06:28:24 pm

Belle Park - keep it uncultivated.

Jan 31 19 06:35:06 pm

Engage Queen's students in volunteer activities.
Encourage employers to establish themselves in Kingston.

Jan 31 19 06:39:27 pm

better planning in transportation

Jan 31 19 06:42:36 pm

broadening the tax base with business expansion

Jan 31 19 06:43:23 pm

Make better use of its waterfront
Improve its active transportation to the same degree as public
transit.
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Jan 31 19 06:55:55 pm

Tourism ( many historic sites ,Queens U District, RMC, Kingston
Penn, many fine Restaurants, vacation country ,.vacant
waterfront federal bldgs. near Tett/Penn).
Students( relatively wealthy, growing in numbers, educated labor
supply)
Academic Institutional growth
Aging Baby Boomers looking for retirement location
In totality, looking at Kingston's strengths, it s/be a City of first
choice for individual/companies wishing to leave the 'hassles' of
the Big City.

Jan 31 19 07:02:07 pm

Keep developing the WATERFRONT!!!

Jan 31 19 07:24:37 pm

Safeguarding the waterfront; supporting arts' organizations (Tett,
Grand, Bader); supporting local artists, writers, musicians - they
make Kingston a more attractive community and attract both
tourists and people interested in re-locating, plus cultural capital is
attractive to businesses thinking of locating here; welcoming
newcomers to Canada - they help build vibrant, diverse, resilient
communities.

Jan 31 19 07:37:56 pm

Providing more cared for green spaces.

Jan 31 19 07:44:50 pm

Growing awareness of environmental threat from climate chaos
offers opportunity to finally turn away from car-centered
transportation planning. We need to totally reconsider this model
in favor of green transportation. Kingston Transit improvements in
the past few years is a good sign.

Jan 31 19 07:49:18 pm

Changing the way we approach the property managers in the city
re: empty storefronts
Intensification downtown
Clearing obstacles preventing the types of development needed in
order to effect an increased housing market across all sectors of
the population

Jan 31 19 07:50:08 pm

develop our water front, with a board walk and allow venders to
sell foods and craft items.

Jan 31 19 07:50:58 pm
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Jan 31 19 07:53:26 pm

Retirees moving here and spending their money.
A chemical based cluster to lure start ups.
Tourism
Better support for start up companies.
Keep working on integrating the north end into the rest of the city.

Jan 31 19 08:10:38 pm

Water front public access
More large parkland eg land on Taylor Kidd west of city
Knowledge based economic development
Becoming senior friendly

Jan 31 19 08:18:18 pm

Opportunity to identify as a community with less bureaucracy and
red tape; wave a flag to business opportunities.

Jan 31 19 08:23:56 pm

build a structure over memorial pool so it can be used yearround .
make a walking path that is decent around the two hotels at each
side of the park across from City hall on the water .
instead of building more affordable housing . subsidize existing
rents for those in need in there existing housing

Jan 31 19 08:26:17 pm

Film and television locations
Mid-size industry

Jan 31 19 08:30:36 pm

I support the high density vertical development the City has
embarked upon.In my view we must continue to Capitalize on this
for the sake of our environment. At the same time we must be
mindful of our motto "limestone City" . We must engage the
smartest architects to maintain this. I also believe that our
wetlands should stay as wetlands, whilst allowing public access
to them. I site what parks Canada has done with Western Brook
Pond in NL as a prime example as how NOT to do it.

Jan 31 19 08:30:55 pm

Businesses that locate here for reasons of a consolidation or
distribution point for eastern Ontario. This is a stretch but with the
proximity of northern NY state, there could be more cooperation
and possibly expansion of American interests locally.

Jan 31 19 08:48:42 pm
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Jan 31 19 08:48:46 pm

An improved airport. I've heard the tiny airplanes flying in and out
of Kingston airports referred to as "Coffin with Wings". I'm sure
they are safe, but they don't feel safe and people don't like flying
out of there. Many Kingstonians prefer to drive to Toronto and fly
out of there then take those airplanes. Even though you need to
show up 2-3 hours before your flight takes off in Toronto.

Jan 31 19 09:00:44 pm

Unlimited . Needs to attract new industry. Retain the intellectual
abilities of Queens, RMC and St.Lawrence graduates.Fantastic
opportunity to increase tourism domestically andInternationally.

Jan 31 19 09:02:42 pm

Cannabis

Jan 31 19 09:02:42 pm

Continue to develop walking and cycling trails, especially where
these will enhance enjoyment of natural settings (ex. Marshlands
Conservation Area).
Establish ride-hailing public transit to integrate those areas of the
City currently without bus service (ex. look at Belleville
experience).
Increase available parking at Express Bus stops.

Jan 31 19 09:33:24 pm

Start listening to your taxpayers and not just down town
businessmen.

Jan 31 19 09:40:15 pm

Exploit and expand recent waterfront development. Kingston can
do much more with what it has. Incentivize a greater variety of
different businesses to establish downtown and create a limited
access pedestrian mall on a portion of Princess St.

Jan 31 19 09:49:47 pm

Stop listening to special interest groups and build for the future.
The Queens, RMC and SLC students are not going away, if
anything more are being added year over year. Build and make
more housing.

Jan 31 19 09:54:12 pm

Invest in mental health and addiction programs to support existing
programming and services

Jan 31 19 09:54:51 pm

It's great to see new businesses coming to Kingston. More new
businesses need to be encouraged to come to the City.

Jan 31 19 10:04:47 pm
Jan 31 19 10:09:45 pm

better recycling programs
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Jan 31 19 10:26:29 pm

could be made more bike-friendly, more public transit, improved
waterfront access for all, more pedestrian walkway areas/blocks
downtown, revitalize Princess St. between Division and Regent
St., improved traffic planning

Jan 31 19 10:42:55 pm

Local farmers/restaurants using local produce to support school
lunch programs (instead of fast food)

Jan 31 19 11:29:53 pm

Improving transit to increase accessibility and work around poor
infrastructure. Increasing small businesses and business
opportunities downtown. Getting a third crossing. Expanding the
causeway and roadways (15 needs to be wider).

Feb 01 19 03:49:43 am

Opening of Kingston Film Office.

Feb 01 19 04:01:27 am

-tourism
-conventions
-construction
-waterfront
-retail

Feb 01 19 06:23:20 am

The third crossing and the increased bike lanes/paths in the city
can make this a destination for fitness minded people. Combining
that with the lakefront, the addition of more marine/aqua tourism
this city can become a 'must-do' for the fitness and outdoor
crowds. There is still the chance to change Princess St downtown
to a pedestrian only area once the third crossing is in (like Sparks
St in Ottawa).

Feb 01 19 06:45:27 am

Tourism
West end development

Feb 01 19 07:11:39 am

The Liberal Government's desire to preserve its Kingston and the
Islands seat. Further and speedy redevelopment of the waterfront
as a public facility. Kingston's attraction to retirees from other
cities. Kingston's attraction as a venue for industrial and
technological development and innovation

Feb 01 19 07:25:35 am

Look at what similar cities have done to encourage more
development and growth. How can we get more companies to
open in this well situated place?
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Feb 01 19 08:05:31 am

Bring more inovation to the city and attract a variety of new
bussiness

Feb 01 19 08:20:09 am

I think there are opportunities to address the weaknesses through
joint projects with MTO for utilities and taking advantage of
government grants to address the multimodal transportation
shortfalls.

Feb 01 19 08:53:11 am

high tech centre, more diversity in political views

Feb 01 19 08:56:51 am

Build more low rise buildings that would be affordable

Feb 01 19 09:23:53 am

Capitalize on waterfront space: continue investing in it! Continue
to provide opportunities for diverse individuals to come together in
community. Allocating resources and services for those in need
(e.g., more community building and support for the LGBT
community, ethnic and cultural minorities).

Feb 01 19 09:28:36 am

Looking after its vulnerable citizens. Treating them as equals.
Making sure they have affordable accommodation and dental and
medical care, just as we provide those for the rich.
Welcoming the military who play, and have always played, such a
large part in the town.

Feb 01 19 09:42:05 am

Eco tourism, support for people moving here to retire (health
care), getting rid of empty store fronts. More beds/housing for the
homeless.

Feb 01 19 10:13:25 am

Tourism

Feb 01 19 10:39:39 am

Airport development. Coordinated city-wide development, not just
the downtown core.

Feb 01 19 10:42:04 am

I think we could have more Condos downtown and more parking
to bring people to the downtown businesses all year round more!

Feb 01 19 10:43:47 am

No more condos on the waterfront. Need Small cafes and small
local businesses, selling local area products where people can
come and over-look the lake and enjoy the beautiful scenery and
taste Kingston produce (clothes, jewellery, and food etc.)

Feb 01 19 11:01:56 am

Review non occupied areas to attract business
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Feb 01 19 11:09:38 am

Move past current ideals and bring more positive changes like job
industry, cheaper rental for smaller businesses (thus bringing
more ship diversity and economic growth).

Feb 01 19 11:14:15 am

Developing the waterfront in that same way--especially, where
possible, given the brownfields/leachate situation to the north, so
that people up there can also better access and utilize the
waterfront.

Feb 01 19 11:18:56 am

Waterfront paths and access

Feb 01 19 11:20:28 am

The mayor is a great ambassador for the city, very active in the
community. New Councillors seem very engaged and active as
well, with focus on new priorities. The third crossing is a huge win
for the city and should be celebrated for years to come. Growing
number of craft breweries to go along with already amazing
restaurants makes the city a foodie haven and very Instagramworthy.

Feb 01 19 11:43:41 am

Better control of traffic. This will be helped I feel with the new
bridge. Also improving infrastructure. Better warning of upcoming
major construction.

Feb 01 19 11:49:34 am

Better Waterfront development for local use and tourism
Stronger partnership wit Queeen’s

Feb 01 19 12:21:16 pm

Location, location, location. And a highly educated workforce.
Being midway between Toronto and Montreal, 90 minutes from
Ottawa, and 350 miles from New York City, Kingston is in an ideal
location to promote itself as an ideal spot for new corporate
developments. The proximity of the 1000 Islands, the Rideau river
system, and the myriad lakes north of the city are a draw and offer
endless recreational/leisure opportunties.

Feb 01 19 12:22:43 pm

attracting manufacturing

Feb 01 19 12:45:03 pm

Waterfront development.
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Feb 01 19 01:10:42 pm

Feb 01 19 01:23:59 pm

There is opportunity to grow housing for low income people and
the students at Queens and SLC by demolishing substandard
houses that take up valuable land and building "up" where they
used to stand - apartments.

Advance the demographic associated with the youth population
associated with Queens and SLC
Bring ethnic minorities in the city to the forefront to expand
diversity

Feb 01 19 01:32:37 pm

We have aging population create safe bike lanes

Feb 01 19 02:49:51 pm

'continue to build on the good start that the Kingston Workforce inMigration Strategy has made.
-getting away from boxy tower designs for high density housing
and pushing for well-designed, high density housing.
-continue to support our arts/culture/maker culture

Feb 01 19 03:07:45 pm

The new bridge

Feb 01 19 03:27:35 pm

Continue waterfront improvements

Feb 01 19 03:48:56 pm
Feb 01 19 04:02:17 pm
Feb 01 19 04:37:11 pm

Development of infrastructure and facilities to increase
attractiveness to tourists
Add sidewalks to family areas like Lakeview Ave in Henderson
Place

Feb 01 19 04:59:49 pm

Feb 01 19 05:51:56 pm

Feb 01 19 06:48:51 pm
Feb 01 19 07:01:48 pm

I'll have to think on that. :) I am a recent resident (2016) to
Kingston so do not have enough info yet.
Installing lights in the Westbrook area and having more garbages,
lowering taxes.
continued support of innovative businesses; much improved
health care access!!!!!
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Feb 01 19 07:07:10 pm

Adding More parks, looking at improving times and routes if
buses. Some are inconvienient to seniors and those with families.
Dedicating more funds to road repair

Feb 01 19 09:12:27 pm

The large influx of people from outside the city

Feb 01 19 10:04:20 pm

Developers want to build, let them

Feb 02 19 12:15:28 am

waterfront.

Feb 02 19 06:51:10 am

Actually be a leader in sustainability. Manage all municipal waste
better not just household.

Feb 02 19 08:53:03 am

Feb 02 19 10:18:38 am

Feb 02 19 10:33:31 am
Feb 02 19 11:57:57 am

Expansion of tourism
The redevelopment of Portsmouth Village
Future of Kingston Penitentiary site
Increase densification in the downtown and midtown core to
increase tax revenues
Under utilization of intellect, water front, geographical
surroundings to attract tourists

Feb 02 19 01:05:07 pm

We are on the cusp of a serious environmental crisis and the city
could commit to becoming progressive and actually making a
difference moving forward by reducing green house gases,
encouraging green transportation and reducing the number of
cars on the road.
We have a chance to make a difference in the lives of the
homeless. When I see homeless people I see it as a reflection of
our failure. We need to do more not encourage developers to lock
out the homeless from their unused property.

Feb 02 19 01:49:07 pm

To become an environmental leader! We have a beautiful city. It
would be great to see it promote an even more active lifestyle bike lines that aren’t essentially just sharing the road with cars,
more busing promotion, preserving our wetlands

Feb 02 19 03:30:37 pm

listening to the people who live here
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Feb 02 19 04:45:06 pm

I think that the city should invest in more projects such as the
renewal of breakwater park. The park was highly used this
summer by community members and visitors alike. I think the
creation of more spaces like this would draw more people down to
the waterfront, and to downtown Kingston in general.

Feb 02 19 06:04:06 pm

The third crossing(this should have been done years ago)
.....sensitive development (the kind that looks at the area that they
are developing and are sensitive to the cityscape surrounding
them)

Feb 02 19 07:51:45 pm

Developing downtown public access to waterfront, developing the
airport and port, preserving cultural/museum space downtown,
mixed development of a community along Princess Street in the
University-Bath Rd section (stores and housing, not just
apartment buildings), promoting new businesses especially in
areas of natural strengths such as together with collegeuniversities, tourism, attracting people from both the countryside
and the Montreal-Toronto and Ottawa-Syracuse corridors, and reasserting/promoting requirements on developers to provide for
preservation of the city's cultural assets and providing public
access.

Feb 02 19 09:17:13 pm

The city taking over the management of the old prison as a
museum. Developing the east side of Kingston such things as
building supply's etc. are not available yet 3 building supply stores
are on one street on the other side of the city (16km) away.

Feb 03 19 12:09:05 pm

New housing

Feb 03 19 12:17:17 pm

Tourism

Feb 03 19 12:29:52 pm

Improving cycling and public transit.
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Feb 03 19 01:09:09 pm

Lots of room for developing community through services and
decent housing, affordable rental units close to amenities. Put a
limit on the number of buildings certain wealthy landowners
control so that sections of the downtown can be available for
something other than banks and dollar stores. More social
housing, and not all in north Kingston.

Feb 03 19 02:40:45 pm

East Kingston and the Third Crossing.

Feb 03 19 04:07:41 pm

Conservation. Slow down, or stop of unnecessary expansion
beyond city limits furthing habitat loss

Feb 03 19 04:40:42 pm

We could make better use of the waterfront,; maybe partner more
with Queens; we have a large number of highly intelligent,
motivated students in our midst.

Feb 03 19 04:56:41 pm

Preserving wetlands accross the city.
Conservation at bell park. Encouraging more recycling,
eliminating plastic straws and cutlery and single use plastics.
Luxury apartment rentals of 1000 square feet or more. Examining
cost of living vs rental rates.

Feb 03 19 05:34:49 pm

Further sustainability initiatives, develop a housing strategy for
hhomeless people.

Feb 03 19 08:34:18 pm

I believe the City is in a wonderful position to pride itself in being a
Green City when it comes to development. I believe the city could
set the example in priding itself on what it does for the natural
environment. It is often a topic of conversation with my friends. It
is discouraging to see what is happening to nature around the
world and I believe kingston has so much to offer but it seems the
city too often goes the other direction and exploits what nature
has graciously given it.

Feb 03 19 09:29:35 pm

Growth, but need 3rd crossing and higher speed limits on non
residential roads like Sir John A to reduce traffic on residential
streets.

Feb 03 19 09:53:20 pm

Develop the waterfront more (keeping up the excellent work
started by the Gord Downie Pier!)
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Feb 03 19 10:19:13 pm

Inviting people to help grow our city. We are not getting exterior
investors currently.
Immigration will help solve our declining population issue.

Feb 04 19 08:45:07 am

Waterfront improvement.
KP/ P4W development.

Feb 04 19 08:54:38 am

New buisinesses or factories that want to come to Kingston and
should be encouraged to do so. Protection of wildlife/ the
environment, one of the main draws for Canada and tourists is the
beauty of nature so let’s preserve that.

Feb 04 19 09:10:12 am

Third crossing ecomica growth

Feb 04 19 09:38:18 am

try to include the minorities and seniors

Feb 04 19 10:20:46 am

- Short, medium and long-term planning for the development of
the City’s shorelines
- Shops are closing because shopping downtown is problematic
for everyone except those who live downtown. Parking is
available sometimes, other times not; such that someone must be
aware of the Leon’s Centre program beforehand.
- Princess street, west of Bath Road is both scenic and easy to
navigate; not so much going east — in fact, it’s a disaster. I’d be
remiss not to acknowledge the effort of both current and previous
administrations; but here again, the improvements over the years
were more band-aid improvements as opposed to projects done
to fulfill a long-term strategic plan for the redevelopment/embellishment of Kingston's main street.

Feb 04 19 11:19:04 am
Feb 04 19 12:37:06 pm

The city has the opportunity to protect our wetlands from further
devastation.

Feb 04 19 02:14:02 pm

Green jobs, green education, climate resilience,
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Feb 04 19 02:35:42 pm

Tourists and retirement capital. We need 4 season parks similar
to Florida. Lots of vacant land in surrounding area... Seniors are
baffled why developers have not explored these communities..
Parks with say 1000 sites with a yearly Park fee of $5000 to
$6000 ... amenities like pool hot tub... paved streets sewer and
water... clubhouse .. an event filled community for 55 plus Seniors
... Modular homes are affordable and the snow and grass is cut .
I’d be happy to to enlighten a developers on Seniors needs.

Feb 04 19 02:45:55 pm

Federal and provincial government should be billed full tax value
for their properties and institutions. (Levy in Lieu of taxes)
Freeze unnecessary capital projects until needed and existing
debt is paid.

Feb 04 19 02:59:51 pm

Opportunity to develop/restore waterfront properties for public
access, enjoyment, ribbon of life

Feb 04 19 03:42:47 pm

A green environment. Not just electric car charging stations for
the few/rich who have e cars. Lets focus on making Kingston a
truly green and sustainable city. Focus on our natural wealth!
The Wetlands, Turtles, Fish, Birds, Lake Ontario and the Cat
River. Get Richardson Beach built - get more people into the
water.

Feb 04 19 05:51:21 pm

I was surprised that the Senators farm team ended up in
Belleville. Is there a sports team that we can attract i.e. soccer,
basketball etc?

Feb 04 19 06:44:47 pm

Feb 04 19 06:50:43 pm

Developing our waterfront while keeping/expanding public access.
Densifying the downtown (with low- to medium-rise buildings)

Feb 04 19 07:53:02 pm

Opportunity to utilize the areas outside the downtown as though
they were downtown.
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Feb 04 19 08:12:32 pm

- The airport expansion should attract more people to visit the city.
Hopefully, an affordable airline that offers hops to
Montreal/Toronto/Ottawa, such as the old City Express out of
Toronto Island Airport did, so that people can even come for short
jaunts.
- As long as it meets environmental requirements, I think a deep
water dock for cruise ships would also be great for the city to bring
more people to visit.
- I'd like to see the Kingston Penitentiary repurposed into a multiuse property: some residential, but mostly other things, like tours
of the prison, boardwalk along the water, arts/crafts/shows, etc.
But, hopefully, it will also be AFFORDABLE...so everyone can
enjoy!

Feb 04 19 10:53:51 pm

Developing the lake front and our public spaces. The Gord
Downie pier and market square skating rink are two examples of
public spaces that are used a lot and very loved. Let us keep
going! What about a skating path through city park? What about
the water front plan being put into action faster?

Feb 05 19 01:39:37 pm

To be a leader (like London, ON) in managaing forests, wetlands,
sensitive species/habitats and reducing invasive plants that
threaten native vegetation.

Feb 05 19 03:38:56 pm

Tech investment to lure high-tech businesses/startups and highly
skilled professionals to Kingston
Improvements to trails, trail access, etc. to sell Kingston as a
green city integrated with its surroundings

Feb 05 19 03:43:40 pm

Getting rid of red tape that deters developers from building
downtown.

Feb 05 19 03:48:55 pm
Room for growth
Feb 05 19 04:14:42 pm
Economic location between Montreal/Ottawa and GTA

Feb 05 19 04:21:45 pm

Waterfront ventures, we are located surrounding water we should
be making a big deal about that Ie, board walk, restaurants, food
trucks.
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Feb 05 19 05:48:18 pm

Make money off the waterfront!!!! Pop up patios, food trucks etc.
Encourage rental development THAT IS NOT geared towards
students

Feb 05 19 08:52:50 pm

Should aim to retain more young people. Many university
graduates move to Toronto because there are few entry level
commerce/business jobs.

Feb 05 19 09:46:26 pm

Feb 06 19 08:07:37 am

Waterway tourism (we need more deep water ports)
Residential vertical axis wind turbines (these helix wind turbines
can and do address many of the past issues with wind power
generators... I think it's time for a rethink)
More intensification of downtown housing
Build the bridge! Excited for this very needed infrastructure
development)

Feb 06 19 08:39:59 am

Highly educated employment base, looking for high tech
companies.
Changing city planning to include density in a progressive way yet
maintain the historical look.
Sell kingston hydro and build housing.
Why are we in the electrical business and the cost of changing
things on the whim of the Ontario government

Feb 06 19 11:15:38 am

Leverage history and tourism while balancing overuse and
summertime crowds.
Take advantage of the surrounding natural environment
Develop industrial base of clean and technical kinds
Engineer roadways and streamline traffic flows to minimize the
need for new roadway construction - there seems to be no
automation or synchronization of speed limits and traffic signals.
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Feb 06 19 11:49:00 am

What is it about new housing developments or condos that are
going to attract the world's influencers? Are we encouraging
electric cars and easy mobility? Are we encouraging tough
standards for off-grid type homes and buildings?
What is being done to balance reliance on students compared to
bringing in big funds from retiring Boomers? How can you attract
their Millennial kids as well?

Feb 06 19 01:07:02 pm

eco tourism

Feb 06 19 01:31:08 pm

Feb 06 19 05:18:09 pm

Thirdcrossing to open up development around the base. Create
efficiency in city administration with the goal of reducing costs
including labour.

Feb 06 19 08:04:20 pm

1. If protection of the natural area is encouraged, people can
reconnect with nature
2. Reconciliation with First Nations people. Kingston needs to
learn the whole history of the area we live in. I see this as a huge
opportunity for Kingston.

Feb 07 19 10:42:25 am

To increase our responsible stewardship of the earth. See below,
under priorities.
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Feb 07 19 08:24:02 pm

To capitalize on external opportunities, the city first needs to
expand and improve (see above-mentioned weaknesses).
Kingston is strategically situated between Montreal, Toronto and
Syracuse, plus it has an incredible waterfront. It has the potential
to be a major gateway with a small town feel. To woo external
investment, infrastructure and transportation need to increase.
Travel to and within Kingston needs to be seamless and simple.
Kingston is full of art, history, entertainment and is situated on a
stunning water front, with access to major gateway cities, and
major bodies of water.The largest opportunity available to
Kingston is to capitalize on tourism. For many years Kingston
heavily relied on American tourism. I remember when our dollar
finally came up to par with the American dollar, and slowly but
surely, our downtown faltered. If we are to invest in a prime
opportunity, it is to invest in a multi-streamed income from
tourism, above and beyond what we currently have.

Feb 07 19 09:25:18 pm

Intersections should have no iTunes U signs. They are getting
out of hand

Feb 07 19 09:57:45 pm

Become an environmentally educated and sensitive community
and stop destroying our wetlands!!!

Feb 07 19 11:19:35 pm

We need a large sports complex built in this city. Indoor tennis,
pickleball courts, rollerskating rink, would be wonderful and
profitable for the City.

Feb 08 19 07:00:09 am

Be a leader in growth in harmony with the environment

Feb 08 19 08:16:08 am

Retaining the City's natural landscape, (hoping that some of what
we have lost will make it back).

Feb 08 19 03:21:25 pm

Feb 08 19 03:21:30 pm

more natural food stores..larger chains..large demand for
these..and more competition..for the few existing stores..more
market areas..for local produce farmers to set up.

Feb 08 19 04:49:05 pm
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Feb 08 19 08:25:53 pm

- Eliminate parking minimums (makes condo builds cheaper for
developers and customers, less need to build taller buildings,
encourages healthy and sustainable lifestyle);
- Upzoning to prevent sprawl (more housing, eco-friendly
development, encourages walkable neighbourhoods)

Feb 09 19 09:29:30 am

Growing the downtown with housing to increase tax income.
Developing more of the waterfront as per Gord Downie pier.
Attracting more large companies.

Feb 09 19 10:44:26 am

Using its existing resources to reinvent itself and expand in terms
of newer, clean industries and services.

Feb 09 19 10:44:44 am

improving downtown accommodation density with new attractive
building designs (like North Block), improved airport; plan to
attract more industrial/commercial businesses without red
tape/with incentives; further development of Lake Ontario Park
(large outdoor entertainment venue, better public beach);
waterside boardwalk from downtown to Portsmouth Harbour;

Feb 09 19 10:56:03 am

Downtown intensification

Feb 09 19 12:02:33 pm

An opportunity would be, to attract people to live downtown. That
would make the down town vibrant, [It can't be vibrant enough].
The down town is what makes Kingston Kingston.

Feb 09 19 03:14:00 pm

The ability to utilize existing infrastructure while increasing tax
revenue through intensification of buildings (particularly
residential).

Feb 09 19 04:45:09 pm

Business Development opportunities for non-traditional
businesses, more support for these

Feb 09 19 04:47:57 pm

Infill the downtown with 30+ floor buildings. Demolish and rebuild
on the eye-sore that was Kingston Pen.
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A focus on increasing density in all areas will pay dividends in
addressing weaknesses. It will increase tax base and population
in key areas (like downtown) which will drive efficiencies and
affordability re maintianing infrastructure and services.
Feb 10 19 09:17:48 am
I think Kingston is well-placed to be the epicenter of a new
conurbation with a population of 500K-1M and believe that the city
should have a 25 year plan focused on building toward this vision.

Feb 10 19 10:12:08 am

Food industry; hosting different meal or food themed events to
draw in tourism. Our harbour is a huge waste of space, we could
have more boardwalks and showcase the historical waterfront
locations instead of selling them and creating apartments which
obstruct the beautiful view.

Feb 10 19 10:20:11 am

To take a breath and really read the official plan and support it.
Look to the future as a goal rather then bandage solutions.
Queens should build a new residence

Feb 11 19 01:32:45 pm

The Third Crossing will help traffic flow
Develop downtown as a tourist destination
Cleanup midtown with new, quality building projects and not
boarded up windows and vacant lots

Feb 11 19 01:38:00 pm

To be leading in Green energy and climate change activities.

Feb 11 19 01:47:49 pm

Attract new information/green businesses.

Move industries/businesses that entice our young graduates and
youth to stay in Kingston with a professional job and pay.
Feb 11 19 02:43:44 pm
Making it easier to park downtown for those people that live
outside the city, tourists and West end people.

Feb 11 19 03:31:54 pm

-Easy access visiting students, to entice them to stay and build a
life in the community.
-Development of the waterfront for public access and use.
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Feb 11 19 03:46:03 pm

Fix above

Feb 11 19 05:50:40 pm

large tracts of develop-able lands; bring more input from business
leaders into decision-making

Feb 11 19 06:32:40 pm

Make the Inner downtown a great place to live and work.The
merchants deserve downtown people year round.they pay
astronomical business/property taxes.Clean up the streets and
sidewalks .most times they are littered with trash.Be progressive
before you lose everything to Belleville and Brockville

Feb 11 19 07:04:05 pm

The economical growth we have been noticing. Better historical
programs to show Kingstons history to schools could also be an
opportunity.

Feb 11 19 07:45:44 pm

Continue to improve public transit, make it possible to walk safely
from downtown to west end.

Feb 11 19 08:42:52 pm

Focus on spending money more wisely. Stop indulging the
developers

Feb 11 19 08:57:59 pm

1. Tourism

Feb 11 19 08:58:18 pm

Build on the success of the express buses, work on better service
for the regular routes. Take every opportunity to take cars off the
road for commuting. Push harder on bike lanes and safe areas to
lock your bike during the work day. Make the city a viable 4
season pedestrian, bike and transit choice.

Feb 12 19 09:12:56 am

Tourism.

Feb 12 19 09:21:27 am

People want to live here. We need to ensure this is a liveable city.
And by that, I mean affordable, vibrant downtown and better
integration with the institutions that exist here. Strategic growth
downtown needs to happen. Transit, bike lanes and walkways
need to be a priority. We need to look to EU cities as examples of
how to grow a historic downtown. Please look to Vienna as an
example of this done well.
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Feb 12 19 11:23:04 am

Partner with Queens and SLC to build student housing in areas
where the students want to be - close to the schools. Could also
be a good long term investment.

Feb 12 19 12:20:29 pm

Water front expansion

Feb 12 19 01:16:38 pm

Increase tourism. This city is ideally located to invest in cruise
ship facilities, casinos and anything that will bring in much needed
revenues.

Feb 12 19 03:57:14 pm

'building on:
- sustainability commitment
- innovation commitment
- public engagement commitment

Feb 12 19 05:29:18 pm

Build on strategic location and attractiveness of historic
downtown. Venice Italy has not had a new building, let alone a
new highrise, in 100s of years - existing buildings are repurposed
which keeps the city vital and attractive.

Feb 12 19 07:48:10 pm

Become a leader by mixing old and new. Learn to embrace new
ways and new people. Let things change while holding on to
some of the old feeling. Be truly progressive and not just
reactionary to the same elite group of voices.

Feb 13 19 06:01:05 am

Regional eco-tourism promotion.
Partnering with local academic researchers to find creative local
solutions to all sorts of future urban planning challenges.
Promotion of innovative affordable housing designs and social
housing policies from other parts of the world. For example- the
creation of a local factory with a mission to design, manufacture,
set up and sell innovative and energy efficient and affordable
modular homes. See the British Ten Fold Technologies and Tiny
House websites to see innovative building designs and what other
global communities are worldwide to reduce housing building and
operational costs.
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Feb 13 19 12:02:18 pm

Feb 13 19 01:28:35 pm

Continue to push for new companies to come to Kingston and
assist those that are here to grow.
High tech / innovation is fundamental for any growth strategy.
CEO of Shopify has a vision to create 13 more $1B companies in
Canada by 2025.....(currently 13 companies like this exist). This
has huge downstream opportunities for smaller companies.
Hypergrowth!! See his report here:
https://www.ic.gc.ca/eic/site/098.nsf/vwapj/ISEDC_Digital_Industri
es.pdf/$FILE/ISEDC_Digital_Industries.pdf
Check out some of the high tech companies flocking to Toronto
and Ottawa recently
High tech includes increased opportunities and offerings at
secondary institutions.
Water/Wastewater Infrastructure north of the 401 (many other
much smaller cities have this, Brockville, Belleville, etc), start
planning in this term for future expansion.
Tourism
Infill for residential
North Kings Town secondary plan will assist development activity
Kingston Pen redevelopment
Continue to pursue supply chain opportunities with Fehei for all of
the goods and services that it will require to produce and ship
Leisure is considered the "new infrastructure" - continue to
expand these offerings for all ages. Be bold with the ideas
Continue to engage the university and college in city events and
activities
Invest in Innovative Agriculture

Downtown growth
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Feb 13 19 03:23:51 pm

Expand bicycle paths to increase accessibility throughout the city.
I should be able to bike from downtown Kingston to the Cataraqui
Town Centre without having to ride on Bath rd or Princess St.
They're too dangerous. Many people would benefit from being
able to run errands without a car.
Zoning to allow more condos and allow more people to live in the
downtown region. Will boost economic activity in downtown core
but also put downwards pressure on rental prices if there is more
housing alternatives.
Creating more usable green space on Waterfront like Gord
Downey Pier.
Traffic enforcement. Setting up cameras to automatically ticket
people who drive through red lights or speed would generate
revenue and make roads safer.

Feb 13 19 03:39:23 pm

Leverage success with express and student transit programs.
Continue to engage with Queen's, the Hospital and other partners
to promote innovative ventures.
Leverage cultural assets, services and employments opportunities
with our downtown with additional density and urban infill.

Feb 13 19 05:48:20 pm

The city has become a very large and expensive organization.
The city should aim to reduce the size of government and lower
taxes.

Feb 13 19 08:00:11 pm

Reduce heating; cooling and electricity usage; optimize access to
innovative green technology development in city owned and
operated facilities; incentivize reduction of emissions for
individuals, businesses, institutions, organizations and
corporations; ecotourism; staycations; improved collaboration
between local stakeholders; supporting our local organic farmers
and artisans, more competitions to foster eco friendly innovation
and pilot projects to test and evaluate them. Let's make Kingston
the greenest most age-friendly and eco-friendly city in Canada.
We have a huge population of talented and well-educated people
who can make this happen.
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Feb 13 19 10:38:05 pm

There are a lot of interesting development opportunities that need
to be focused on and started. For example, the two penitentiary
sites. I think we need to start focusing on some of these projects
which could bring more housing to the area etc instead of some of
the high rises downtown.

Feb 14 19 08:23:53 am

More support for micro-entrepreneurship; more strategic support
for SMEs; embrace opportunities for environmental initiatives that
help our city set the benchmark for sustainability.

Feb 14 19 09:17:42 am

A vibrant arts and culture economy.

Feb 14 19 09:23:38 am

Climate change, although disastrous, is actually an opportunity for
people to come together, regardless of political party or ideology
to work on a common project, one that has very clear causes and
consequences, and a very clear solution: going completely fossil
fuel free within 12 years.

Feb 14 19 10:25:28 am

Feb 14 19 11:54:39 am

Feb 14 19 12:05:56 pm

- Retirement destination
- University related start-ups
- Low housing and commercial land costs
- Easy access major cities and U.S.
Attracting people to downtown by retaining character, improving
walking/biking routes.

There is an opportunity to integrate the west end here more,
which would be to the benefit of everyone including the
environment. A lot of residents here have large-ish lots and
houses (and grown children that have moved on). Secondary
suites? Infills? Assisted living for seniors? We have great schools!
We need more more ethnic diversity, more young adults, and
more housing opportunities for young adults/seniors/people with
lower incomes. AND we really need a fitness centre like Artillery
Park over here that we can walk or cycle to!! Invista Centre is
great, but it is too far north. How about a new recreation/fitness
centre where Centre 70 is now?
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Feb 14 19 02:20:19 pm

the incredible Indigenous community - definitely needs more
visibility around this place - why not have signage in local
languages (ie Anishinabemowin and Mohawk) - to me this is a
huge opportunity lost

Feb 14 19 06:04:35 pm

ecopreneurship, design thinking/citzen centric design of urban
space, ecopreneurship

Feb 14 19 08:44:01 pm

Become an innovator in the area of housing, by piloting various
plans for affordable housing.

Feb 14 19 10:14:51 pm

Develop more of the water front for all residents not just
Breakwater park that Students from the university take over. Also
make the university build more housing for students,
Neighbourhoods are being taken over by student rentals. Work
together to keep this a great city.
Maintain older neighbourhoods. Make this a safer city.

Feb 15 19 08:50:27 am

Tourist attraction
Employer attraction
Later bus routes from downtown

Feb 15 19 01:15:06 pm

Preservation of the historical core.

Feb 15 19 02:08:49 pm

Approach a more free-enterprise way of business development.
Embrace advocacy for angel funding and decrease reliance on
the government's programming.

Feb 15 19 02:09:48 pm

The main opportunity is to make Kingston an attractive place for
young, educated, talented people to settle down and establish
their lives and families. Kingston has geographic advantages
being close to major urban centres but needs to do more to make
us appealing relative to those centres. I think we need to focus on
quality but affordable housing for first time buyers/renters (i.e.
young people), encouraging business growth and start-ups,
making our infrastructure (including IT infrastructure) as good as
any place in North America so that tech companies or telecommuters can realistically move/stay here.
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Feb 15 19 02:17:26 pm

Become a climate change leader by demonstrating real climate
action. Bravo on meeting your climate targets early! This was,
however, largely thanks to the province's movement away from
coal. Kingston can lead the way on municipal action. Attract
climate change innovators to Kingston and create a climate action
hub of new businesses.

Feb 15 19 02:30:20 pm

Building multi-level buildings (I think they are 6 stories max but I
cannot be sure) along Princess to alleviate the pressure for
housing on the downtown. I think these buildings can invigorate
derelict looking areas on Princess and bring life to the city. I think
it is a good idea to restrict their height in the way that they have
done in Vienna, Austria.

Feb 15 19 03:14:10 pm

Military & veteran heritage - maybe a military family municipal
centre of excellence? Start with free public transportation for
uniformed military members and veterans presenting the NDI 75
photo ID issued by Veterans Affairs Canada to all honourably
released vets. Also - free municipal parking 24/7 for vehicles with
veteran plates. And free, preferred seating/access to all municipal
events.

Feb 15 19 04:20:31 pm

Prudent and well designed urban intensification in downtown core
(NOT 20 story mega-condos), improving transit and bike lanes to
encourage active transportation, increased immigration, green
industries.

Feb 15 19 06:12:13 pm
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Feb 15 19 11:21:06 pm

-the water, the lake, sailing, active lifestyles
-healthcare & seniors with aging demographics
-post-secondary lifestyles
-festivals & cultural events - KCFF, Writer's Fest, K&P Festival,
Store Front , draw more tourists with events, events
-Fort Henry & Woolen Mill, market distinct funky areas restaurants, stores, cool places to go and you've got to see
-Heritage culture districts and Heritage from NKT to Sydenham &
Portsmouth
-KP&POH Vision - make it huge and juxtapose Heritage and
modern built form - large scale - distillery district of pubs bars and
fill the square footage with diverse eclectic fun places to engage
and be
-world class sporting events, such as curling, sailing ???

Feb 16 19 08:40:19 am

Its location with respect to TO, Ottawa, Montreal and the US
It is a nice place to live - "small town" with all the conveniences
and good schools - this is attractive to business/industry
Diversity of its population

Feb 16 19 09:01:41 am

Push for green-centric downtown core and alternative energy
sources.
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Feb 16 19 11:10:08 am

The Gord Downie Pier was an obvious success that was instantly
heavily used last summer. It is hard to imagine a bigger return in
public use for less investment. While the changes in the
Waterfront Masterplan is an excellent move forward, but the idea
of waiting 30 years to implement is ridiculous. The first response
from everyone I talked to at the Gord Downie Pier was, "why
didn't we have this earlier?" We should significantly increase the
rate of implementation of this plan so that families can start
enjoying the natural beauty of Lake Ontario. This kind of
recreation is so needed especially for families on a lower income
in the heat of summer. It also offers a place for people of all walks
of live to meet. In addition, by boosting the use of water for
swimming, we will increase the care we take with keeping our
water safe and clean. From a business perspective, this is an
obvious boost for tourism and bringing business to the downtown
area. Already we see images of the Gord Downie Pier appearing
on tourism/business type "City of Kingston" posters. If Kingston
became known for this kind of access to the water, in a city
centre, we would undoubtedly get a great return on investment.
For the amount of money this project costs compared to other
infrastructure projects, it is crazy to spread it over 30 years.
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Feb 17 19 12:11:12 am

Increase property taxes and stop frivolous spending on
developers, contractors, and consultants.
For Kingston to be a leader in Sustainability, provide
comprehensive rent-geared-to-income housing for people,
prioritizing people on Ontario Works and ODSP. Ensure that
every single development of an apartment or condominium have
15% rent-geared-to-income units. Build rent-geared-to-income
housing on vacant land. Re-evaluate 'The Landlords First Housing
Strategy'.
Make it mandatory that every business in Kingston be accessible
to people with mobility devices. The baseline accommodation
would be for businesses to be required to purchase StopGap.ca
ramps. Stop prioritizing Heritage Buildings over accessibility. It's
embarrassing to the CoK.
Provide more municipal funding to the SACK to address child and
youth sexual assault.
Mandate that Kingston Police officers and all CoK staff receive
training on racism (anti-racism) and oppression (anti-oppression)
that does not offer a certification but is part of an ongoing process.
Enhance childcare subsidies for those living below the poverty
line.

Feb 17 19 10:18:55 am

Implement plans to protect the environment.

Feb 18 19 08:50:04 am

Feb 18 19 06:46:51 pm

Kingston is a beautiful town where people would like to come to
live with their families, and also to retire, but the city needs to plan
for their well-being if they come here.

Feb 19 19 12:10:50 am

To keep and offer graduates incentives and affordable housing to
stay in the city
Expedite building permits for more apartment buildings and
housing to attract families who will stay and be able to work and
offer services for the retirees

Feb 19 19 05:56:29 am

1. Cruise ships
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Feb 19 19 08:23:24 am

Moving to a carbon-neutral future as soon as possible, attempt to
create city initiatives to meet this transition and perhaps create
green local jobs
Growing racial and ethnic diversity of the city

Feb 19 19 08:40:38 am

Infil. Economic development.

Feb 19 19 09:15:04 am

1. Develop downtown high rise condos and apartments.
2. Promote ~ develop a downtown casino.
3. Promote 1,000 Islands vacation destination.

Feb 19 19 09:16:21 am

DOCTORS -GP'S longer runway= more business. attract more
industry.

Feb 19 19 10:03:10 am

To partner with Providence Village in supporting charitable, nonprofit organizations such as the YMCA who's mission is to build
healthy communities in body, mind and spirit and provide
affordable membership through their financial assistance
program. Another important opportunity is to provide more
affordable housing as the rent for an average 2 bedroom
apartment is $1,200.00 per month. This is a serious cause for
concern with respect to possible overcrowding in units (multiple
people sharing the cost to make it affordable), leading to
unhealthy homes.

Feb 19 19 10:09:15 am

There is a lot of opportunity for students and part-time work in
Kingston. I feel like there is a lot of opportunities to keep young
talented people that graduate from Queen's and SLC in Kingston
if that job market would hire them. It would be great to keep them
in our city bringing new ideas and contributing to the prosperity of
our city. In the long run that is what will keep our city moving
forward. And with that being said there would be an opportunity to
better take care of our vulnerable in our city, to provide more
social services and availability to free services.

Feb 19 19 10:28:21 am

increasing the vitality of the downtown as an accessible living
space for more people
growing our innovative capacity and our international recognition
as innovation leaders
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Feb 19 19 11:07:46 am

Scientists around the world have determined that we have a very
short tine -- about 10 years -- to respond to climate chaos. This
creates a crisis but also an opportunity for our community to work
together to do what we can to mitigate the adverse effects of
climate change and adapt to inevitable changes. More support for
arts and culture to educate, communicate, and illustrate climate
changes/accommodations

Feb 19 19 11:18:10 am

Take advantage of strong communities and provide incentive for
local climate solutions (such as community gardens).
We are a regional hub for services. We should be innovating
about how to serve a high needs population. We should improve
affordable housing and programs such as Universal Basic
Income.

Feb 19 19 11:26:26 am

Improved capacity of the City administration to deal with complex
public issues and manage public programs. A realistic response
to the challenges of low rates of growth and increased support for
the public interest in planning matters.

Feb 19 19 12:58:03 pm

Great opportunity to create mixed residential/commercial spaces
in North section of the city (ie Kingstown North), encourage new
commercial ventures with tax incentives and slow down suburbanization thus reducing carbon footprint
Provide an incentive for Home Depot / RONA / Lowes on the
North / East End of town to reduce traffic to West end
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Feb 19 19 01:14:24 pm

'Services
-Garbage pick up and sorting
-seasonal road repair
-bylaw enforcement
- Development of corrections Canada lands for grocery, LCBO
and retail (King and Portsmouth)
- Transit community review (looking beyond students)
-Business development of the downtown core (more than mom
and pop locations...give the people a reason to go back downtown
(while maintaining our historical areas)
-Move forward on the Penitentiary project set a timeline for
completion
-Airport development

Feb 19 19 01:48:03 pm

Various oppurunities include the utilization and rehabilitation of
existing woodland & Lake Ontario shoreline to re-create natural
eco-systems similar to those found during pre-colonial European
settlement. Existing woodlands on the fringes of Municipal land(s)
should be set aside for permanent protection as natural areas for
the public to enjoy, and, more importantly, to act as "Carbon
Sinks" to assist in the reduction of "Green House" gases
contributing to "Global Warming"!!

Feb 19 19 01:57:41 pm

Leverage strengths above to create unique community attractions
(for local citizens and to attract tourism).

Feb 19 19 01:58:41 pm
Feb 19 19 02:10:46 pm

make land & wildlife conservation the top priority!!,

Feb 19 19 02:14:55 pm

This city needs to increase population density downtown,
encourage small businesses to invest in the downtown.

Feb 19 19 02:25:59 pm

Housing and development growth build tall build downtown
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Feb 19 19 02:54:14 pm

- intensification of downtown core - prevent urban sprawl
- clean up of legacy industrial activity close to downtown core,
including Bell Park
- greater access to inner harbour water front and the Rideau
Cannel system for the general public
- improve public transit for City: bike pathways, car pool lanes,
bigger causeway, roundabouts, lane widening, additional city
buses
- continue to attract new Industry's (ie. Fehie and Frutlack) to
diversify employment opportunities
- improving access/reducing wait times to Emergency health care
in City (ie. KGH emergency and others)

Apartment housing projects in the downtown to bring more people
to live in Downtown Kingston.
Feb 19 19 03:30:18 pm
the 3rd crossing - Should have been done years ago - Get
cracking
Feb 19 19 03:56:10 pm

Improve relations with university (make students feel included as
citizens yet held responsible for problems like homecoming etc.)

Feb 19 19 04:11:46 pm

tourism, and business development

Feb 19 19 04:23:21 pm

Empty spaces in the downtown core and midtown need
sensitization and rational development

Feb 19 19 04:29:36 pm

We have the opportunity to grow if we can attract business.
I moved here because it was a city that was like a small town.
Once we can attract a few more manifacturing jobs our economy
will be rocking.
We need to find balance between pollution and economy,
unfortunately no pollution no economy.
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Feb 19 19 04:57:57 pm

Work with the private sector to find solutions for smart
development. Reach out to organizations such as the Kingston
Constructions Association, the Kingston Home Builders and
Greater Kingston Chamber of Commerce to see how we can all
work to build a better City.

Feb 19 19 08:29:21 pm

employment,

Feb 19 19 08:51:51 pm

Leverage the opportunity to grow high tech companies

Feb 19 19 09:11:26 pm

Enhance a vibrant downtown by increasing residential units there

Feb 19 19 10:00:43 pm

WITH ALL THE NEW APARTMENT CONSTRUCTION IN
WILLIAMSVILLE AND OTHER PARTS OF THE CITY... THE
CITY NEEDS TO MANDATE THAT FOR ANY BUILDING GOING
OVER THE FORMER STRATEGIC PLAN LIMITS... THOSE
FLOORS SHOULD ONLY BE FOR LOW INCOME UNITS. THE
CITY IS FAILING MISERABLY TO INCREASE UNITS FOR LOW
INCOME CITIZENS.

Feb 19 19 10:07:00 pm

Missed opportunities to be a truly inclusive city where everyone is
valued and respected
Not listening to ALL the views of ALL residents about the City they
want
Investment in people should be the priority - not bridges and big
projects

Feb 20 19 07:21:01 am

Better planning with a heightened awareness and attention to the
impact/protection of wildlife in all areas but specifically areas of
new development

Feb 20 19 07:59:17 am

Still have greenspace that can be stewarded and promoted;
location remains awesome; lots of opportunity for appropriate
scale, people-friendly development NOT on waterfront or main
street.
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Feb 20 19 09:17:07 am

First, recognize what the city has in terms of beauty and unique
attributes (e.g., it's ecological and historical attributes). Identify
what makes a city nice to live in. For example, improving
walkability such that the ecological beauty of the city is taken into
account, along with the historical and more modern attributes of
the city (Toronto did this well along the waterfront).

Feb 20 19 09:44:06 am

Implement infrastructure to ensure there are side migration routes
for animals such as turtles.

Feb 20 19 11:50:29 am

sustainable development; tourism; use of vacant lands in the City
for green space

Feb 20 19 12:35:31 pm

Opportunity to show leadership in climate change mitigation
strategies and switchovers to renewable energy. The city has set
a GHG reduction target for their own municipal buildings of only
8% by 2020, but a goal for the community to reduce 15% by
2020. I think these need to be aligned or the city could set even
higher targets for their own buildings and lead the charge through
example (above the 30% by 2030 national target)

Feb 20 19 12:38:13 pm

Educate residents and business about the dangers of
electromagnetic radiation from the wireless world we live in and
also educate on the opportunities to return to hardwiring as much
as possible and in the future we will be seen as one of the most
progressive communities! As we witness the cancer and disease
rates skyrocket in the 5G cities.

Feb 20 19 02:46:19 pm

affordable housing

Feb 20 19 04:26:57 pm

1. Investment on infrastructure including the airport, Third
Crossing, 401 expansion and deep dock.
2. International investments brining new businesses to the city like
Frulact and Feihe
3. Queen's RMC and SLC graduates are an excellent assets if the
city is able to retain them
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Feb 20 19 08:18:04 pm

Look for opportunities in green energy that interacts directly with
the public more such as charging stations and micro solar power.
The Water trailer that is powered by solar that is brought to City
events is already a great example of this. there should be better
housing that is geared to income and that promotes livable
communal spaces. Canada can be so isolating and not every
home needs to be completely closed off from one another in
separate worlds. We can work together.

Feb 20 19 08:32:08 pm

Investing in more housing for rent, especially downtown.

Feb 21 19 12:33:27 am

City spent millions putting in place infrastructure to attract
millennials - but can't seem to build housing to meet their needs
i.e. smaller units with common facilities, in the city core close to
amenities - Opportunity build more housing of all types
attracting immigrants to spur higher population growth
Airport expansion should bring and be leveraged to bring more
economic returns to Kingston

Feb 21 19 10:13:16 am

expand on waterfront, tourist industry

Feb 21 19 10:28:43 am

-being aware that climate breakdown is our greatest challenge
and taking steps, in every policy decision, to do what we can to
reduce its impact
— protecting our heritage buildings and heritage nature of the
city— limiting height of bulidings downtown and on the waterfront
and placing taller buildings elsewhere
— encouraging more active transportation
—continue to improve buses and reduce cost of taking them
— keeping and protecting our parks
-Removing possibility of building Wellington St. Extension from
city documents
—building more affordable housing and offering more subsidized
apartments
—planting more trees and wild gardens for pollinators and birds
—encouraging and supporting more community gardens and
orchards
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Feb 21 19 12:38:09 pm

To be able to build a strong community

Feb 21 19 03:54:29 pm

The City has a climate change plan and a stated interest in being
Canada's most sustainable- these could be starting blocks to
really get moving on climate action. A new strategic plan is an
opportunity to do these things!
The City has a high number of educated, skilled and enthusiastic
people that you could harness to make real change.
Also, the City is on the water, what a great opportunity- but oh so
overdeveloped. There is too much concrete, too much private
land on the waterfront. We should have more natural shorelines,
more trails, better water views. It would help everyone's well
being and increase tourism if it was nearly as beautiful as it could
be.

There is still a great deal of room to grow.

Feb 21 19 07:11:37 pm

Now that bicycles are sharing the roads with cars and have grown
very popular and even merit their own lanes - the city should
charge for adult bicycle licences with the proceeds being used on
the roads. It is not fair that drivers are now bearing all the cost
AND must share the roads and pay for the new infrastructure.

Feb 21 19 08:27:26 pm

-Place citizens first - DO NOT AGREE to 5G!! Use the
precautionary principle (no long-term research has been done!!)
-A development plan for west/east Kingston (so not to become
strips of big box stores, retirement homes, and unoriginal cookiecutter housing developments). Place priority on
aesthetics/character of city overall.

Feb 21 19 10:42:46 pm

Development in the downtown core to attract residents and more
retail shopping (not just restaurants and coffee shops).
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To emphatically distinguish itself as a city that welcomes a diverse
set of inhabitants
Feb 22 19 02:07:33 am

Public-Private partnerships to create affordable housing (look into
Indwell Housing)
Expand local tourism by advertising in Ontario

Feb 22 19 10:17:56 am

Unique location halfway between Toronto and Montreal and also
on the water makes it a very attractive place to live.

Feb 22 19 12:14:42 pm

Be forthright in species protection. Put up protective fencing,
pass bylaws that protect nature. Slow the sprawl that is destroying
our nature.

Feb 22 19 12:56:52 pm
Feb 22 19 12:56:57 pm

tourism; new business; population growth; collaboration with
community partners to solve emerging issues

Feb 22 19 02:13:26 pm

To provide affordable, lower rental units, not just for students and
to be able to preserve wildlife habitats encompassing areas

Feb 22 19 04:56:44 pm

A lot of undeveloped waterfront which could be amazing, with
trails, parks, cafes, gathering places.

Feb 22 19 05:37:07 pm

Kingston has the ability to build up instead of out.
Green incentives and employment within that sector.
Clean up conservation areas.

Feb 22 19 06:01:34 pm

Expedited investment in of our unique waterfront and historical
assets through the master plan. The time frame of some projects
(30 years for trails connecting downtown to Kingston Mills, for
example) or our east to west connection (from Amherstview to
Gananoque) demonstrates a lack of commitment to expand this
infrastructure given the length of our election cycles.
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Feb 22 19 06:07:48 pm

We still have time to work on becoming carbon neutral - decrease
automobile use in our City, enhance public transit and cycling and
walking paths - especially in the East and west ends
We still can preserve the beautiful heritage downtown
we need to make the opportunity for including citizens in the
budget process
We can pass bylaws that preserve the environment - preserve
waterfront, ban plastic bags

Feb 22 19 06:11:58 pm

To protect the environment for the quality of life of all

Feb 22 19 06:37:57 pm

Animal land and protection

Feb 22 19 07:15:30 pm

Better use if Lake Ontario Park
Focus on areas OTHER THAN DOWNTOWN

Feb 22 19 07:21:38 pm

Continue to become more bike friendly and promote active and
public transit. Keep looking at alternatives that protect ecosystems
(e.g using garlic to decrease tick population).

Feb 22 19 08:34:01 pm
Feb 22 19 08:48:38 pm

Build more affordable housing, NOT STUDENT HOUSING.

Feb 22 19 09:53:23 pm

.

Feb 22 19 10:13:38 pm

I think the green energy sector and sustainable businesses have
huge economic, environmental and social opportunities. The
number of environmentally aware organizations and businesses in
Kingston continue to increase (Boho and Hobo, Climate Action
Kingston, Sustainable Kingston, 350.org, etc.)! The city should be
hopping on the bandwagon and following suit to support these
green businesses and organizations.

Feb 23 19 07:34:20 am

To be recongized as a city commited to conservation
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Feb 23 19 08:01:46 am

Festivals, events we have lots of great parks and spaces to keep
fostering community.... fostering wildlife.... I think of the wildlife
conservations and the green space when I think of Kingston or I
wouldn’t be here bc everyday I’m blown away by the avg persons
ignorance compared to places in the GTA. I think slot of people
come here bc of the green space and the water... Kingston needs
to keep protecting the turtles and the prison ground space and
keep development in check or it will lose what makes it Kingston
and will just look like a money grubbing corrupt city with ignorant
people

Feb 23 19 10:17:17 am

Feb 23 19 03:17:08 pm

1. Better capitalize on tourism potential (Currently, there is little
reason to stay here more than one night)
2. Improve quality of the tourist experience by prioritizing people
and bikes over cars and trucks - citizens and tourists need better
walking and cycling opportunities that protect us from traffic.
3. We need more diverse business activities - access to capital
and people required. If people are to be attracted, we need better
housing options.

Feb 23 19 06:38:30 pm

Building new housing for people.
Build a second homeless shelter!

Feb 23 19 06:42:40 pm

Growth and development of the history. Embrace concept of
green city. Use of waterfront for all.

Feb 23 19 09:03:53 pm

Taking climate change action

Feb 23 19 10:12:26 pm
Feb 24 19 01:41:41 am
Feb 24 19 08:16:36 am

Feb 24 19 09:27:18 am

Attracting more big business
Better downtown parking
Focus should be on saving the environment so the future
Kingston is great
Working harder at nature preservation. Taking endangered
species seriously and working to preserve what's left. The turtles
that reproduce in and around Kingston are not kept safe. The city
needs to do more
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Feb 24 19 09:30:25 am

This city has the opportunity to make sustainable decisions about
our infrastructure and systems that can help to reduce emissions
substantially. It is already evident in our community that the
citizens of Kingston are willing to make a difference in our battle
with climate change. This attitude in itself provides you with the
incredible opportunity to take large scale action with carbon
reduction as well as conservation. A perfect example of
something simple would be the implementation of protective
fencing to prevent turtle populations from going extinct.

Feb 24 19 09:47:14 am

Declare a Climate Emergency
Set new greenhouse gas (GHG) reduction targets in line with the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)
recommendations of at least 45% reduction by 2030 and zero
emissions no later than 2050
Feb 24 19 02:26:40 pm

Talented researchers and a skilled work force (Queen’s
University, SEARC at St. Lawrence College, etc.)
Support fossil fuel divestment
Annual 1% tax increase earmarked for infrastructure could help to
retrofit old buildings

Feb 24 19 02:29:23 pm

Kingston is a Green leader, but there's still more we could be
doing. I think the people of Kingston are open to taking green
measures even further.
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* tap into the expertise, energy, and intelligent technology skills of
students to help address environmental and communications
challenges
Feb 24 19 03:13:02 pm

* Queen’s and the city could collaboratively invest in constructing
student residences, bringing a return on investment over time
* the city could collaborate with other municipalities to lobby the
federal government for a basic income guarantee. This effective
form of income redistribution would be a boon to local economies.

Feb 24 19 03:55:00 pm

-- embracing new ways of thinking about sustainable cities -- what
is wrong with a steady state economy? -- why is growth seen as
the only answer?
-- population is ready to do more to prepare for climate change
and to work together

Feb 24 19 04:26:14 pm

-Development as a seniors destination
-high number of well educated citizens
-world class sailing destination
-untapped potential available to the city should it allow its citizens
to be truly involved in government

Feb 24 19 04:27:27 pm

- reviewing the mandate of Heritage Kingston and placing a
greater focus on Heritage in general
- investigating becoming a "Bee City" Canada municipality

Feb 24 19 05:14:58 pm

To become more sustainable. See “circular economy”

Feb 24 19 06:02:56 pm

strenthen the small town character - build a human-scale
environment

Feb 24 19 06:52:42 pm

Better transit (i.e. dedicated bus infrastructure), fostering
entrepreneurs, becoming a vibrant hub for innovation, luring talent
away from other overpriced markets.

Feb 24 19 07:24:22 pm

Tourism based on Kingston's rich history and waterfront.

Feb 24 19 07:59:42 pm

Green energy economic opportunities
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Feb 24 19 10:15:58 pm

Conservation and nature education should be a priority for the
city. I think we could truly benefit from having a centre like
Science North in Sudbury or the Science Centre in Toronto that
can teach kids about science and nature while also allowing for
safe play. If done properly it could also host interactive and
inspiring events for adults.

Feb 24 19 11:29:07 pm

Smart and Safe City

Feb 24 19 11:33:54 pm

Be more grassroots - increase citizen engagement and listen to a
large cross section of people in terms of what they want their city
to be, not just those who have money and have lobbied to
influence politicians and city staff. This online platform does NOT
create engagement - it has isolated people, restricts who will fill
out surveys because it requires identifying who you are and where
you live, so the city can datamine and create repositories of
"trends" of what a particular respondent will answer.

Actually becoming a Green City!
Feb 24 19 11:53:39 pm

Kingston is so far behind on this issue.

Feb 24 19 11:59:54 pm

Much like KFL&A did with passing bylaws to protect it's citizens
from second-hand smoke, the City of Kingston has an opportunity
to be a leader in protecting it's citizens from the adverse health
effects of wireless radiation that have now become common-place
in public spaces, school and workplaces. We have decades of
research and unanimous agreement among independently funded scientists that it is time to act.

Feb 25 19 04:25:47 am

More conservation area and walking trails

Feb 25 19 07:19:21 am

Create more waterfront access for residents - beaches, affordable
housing, protect environmentally sensitive areas

Feb 25 19 07:58:49 am
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Feb 25 19 09:07:19 am

Addressing many of the items identified as weaknesses could
make Kingston attractive for both business and new residents.
Attracting professionals to this city requires a move to creating a
community that reflects their needs and desires.

Feb 25 19 09:09:19 am

Continued enhancement of a pedestrian-friendly downtown, with
more interesting gathering spaces and events, welcoming to both
tourists and residents.

Feb 25 19 09:19:04 am
Feb 25 19 10:03:37 am

historic preservation. expanding investment to environmental and
sustainable projects
Being a leader in development of climate change mitigation
measures. See below.

Feb 25 19 10:34:40 am
Feb 25 19 10:35:40 am

Feb 25 19 11:02:14 am

1. Waterfront & greenspace: promotion & protection 2. Academic
mental health hub with collaboration between corrections &
Queen's Psychology & Psychiatry

Feb 25 19 11:04:38 am

What about developing affordable housing closer to the 401,
where height will not be such an issue rather than more 'family'
homes. We need to begin to stop the 'sprawl' and go up!

Feb 25 19 11:10:13 am

Cycling lanes. Promoting fitness. Outside activities (especially in
winter). Community gardens. Activities that bring together varying
age groups. Community building. Healthy living. ... Working on the
drug problem via distraction by projects and personal investment
in health. Start 'em young. Keep 'em connected.

Feb 25 19 11:27:21 am

Kingston has the opportunity to be a leader in identifying issues
that can harm its constituents. The evidence around issues such
as the harmful effects of 5G and wifi is overwhelming. Let's put
people first!

Feb 25 19 01:08:28 pm
Feb 25 19 02:45:16 pm

Make more volunteer groups to help and protect people and
animals.
More focus on affordable housing, focus on ending
homelessness, more focus on being inclusive of EVERYONE in
the city
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Feb 25 19 02:47:22 pm

Declare a climate emergency
Businesses need to be held accountable for their climate foot print
- enforced recycling programs, programs to create less waste or
use less energy
A push for solar or wind energy - a push for eco-sustainability in
general

Feb 25 19 03:06:39 pm

Waterfront reclamation: Make a land swap deal with the hotels
that are built to the seawall, with parking on the waterfront!
Reclaim that space for the residents of Kingston and let a hotelier
build a lovely shiny hotel beside the Leon's Centre, opposite the
new cruise port! Really. With a public parking structure, and an
LCBO in the ground floor.
Events: There is a huge opportunity to scale up many events in
Kingston. I think a mindset shift could help things grow, along with
support from the City in terms of venue, hours, permits,
promotion, and maybe help to network for capital to support
growth. I see a hunger in the city for things like the Memorial
Center Farmer's market when it runs the summer Night Market, or
the Burger Bash, or Arts Fest - people turn up. They love it. It
could earn big fundraising dollars. Lets make it more!
Neighbourhood transit hubs: More, bigger, with accessible pickups for semi-ambulatory residents who don't need a pick-up at
home, but need an accessible ride.
Densification in the older suburbs: Examples:
1. Gardiner's Rd shopping near Cineplex? Cataraqui Centre?
Kingston Centre? Frontenac Mall? Build stacked apartments /
towns with green podiums and pedestrian squares in the existing
parking lot! It is NEVER full and never will be. Use it. Transit and
shopping are already there. Attract a grocer and it is complete.
2. Build 2 or 3 stories of apartments on top of the retail, like the
development at Centennial and Princess! Offer incentives to
property owners all over the city of low-rise commercial to add
residential stories along main corridors. How very European!
3. Identify freestanding, underdeveloped sites in the downtown
and work with owners to densify them up to 6 stories - staples,
goodlife, Haines Hall, and others. Mix of commercial / residential
space. There is so much "missing middle" in downtown / central
Kingston.
4. The work on smart infrastructure presents so many
opportunities for future growth in higher tech / data driven fields.
5. Kingston is the perfect "remote work" location, between Toronto
/ Montreal / Ottawa. The infrastructure has to be there for people
in terms of tech and flexible work spaces, but it is an interesting
"live here, work there from here" opportunity.
6. More partnerships with Queens / SLC and the City and its
agencies to attract dollars to conduct research that is put into
action to the benefit of the City. The scale of Kingston makes this
a perfect fit.
7. Sustainability is a civic goal that can also become lucrative
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business opportunities that Kingstonians expand to other places.
Partnership is an opportunity for growth - again, between
institutions and the City, and private business.
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Feb 25 19 03:21:33 pm

More/better bike lanes, especially on Princess st, Bath road, Sir
John A.,Division, and more work towarss pedestrian and cyclist
safety on these major and busy roads, more initiatives to combat
global warming and create an eco friendly city- recycling for
commercial businesses, access and intiaitves to increase use of
environmentally friendly energy sources, maintain heritage
downtown and do not allow tall/ugly buildings on downtown
Princess st and along the waterfront, gentrifying upper Princess
st. past Victoria st, buses that run later, free buses for people
under a certain income level/all students and youth (30 and
unders)- all make Kingston attractive as a leading small city in
environmentally friendly initiatives. Also, even more free family
friendly cultural/music and arts events that bring the Kingston
community together, foster connections. Also- more work towards
connecting students(Queen's, Saint Lawrence and RMC) to
Kingston culture- furthering the connection will increase
awareness of a greater community beyond campus and therefore
increase respect and engagement towards and with this
community (student friendly events/free events/mentorship
opprotunities/bringin the Kingston community to campus etc)

Feb 25 19 03:51:09 pm

Feb 25 19 03:55:06 pm

- Making use of expertise that is available in community for
advisory committees, especially with respect to heritage.
- Capitalize on World Heritage recognition of Rideau Canal and
Kingston Fortifications

Feb 25 19 03:57:11 pm

Always seek input from the public before making major decisions.

Feb 25 19 04:22:04 pm

To capitalise on its extraordinary heritage, human-scale
downtown, by engaging in appropriate mid-rise development with
mixed income housing, thereby achieving intensification, remedy
to housing shortage AND respecting the character of the
downtown
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Feb 25 19 04:29:50 pm

Development that shows off the beauty of the city (especially
along the waterfront)
programs that support small business

Feb 19 19 05:50:10 pm

Feb 19 19 05:51:04 pm

Bus route every 15minuts on weekends
Tiny homes

Feb 19 19 05:51:17 pm

Homeless housing

Feb 19 19 05:52:33 pm

Building social housing, building affordable housing, continuing to
sell the historic character of downtown.

Feb 19 19 05:53:47 pm

I think that the city has a chance to do better for her citizens by
providing better more affordable housing while keeping the
integrity of the historic nature of the city’s core.

Feb 19 19 05:54:02 pm

Car planr

Feb 19 19 05:54:19 pm

Making the City's downtown core more accessible. Providing
incentives for people to walk, in order to alleviate the parking
crunch in downtown. Holding a greater number of Town Hall
meetings. Streamlining the process for setting up community
gardens and encouraging people to take part in healthful
activities.

Feb 19 19 05:58:15 pm

Attract new employers

Feb 19 19 05:58:44 pm

Green industry, tourism, post secondary education

Feb 19 19 06:00:41 pm

N
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Feb 19 19 06:10:10 pm

Feb 19 19 06:10:54 pm

To grow while working with the history and not costing developers
so much money that we have to increase the costs of the units
that people can’t afford

Feb 19 19 06:11:56 pm

Feb 19 19 06:13:53 pm

To increase land development. Increase rentals and dwellings

Feb 19 19 06:14:28 pm

Hire a development facilitor
Public housing
Opening up urban growth boundary to increase the supply of
developable land, increase in housing supply

Feb 19 19 06:23:26 pm

Its people.
Ita potential to have intensification in keeping with ita historic
fabric through preventing high rises.
Attract new, innovative, 21st century employers who will in turn
attract talent.

Feb 19 19 06:24:34 pm
Develop the waterfront to enhance our appeal as a destination
city.
Up zoning and intensification in the city centre.
Build a unifying, coordinating umbrella to leaverage economic and
innovation assets in the city, including PSE institutions and private
sector.
Feb 19 19 06:27:30 pm
Modernization and digitization of city services.
Attracting talent and SMEs from larger urban centres.
Retaining talent (PSE grads) in the city
Feb 19 19 06:36:24 pm

There is a housing crisis in many Canadian cities. Kingston has
the opportunity to be a leader in care by building affordable
housing options.
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Feb 19 19 06:48:04 pm

Feb 19 19 06:56:21 pm

Kingston has to be one of the most beautiful cities in North
America--a very active people friendly downtown in all seasons!!

Feb 19 19 07:02:23 pm

Attracking Manufactureing jobs!

Feb 19 19 07:04:02 pm

young professionals from expensive housing markets relocating

Feb 19 19 07:27:24 pm

Increase pro business opportunity

Feb 19 19 07:59:35 pm

Develop the waterfront for more public access & a real swimming
beach.
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Jan 29 19 03:49:16 pm
Jan 29 19 03:53:03 pm
Jan 29 19 04:01:18 pm

lack of rental housing and lower cost homes (1st time buyers) for
purchase
irrelevance. Loss of younger generation. Get them interested in
living in the core for a vibrant city life. Work/life balance
downtown.
Lack of attractive jobs for young people.
- local resistance to new development; like the third crossing and
taller structures downtown.

Jan 29 19 04:05:14 pm

Jan 29 19 04:05:51 pm

Jan 29 19 04:08:02 pm

- Data privacy and security re: Smart Cities Challenge. Kingston is
making good strides in this department (these online surveying for
resident's, etc), however there are great concerns nationally and
worldwide about the future of data privacy and security, and the
growth of surveillance. the Smart City Challenge should be
approached cautiously and studiously to ensure it is pursued
properly. Aka: let's avoid a Sidewalk Labs scenario like Toronto
currently deals with.
Becoming complacent and not evolving with the rest of the
country.
Too broad a mandate. Trying to do to many things with the
restrictive resources that we have. I would prefer to focus on a
few things and do them well instead of many things and do them
all at best average.

Jan 29 19 04:09:34 pm

low residential rental vacancy rates and high rent; working poor
have no where to live - unoccupied retail spaces perpetuated by
tax relief to landlords; where is the incentive to reduce rents and
get tenants? for every month a retail space stands empty landlord
should pay a fine designed to cover cost of cleaning up vandalism
etc that is promoted by unused, unpeopled spaces.

Jan 29 19 04:16:22 pm

interest groups who fight every opportunity for growth and
development

Jan 29 19 04:18:48 pm

Streets in disrepair.
Lack of wheelchair access/ amenities for wheelchair users of all
ages. Eg building access, playgrounds for children in wheelchairs
to share the fun and activities with their able bodied peers.

Jan 29 19 04:18:49 pm

Climate change and the inability to make timely decisions in the
best interest of the city versus special interest groups and specific
districts.
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Jan 29 19 04:20:50 pm

Young people decide to leave for more opportunity.
Continued confrontation on what is best development for the
downtown and nearby neighbourhoods- without a well defined
plan that has citizen consensus - investors will go elsewhere.
Our inner selves- we need to look outside to find what is best and
to use that knowledge to bring ideas to Kingston that fit within the
dimensions that make Kingston a great place to live,work, play
and retire.

Jan 29 19 04:22:21 pm

Drugs....Way to many druggies running the streets at night.

Jan 29 19 04:28:53 pm

Too many rentals run by large corporations and absent landlords

Jan 29 19 04:34:19 pm

not becoming an entrepreneurial and innovation hub

Jan 29 19 05:04:43 pm

Housing and the inability to attract new creative businesses and
compete with other similar sized cities for talent. These two are
connected. Kingston HAS to be an affordable alternative to
Toronto/Montreal/Ottawa. If not, youth will hollow out, culture will
hollow out, tourism will hollow out, the tax base will hollow out. We
need medium density housing downtown, or a bikable distance to
it.
Unruly and poorly planned development threatening the character
of established neighbourhoods.
Selling out to developers

Jan 29 19 05:20:24 pm

Jan 29 19 05:36:50 pm

Jan 29 19 05:45:43 pm
Jan 29 19 05:49:46 pm
Jan 29 19 06:23:33 pm
Jan 29 19 06:27:26 pm

Kingston is a small city with a big heart. We do NOT need to
compete with Montreal or Toronto or try to become like those
cities (we would lose that battle anyway!). Kingston has it's own
character, which should be maintained. ... If I wanted to live in a
city like Montreal or Toronto, I would not have moved to Kingston.
rental housing being turned into airbnbs; Queen's not keeping up
with residence-building (could they be forced to offer a fixed % of
residence rooms for students, and therefore have to build new
housing every time they raise their student numbers?); an overly
pro-development slant to council and city staff which values
developers and their profit-seeking over citizens' needs/wants.
Idk
Pot shops, the city already had a problem with drugs and I do not
believe this will get any better!
Spending money on things that aren't important ie renaming Hwy
15, spending money on a new motto, putting in bake paths ie Bath
road that go nowhere.
Lack of affordable housing. Provincial government's opposition to
public sector employers.
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Jan 29 19 07:17:52 pm

Increasing costs to Taxpayers !
Lack of resonable cost rentals and homes !
Continued growth of Public Service employment numbers and
costs !
The continued belief Kingston unfriendly to developers in all areas
!
Council solves problems by spending Taxpayer money rather
than fixing route causes of problems !
To much dependence on outside resourses (Consultants) rather
than Staff actually working on issues AND GIVEN
OPPORTUNITY !
Endless delays in development and growth have created the
current Housing Crisis.

Jan 29 19 07:30:08 pm
Kingston has a reputation for being a city where good ideas
die.....we must change this or we will lose future investment.
Jan 29 19 07:31:57 pm
Jan 29 19 07:50:02 pm

Jan 29 19 07:57:04 pm

Jan 29 19 08:18:44 pm
Jan 29 19 08:51:00 pm

residential tax increases, bad -idea third crossing, environmental
threats ie waste water, invasive species etc.,
Losing parks to developers.
Crime.
Released prisoners.
Pollution
lack of services in French and not enough opportunities for
francophones
cost of life
Greying and shrinking
Competition for medium-sized companies and good paying, white
collar jobs
Special interest groups
An autocratic provincial government
Leadership to pick a direction and go. Consultation is great, but at
some point we can't keep everyone happy. The paralysis that has
led to our current housing crisis (low vacancy) is solvable with
some leadership.

Jan 29 19 09:21:19 pm

Demographics - the cultural diversity of larger centres will be more
compelling to newcomers whom Canada will increasingly rely
upon to buoy our economy.
Business succession - our limited private sector is generally older
and as they sell or wind down their businesses we may lose head
offices and/or future growth opportunities. Young entrepreneurs
seem drawn to the ecosystems in Toronto and KitchenerWaterloo

Jan 29 19 09:28:25 pm

Building a reputation as a city to study in and never go back to
(except for homecoming).
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Jan 29 19 10:50:06 pm

Jan 29 19 11:20:02 pm
Jan 30 19 05:43:51 am

Aging workforce
Poor management of city infrastructure - roads, parks, rinks etc
Increasing taxes without creating value for tax payers
Competing with other cities for firms competing in the digital
economy
Housing! Lack of homeless shelters
Too much focus on single or student living in downtown
residential development projects. Housing needs to be more
diverse for a healthy community.

Jan 30 19 06:54:17 am

We need to build our tax base! With so many hospitals,
universities, schools, etc taking up so much prime real estate,
who do not contribute taxes, we need more companies that do
pay taxes!

Jan 30 19 08:08:16 am

low vacancy rates, high rate of business failures, zones of 'less
than attractive areas in the city' that could be 'gentrified' or
improved, threats from within if City Councillors continue to blame
students/student housing for a multitude of the city's problems,
partying and revelry that gets out of hand (Improving but still
needs work in conjunction with the schools and community), flat
growth rate is a problem, low-income residents having trouble
managing cost of living, etc...

Jan 30 19 08:33:09 am
Jan 30 19 08:49:54 am
Jan 30 19 09:29:51 am
Jan 30 19 09:33:59 am
Jan 30 19 09:42:38 am

Affordable housing
Odd question, not sure why it’s on the survey.
Status quo thinking and attitudes.
Drugs and violence, some of the latter precipitated by drug use.
Stonewalling by minority groups who are unwilling to adapt to
change.
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The attitude that all development is good development and it is ok
to overwhelm the historic centre of the city, which has been one of
its main selling points for tourists and potential residents, with
modern towers.
Potential future growth of major hospitals and the university,
which are all located in the centre of the city and will probably
need expanded space over time.
The current Ontario government

Jan 30 19 09:46:59 am
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Jan 30 19 09:50:31 am
Jan 30 19 10:14:27 am

Neighbourhoods being ruined by poor practices and lack of
enforcement of codes and bylaws.
Vacancy rate.
Burden of seniors on the system

Jan 30 19 10:19:04 am
Jan 30 19 11:14:06 am
Jan 30 19 11:17:08 am
Jan 30 19 11:58:22 am

Lack of cohesive vision by some Councillors
The university increasing tuition too quickly.
Homelessness and mental wellness
old school thinking
obsession with heritage buildings
lack of rental properties
Lack of rental housing.
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Jan 30 19 01:23:37 pm

Jan 30 19 01:44:34 pm
Jan 30 19 01:52:26 pm
Jan 30 19 03:33:43 pm

Jan 30 19 03:34:11 pm

Jan 30 19 03:49:01 pm
Jan 30 19 04:19:48 pm

Jan 30 19 06:01:06 pm

Jan 30 19 07:28:40 pm

Jan 30 19 07:51:37 pm

Kingston has so much momentum right now. We need to built on
this momentum, literally. If we don't, I fear we will miss out on
some key opportunities, especially a growing trend towards urban
living that doesn't require a car. Our transit system is a nationally
recognized benchmark. We need more people living near transit
hubs to fully benefit from the city's investment.
Precarious contract work, co-ordination of health care/senior care
services, poor urban planning
overbuilding of student residences and lessening of city resident
accommodations.
A few greedy developers; a tendency of a few politicians to tell the
voters less than the whole story about expensive projects like the
Third Crossing
- pollution (both on land and Lake Ontario)
- flooding (infrastructure needs updating to accommodate the
heavy rainfalls we are getting)
- global warming - increase in storms, snowfall, rainfall, etc. City
needs to adjust for this
- aging infrastructure (storm sewars and sewar pump stations
need to keep up with the development of subdivisions)
-Terrorism is now a concern with the recent arrest. Despite
thinking we did all we could to welcome refugees they obviously
still suffer from PTSD and beliefs from their homeland. All levels
of government need to work together to do thorough background
checks on immigrants somehow.
the small job market
Any cutbacks in civil service jobs (e.g. mostly provincial) will hurt
the city's employment.
The need for affordable housing may hurt valuable heritage
assets.
THE OVER ARCHING SOCIALISM THAT HAS, FOR DECADES
WORKED AS BELLVILLE AND BROCKVILLE'S SECRET
WEAPON IN THE RECRUITMENT OF BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES
Pollution, like every other city the water is full of rubbish and I
think this needs to be cleaned.
The number one threat has to be climate change with all its
implications for infrastructure, emergency measures, first
responders, quality of life....
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Jan 30 19 08:56:44 pm

Jan 31 19 08:25:49 am
Jan 31 19 08:42:49 am

- competition re bringing new business/industry to town
- rental properties for young people are hard to find
particularly if you are not a student. Very expensive.
- well paying jobs are hard to find

Urban sprawl
Development too close the lake front is susceptible to abnormally
high lake levels, particularly when combined with severe weather
events.

Jan 31 19 09:35:09 am

- Toronto / GTA is exploding making Kingston look backwards
- airport / flight connectivity
- cool factor vs boring
- elderly people are terrible drivers
- 401 accidents with tractor trailers cause significant fatalities
- north of the 401 makes Kingston look undeveloped/ poor

Jan 31 19 01:05:32 pm

Lack of housing makes it impossible for young people to settle
here.
Lack of tech/green/bio/NEW industry jobs turns away a large
portion of the student population to go find work in other cities.
Too many old people that don't work, and just complain about
every change that needs to be made to make the city better for
future generations!

Jan 31 19 01:11:06 pm
Jan 31 19 01:31:09 pm
Jan 31 19 02:17:32 pm
Jan 31 19 03:02:19 pm
Jan 31 19 03:14:36 pm
Jan 31 19 03:14:44 pm

?
Static growth
Urban sprawl, towers quickly replacing the varied and humanscale landscape of our city. The erosion of the historic downtown
core.
I think this fear of development is one of the biggest threats we
have.
Lack of affordable housing
People who are afraid of change
Unwillingness to change with the times

Jan 31 19 03:15:15 pm
Pollution/litter issues still.
Jan 31 19 03:19:42 pm

Lack of parking for tourist and citizens, lack of technological jobs.

Jan 31 19 03:21:02 pm

Losing the historic downtown with highrises close to Princess
Street.

Jan 31 19 03:21:41 pm

* being squeezed out by centre of power shifting to large cities being 'centrally isolated'
* having Eastern Ontario written off by politicians in the federal
government and provincial government
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Jan 31 19 03:22:02 pm
Jan 31 19 03:23:59 pm

Jan 31 19 03:25:06 pm

Jan 31 19 03:28:48 pm
Jan 31 19 03:28:59 pm
Jan 31 19 03:29:21 pm

- reduced population due to lack of resources for families and
adequate housing
increasing housing costs, downtown businesses being priced out
by raising rent prices, becoming a car-first town like Calgary
Continued suburban sprawl and resulting traffic congestion, loss
of young professionals, reliance on undiversified long-term
employers (CFB, Queen's, Corrections), inappropriate modern
construction in the historical downtown core.
High occupancy rate, difficult placement for marginalized
members of the community
cruise ship tourism if not 'managed' by a tax or something that
ensures some money stays in Kingston
Spending too much money such as the new bridge Yes we
need it but why not a toll bridge

Jan 31 19 03:30:48 pm

Housing shortage (housing prices close to downtown too high!),
Inaccessibility of the city-proper (no bike routes/trails, transit
disjointed, city is spread out), high turnover of young population
from universities (no ties to Kingston post-graduation),
homelessness and poverty growing.

Jan 31 19 03:30:59 pm

The lack of affordable rental properties is worrisome. I would love
to move downtown to a rental property but don't see that
happening due to the extremely high rents for downtown
properties. If we want to attract people to Kingston they need
options.

Jan 31 19 03:37:28 pm

Violating human rights of those who need affordable housing
based on NIMBYISM, and policies that impact this way of
planning (remember the Barriefield Affordable Housing Feasibility
Study?)

Jan 31 19 03:38:32 pm

Climate change is number 1.

Jan 31 19 03:38:54 pm

Urban sprawl. Too many new subdivisions have mostly single
family homes and are not within walking distance of anything
(stores, libraries, recreation facilities).
Housing affordability
Increasing social inequality

Jan 31 19 03:39:21 pm

Jan 31 19 03:42:16 pm
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Jan 31 19 03:48:24 pm

Jan 31 19 03:53:25 pm
Jan 31 19 03:54:17 pm

Jan 31 19 04:00:29 pm

Jan 31 19 04:02:14 pm

Jan 31 19 04:03:39 pm
Jan 31 19 04:04:02 pm
Jan 31 19 04:04:54 pm

-continued redesigning of older established neighbourhood to
match newer subdivisions, cramming more houses onto smaller
lots, creating less attractive communities
-continued demolishing of homes for student housing (Queen's
and SLC), creating student ghettos, and neighbourhoods that are
less welcoming to permanent residents
-many people relocating from the GTA increasing the price of
housing, and creating less rental affordable rental opportunities
-too many institutions that don't pay taxes
Old infrastructure causing issues; flooding from Lake Ontario;
cyber attacks on the city's infrastructure; tractor trailer spillages on
the nearby 401;
The Ford government threatens much of our base, education and
healthcare
Climate change;
Too many cars with very unusual roads and streets, which many
of them are not appropriate for a big city with high population,
therefore there is a very big chance we see traffic jam very often
in near future
Losing more downtown businesses. I feel that
Princess/Brock/Queen streets are on the edge and could go either
way - they could be fully rented and thriving, or vacancies could
increase and we could lose more small businesses. I am sure
those on Council are creative and could come up with some great
incentive programs to attract independent businesses downtown
(or chains that aren't a dollar store).
Over restrictive development environment
Residential rental licensing will go against the City's housing
strategy
Snow removal from side walks.
Lack of attention to the weaknesses

Jan 31 19 04:20:07 pm

Losing the ambiance of the historic downtown due to high rise
development in the historic core which includes Queen St.
Going belly-up to Queen's expansion. Queens should bear some
responsibility for housing students in 2nd, 3rd and 4th year. They
should build condos in Williamsville along the Princess St.
Corridor..

Jan 31 19 04:26:28 pm

- encroachment of student housing into quiet residential areas
- tearing down older homes and building monster homes or large
student homes in quiet residential areas
- increased traffic volume and speed on residential streets
- absentee landlords
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Jan 31 19 04:29:58 pm

Stagnation.. nimby's.. what's in the best interest of the city as a
whole to grow our city not just a retirement village but a thriving
place for millennials to start companies and families..

Jan 31 19 04:35:15 pm

Biggest threat is the unwillingness of governments to raise taxes
to provide first class resources for the community and the current
provincial cutbacks to social services and education.

Jan 31 19 04:38:05 pm

Among my friends is a deep sense of mistrust, a feeling that back
room deals and cronyism are controlling decisions which on the
surface are welcoming public input. My circle feels that the
decisions they are being invited to weigh in on were actually
decided a long time ago, to benefit business people whose
interests are not ours. It's devastating to worry about whether or
not you can trust the people making decisions in your community.
Urban sprawl is a problem for all communities. I don't know if we
have any strong planning in place which recognizes this and
offers ways to curb it.

Jan 31 19 04:55:31 pm

Aging population. What if a major employer leaves? Lack of a
desire to grow and change.

Jan 31 19 04:56:14 pm

- failure or inability to participate in high tech industries
- reduction in attractiveness due to rotting of city core, primarily
through continued development of low-cost student-oriented
accommodation and business

Jan 31 19 04:57:10 pm
Jan 31 19 04:57:28 pm

Jan 31 19 04:58:55 pm

High structures that will destroy the skyline, streetscape and living
conditions. M wife and I did not retire here to live in a skyscraper
community.
The housing crisis. Horrible and preventable.
Fear of visible minorities
Inability to provide affordable housing because of pressure from
small interst groups who do not represent the entire city
Unwillingness to invest in the future by demanding very limited tax
increases which do not address realities of need for change

Jan 31 19 04:59:15 pm

ruin down areas that look dirty

Jan 31 19 04:59:48 pm

High-rise housing that's out of proportion with historical character.
Low-rise infill will create a much richer community where people
actually interact with their neighbours. The City attracts a lot of
tourists who are drawn by the historic character in the downtown.
Don't turn Kingston into "Any Town". It's unique and worth
protecting.

Jan 31 19 05:00:18 pm
Jan 31 19 05:07:05 pm

Climate change.
Provincial government cutbacks and downloads for at least the
next four years.
Anticipated population stagnation or decline.
- loss of trained professionals to bigger city centres
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Jan 31 19 05:12:08 pm

Outside the core the city is a mish mash. Terrible zoning, city
becoming a suburban sprawl because no one wants to live
downtown in what little available housing there is if. I realize low
end housing needs to be a priority but don't favor that over mid to
high end or you will end up with no one wanting to come to the
city. We must focus on mixed income to survive.

Jan 31 19 05:16:19 pm

Political interference from the conservative government, pressure
from developers, pressure on our natural places to be anything
but natural

Jan 31 19 05:17:10 pm

Indifference by Southern Ontario that really doesn't know
Kingston. By being "isolated" from other major centers we tend to
be overlooked. Some like our ananimity, and it has some virtue,
however, be deserve a chance to grow (read: prosper)
so much homelessness is hard on those affected and also hurts
tourism. This sounds harsh but no one wants beggars bothering
them as much as they do on Ontario street, Princess St. etc It can
actually get scary.

Jan 31 19 05:22:18 pm

Jan 31 19 05:23:50 pm
Jan 31 19 05:24:53 pm

Jan 31 19 05:26:55 pm

Honestly, some of the things thought up by council as priorities
are questionable - such as renaming Highway 15. No one wants
that. Check out the poll taken. At last check over 80% of
respondents (4000 people at that point) did NOT want the
renaming.
Too-tall Homestead buildings on Queen Street: Mayor Paterson is
willing to sell out on heritage and appearance in order to have
"Development".
Tourism decreasing; businesses will lose money
Population will stagnate; young people will move away
I'm not totally sure that the influx of retiring Torontonians is a great
thing for the city. I realize we are a growing community -- but it
seems to me that a lot of our homes are being purchased by outof-towners -- who are necessarily able to pay more. This is
making our house prices soar and makes our current housing
shortage even more significant. It will also place an increased
burden on our hospitals/long term care facilities, etc. I'm not
saying I can't see the benefits of more people -- but I just hope
we're weighing the impact(s) appropriately. As an old stone ... I
appreciate the small town feel -- that we are slowly losing.
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The multitude of factions in the city demanding that their singular
point of view be recognized as the one true voice and city
councillors responding to that to get votes.
Jan 31 19 05:27:09 pm

Jan 31 19 05:27:25 pm

Jan 31 19 05:35:04 pm

Jan 31 19 05:43:18 pm

Jan 31 19 05:55:19 pm

Lack of a manufacturing base
Dependency on foreign owned businesses like the Chinese dairy
company and the Portuguese fruit juice company for jobs.

Businesses moving out or amalgamation within businesses to
reduce employment, local media is breaking down, a SERIOUS
LACK of access to health care practitioners
Capitalism
Money making plans unchecked
Laws and bylaws only only for poor
Privacy
Climate change is above an beyond any other threat the city
faces. Let's allow future generations to have a chance to live.
The loss of affordable housing to so-called "Apps" like AB&B that
transfer housing to short term accomodations, putting transient
providers of accomodation at a disadvantage. The lack of family
doctors...I have a number of friends who have lost their family
doctors and cannot find another since established medical
practices have long wait lists and are no longer accepting new
patients.
Heritage committee must be more progressive. Shutting down
developers will soon see less development happening. 100% of
downtown does not have to be heritage. Old Montreal is just a
small part of Montreal, as an example.

Jan 31 19 06:02:25 pm

Student population is beginning to burden the city. ERs are
swamped Sept-Apr as most do not have family doctors. They
propagate the student ghetto with more students requiring more
“low income housing used only 8 months a year.
Houses and condos being purchased by Toronto investors,
driving up real estate properties

Jan 31 19 06:14:34 pm
Jan 31 19 06:23:57 pm

crime and detatchment between citizens and the police
there is not enough public-police involvement
Lack of housing. Possibly too many students. Bad roads. Lack of
medical services.
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Jan 31 19 06:25:09 pm

Jan 31 19 06:28:24 pm

In a rush to develop not taking a long term perspective.
Not following official plans.
Ignoring the needs of our homeless population, lower income
residents .
Cuts to municipal funding with the current conservative
government.

Too much focus on business needs and not enough on lowIncome needs. Low-Income Kingstoninans need easy access to
the lake for swimming, to walking paths beside waterfront all the
way along the water front.

Jan 31 19 06:35:06 pm
Jan 31 19 06:39:27 pm

building two half cities rather than one. The Rideau happens to be
a natural separation and you will not be able to move it. Go west
and north for development and not too the east.

Jan 31 19 06:42:36 pm

small town mentality e.g. stopping developments. When I 1st
came to Kingston small intetrest groups put a stop to block D
because it would impede their view of the water and we're still
doing it today

Jan 31 19 06:43:23 pm

Isolation between Toronto, Montreal and Ottawa that does not
benefit from economic growth in these cities.
High-sped rail corridor from Toronto to Ottawa and Montreal
proposed to go through Peterborough rather than Kingston,
leaving us an economic backwater.

Jan 31 19 06:55:55 pm

Housing affordability due to shortage and increasing taxes.
Downtown businesses seem to be at risk as far as keeping viable
'Studentification*' of neighborhoods surrounding Queens * see
Book 'Town and Gown' by Michael Fox

Jan 31 19 07:02:07 pm

Constant focus on just downtown core while neglecting rest of
city.
Doug Ford.

Jan 31 19 07:24:37 pm

Short-sightedness, not talking the long view; making decisions
based on short-term benefits rather than thinking of the longerterm.

Jan 31 19 07:37:56 pm

Climate change, the loss of small businesses.
Climate chaos, lack of affordable housing (see above). The
mindset outlined above. Cost overruns for the Third Crossing that
will cost taxpayers, big time.

Jan 31 19 07:44:50 pm
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Jan 31 19 07:49:18 pm

Citizens who believe that everything old needs to be preserved,
and nothing new should be built/don't understand the market for
development but strive to stop it anyway.
Property managers who currently are incentivized to sit on their
hands and do nothing about the empty properties with their name
on them

Jan 31 19 07:50:08 pm

Queens and the student population have taken over the city. there
the priority of the city. they want a cross walk to go to the beach
they get it. the general public wants a cross walk to get across
Brock Street to enter HDH SAFLEY we cant get it.
The Buskers routine is getting old.
The city is made of Students and seniors who settle here for
health care. there's no in-between!

Jan 31 19 07:50:58 pm

Jan 31 19 07:53:26 pm

A dependency on government jobs.
Petty crime.
Balancing downtown densification with high rises that are really
too high for the city (16 stories).

Jan 31 19 08:10:38 pm

Excessively conservative thinking about economic development .
Shrinking economic development in knowledge based economic
areas.

Jan 31 19 08:18:18 pm
Jan 31 19 08:23:56 pm
Jan 31 19 08:26:17 pm

Jan 31 19 08:30:36 pm

Jan 31 19 08:30:55 pm

Bureaucracy is in control, self-serving and out of touch with
taxpayer needs and affordability.
lack of development . see above
Shortage of affordable housing, particularly given refugee
resettlement program
Risk of increased poverty if housing prices are not moderated
Real estate speculation
Engineering a well thought and approved Development Plan and
NOT sticking to it.
One of the "cash cows" (DND, educational institutions, large
corporations, the prisons) are closed or relocate elsewhere. Make
sure it is unattractive for them to consider such a thing but
ensuring Kingston remains attractive to them. Employment for
young people in any but these entities listed is difficult and is
usually service-related. There is little incentive for youth to remain
in Kingston.

Jan 31 19 08:48:42 pm
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Jan 31 19 08:48:46 pm

Jan 31 19 09:00:44 pm
Jan 31 19 09:02:42 pm

Traffic Jams, Deadly accidents and multi-car pile ups, potential
road rage incidences. Kingston often already feels like two cities
with a divide between township and city, people in 1 area don't
want to go to the other. I think this is going to get worse over time.
I think the downtown could use more 'big box' stores with free
parking and the township could use more spaces for small, locally
owned specialty stores.
Too much reliance on public sector employment

Jan 31 19 09:02:42 pm

Economic - a recession may be looming; ageing population may
gradually reduce local per capita spending
Short-sighted provincial leadership
Vacillation on official plan for downtown development, and
development in general - set the rules and either stick to them or
change them - we can have high-rises that are street-level and
neighbourhood friendly - insist on adherence to the official plan don't sell our downtown or waterfront short.
Homelessness - we need to help these people and avoid loss of
downtown activity due to excessive panhandling

Jan 31 19 09:33:24 pm

Vandalism
Drug abuse

Jan 31 19 09:40:15 pm
Jan 31 19 09:49:47 pm

Continued capture of local government by business-friendly
elements, particularly the small group of downtown commercial
property owners.
Special Interest groups who still see Kingston as a sleepy 75,000
person town and are stuck in the past.

Jan 31 19 09:54:12 pm

Homelessness. The PIT count does not capture the true crisis.
Numbers are being highlighted for decrease in stays in shelter but no one is talking about the fact that there has been an
increase in unsheltered homelessness and those sleeping rough.
Why? With the lack of affordable housing it will not be possible to
follow through with the 10 year plan, and the crisis is going to
continue to escalate.

Jan 31 19 09:54:51 pm

Homelessness, drug use and the dilapidated areas along Rideau
and Montreal Streets.

Jan 31 19 10:04:47 pm

lack of parking downtown
property tax increases

Jan 31 19 10:09:45 pm
Jan 31 19 10:26:29 pm

homelessness in youth on the rise
not moving fast enough on preserving waterfront land and park
space, or incentives for people to take the bus or bike instead of
drive, pressure from developers building high-rise buildings

Jan 31 19 10:42:55 pm
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Jan 31 19 11:29:53 pm
Feb 01 19 03:49:43 am
Feb 01 19 04:01:27 am
Feb 01 19 06:23:20 am

Gridlock and ongoing transportation issues. Uncontrolled pet
population due to lack of spay and neuter initiatives. Waterfront
pollution with transport and lack of cigarette butt initiatives.
More apartment buildings being built but affordable housing is
lacking.
-downtown growth
Is nonexistent
- no employment for graduates
Increased violence, downtown core becoming obsolete for
shopping.

Feb 01 19 06:45:27 am

Lack of affordable housing

Feb 01 19 07:11:39 am

Some developers. Online shopping. The Ford Government.

Feb 01 19 07:25:35 am
Feb 01 19 08:05:31 am

Feb 01 19 08:20:09 am

There is a growing hard drug problem. Known criminals need
harsher penalties. The local school system is atrocious. I believe
the Catholic board is far better run though.
Old school mentality and monopoly of the 1%, blocking inovation
and growth in the city
Not being consistent with the Planning approvals process is a
major threat. This area is about to see huge growth as a result of
position between Ottawa and Toronto and the need for those
major centres to grow.

Feb 01 19 08:53:11 am

aged population, housing/rent prices

Feb 01 19 08:56:51 am

Keeping historical nature and satisfy growth needs

Feb 01 19 09:23:53 am

No threats aware of at this time.

Feb 01 19 09:28:36 am

Outsiders who want to exploit us, make as much money as
possible, and leave.
Anybody with a very short term vision

Feb 01 19 09:42:05 am

Over run by tourists and panhandlers in the downtown area.

Feb 01 19 10:13:25 am

Highrise in the protected areas like between Brock and Queen
and the water up to princess towers.

Feb 01 19 10:39:39 am

Taxpayer fatigue. Climate Change. Ageing demographics.

Feb 01 19 10:42:04 am
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Feb 01 19 10:43:47 am

Tourism. Kingston used to be different with a historical aura and
peaceful easy going feeling. Also the waterfront where many cities
realize cafes and small funky stores bring people for peace and
getaway Kingston seems to be throwing it away. Confederation
Park is wonderful but way too small to handle the festivals.
Tourists may stay away because to them what is left of Kingston
is Confederation Park.

Feb 01 19 11:01:56 am

Doing more with same budget

Feb 01 19 11:09:38 am

Out dated ideals - inability to build taller buildings (business and
other), high rents, lack of job industry, drug trade, crime,
Homelessness.
Pressure from corporate entities that want to violate the city's
standards--for example, the effort of developers to build towers
that don't suit the downtown.

Feb 01 19 11:14:15 am

I do think intensification is important and am not opposed to
downtown development, so long as it fits the look and scale of the
downtown core.

Feb 01 19 11:18:56 am

Urban sprawl, lack of environmental considerations in city growth

Feb 01 19 11:20:28 am

Cost of housing, available housing. Provincial decisions around
education and healthcare and what effect that will have on our
workforce and families.

Feb 01 19 11:43:41 am

Upgrading of infrastructure to save big costs down the road.

Feb 01 19 11:49:34 am

Local businesses threatened by chain stores

Feb 01 19 12:21:16 pm

Too much small town thinking. A lack of vision to move a historic
city forward while not neglecting or forgetting the past. There is a
vocal minority (buttressed by "dueling developers") that opposes
most economic developments in the downtown for reasons that
sometimes seem silly/trivial/self-serving. (Is there really a
difference between a 10- or 12-story buiding and one that is 18
storys?)

Feb 01 19 12:22:43 pm

city council not leading ! Not attractive for builders or
manufacturers

Feb 01 19 12:45:03 pm

Housing shortages.
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Feb 01 19 01:10:42 pm

The major threat is that people, especially families, will stop
wanting to move here when they see how neighbourhoods are
deteriorating (illegal parking, garbage, unmaintained properties)
and when they realize rents and purchase prices are too high
because of high demand. I see income properties as a threat
because investors buy up properties families cannot afford to buy
and rent them by the bedroom to transients and students. The
investors do not live in the houses themselves and the properties
deteriorate.

Feb 01 19 01:23:59 pm

Patronizing approach of current provincial government
Aging population

Feb 01 19 01:32:37 pm

Inreasing price of housing

Feb 01 19 02:49:51 pm

- potential of a fractured Council. Under Bryan Paterson, this has
not been so much of an issue, but there appear to be councillors
who are emerging as lone rangers, trying to ambush, for example,
the strategic planning process based on issues they imagine. This
wastes valuable council time.
-shrinking of our economy because not enough people choose
Kingston to live and work
-costly crumbling infrastructure that will suck up a lot of money
-developers who just want to make a quick profit
-uncontrolled development of monster homes in small
neighbourhoods (Reddendale)
-environmental and weather-based issues
-continued lack of family doctors taking patients

Feb 01 19 03:07:45 pm

Terrorism

Feb 01 19 03:27:35 pm

small-mindedness/fear of immigration and diversity, cutbacks to
the post-secondary sector which will have economical trickledown effects,

Feb 01 19 03:48:56 pm
Feb 01 19 04:02:17 pm

Traffic congestion and lack of parking downtown threatens our
ability to attract tourists

Feb 01 19 04:37:11 pm
Feb 01 19 04:59:49 pm

Threats to the historical buildings and nature of downtown.
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I consider Kingston to be a low value target for terrorists so I feel
very safe anywhere in the city. There was a recent incident where
a young man was captured and charged with making bombs. His
intended target was not mentioned.
Feb 01 19 05:51:56 pm

Feb 01 19 06:48:51 pm
Feb 01 19 07:01:48 pm

Feb 01 19 07:07:10 pm

I would consider Kingston not to be in the cross hairs for any
terrorist activities because they would be more inclined to pick
higher population and more important targets such as Toronto
and Ottawa than what would be found in Kingston.

Kingston is not developing like other larger cities do, they need to
develop in order to protect the citizens of Kingston.
continued issues with healthcare.................................. glut of
student housing & student housing development that is only
occupied by a small, seasonal percentage of the city residents
Contractors over pricing work that needs to be done. Developers
wanting to create high rises by the water and destroy the
waterfront

Feb 01 19 09:12:27 pm

Real estate development going out of control

Feb 01 19 10:04:20 pm

NIMBY group primarily in skeleton park/sydenham district who are
against developing ANYTHING. Having "consultation meetings'
that only attract people who are against EVERYTHING.

Feb 02 19 12:15:28 am

gentrification. climate change.

Feb 02 19 06:51:10 am

Not measuring sustainability progress meaningfully/ rigorously.

Feb 02 19 08:53:03 am
Feb 02 19 10:18:38 am
Feb 02 19 10:33:31 am

Public sector vs. Private sector employment diversity

Feb 02 19 11:57:57 am

Over development of water front, Queen’s uncontrolled
expansion, lack of industry

Feb 02 19 01:05:07 pm

Complacency. Caving in to big money developers and the wealthy
unbending families in Kingston. Short sighted development plans.
A lack of transparency. The process involved in the development
and amendments of the Transportation master plan was tragic
and offensive. The city has access to bright minds and yet allows
people to speak without actually taking into account their ideas or
suggestions. We need to get creative when we problem solve
moving forward. We need the city to actually commit to being
green.
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Feb 02 19 01:49:07 pm

Threats to our wetlands because of development.

Feb 02 19 03:30:37 pm

growth of the student population without adequate housing

Feb 02 19 04:45:06 pm

Feb 02 19 06:04:06 pm

Developers who think that 16 story buildings belong in the
downtown cityscape and along the waterfront..... I don't mind
high-rise buildings but put them where they are not noticeable
from the water, so it doesn't take away from the historic views of
the city

Feb 02 19 07:51:45 pm

The over-influence of mega-developers and over-reaching
developers on city council and development policy, resulting in
ugly and over-sized development downtown, urban sprawl,

Feb 02 19 09:17:13 pm

Crime in the down town Core and the city in general.

Feb 03 19 12:09:05 pm

Overspending in wrong areas

Feb 03 19 12:17:17 pm

Urban planning

Feb 03 19 12:29:52 pm

High rent and lack of affordable housing.

Feb 03 19 01:09:09 pm
Feb 03 19 02:40:45 pm

Like everywhere, the huge income disparities are causing alarm
for all cities. This must be mitigated as much as possible.
Tribalism which is creeping in from the south. We need to become
More Inclusive of all who wish to live here.

Feb 03 19 04:07:41 pm

Loss of habitats

Feb 03 19 04:40:42 pm

I see too many people who are poorly housed, who do not have
access to good dental care nor adequate money to properly feed
themselves. This inequality is not good for any of us and I believe
this can lead to increased mistrust in government as well as more
dependence on drugs/alcohol, aggression.

Feb 03 19 04:56:41 pm
Feb 03 19 05:34:49 pm

Threats to wildlife by development. Threats to public safety via
Ticks. Use of pesticides on the side of the road and near
wetlands.
Too many young people move away from Kingston looking for
work opportunities elsewhere.
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Feb 03 19 08:34:18 pm

Again I must say the greatest threat is the lack of respect for what
is natural in and around the city. Once a change is made to the
environment, it is done and cannot be erased. There is too much
development around the marshlands which I find so disappointing.
I have read where the city is concerned with the vacancy rates
which I and my friends believe is because of the huge number of
foreign students Queens University seems to always be after. I
understand the foreign students pay more tuition which is a bonus
for Queens but I do not believe it is realistic to base the need for
housing on transient Queens students. Especially if the city feels it
has to develop housing into the marshlands and other areas that
should be protected as nature reserves. Space does not always
have to be filled. It is being proven that the importance for open
space in urban settings is very important for people's well being,
especially children. It seems to me that Kingston is filling EVERY
available space with some kind of student housing. This is a great
disservice to all Kingstonians. I myself am an 'Old Stone' having
been born and raised here. Why does every space have to be
filled? I am sure the Kingston Council has more imagination and
creativity to come up with ideas that are harmonious with people
and nature.

Feb 03 19 09:29:35 pm

Encroachment on Marshlands, destruction of habitat

Feb 03 19 09:53:20 pm

Unchecked development. Being too lenient on zoning regulations.

Feb 03 19 10:19:13 pm

We are not competing with other cities. We are quick to pay
ourselves on the back but the reality is competing cities do not
seem to take Kingston seriously. It is not seen as a place for
people to invest their money. If this does not change it could be
problematic. We need places for people to live, employers to hire
our youth and a tax base to help keep living affordable. If this
constitutes to be neglected we will see many other cities flourish
while we decline.

Feb 04 19 08:45:07 am

Drug culture. Waterfront destruction.

Feb 04 19 08:54:38 am

The population of turtles and deforestation in areas that should be
considered protected. The sewage problem! We should not be
dumping any waste into Lake Ontario there is no excuse
especially if we can drop so much money on a bridge/ THIRD
crossing!

Feb 04 19 09:10:12 am

Homeless unemployment addiction

Feb 04 19 09:38:18 am

no housing and the increased cost of policing
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Feb 04 19 10:20:46 am

- More empty buildings and shops unless the City takes steps to
make the downtown core more accessible.
- More large commercial/residential developments along the
shorelines that will further erode accessibility to the community at
large.
- Continued deterioration of our streets, with patch jobs
everywhere you go, which have to be done over every spring.

Feb 04 19 11:19:04 am
Feb 04 19 12:37:06 pm

neglecting to protect our wetlands and lakes. Its a quick solutions
to ignore it now.

Feb 04 19 02:14:02 pm

Climate change.

Feb 04 19 02:35:42 pm

TAXES.. plain and simple... it’s getting ridiculous now... everything
one I speak with says expend your tax base but ensure it’s a fair
system

Feb 04 19 02:45:55 pm

Lack of employment opportunities. Few good jobs in private
sector compared to other cities. Low job mobility. If you change
jobs in Kingston you have to leave town.
High Property Taxes, Development Costs, and high City Debt.
Cost of living is high, costs to develop are higher than needed
which drive up prices.
The next stage of tax increased will incentivise more building
outside city limits.

Feb 04 19 02:59:51 pm

Feb 04 19 03:42:47 pm

unregulated suburban sprawl, political short term agenda
interfereing with long term issues
Rising costs. Rising property taxes. Pollution. Global warming.
We need to increase intensification of housing in already
developed and serviced parts of the City - before clearing more
land out past the suburbs for new developments.
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Feb 04 19 05:51:21 pm

While working with the government I viewed a video "the threat is
real".
This was before terrorism and spying became more of a public
knowledge as we know of it today. However, I was surprised that
the city is not aware of security threats, inviting companies that
plan to be located near military bases, may pose a national
security threat and possibly an increase in waste water treatment
facility from their operations. Having read articles on the release
of sewer into the river when the system is at it's capacity - what
were we thinking.
I was disappointed that the city did not introduce mandatory clear
garbage bags so waste can be viewed more easily. There is so
much more we can do to reduce waste in the city - fines need to
be introduced around garbage disposal. Perhaps this needs to be
monitored by the landlords or property owners - who will do if they
are fined.

Feb 04 19 06:44:47 pm
Feb 04 19 06:50:43 pm

Sprawl outwards (and more roads!), high-rises in the centre
(instead of density building with more low- to medium-rise building
and other forms of intensification)

Feb 04 19 07:53:02 pm

Threats from shortsighted people who are afraid to see Kingston
grow and become a modern city as well as a heritage city. For
instance those who don’t want new condos or apartments
downtown but who want more places to live.

Feb 04 19 08:12:32 pm

- Urban sprawl, as already stated. With increasing population, city
planning needs to keep up and be ahead of the game, before it is
too late.
- Lack of affordable housing....especially for seniors.

Feb 04 19 10:53:51 pm

I wish Queens would cap its enrolment and continue to be a mid
size university.
our aging population - can we attract more young entrepreneurs?

Feb 05 19 01:39:37 pm

Infrastructure capacity in downtown core will be limiting with
greater populations driving from suburban neighborhoods to
downtown.
As well, invasive species management will be critical as new
developments proceed and urban sprawl continues (eg.
Phragmites in the Cataraqui marsh).
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Feb 05 19 03:38:56 pm

Constant assaults on heritage downtown with staff & mayor
pushing high-rises instead of housing that fits Official Plan
Lack of affordable housing, esp rental housing for families
Shortage of doctors - impediment to new businesses, etc.
because they want to locate where they can sell the livability for
their staff

Feb 05 19 03:43:40 pm

Low vacancy rates and high rents. Nimby groups stifling
development

Feb 05 19 03:48:55 pm

The homeless population is still rising enormously, and the
freezing weather is making it a life or death situation. More
shelters and funding, and promoting the Basic Income Guarantee
(which is know is bigger than city-wide.)
Homelessness

Feb 05 19 04:14:42 pm
Feb 05 19 04:21:45 pm

Development avoiding kingston
Losing the Historical feel to the down town, there is a reason we
stand out, were not Toronto.

Feb 05 19 05:48:18 pm

People will leave if they can’t live here
The city will SPRAWL

Feb 05 19 08:52:50 pm

Drug use and mental health issues.

Feb 05 19 09:46:26 pm

Mental health issues, homelessness, lack of money spent on
police services

Feb 06 19 08:07:37 am

Affordability for housing and independent/small scale downtown
businesses (rents skyrocketing in downtown locations for
business space.. making it difficult for entrepreneurs)
Availability for business rental space (quite often in downtown
Kingston, some rental spaces have been converted to high end
and high cost housing rentals)
Lack of housing availability/vacancy rates (if Queens keeps
growing, we need more housing for the students. Plus, we need
more housing for those working in Kingston too.)
Lack of resources for those on social services (I still can't believe
a friend of mine on ODSP couldn't get proper dental care in
Kingston b/c they were regularly refused service. After moving to
Ottawa, they were welcomed with open arms by dentists. This
isn't an isolated case. Others had issues finding glasses.)

Feb 06 19 08:39:59 am

Homelessness
Aging population
Difficulty of attracting young people to the city
Available housing
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Feb 06 19 11:15:38 am

Overcrowding due to low density residential suburban
development
Increasing residential tax burdens will lead to affordability issues
Accessibility and lack of alternative transportation - bike paths - try
walking anywhere in town in the winter.

Feb 06 19 11:49:00 am

Let's not set out to be a suburb of Toronto.
Let's not grow to be too reliant on the schools in town. They have
their place, but disproportionate planning, housing etc should not
make other folks feel unwelcome, particularly in the
downtown/core areas.
Environment: being relatively low in topography, flooding may be
a real and serious issue in the future.
Ageing infrastructure: always expanding from the core distracts
budgets and people from the needs of the core for improvements
in physical and digital infrastructure.
Overbuilding: in Paris, most buildings do NOT exceed 6-8 stories.
We need the same here. Be consistent in size, shoot for
maximum density without overwhelming the current population.
Accessibility: as the world ages, we need to make sure we're
making our city accessible to elderly Baby Boomers.

Feb 06 19 01:07:02 pm

environmental and wildlife - i.e. turtles/owls etc

Feb 06 19 01:31:08 pm
Feb 06 19 05:18:09 pm

Loss of the ambiance of the downtown do to building too many
high-rises.
Too bloated and expensive. My taxes are not being used
effectively and increasing then every year isn’t helping the city do
a better job of anything.

Feb 06 19 08:04:20 pm

1. Lack of affordable housing
2. Climate Change- weather is already changing and we need to
have a solid emergency plan in place. Bad storms will become the
norm. New and existing housing needs to be built/updated to high
standards. Wetlands help buffer this, they are an important
resource that must be protected.
3. Developments that are out of touch with the area in which they
build.

Feb 07 19 10:42:25 am

Climate change and reduction of our carbon footprint.
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Feb 07 19 08:24:02 pm

The future of the economy. Kingston is in a prime position to grow
and prosper, short of poor decision making or a change in the
economic tides, very little stands to threaten its' future. My best
suggestion is to look in the way of technology. The best cities,
companies, and entrepreneurs have prospered by embracing new
forms of technology or creating new technology. As much as
online shopping is sweeping the nation, I don't believe that is the
only answer. I believe Kingston, especially Downtown Kingston, is
a special economy that operates independent to the masses. I
believe innovation and smart growth will foster appropriate
change and enhance growth for Downtown Kingston, and I
believe a different strategy entirely will benefit the surrounding
areas.

Feb 07 19 09:25:18 pm
Feb 07 19 09:57:45 pm

Loss of wetlands and the effects.

Feb 07 19 11:19:35 pm

Possibly greed and close-mindedness? I would love to keep the
downtown as busy and desirable as possible. I liked the idea of
developing the former movie theatre but capping the number of
floors because a tall building would look strange. Encouraging
residency downtown is positive....but we need more parking!!

Feb 08 19 07:00:09 am

Giving in to pressure for unbridled growth
Reaching for quantity over quality.

Feb 08 19 08:16:08 am

One could cite the number of completely retired retirees, but if we
eliminated those folks who make up the bulk of the volunteers
helping non-profits, such as our hospitals, the costs related to
getting through our lives would go up.

Feb 08 19 03:21:25 pm

Creeping populism

Feb 08 19 03:21:30 pm

way too much development without consideration to
people.nature,animals..birds..waterways..or heritage buildings

Feb 08 19 04:49:05 pm
Feb 08 19 08:25:53 pm

- Residents protesting neighborhood character changes

Feb 09 19 09:29:30 am

Loss of downtown growth due to ongoing citizen and council
consensus.

Feb 09 19 10:44:26 am

Missing the above.
Having less funding from both levels of government, lack of
creative ability and/or manpower or opportunity or political will to
seek more partnerships with educational and commercial entities
as well.
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Feb 09 19 10:44:44 am

loosing intellectual property to larger markets because of lack of
job opportunities and family recreational assets; without
development of new tourism assets, loosing that market to others
resulting in loss of revenues

Feb 09 19 10:56:03 am

Opposition to downtown development

Feb 09 19 12:02:33 pm

The voice of the vocal minority has always been kingston greatest
threat. because of them Kingston has been left behind in many
ways. Ironically most of those people were not born in Kingston.

Feb 09 19 03:14:00 pm

Feb 09 19 04:45:09 pm
Feb 09 19 04:47:57 pm

Feb 10 19 09:17:48 am

Concerned about being cutoff if high speed rail skips Kingston.
Concerned that the investment in the airport won’t pan out into
more carriers and options. Worried that development of buildings
is being thwarted.
Becoming a satellite city to other major cities around and losing its
vibrancy and draw for young people and investment
The anti-car and anti-development reputation that the city has
obtained.
If we do not increase density we will we wil continue to have a city
with high taxes and poor economies of scale. This will doom us to
poor services, crumbling infrastucture, increasing gridlock and
poor healthcare.

Feb 10 19 10:12:08 am

Affordable housing and housing in general. This city caters to
Queens and it is disturbing that you make all this housing for
students but turn a blind eye to the homeless and those who
really need your support.

Feb 10 19 10:20:11 am

Too hasty development without thought over overall impact.
Cheap housing drawing people from Toronto impacts housing, our
doctor shortage, etc.

Feb 11 19 01:32:45 pm

Drugs and drug-related crime in the city
Homelessness, mentally ill people
Cost of parking downtown
Demand for more parking downtown

Feb 11 19 01:38:00 pm

No such thing as affordable housing! Real estate is too expensive,
and rental housing is ridiculously expensive! Average salaries are
not high enough here to keep building expensive condos that no
one can afford. Development should focus on creating housing
co-operatives for those who cannot buy. And why are all the
decent residences for senior independent living located in in
Amherstview?
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Feb 11 19 01:47:49 pm

A mind set that things need to stay the same. No development in
downtown area. An unwillingness to incorporate new ideas in
planning for housing needs. I am also concerned that the inner
harbour will eventually look like block D with very limited access
for the public to enjoy. I'm not opposed to high rise housing but
surely land could be set aside for some parks and common areas
the public could enjoy.

Feb 11 19 02:43:44 pm

Lack of affordable housing that is not targeted to students.
Seniors/people who arent' students can't find housing who can't
afford to buy or rent the new senior facilities. Decent, accessible
Housing/apartments need to be under $1000.00

Feb 11 19 03:31:54 pm

-A shortage of affordable housing. Available housing being bought
by investors outside the city with no intention of living here
themselves has a negative effect on this. Perhaps outside
investors should pay a higher tax percentage.
-Unwillingness among an older/aging population to permit
acceptable change and growth.

Feb 11 19 03:46:03 pm

Affordable good care for our seniors with Dementia, Alzheimer's,
Parkinson's etc.
Control of marijuana growing and use while driving
Queens students street parties.

Feb 11 19 05:50:40 pm

transportation is insufficient (airport still needs better air services,
trains are too inefficient for most business users) and this stymies
additional development; not participating in eastern-Ontario as a
whole economy will lead to others (who do) prospering more.

Feb 11 19 06:32:40 pm

A reputation of not being open for business.Build for the
future.maybe the next 100 years.(not the next 10-20 years ) most
of us won't be here in the next 10-20 years anyway.

Feb 11 19 07:04:05 pm

The taking over of many local or main chain busnisess by newer
ethnic groups. The quality of some business went down and the
prices went up. Though some good came of the new comers.

Feb 11 19 07:45:44 pm
Feb 11 19 08:42:52 pm

Aging infrastructure, development geared towards students vs
retirement population
It’s already too late, the middle corridor of Princess with all these
enormous ugly buildings, they bring no charm and are built so
cheaply.

Feb 11 19 08:57:59 pm

1. Large scale housing developments in family neighbourhoods.
2. Emphasis on expensive housing.
3. Huge lack of affordable housing.
4. Encroachment of Queen's"ghetto" into settled family
neighbourhoods.

Feb 11 19 08:58:18 pm

Urban sprawl. Out of control development in sensitive areas like
downtown Princess St, King St W, Ontario St. Poor project
management of the 3rd crossing.
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Feb 12 19 09:12:56 am

Parking

Feb 12 19 09:21:27 am

Old bureaucracy, council members that use destructive language,
rather than constructive. Pointing fingers rather than working
together... City and Queen's need to work together and stop being
so publically negative towards each other.
Lack of family physicians is troubling. It will discourage migration
to the city and will affect the quality of life for those that are here.

Feb 12 19 11:23:04 am
Climate change threatens the health of our best assets - our water
sources and natural surroundings. We can and must do more.
Feb 12 19 12:20:29 pm

?

Feb 12 19 01:16:38 pm

We are running out of space to grow, other than upwards. Vibrant
cities have high-rise apartments.
Lack of willingness to compromise on major city growth issues.
Small mindedness. It is 2019 not 1867.

Feb 12 19 03:57:14 pm

climate change (particularly flooding/storms)

Feb 12 19 05:29:18 pm

Increasing housing prices - blocking

Feb 12 19 07:48:10 pm

Provincial politics. Nationalist politics. Housing is clearly needed
but people are demonizing developers who don't need to be here.
The old guard protecting their old ways.

Feb 13 19 06:01:05 am

Future negative impacts on the local quality of life if proactive
public policies are not soon developed to protect our natural
resources assets from further damage.
Competition from global cities of greater size and wealth who can
draw away our educated young people because of the lack of
attractive and stable jobs in our community.

Feb 13 19 12:02:18 pm

Economy
NAFTA/USMACA details
University and college students departing for jobs elsewhere
Political outcry from a small base of the population that are in
opposition to certain projects

Feb 13 19 01:28:35 pm

List of investment due to resistance to business development

Feb 13 19 03:23:51 pm

Becoming a suburban sprawl.
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Feb 13 19 03:39:23 pm

Lack of housing.
Unsustainable sprawling neighbourhoods.
Eroding rail services as a result of investment in other rail lines
that detour north of Kingston.
The divisive sentiment toward development and densification
within the walkable downtown community.
High taxes. It is not interesting for people to pay such high taxes.
Transparancy is key.
Some developers/contractors/businesses are getting away with
absolutly anything they want. Where others cannot get the same
approvals on the same merrits.

Feb 13 19 05:48:20 pm

A significant threat is the low amount of available housing and
appartments.
The city should allow much more high rise construction in the 20
floor range. Lets stop the unrban sprawl and build up. Building up
also decreases the amount of underground infrastructure that the
city will have to maintain later.

Feb 13 19 08:00:11 pm

Climate change. Corporate pressure by small number of powerful
stakeholders, too comfortable with status quo and not willing to
take the risks needed to tackle the climate change crisis and other
threats to public health, safety and quality of life.

Feb 13 19 10:38:05 pm

Development and encroachment into green spaces and heritage
sites.
Too many high rises downtown that take away from the historical
aspect. I understand that we need more housing but it needs to
be done right.
There have been a lot more people on the streets (especially
downtown) asking for money. We need to find ways to help those
people.

Feb 14 19 08:23:53 am
Feb 14 19 09:17:42 am

Feb 14 19 09:23:38 am

erosion of working age population, population decline,
growing/more vocal white supremacy groups
Homelessness and the waste of the contributions so many could
make if their basic needs were well met.
The polarization of ideologies. In addition to climate change, we
have some very serious challenges that are only going to get
more serious, our housing crisis, and the growing destabilization
of communities around the world, bringing vulnerable refugees
and immigrants into Kingston, ultraconservative world leaders,
have emboldened white supremacists to become more openly
racist, and of course the left responds by getting even more
radical. Again, we need to find some common ground, create
public spaces where real dialogue can happen from different
viewpoints, and find ways to work together to avoid the worstcase scenario.
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Feb 14 19 10:25:28 am

- Poor air connections
- Limit suburban sprawl and costly infrastructure

Feb 14 19 11:54:39 am

Only 1 - climate change.

Feb 14 19 12:05:56 pm

Climate Change is the biggest threat facing The City! Everything
is going to change, and we need to accept this and start planning
and taking action now. We need to question each and every
action The City takes. We need to reduce carbon emissions, and
stop using harmful products that cause species extinction. The
City needs to take the lead! Residents will follow.

Feb 14 19 02:20:19 pm

-not enough doctors. too much parking, too much car centricity why not close a few streets in the downtown core to cars and
have bicycle streets??
-cars drive way too fast
-the Euro centric colonial focus is everywhere

Feb 14 19 06:04:35 pm
Feb 14 19 08:44:01 pm

business as usual
urban sprawl
The city's population is aging and we are not ready for the impact
this will have on community services.

Feb 14 19 10:14:51 pm

Lack of affordable housing for families in new housing
developments. More police need to be hired. Crime on the rise
this year.

Feb 15 19 08:50:27 am

No downtown as difficult and expensive to access

Feb 15 19 01:15:06 pm
Feb 15 19 02:08:49 pm

Feb 15 19 02:09:48 pm

Development, expansion of Queen's and increasing student
population. Clean the place up!
A consistent resistance by the small but vocal social justice
movement who are against any development within the city
proper.
Kingston's relative inability to attract people and grow our
population places limits on our ability to grow our economy,
advance our arts and culture, and generally improve the
opportunities that a city requires to remain dynamic and worth
living in. Yes, we are growing, but much more slowly than the rest
of the province. A city that isn't growing at a good rate is
effectively dying. We need to do what we can to draw people
here and make it attractive to stay rather than move to Toronto,
Montreal, or Ottawa.
Another major threat is that our downtown seems to be struggling
to remain viable. There are many storefronts sitting empty, and
many stores looking run down, out of date, and worse for wear. It
is vital to encourage downtown living so that foot traffic will
increase and inject life into a downtown that appears to be
teetering between success and failure.
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Feb 15 19 02:17:26 pm

Feb 15 19 02:30:20 pm

Feb 15 19 03:14:10 pm
Feb 15 19 04:20:31 pm

Limited action on climate change that will affect not only our
environment, but the city budget as climate change impacts are
felt.
The over-riding commitment to development at any cost will
destroy Kingston's downtown core and impact our GHG
emissions.
Not being innovative enough. Not taking risks. Huge parking lots
in the downtown are an eyesore and likely not beneficial from a
tourism perspective (for example, across from Hotel Dieu, near
the ferry, etc.).
Public sector lay-offs would have a disproportionate impact on a
City like Kingston. Also soaring prices for single family homes.
Poorly designed development in downtown core that could
destroy liveable neighbourhoods, focus on “development at any
cost”, continued urban sprawl in east and west ends.

Feb 15 19 06:12:13 pm

Feb 15 19 11:21:06 pm

-post-secondary monoculture and lack of diversity
-gentrification and real estate speculations & investors with no
investment in community lifestyle beyond profit aspirations for
core areas
-not becoming the #1 destination for aging with exceptional
access to healthcare
-poor planning ruining areas of the city and forcing away the
people with choice
-Tourism and KEDCO out of touch with a world marketing strategy
which requires all stakeholders including residents participating
and supporting
-sprawl and commercial opportunities are too far apart requiring a
car focus, need to develop commercial opportunities, stores,
groceries in a medium and small scale in between areas

Feb 16 19 08:40:19 am

Housing developments outpacing proper road infrastructure
creating to congested traffic.
City Council's decision making is too slow, lacks unified vision and
therefore stymies positive growth.
Over-reliance on property taxes

Feb 16 19 09:01:41 am

Brain-drain to Toronto/Ottawa and lack of innovation for focus on
heritage.

Feb 16 19 11:10:08 am

Feb 17 19 12:11:12 am

Kingston has a reputation as a WASP city that is filled with
oppressive institutions (the Prisons, Queen's, and RMC) that
hates poor people and has problems with sexual assault, racism,
and oppression against people with disabilities.

Feb 17 19 10:18:55 am
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Feb 18 19 08:50:04 am

Feb 18 19 06:46:51 pm

Feb 19 19 12:10:50 am

Getting bogged down in major infrastructure projects that don't
show value. An airport expansion seems like a good example,
given that there are no carriers offering affordable flights out of
YGK. Flights from here to Toronto cost more than flights from
Toronto to Vancouver in many cases, so we're probably just
building the next Mirabel.
1. Lack of access to Family Physicians. People who move to
Kingston need ACCESS to A FAMILY PHYSICIAN. Waiting
several years is not acceptable. They also should not have to
drive hundreds of kms for regular care because the city has not
identified this as an emergency issue with the province.
2. Lack of access to safe sidewalks and public transit. People
need to have access to safe sidewalks and public transit everywhere in the city.
3. Lack of enforcement of its bylaws. The city needs to enforce its
bylaws including for example properties that are flooding other
properties, illegal parking on boulevards etc.

Council being slow to approve permits and building more and
repairing roads
Aging population and not enough younger population to stay and
maintain the city and services required

Feb 19 19 05:56:29 am

Feb 19 19 08:23:24 am

Affordability, especially of housing, which will only increase as
larger centres become even less affordable
Climate change

Feb 19 19 08:40:38 am

NIMBYs

Feb 19 19 09:15:04 am

1. It's time for council to live within our means. A zero deficit
budget is required.
2. Too much support for non-essential organizations and pet
causes.
3. Losing skilled and entrepreneurial younger people.

Feb 19 19 09:16:21 am

Lack of family doctors!!!! I wouldn't move here if my kids couldn't
get a doctor.
lack of housing to buy or rent.

Feb 19 19 10:03:10 am

not really sure
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Feb 19 19 10:09:15 am

A huge threat to the city is hard drugs (fentanyl, heroin, oxy,...etc).
People in our community are using these drugs and need more
access to social services like counselling, affordable housing,
community support programs, to fight their addiction. Another
threat to Kingston is big businesses and how they affect our local
businesses. Our local businesses give back a lot to our
community, but they tend to struggle the most.

Feb 19 19 10:28:21 am

Feb 19 19 11:07:46 am

Green House Gas emissions/Climate chaos -- infrastructure
damage and disruption; health threats -- heat,cold, disease;
droughts, pests); lack of affordable housing; lack of
sustainable/green energy projects and regenerative agricultural
projects; poverty (prevalence of low income after tax in Rideau
Heights is 43.5%), food insecurity, economic inequity and
polarization

Feb 19 19 11:18:10 am

climate change
5G
privatization of services leading to loss of local control and
autonomy for our community
loss of vibrancy of downtown due to real estate monopolies, large
corporate chain businesses (creates mono-culture)
loss of safe spaces for the many people suffering from
electromagnetic hypersensitivity (these people are already
severely restricted in access to the city and will be banished if 5G
rolls out)

Feb 19 19 11:26:26 am

Resistance to continuous improvement and a culture of learning
on the part of the City administration. Marginalization of Council
and the public in City decision processes.

Feb 19 19 12:58:03 pm

Slow creep of high rises in downtown core

Feb 19 19 01:14:24 pm

-Sprawling rental properties - poor rental boundaries/property
enforcement around school districts, total erosion of single family
dwelling neighbourhoods in central Kingston
-Poor availability of medical professionals
-Population growth is only in the student and retirement
communities, develop a plan to attract other communities
-Attracting new streams of revenue to Kingston

Feb 19 19 01:48:03 pm

Threats include unbridled development whereby the natural ecosystems for which Kingston & areas are blessed are permanently
altered or destroyed. Also, out of control immigration & excess
diversity, foisted on the electorate by politically correct politicians
of all stripes, are now threats to the regions original Christian /
Western European heritage & its perennially overtaxed citizens
who are expected to pay for it all.
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Feb 19 19 01:57:41 pm

It's great to see so many new
developments/communities/apartment buildings in the west end
but I also worry about the effects this will have on traffic
congestion

Feb 19 19 01:58:41 pm

city council building more homes, seems to be concerned more
about collecting addition property taxes, but not protecting any
land nor protecting wildlife....u don't need to fill every square inch
with a subdivision...

Feb 19 19 02:10:46 pm

subdivision diarrhea - it's just spreading too far without any
control/ land conservation/ wetlands and green space being
replaced by yet ANOTHER subdivision-> make more apartments,
use 'empty space' around the Collins Bay prison to build another
subdivision, stop filling in swamps for another subdivision....
and as such the increase of all the traffic from these new
subdivisions-> more traffic due to more housing, but same
roadways = stop building so many subdivisions....
i'ts looking real ugly and dirty in k-town lately maybe paint some of
the historic buildings

Feb 19 19 02:14:55 pm

1. The third crossing. This will increase the number of cars
coming into Kingston, not the number of people who live, play and
shop downtown. I will also cause irreparable harm to the
waterfront environment, as studies have shown.
2. Pressures to increase the height restriction on construction
downtown.

Feb 19 19 02:25:59 pm

Over designation of historical buildings if we want to live in the
1800s we will not move forward as a city yes history is important
but is it more important than future success

Feb 19 19 02:54:14 pm

- aging population base - including burden on local health care
system
- low retention rates of highly educated students from Queen's,
RMC
- 5th industrial revolution
- rapidly changing automobile sector
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Feb 19 19 03:30:18 pm

If you do proceed with apartment project in the downtown you will
need more police presence to control the drug users; vagrants;
homelessness; and begging on the streets.
Parking is also another issue

Feb 19 19 03:56:10 pm
Feb 19 19 04:11:46 pm

full time employment

Feb 19 19 04:23:21 pm

We are missing the boat on population growth and jeopardizing
our economic sustainability

Feb 19 19 04:29:36 pm

Stagnation. Lack of good paying jobs. Too dependant on the
govt job influx of money.
The amount of people on welfare here is pretty alarming also.

Feb 19 19 04:57:57 pm

Low occupancy rates. Reduced land available for development
and space for intensification. The city needs housing if we want
to be able to grow. No sense building an infrastructure on
immigration and job migration if there are no places for people to
live. We need the increased population to manage the impact
inflation has on taxes. A bigger population means broader taxes
bases, and ultimately more resources and solutions for the
residents of the City.
We need more physicians in the City. Far too many people are in
needs of a doctor, and without the necessary medical services it
will be difficult to attract people to Kingston.

Feb 19 19 08:29:21 pm

homelessness

Feb 19 19 08:51:51 pm

Resistance to change and bold new ideas

Feb 19 19 09:11:26 pm

overly strong influence of anti-change community activists

Feb 19 19 10:00:43 pm

LACK OF LOW INCOME HOUSING, LACK OF LONG TERM
CARE BEDS/FACILITIES,
DEVELOPERS GOING AGAINST THE FORMER STRATEGIC
PLAN.... AND THE CITY FAILING TO STOP THEM. STOP
CATERING TO THE FILTHY RICH.

Feb 19 19 10:07:00 pm

Biggest threat is putting the needs of the wealthy ahead of those
of less fortunate people - big divide in the City and getting more
unbalanced
Focus on development instead of people - need to put people first

Feb 20 19 07:21:01 am

Cost of infrastructure and improvements
Losing its identity of a sustainable city
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Feb 20 19 07:59:17 am

Delusions of grandeur; free rein for developers to flaunt
democratic processes that created the official plan and secondary
plans; lack of leadership willing to say "no" to bad-fit development.

Feb 20 19 09:17:07 am

Significant increase in violent crime.
The imminent danger that people will not be able to keep up with
the municipal tax rate.
Growing too quickly and turning into a poorly laid-out city nobody
likes to live in (see Calgary, for example).
Disrespect for the environment in development plans. Once it's
gone, it's gone...

Feb 20 19 09:44:06 am
Feb 20 19 11:50:29 am

Wildlife crises for animals such as turtles not having safe
migration routes.
political correctness; loss of City's history; stress on City's
infrastructure due to escalating development

Feb 20 19 12:35:31 pm

Climate Change

Feb 20 19 12:38:13 pm

5G networks

Feb 20 19 02:46:19 pm

affordable housing

Feb 20 19 04:26:57 pm

1. Losing investments due to the shortages on infrastructure
2. Losing both young and experienced high-caliber talents due to
the lack inability to create proper jobs for both kinds of employees

Feb 20 19 08:18:04 pm

Xenophobes, and reduction of ontario provincial health care
support

Feb 20 19 08:32:08 pm

Not having enough housing for the population.

Feb 21 19 12:33:27 am

without population growth of younger people, those left will not be
able to pay the taxes necessary to sustain Kingston's high quality
infrastructure - need new residential taxpayers and new and/or
expanding commercial and industrial taxpayers.

Feb 21 19 10:13:16 am

high costs of getting things done

Feb 21 19 10:28:43 am

—climate change
— lack of affordable housing for many citizens
—aging population and lack of adequate funding for long term
care homes and home care
— development which puts growth and revenues ahead of a
sustainable, gree and livable city which enhances the lives of its
ordinary citizens

Feb 21 19 12:38:09 pm

The Housing crises and doctor shortage we have here in the city!
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Feb 21 19 03:54:29 pm

Feb 21 19 07:11:37 pm

Climate change
Unsustainable and expensive infrastructure
Too car-centric when cars as we know them have to go
Lack of FAMILY physicians (not specialists, not new
researchers!) - it is not acceptable to wait several years for a
family physician - or be stuck with one that is awful but you cant
change as there is NO ONE ELSE. This needs to be identified as
an EMERGENCY ISSUE with the province. We are being
penalised because our hospitals are teaching hospitals! The City
needs to push this issue to the forefront!
Lack of good public transit is holding the city back from
encouraging a more green footprint for its residents.

Feb 21 19 08:27:26 pm

Feb 21 19 10:42:46 pm

-Health of citizens/future generations with roll-out of 5G (I repeat:
NO LONG-TERM RESEARCH ON NEGATIVE IMPLICATIONS
OF HEALTH HAVE BEEN DONE. PLEASE DON'T MAKE OUR
CHILDREN THE GUINEA PIGS. Choose health over greed! It's
the most progressive path.
-Loss of educated/entrepreneurs due to lack of opportunity/no
career advancement opportinities/competitive pay
A small number of people are able to block progress and change
that would benefit the city for the sake of heritage.
Flagrant corporate involvement eg Mayor's housing taskforce

Feb 22 19 02:07:33 am
Addictions

Feb 22 19 10:17:56 am

The roll out of 5G wireless networks. The effects of 5G technology
on people's health has not been tested. Studies have shown
exposure to these types of electromagnetic frequencies (EMF)
can be quite harmful. The roll out of this technology should be
suspended until there is evidence that it is safe.

Feb 22 19 12:14:42 pm

Urban sprawl is destroying our city

Feb 22 19 12:56:52 pm

Lack of sidewalks for Holsgrove Public School neighbourhood for
students walking to school.

Feb 22 19 12:56:57 pm

Homecoming; globalization- impact of world events such as
immigration, terrorism, cybercrime attacks that may have fall out
in Kingston; opioid crisis; legislation impacts on community
resources such as the cannabis legalization; sustainable
provincial and federal funding

Feb 22 19 02:13:26 pm

Increase in assaults and drug crimes and possible loss of wildlife
species that should be protected from development and pesticide,
chemical poisoning

Feb 22 19 04:56:44 pm

Unsuitable development in the downtown core and potential
unsuitable development along the waterfront ie. Jay Patry sardine
housing.
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Feb 22 19 05:37:07 pm

Drugs.
Crime.
Doug Ford

Feb 22 19 06:01:34 pm

Allowing development to ruin our waterfront and destroy habitats in particular Inner Harbor's finally growing turtle population. The
implementation of protective fencing for a species on the road to
extinction should be a serious concern to the City.

Feb 22 19 06:07:48 pm

Climate change, flooding
Debt causing taxes to increase beyond the means of many
20th century solutions to 21st century problems - e.g. trickle down
housing - it is not proven that building expensive condos help
those who need more affordable housing

Feb 22 19 06:11:58 pm

Overdevelopment without proper consideration to cost to the
environment and human quality of life.

Feb 22 19 06:37:57 pm

Housing issues getting worse

Feb 22 19 07:15:30 pm
Feb 22 19 07:21:38 pm

Climate changes
Doug Ford
Destroying habitats with expansions and lack of policies designed
to protect local animal communities (e.g. using toxic chemicals to
control plant growth).

Feb 22 19 08:34:01 pm
Feb 22 19 08:48:38 pm

Mass aminal lose and persons moving due to an increase in
student housing and decrease in afforable housing.

Feb 22 19 09:53:23 pm

Terrorism. Also queen's students

Feb 22 19 10:13:38 pm

I think the City is threatened by climate change, colonialism,
homelessness and urban sprawl.

Feb 23 19 07:34:20 am

Development in critical areas

Feb 23 19 08:01:46 am

Development.... a friend lost her business bc of zoning in the city
now she barely makes ends meat after having a baby and going
through a divorce... she was fine then the next day her business
of 3 years was shut down a thriving business .... that’s insane how
do you guys let that happen? It was Gardiners rd the business’ in
there you directly EXPLICIT the economy and some of these
people who didn’t have the money to just start renting and
renovating... she paid for renovations to her place ... she worked
on a business for three years and it means nothing bc she lost
everything bc of this cities corrupt EXPLICIT Kingston kills me if
you’re educated and from somewhere else this place is a joke...
sorry but it is pls fix this I’m humiliated most of the time by this city
for multiple reasons
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Feb 23 19 10:17:17 am

Feb 23 19 03:17:08 pm

1. Distance from Toronto - the Province is extremely centralized.
The risk is that we stay a small university town for ever. We need
better links (air and rail - neither is particularly good right now) and
we need a reason for people and capital to relocate here.
2. Resistance to change. The change we've seen over the last 20
years has been excellent. Now we need more change, and faster
change. That means we need to be bolder as a community. It
seems that we have to compete - so we need to be clear about
what differentiates us, protect it, promote it, enhance it but
recognize that to attract business and prosperity we have to
embrace change.

Feb 23 19 06:38:30 pm

Mental Health and Honelessness crisis
Lack of First Nations Services

Feb 23 19 06:42:40 pm

Nepatism. No clear vision for development .

Feb 23 19 09:03:53 pm

Climate change

Feb 23 19 10:12:26 pm
Feb 24 19 01:41:41 am
Feb 24 19 08:16:36 am
Feb 24 19 09:27:18 am

Need another crossing
Reptile species becoming endangered in our community (turtles),
Roads damaging cars (pot holes)
Homelessness increase, crime increases.
Nature and wildlife further destruction.

Feb 24 19 09:30:25 am

The major threat at this point in time is a world wide threat. Drastic
changes to air quality, water levels, and extreme weather are
already occurring on a global scale. We are all at risk and now is
the time to take actions such as reduction of carbon emissions,
plastic use, pesticide use and red meat consumption.

Feb 24 19 09:47:14 am

Unfettered sprawl, wetland encroachment, drug addiction.
We do need the third crossing, however I expect the bridge to be
instantly busy, as development on east bank has surged ahead of
capacity.
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Reliance on the provincial coal phase out to meet local
greenhouse gas (GHG) targets
Pushing the issue down the road by spending more time debating
and planning
Feb 24 19 02:26:40 pm

Continue business as usual
Miss out on the new green economy
Ignoring existing solutions to climate change
Not taking advantage of local research innovations

Feb 24 19 02:29:23 pm

The homeless situation in Kingston is a serious issue that affects
our reputation provincially. How can we bring in tourists and
present ourselves as an eco-friendly, future-focused city when
we're not taking care of our own people?
* continuing environmental degradation
* the precarious employment landscape, brought on by
deteriorating work standards, globalization, AI and robotics

Feb 24 19 03:13:02 pm

* repeated attacks on the distinctive heritage character of
downtown Kingston
* relentless emphasis on property tax increases, when there are
other potential sources of revenue

Feb 24 19 03:55:00 pm

-- money (really lack of)-- being able to afford the new bridge, not
taking care of infrastructure that is already in place -- current
spending is reckless and based on the vague hope that the city
will grow -- population and jobs
-- lack of confidence in government generally and in city
government too
-- growing divide between rich and poor which is evident here too
-- loss of VIA rail passenger service that will by-pass Kingston for
an other highspeed route
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Feb 24 19 04:26:14 pm

-Autocratic nature of the mayor
- losing Kingston’s promise as an incredible tourist destination by
approving large developers plans in the downtown
-having it’s citizens become appithetic about their power to the
city’s direction because the city gives lip service to citizen
involvement when it has already decided on a course of action
-councillors not being perceived to be as important as city staff in
the decision making processes

Feb 24 19 04:27:27 pm

- allowing "rooming houses" to be developed putting
neighbourhoods and utilities at risk
- allowing Breakwater Park and Pier to continue to be a day and
night party zone in the summer months by failing to effectually
plan for and respond to vandalism, garbage, open alcohol
consumption and dangerous behaviour
- allowing the inadequate and unsafe clearance of sidewalk ice
and snow, discouraging pedestrians and developing the image
that KIngston is an "unwalkable" city in winter

Feb 24 19 05:14:58 pm

Climate change

Feb 24 19 06:02:56 pm

developers; large- scale development projects; greed; the idea,
stated by the mayor during the election campaign that we will all
get more when we grow the pie - that is a Ponzi scheme.

Feb 24 19 06:52:42 pm

- Concentration of commercial real estate ownership - this places
too much wealth in the hands of a small amount of people and
deprives the city of any ability to foster new and upcoming
businesses. In the long term, this will strangle the city.
- The housing shortage will drive away young people and further
increase income inequality. This is a serious threat that needs
immediate and concrete action.

Feb 24 19 07:24:22 pm

The city is threatened by a lack of vision at city hall. Choosing to
support every virtuous idea put forward by an activist or advocate
group may give a small group of elites bragging rights but leaves
the average Kingstonian with little. Embracing opportunities that
will pay dividends will ensure that the city will remain vibrant with
citizens who are proud of it.

Feb 24 19 07:59:42 pm

Climate change, development hat lacks long-term planning

Feb 24 19 10:15:58 pm

Employment. I have a BSc, a college certificate and amcurrently
working on a MA and I can’t seem to get a job above minimum
wage. I will give that my field is animal related which is not a
strong point in this city. That said, it’s unfeasible for a family thrive
on part time minimum wage. Having more diverse employment
opportunities and opportunities to work in higher paying jobs
would be ideal.
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Feb 24 19 11:29:07 pm

Feb 24 19 11:33:54 pm

Dependence on public employers, lack large industry employers.

Same as weaknesses - because there is a highly influential,
monied, small group of people who are running this city, the
"majority" have no voice or influence over the future direction of
the city. Highly alienating and creates divisions amongst
neighbours. Putting in major skyscrapers downtown is a threat to
the city - it will ruin the core of the city and the community vibe
that exists there. Where are the people coming from? If you are
courting the retirees of Toronto, this is going to create a HUGE
threat on the health care system in Kingston. There is no
corollary planning or funding to be able to provide health care to a
massive influx of elderly residents. The province isn't going to
fork over more money for health care. This will create huge
pressure and wait times in our health care system.
Two pot stores within a few blocks of City hall and Confederation
Park is going to create a HUGE health issue for any citizens who
want to attend outdoor events downtown. There may be a bylaw
about no smoking in city parks, but the city does not enforce it.
Things like Movies in the Square, Bluesfest, Rocking in the
Square, Febfest are going to be swallowed up in pot smoke. This
is another example of awful planning, with a focus on paying off
people who have supported politicians (e.g. The Hip and local
restaurants) and trying to grab a tourist dollar, at the expense of
the health and enjoyment of the majority of Kingstonians who do
not use pot.

Feb 24 19 11:53:39 pm

Feb 24 19 11:59:54 pm

Extreme weather like Feb 24th high winds and flash flooding in
unexpected places ie: Bath @ Portsmouth

5G - according to researchers and scientists in the field, will result
in catastrophic health impacts. How will be the city contend with
the fall-out and does it carry insurance to cover future claims in
this regard. Most insurance companies have an EMF exclusion
clause.

Feb 25 19 04:25:47 am
Feb 25 19 07:19:21 am

Drug problem in downtown core, city is becoming too expensive
to live in

Feb 25 19 07:58:49 am
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Feb 25 19 09:07:19 am

Kingston is a slow growing community and that is not likely to
change. Growth around the world is focusing in large urban
centres. Small communities like Kingston need to work hard to
retain and attract business. The brain drain from Kingston is
substantial with young professionals graduating from the
universities not finding jobs or the other lifestyle aspects they
desire here. We continue to lose professionals including doctors
to larger cities.

Feb 25 19 09:09:19 am

Long drawn-out debates about downtown development, rather
than simply insisting that applications respect the Official Plan and
by-laws from the outset.

Feb 25 19 09:19:04 am

big business. drug abuse. environmental degradation.

Feb 25 19 10:03:37 am

Climate change and loss of biodiversity. See below.

Feb 25 19 10:34:40 am

Gentrification and over development of student housing

Feb 25 19 10:35:40 am

Threats to our wild life and turtle population.

Feb 25 19 11:02:14 am

Environmental, Budget: Conservative Provincial government!

Feb 25 19 11:04:38 am

Not paying attention to the infrastructure that is wearing more and
more in the former townships. Especially roads. To preserve
roads, look to something more than salt to deal with the winter
conditions which will cause less damage. Loosing the green
spaces which a city such as Boston recognized and dealt with.

Feb 25 19 11:10:13 am

Drug abuse. Meth, alcohol, cocaine. Any drug being used in
excess as an escape or habit. Yes, even marijuana.

Feb 25 19 11:27:21 am

5G.

Feb 25 19 01:08:28 pm

Feb 25 19 02:45:16 pm

Climate change, retail market dying off slowly - affects downtown
businesses, students have a tendency to use the city and then
leave it worse off - have little respect for the city itself and the fulltime residents

Feb 25 19 02:47:22 pm

Climate change
Plastic pollution
Homelessness
Non-affordable food and rent prices
Local and small businesses are closing due to high rent prices,
and chains are taking their place - gentrification is a serious threat
The Springer's
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Feb 25 19 03:06:39 pm

1. Allowing the fear of change to continue to prevent growth. Not
building.
2. Housing. We need to plan now, to build now, so that there are
places to live - and a range of affordabilites - in 5 and 10 year's
time.
3. Degradation of existing rental housing: older buildings require
significant upkeep and renewal to maintain living conditions. The
City should consider a "tower renewal" strategy.
4. Homelessness and addiction: Tragic, costly, related to street
crime, and negatively affects one's experience of the city.
5. Potential provincial funding cuts to social welfare programs,
health care, education, training infrastructure, transit.
6. Poverty and chronic under and unemployment: linked to
homelessness and addiction and affordability. Long term
joblessness creates an underclass in the community. The city
needs to work to attract a range of employment, along with funded
retraining opportunities.
7. Sprawl and one-level retail / commercial: is expensive to
maintain. It increases taxes on residents. Will this style of
development be desirable in 20 years? It presents challenges in
an aging population re: access to care, transportation, safety.
8. Climate change: More major weather events and unpredictable
weather. These are damaging, costly to repair, drive up insurance
costs for the City, can affect water quality.
9. Aging infrastructure: an ongoing challenge for all municipalities.
10. Silver Tsunami: The aging population challenges the city in
terms of transit, social services, health care, tax revenue, property
upkeep, long term care, programming, accessibility, and
employment trends.
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Feb 25 19 03:21:33 pm

Blocking access to the waterfront with buildings and tall condos,
becoming unatractive to the generation who wants to live in a
"Green city", a city that takes intiaitives to combat global warming,
which leads to younger generations moving away to such cities,
furthering the disconnect betweens students and the city with
limited bus night hours, expensive downtown
attractions/community events, parts of the city losing culture and
becoming commercial and run-down by lack of building
mantenance and building fast businesses instead of working
towards beautifying the city which will ultimately attract more
citizens and tourists (better for the economy in the long run), no
regulations on landlords towards student properties which creates
dangerous living spaces, again increasing the disconnect and
dislike between students and the city/also allows family
neighborhoods to become rundown, closing KCVI will also further
the communtiy conenction to the Queen's Campus area and
highschool student engagenent with campus/university/downtown
culture , as families move away and the surrounding
neighborhoods become filled with rundown/lack of landlord
maintained student rentals. Also, lack of opportunities for young
professionals, in the education realm specifically, causing youn
professionals to move away.

Feb 25 19 03:51:09 pm

Feb 25 19 03:55:06 pm

- Climate change
- Reaching debt ceiling with major projects such as the bridge and
being unable to deal with emergencies
- Developing the official plans and secondary plans in consultation
with the community but then ignoring them and building the City in
accordance with developers’ wishes.

Feb 25 19 03:57:11 pm

The known and unknown health effects of blanketing our city with
5G wireless antennas up and down every street of our city.
These antennas will transmit much higher frequencies than the
current cell towers already installed around our city. Recent
scientific studies have demonstrated that these extremely high
frequency radio waves can cause health effects to both humans
as well as wildlife (even bees have been shown to be effected
which are critically important to the future security of our food
supply)

Feb 25 19 04:22:04 pm

Too quick to say yes to development without appropriate critical
scrutiny

Feb 25 19 04:29:50 pm

increased homelessness
pollution
increased cost of housing
increasing violent crimes (especially domestic abuse)
poor infrastructure (underground pipes, above ground wires)
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Feb 19 19 05:50:10 pm

Feb 19 19 05:51:04 pm

Climate change

Feb 19 19 05:51:17 pm

Non action

Feb 19 19 05:52:33 pm

Ruining the historic character of the downtown area with new
housing projects that will be both unaffordable and built where the
infrastructure can’t handle the traffic. The ten-year plan is also not
working, and homelessness is getting worse as the housing list
gets longer. We need both more social housing and more regular
housing, but we need to stop giving the contracts to the same
profiteers who keep doing shoddy work and charging too much for
it.

Feb 19 19 05:53:47 pm

Pushing forward with unreasonable developments that don’t
consider the city’s less fortunate, lower income and disabled.

Feb 19 19 05:54:02 pm

Development without consideration of hospital, and education
needs

Feb 19 19 05:54:19 pm

Reliance on a few large employers. If they leave, as Proctor and
Gamble did to Brockville, it is bad for everyone. There needs to be
help for smaller businesses. Apathy on the part of students and
City workers regarding upkeep around Gord Downie Pier.

Feb 19 19 05:58:15 pm

Split between haves and havenots
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Feb 19 19 05:58:44 pm

Housing shortage, high rises down town

Feb 19 19 06:00:41 pm

No housing

Feb 19 19 06:10:10 pm

Feb 19 19 06:10:54 pm

The lack of ability to compromise

Feb 19 19 06:11:56 pm

Feb 19 19 06:13:53 pm

Population decrease due to unaffordable housing

Feb 19 19 06:14:28 pm

Housing shortage
Speed of development review process
Speed of permit review process

Feb 19 19 06:23:26 pm

Weak mayor who will not stand up to high rise developers and
drives away heritage developers as a result.
Spot rezoning not consistent with the official plan and by-laws.
Over building major projects to the detriment of maintaining
existing infrastructure.

Feb 19 19 06:24:34 pm

Lack of housing, racist views, zoning restrictions.
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Feb 19 19 06:27:30 pm

Risk of not fully leveraging economic and talent assets.

Feb 19 19 06:36:24 pm

Fentanyl is a threat. Please support initiatives to educate people
of the risk of fentanyl and prepare more people in how to respond
when they see someone who may be overdosing. It is taking too
many lives. Loneliness is also a threat, especially to those who
are elderly. I propose projects that would develop community
between all age groups. I also believe that loneliness could be
relieved through housing that is mixed - creating communities of
people of mixed incomes, age groups and social classes. We also
need clean drinking water for all residents in Kingston.

Feb 19 19 06:48:04 pm

Feb 19 19 06:56:21 pm

Our industrial base seems to be sinking--if our military -correctional--and academic base has a major restructuring that
does not include Kingston we are in trouble--fortunately we have a
federal member of parliament that is fighting for Kingsotn.

Feb 19 19 07:02:23 pm

Competion from other cities

Feb 19 19 07:04:02 pm

high costs for housing

Feb 19 19 07:27:24 pm

Citizens close mindedness to change and progress

Feb 19 19 07:59:35 pm

Developers not following the Official Plan.
Council making compromises.
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Question 5: What are your priorities for the 2019-2022 City Council?

Jan 29 19 03:49:16 pm

The past council was very good at moving some of the large
projects along (3rd crossing, express buses, Breakwater park).
Continuing on other planned projects would be great.

Jan 29 19 03:53:03 pm

Development. Development. Development. Get on with it! Social
programs are nice but you have to pay for them. You need more
tax payers and developers to share the load. But not if we make
the environment non-friendly for business.

Jan 29 19 04:01:18 pm

More focus on area youth
More high tech jobs

Jan 29 19 04:05:14 pm

Third crossing as soon as possible.

Jan 29 19 04:05:51 pm

Evolving and bringing Kingston into the 21st century.

Jan 29 19 04:08:02 pm

1. Completion of the third crossing and all projects related to it.
2. Continue to develop the waterfront based on the master plan
3. Continue to upgrade/fix infrastructure
4. Stay focused on a few priorities and do them well.

Jan 29 19 04:09:34 pm

'housing, both for the under-housed and the homeless - more
funding for public libraries - more investments in transit and active
transportation - heritage exists outside the old city and culture
mapping needs to include and hopefully protect it
-what can council do to promote living wages and full time work in
the city?

Jan 29 19 04:16:22 pm

all types of housing/apartment rentals for students, individuals,
families, seniors, 3rd bridge crossing, bridge over railway by VIA
station

Jan 29 19 04:18:48 pm

More help for the homeless and marginalized in our community.
No one should have to beg for food or shelter.

Jan 29 19 04:18:49 pm

Road infrastructure on main routes to major key infrastructure
such as hospitals, CFB and major employers. Maintain 1% tax for
infrastructure and hold the line to a total of the actual rate of
inflation versus the average.
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1- be bold- think about what advantages the positive core of the
community could be turned to create innovative, inclusive and
liveable spaces- in downtown and residential neighbourhoods

Jan 29 19 04:20:50 pm

2- work for the larger good - there are many talented people and
organizations- both private sector/ not for profit- that are working
to make Kingston a 21st century city that builds on our history,
that defines us an inclusive & welcoming community. Council
needs to rise to the opportunities and use our strengths- not
devolve into the partisan and petty. If Council gets that right, then
a lot of good will follow.
3. Once a planning protocol is agreed- stick to it. That was a big
problem in the last couple of years. Investors want certainty- if the
protocols are clear- some investors may walk away as all they are
thinking is how to replicate the same old tower design that is
prevalent in many cities- those investors who stay will do so
because they are imaginative and create designs that attract
people to live in such spaces.

Jan 29 19 04:22:21 pm

1st.......Finish bridge and John Counter Blvd.
2nd......Wellington Street extension
3rd.. ....Leroy Grant rive Extension

Jan 29 19 04:28:53 pm

Fix the roads
vacancy rate

Jan 29 19 04:34:19 pm

containing the conversion of single family homes into student
rentals through an adjusted tax rate. Those homes are really
businesses and should be taxed as such. landlords should face
penalties for buildings in poor repair, unshovelled walks,
overgrown yards, trash management, etc.
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Jan 29 19 05:04:43 pm

Smart focus on development and investment downtown, beyond
the University projects. That's what will generate new jobs, attract
millennials to STAY, and help Kingston compete with similarly
sized cities. Speed up approval processes for developments north
of Division Street/south of Concession, judge developments south
of Division on their merits rather than arbitrary numbers (height),
and squeeze developers for every ounce of community
improvements they could give up. Approve the NKT secondary
plan. Invest some real time and thought into the HUGE
opportunity presented by Belle Park.

Jan 29 19 05:20:24 pm

1. Ensure appropriate development that minimizes conflict
between developers and residents. If the residents are against the
development, the City needs to take this seriously!
2. Lack of opportunities for people with children to be active. This
is the only city I have lived (and I have lived in many!) where there
are no free access days for swimming pools and skating arenas
(unless Tim Hortons sponsors a day). The fees charged for
access at this time are unreasonable for young families, and
those with limited incomes. This means that children are spending
more time on iPads and computers rather than being active.
3. There are not enough gymnasiums for teams and clubs to rent
for practices (e.g., our basketball team cannot host a basketball
tournament and bring outside teams here because there is no
gym space). This is especially an issue in the West end.
4. Taxes keep going up, but I am seeing very little for the money I
pay. The roads I drive on are riddled with pot holes, there are no
community services in my neighbourhood, the city does not
protect the character of our neighbourhood, our park is not
maintained (except for occasional grass cutting), etc.

Jan 29 19 05:36:50 pm
Jan 29 19 05:45:43 pm

how the community is going to deal with climate breakdown;
affordable housing; poverty issues
Start busses earlier
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Jan 29 19 05:49:46 pm

Take better care of the roads, some are in terrible condition.
Do more for bikers, ther is plenty of room to make bike paths next
to sidewalks so bikers don’t have to be on the road! Especially on
big roads like Bath road!
Red light cameras on the big
intersections! High fines!
Keep the city cleaner!

Jan 29 19 06:23:33 pm

Getting the third crossing built so it doesn't get more expensive
Fixing potholes not just patching them
Nursing homes or retirement homes to help move people out of
the hospitals, respite homes

Jan 29 19 06:27:26 pm

Improve cycle infrastructure and public transport options;
discourage driving downtown.
Support student life, enrollment, and businesses serving student
population.
Encourage development of residential blocks downtown and
midtown.

Jan 29 19 07:17:52 pm

AFORDABLE HOUSING OF ALL KINDS AND LOCATIONS
CUT TAXES AND COSTS
DEAL WITH BASICS LIKE INFASTURTURE WE ARE IN GOOD
PLACE ,MAINTAIN FOR A TERM !
LET SPENDING BE BY BUSINESS AND DEVELOPERS FOR
AWHILE NOT CITY AND TAXPAYERS !
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1. Build all types of housing across the city, including tall
buildings, townhouses, secondary suites and and support
affordable housing via Home Base Housing and the Housing First
model.

Jan 29 19 07:30:08 pm

2. Be nimble and quick in responding to opportunities like tourism
(deep water dock for boat cruises) to build our economy and build
our community
3. Keep taxes at 2.5 or lower
4. Support intensification in the University District so students can
live in new, purpose built high rise accommodation therefore old
(heritage) housing stock can be updated and returned to the
possibility of single family dwellings

Jan 29 19 07:31:57 pm

Cancel third crossing, save money, fix wastewater issues (fewer
bypasses), create low-income housing, respect historic sites
(including the Gore Rd. library LAND and building), no rebranding,
respect the environment,

Jan 29 19 07:50:02 pm

Third crossing.
More east-end services.
Hwy 15 traffic flow.
Maintain rural parks.

Jan 29 19 07:57:04 pm

take mesures to make Kingston a green city
increase services in French and promote services in French
promote sport even more, especially for teenagers

Jan 29 19 08:18:44 pm

1. Housing
2. Growing the employer base
3. Managing taxes to avoid substantial increases

Jan 29 19 08:51:00 pm

Infrastructure renewal
Sensible policies that promote denser population and improved
transportation
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Continue to create compelling public spaces (e.g. the Victoria
Park, Breakwater Park, the Isabel/Tett Complexes are awesome).

Jan 29 19 09:21:19 pm

Densification downtown - creates more spaces for people to live
and work. We have a lot of under-utilized space and need to get
past height and focus on the quality of the project (i.e. if it needs
to be taller how do promote projects that enhance the aesthetic
and livability of our downtown).
Invest in infrastructure that will allow us to land opportunties (e.g.
our investment in waste water treatment ensured that we were
able to land a Frulact and Feihe) are there opportunities to
promote new business with our chemistry cluster at innovation
park and with Dupont or to leverage our fibre infrastructure?

Jan 29 19 09:28:25 pm

Promote the construction of rental apartments in attractive
locations, suitable for young talent that needs a downtown life
style.

Jan 29 19 10:50:06 pm

Better management of city assets (rinks, parks, roads)
Understanding the data and issues such as affordable housing/
jobs of the future
Creating a tourism strategy that increases jobs and investment

Jan 29 19 11:20:02 pm
Jan 30 19 05:43:51 am

Road work
safe pedestrian crossings on Sir John A blvd in the stretch
between Bath rd and Johnson st.

Jan 30 19 06:54:17 am

Infrastructure. Most specifically, roads! It is embarrassing that just
about every major road that leads into the city of Kingston is in
disrepair! King Street going past the new pier and the hospital
needs work. Yet, there appears to be a focus on small rural roads.
😔😔

Jan 30 19 08:08:16 am

listen to your community, embrace positive and constructive
change, represent your neighbours, don't waste our tax dollars,
reach out to people around you for their input, emphasize the
positive and tackle the negative systematically and with wisdom,
help businesses diversify, engage students, fix potholes, get the
darned 3rd crossing built, pay attention to/help elderly and lower
income residents, etc...
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Jan 30 19 08:33:09 am

Pave Sir John A Blvd.
Pave our roads, especially at least the main roads!

Jan 30 19 08:49:54 am

#1- Petitioning the Gov. for more family physicians.
#2- increasing rental housing availability (low income in
particular). Exploring co-op housing strategies/opportunities
#3 - expanding hours of public transportation, partnering with
Taxi/uber to provide off-hour services?

Jan 30 19 09:29:51 am

Housing housing housing

Jan 30 19 09:33:59 am

Completion of the so called "third crossing" and homelessness.

Jan 30 19 09:42:38 am

Affordable housing
Third crossing
Maintenance of roads and sidewalks

Jan 30 19 09:46:59 am

affordable housing; attracting industrial development; transit and
bike paths; 3rd crossing; holding the line on tax increases -remember homeowner taxes go up every year as a result of the
changed valuation of their property, so council's increases are on
top of a tax increase.

Jan 30 19 09:50:31 am

safe communities
better traffic calming on residential streets
revamp and invest in neglected parks in kingstons west end. to
encourage active communities.
Hold Bylaw, Property Standards and Parking enforcement
accountable to proactively enforce bylaws.

Jan 30 19 10:14:27 am

To build more apartments and condos in the downtown area.

Jan 30 19 10:19:04 am

- Cohesive work by Council rather than the current lack of
cooperation and respect for the expertise of staff.
- Focus on attracting new business and light industrial businesses
to the city.
- Housing - affordable and accessible for seniors and people with
disabilities
- Respect for the heritage and history of this City
Council is doing many things well, please do not forget that. You
need to continue to build on your successes and keep moving
forward. Good luck! Remember you will never make everyone
happy. If you try, you'll never get anywhere.
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Jan 30 19 11:14:06 am

Improve cycling and pedestrian infrastructure and upkeep.
Monitor and decrease downtown vehicular speeds
Continue to keep a handle on student behaviour
Eliminate homelessness and improve access to social housing
and mental health services.

Jan 30 19 11:17:08 am

expand secondary suites in the city
give tax benefits to people willing to develop mid range housing

Jan 30 19 11:58:22 am

DO SOMETHING BEYOND JUST PASSING BY-LAWS
RESTRICTING DEVELOPMENT.

Jan 30 19 01:23:37 pm

Cruise ship dock
increasing voter turn out in the next municipal election - especially
through engaging with our youth
continuing the movement towards aligning our tourism sectors

Jan 30 19 01:44:34 pm
Jan 30 19 01:52:26 pm

Just pick a project and work on it until it's done. I don't care which
one.
address housing issues, deficiencies in snow removal and
garbage/recycling.

Jan 30 19 03:33:43 pm

Conservation of historic neighbourhoods and buildings. Adhere to
Official Plan. Encourage responsible development that adheres to
this plan. Stop trying to pretend that the Third Crossing final costs
are known when the design isn’t even finalized. Fix the roads.

Jan 30 19 03:34:11 pm

- Maintenance and infrastructure updates. We can't build up on a
crumbling foundation. Ensure what we have is strong so we can
build on
- I live in Reddendale and am very concerned about the rainfall
flooding we experience. The Sewer pump station is at/nearing
capacity, especially with all the development. I would like the city
to prioritize flood mitigation and infrastructure updates. All other
efforts to improve the city are for naught if the current residents
are continuously flooded out and our current systems aren't
updated
- Safety, health care, education, environment
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Jan 30 19 03:49:01 pm

Smart city
open government
using the Internet of things
attracting more employers to bring their business to Kingston
supporting entrepreneurs for establishing their small businesses
in Kingston

Jan 30 19 04:19:48 pm

Carry through with the Third Crossing
Guide the development of affordable housing without sacrificing
heritage.

Jan 30 19 06:01:06 pm

'NO MORE 'CHARGING STATIONS' FOR MILLIONAIRE'S
ELECTRIC CARS.
NO MORE WASTE OF TAX PAYER'S DOLLARS ON THE LIE
OF 'MAM MADE GLOBAL WARMING.
NO MORE HYPER EXPENSIVE 'BIKE LANES' THAT SERVICE
LESS THAN 1% OF THE POPULATION FOR THREE MONTHS
OF THE YEAR.
SELL OFF THAT WHITE ELEPHANT CALLED THE 'LEON
CENTRE' WHILE IT STILL HAS SOME VALUE LEFT IN IT.
- NO MORE ENVIRONMENTAL VIRTUE SIGNALLING.

Jan 30 19 07:28:40 pm

Clean up the waterfront to prevent further plastics in our ocean.
Hallifax installed a seabin to help clean up its waterfront in 2017.
What is stopping Kingston from doing the same thing?
https://globalnews.ca/news/3834853/designed-to-collect-trashfrom-ocean-the-first-seabin-has-just-been-installed-in-canada/
http://seabinproject.com/#home

Jan 30 19 07:51:37 pm

1. Develop specific, detailed plans for dealing with the
increasingly harsh realities of climate change at the municipal
level — now, not years down the road. 2. Do everything possible
to facilitate the construction of quality affordable housing in
accordance with the city's official plan.

Jan 30 19 08:56:44 pm

I would like to see some attention paid to neighbourhoods along
Hwy 2. None are linked. Safe sidewalks, bike lanes are required
on the Hwy or subdivisions should be linked within.
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Jan 31 19 08:25:49 am

Fix current problems before expanding with new development make the quality of life better within existing framework.

Jan 31 19 08:42:49 am

Trying to decrease as much as possible the share of
transportation by car in the city, trying to encourage more use of
the rail lines within the city limits for cargo in and out of the city.

Jan 31 19 09:35:09 am

- housing: rental options, nice condos, affordable apartments
- eliminate all predatory lending - Cash Money, Payday Loans,
etc.
- take elderly drivers off the road/ lessen car culture
- building bicycle lanes east-west, north-south like all the other
cities
- invest in Montreal St near Elm Cafe to make a trendy
neighbourhood

Jan 31 19 01:05:32 pm
Jan 31 19 01:11:06 pm

1)Housing Crisis
2)Job Market
3)City infrastructure
Improve parking for hospital workers

Jan 31 19 01:31:09 pm

linear asset replacement/repair to continue to remove combined
sewer systems, develop a comprehensive plan/model to deal with
the housing situation for low and middle income residents, as well
as homelessness, develop a strategy/plan and implementation of
the plan for food security (including the build out of Community
food gardens), include food security initiatives int eh Official
Plan/Zoning Bylaw to require developers (site and subdivision) to
provide gardening space, complete a comprehensive review of all
City departments to determine if there are efficiencies to be
achieved and to trim the fat if needed.

Jan 31 19 02:17:32 pm

The 3rd Crossing. Coordinated linkages to the airport and train
station. Conservation of the downtown core.

Jan 31 19 03:02:19 pm

We need more housing! We need to create more to feed this rush.
This will also make it possible for young people like myself to
afford to buy one day. We also need to support youth and
migrants into the trades.

Jan 31 19 03:14:36 pm

#1. Affordable housing
#2 Infastucture
#3 Attracting new businesses. maybe a rebrand is needed.
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Question 5: What are your priorities for the 2019-2022 City Council?
Jan 31 19 03:14:44 pm

Affordable housing and modern developments
Help with housing issues!

Jan 31 19 03:15:15 pm
Job opportunities
Jan 31 19 03:19:42 pm

Fix the Roads! It costs the people of Kingston a lot of
unnecessary money! You have to dodge holes and bumps to get
downtown!

Jan 31 19 03:21:02 pm

Low income housing
Waterfront
Roads

Jan 31 19 03:21:41 pm

* don't confuse 'lights on, doors open' with strategic priorities - if
you are going to do it anyway, is that a strategic priority?
* expand the economy to create a thicker employment pool and
more opportunities for young people

Jan 31 19 03:22:02 pm

- focus on young families
- making the area more accessible
- retaining graduating students
- affordable housing in all areas of the city
- more public school access in west end neighbourhoods.

Jan 31 19 03:23:59 pm

see threats ^

Jan 31 19 03:25:06 pm

Accelerate redevelopment/improvement of the city's scruffy areas
close to the downtown core, continued road improvements
(including 3rd crossing), affordable housing and urban
densification.

Jan 31 19 03:28:48 pm

Housing. East west transport link. Downtown accessibility and
parking

Jan 31 19 03:28:59 pm

Road repairs, continued efforts on accessibility and easing traffic
congestion, and ensuring landmarks/special features are
preserved and maintained - things like Isabel Bader, new
waterfront park, Cat Trail, etc, all valuable assets

Jan 31 19 03:29:21 pm

Check the amount of spending

Jan 31 19 03:30:48 pm

Making Kingston a city that is forward-thinking and ready to
capitalize on the opportunities that 2019-2022 will bring. With the
right initiatives and improvements, Kingston can be a mid-size city
to rival those across Canada!

Jan 31 19 03:30:59 pm

Keep property taxes under reasonable control while continuing to
invest in the city's upkeep and attractiveness to potential
newcomers.
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Jan 31 19 03:37:28 pm

Jan 31 19 03:38:32 pm
Jan 31 19 03:38:54 pm

Jan 31 19 03:39:21 pm

Jan 31 19 03:42:16 pm
Jan 31 19 03:48:24 pm

Jan 31 19 03:53:25 pm

Jan 31 19 03:54:17 pm

Mostly the housing issue! We need to critically look at all policies,
programs, zoning and planning that we can to make sure we are
approaching this problem from all areas to make sure we can
stimulate growth and fairness for all. We have to get this right, it's
long overdue. We ramping the Affordable Home Ownership
Program is a major asset to this as well.
Show real leadership for the constituency. The very tall buildings
are harmful to the environment and with the right forms of
transportation would be less necessary. Density is not about
height.
housing
To ensure that the Third Crossing project is completed
Progress towards sustainabilty
Affordable housing
Reducing social and economic inequality in the city
Improve livability in kingston

#1 REDUCE TAXES!!!!!
#2 jobs for special needs individuals
#3 recruit more high paying jobs to this area
#4 improve the bussing system for a lesser cost to the taxpayers
#5 bylaw enforcing people to compost
#6 improve the roads
#7 encourage non taxpayers working in Kingston to bus from
outside perimeter areas to downtown -- less greenhouse gas and
traffic congestion, and more bussing revenue
#8 educate and promote no vehicle idling
#9 more traffic circles and less traffic lights
#10 reduce the number of speedhumps/bumps within the city

Find more commercial investors to alleviate the tax burden on
taxpayers
Building the third crossing on time and on budget
Increasing numbers of family doctors.
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Jan 31 19 04:00:29 pm

Jan 31 19 04:02:14 pm
Jan 31 19 04:03:39 pm

1. recycling program doesn't cover most recyclable stuff and
many of them eventually will be end up to our environment.
2. Residential taxes are very high considering the services that we
get.
3. Public transit system is not good enough. Drivers don't stick to
schedule and people wait in cold temperature too long and there
is not enough bus shelters during rain or snow.
4. having very few public swimming pool.
5. Not enough garbage bin in sidewalks especially at bus stations.
6. Too many beggars or people with metal issues in downtown,
we need a system that support them

Green initiatives
Economic sustainability/growth
Housing strategy
Winter park amenities

Jan 31 19 04:04:02 pm

Pedestrians, cyclists, public parks and other free activities and
spaces that promote community integration.

Jan 31 19 04:04:54 pm

Continue focus on shore/water to enable more people to enjoy our
greatest asset

Jan 31 19 04:20:07 pm

Dealing with the homlessness and affordable housing issues
(both AF and af)
More money allocated for bike lanes with bollards and multi-use
trails
An EA completed for the pedestrian and cycling overpass over
John Counter and the railway east of the current car overpass
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Jan 31 19 04:26:28 pm

- encourage active transportation with separated bike lanes and
pathways, improved rapid transit, safe and well lit sidewalks,
delayed road expansions that would encourage more traffic, more
expensive monthly parking passes to encourage car pooling and
transit use.
- further redevelopment of prime waterfront areas into parks and
places that people want to visit and enjoy.
- intensification of developed areas rather than endless
expansion.
- traffic calming measures on residential streets.
- Developing "Vision 0" policies when it comes to promoting safety
for all road users.
- redevelopment of prime land including Women's prison,
Kingston Pen, waterfront areas by KGH, Grass Creek Park.

Jan 31 19 04:29:58 pm

Taxes property taxes are going up.. be consistent keep it 2.5%3% affordable increases not drastic or controversial even if
running a surplus..rainy day fund for unexpected emergencies
and future capital projects.. ie 3rd crossing(should be 4 lanes not
2)street widening from 2 to 4 lanes ie Barriefield Highway..
(king/princess)/hwy2 to hwy401

Jan 31 19 04:35:15 pm

Complete the walkway through the Marshlands Conservation
Area to the K&P junction at Sydenham Road.

Jan 31 19 04:38:05 pm

Strengthen the commitment to arts and culture spending (to reap
all the financial and social benefits which will come with it), make
a commitment to do more to make Kingston accessible, even
though so much of our downtown core is old and has heritage
designations. Demonstrable transparency in decision making, and
strong urban planning to make our growth sustainable and healthy
for our citizens now and in the future.

Jan 31 19 04:55:31 pm

Jobs
Third Crossing
Attracting new employers
Cut costs
Road and intersection improvements. Bayridge NB at Princess,
HWY 15 etc
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Jan 31 19 04:56:14 pm

- attract skilled workers and high tech industries. Examine what
Kitchener-Waterloo region has don. Computer Science may not
be the local strength, but there may be other tech-rich industries
to promote.
- promote public-private partnerships involving the University and
industry
- promote the development of more diversity in housing,
especially in the city core, and demand higher standards of
design, to avoid continued decline of areas such as Princess
Street in Williamsville.

Jan 31 19 04:57:10 pm

(1) road repairs and infrastructure
(2) third crossing
(3) parks and recreation spaces
(4) low-rise housing (4 storeys) of sensitive design instead of
highrises. Should not be restricted to downtown, transit will
support intensification elsewhere.

Jan 31 19 04:57:28 pm

Housing. Developing condo's and low income housing to revamp
the downtown and the waterfront. So much potential yet nothing
seems to move.

Jan 31 19 04:58:55 pm

INCREASED OPTIONS FOR AFFORDABLE HOUSING
BRINGING IN MORE DIVERSE WORK OPPORTUNITIES

Jan 31 19 04:59:15 pm

more development for tourism

Jan 31 19 04:59:48 pm

It's a changing world. Car ownership is becoming unnecessary.
High speed communication infrastructure is more important. Ebikes and e-cars need charging infrastructure. More people are
living alone. Housing needs to reflect that in smaller, more
affordable units and/or co-housing residences, especially for
seniors. Buses should be able to make traffic lights go green as
they approach.
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Jan 31 19 05:00:18 pm

A liveable, vibrant, walkable, inner city. (e.g. of amenities: a
decent grocery store for 'North King's Town'; a foodbank near
where its clients live).
Appropriate affordable housing.
Planning Department initiatives that are sensitive to heritage,
natural environment, and the aesthetics of the City. Development
should be defined by the City not by developers.
Kill the Wellington Extension.
Kill the Tannery Development in its present form.
Expand green space and access to nature.
Be more sensitive to wildlife and habitat needs in decisions.

Jan 31 19 05:07:05 pm

- maintain green space
- maintain educational institutions
- improve roads & transportation infrastructure

Jan 31 19 05:12:08 pm

Third crossing, downtown development to encourage and support
business and restaurants and condo development.

Jan 31 19 05:16:19 pm

- Construct the 3rd crossing. - Come up with a plan for th KP
property. - Get control of the Tett Center by having it managed by
the city. Work with Queens to find proper housing for its
ballooning student population. Find a site for the Marine Museum.
Set a plan for the Inner Harbour that does not include high density
housing on the Davis Tannery property.

Jan 31 19 05:17:10 pm

Enhanced rapid rail -put Kingston on map as commuter town with
Toronto/Ottawa/Montreal.
Open for Business-Aggressive marketing.

Jan 31 19 05:22:18 pm

Third crossing getting built with no delays. Dealing with beggars
and addicts on streets. Realizing we are an aging community and
planning accordingly.

Jan 31 19 05:23:50 pm

Affordable housing.
Control height: make developers obey the Official Plan. Legislate
more set-back from sidewalks for new buildings in Williamsville.
There will be no reason for anyone to visit Kingston or move here,
unless it remains an interesting-looking city with a mix of
neighbourhoods and people.
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Jan 31 19 05:24:53 pm

Partner more closely with businesses to encourage them to
upgrade their premises;
City to do its part by upgrading roads, sidewalks, signage etc.
Work with Internet Providers/Federal Government to obtain
funding for improved internet.

Jan 31 19 05:26:55 pm

I'm actually happy enough with the priorities that the city has -- the
new bridge -- creating a place for river cruises to dock thus
improving tourism in the downtown -- Richardson Beach
improvements. I like that the Pen is being utilized as a tourist
attraction and the money that that brings the city. I'm pleased that
we haven't caved regarding casinos -- that would be awful. And I
trust that appropriate decisions will be made around the
legalization of marijuana -- but please bear in mind that smoking
marijuana in public should be likened to drinking in public -- not
smoking in public. People smoking cigarettes aren't inebriated or
stoned -- let's not encourage it in public places. Cheers!

Jan 31 19 05:27:09 pm

Put pedestrians first
Built proper bicycle lanes, not just white lines on the side of a road
Continue expanding the bus system
Help small businesses; they are the economic engine of the
country

Jan 31 19 05:27:25 pm

Advocate to get more family practice physicians and NPs to the
province. This needs to be studied properly, so hard figures can
be presented and our citizens are respresented accurately.
Priorities of the city planning committees need to be re-evaluated.
There is too much favouritism or something that appears to have
the same effect when events are coming up. We want local
events and local media. These both go together and need to be
protected. BIKE LANES. There are lots of studies that prove they
are used when present. People need to get out of their cars!

Jan 31 19 05:35:04 pm

Free bus fares paid by all taxpayers

Jan 31 19 05:43:18 pm

Continue efforts to make the city navigable without a car. Put a
gas tax to fund to expand bike routes/lanes, expand the bus
routes, both extensively and intensively, and lower the price for
taking the bus.
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Jan 31 19 05:55:19 pm

Keep tax increases to no more than inflation...taxes in Kingston
are already high enough to do the work that needs to be done.
Get more family doctors for a city that has grown substantially in
the last few years. I love living in Kingston and hope it continues
to be a place that people enjoy living in.

Negotiate with Prov and Fed governments for new taxation
formulas to replace archaic “heads in beds”. Former Mayor
Gerretson was to do this, kinda fizzled when he left for Ottawa!
Third crossing!!!!
Jan 31 19 06:02:25 pm

High speed internet for all. A few years ago, Bell and City Mayor
stated Kingston was to be first city to be 100% fibre. This initiative
has not rolled out to the rural areas and along east end of HWY 2
(and probably other areas). What are the rollout plans and why
aren’t they available to the public.

Jan 31 19 06:14:34 pm

refunding of Overdose Prevention Site and creating another one
in the North end and out in the township

Jan 31 19 06:23:57 pm

Housing
Medical services
Roads
Proportional representation.
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Jan 31 19 06:25:09 pm

-affordable housing as noted above,
-stabilize neighbourhoods in the core area of the city, stop the
destruction of single family homes in the core for student housing
-develop a tourism strategy which builds on Kingston's historic
reputation by incorporating Kingston Pen and protecting existing
waterfront access and lines of sight and recognizes that the
historic core of the city needs protection from high rise/condo
developments
-ensuring light manufacturing/industrial expansion is developed
well away from residential areas
- viewing the long term implications of projects undertaken on the
tax burden
-fix the roads that need fixing
-consider regional government structure to incorporate
neighboring municipalities in order to share some of the costs
associated with Kingston as a regional hub
-determine the feasibility of a toll for the new bridge to offset
maintenance costs
-update the official plan , stop the amendments

Jan 31 19 06:28:24 pm

More public, free space at our waterfront for all to enjoy. It brings
all Kingstonians together.

Jan 31 19 06:35:06 pm

For the downtown - find better parking solutions for the winter
Don't push property taxes any higher - work with what you have.

Jan 31 19 06:39:27 pm

better transportation. This may require a complete new approach
such as one or two major corridors such as Bath road and or
princess street and use feeders to the main lines. These main
lines could be converted some day to subway lines.

Jan 31 19 06:42:36 pm

stop tax increases, make departments live within their budgets make cuts if necessary to tourism and KEDCO. Show how
increase budgets are good for the taxpayer i.e. how does it
contribute to lower taxes. What's good for Kingston should mean
what's good for the taxpayer.

Jan 31 19 06:43:23 pm

Prepare character guidelines that restrict high-rise buildings
downtown.
Implement the Waterfront Master Plan faster
More sustainable transportation investment - more walking and
biking and less on roads.
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Jan 31 19 06:55:55 pm

Housing; more and more affordable
Managing the impact of student growth which manifests itself as
deterioration of balanced neighborhoods(mix of rentals/family
homes) on streets neighboring Queen's
Downtown; initiatives to foster sustainability.
Focus on minimizing Tax increases

Jan 31 19 07:02:07 pm

Great start on the waterfront but we have to keep moving. We
take many visitors down there and finally had something to show
them last summer!!

Jan 31 19 07:24:37 pm

Continue working to make Kingston a green city; continue
extending public transit and making it more accessible to
everyone; work for more diversity in the downtown core so it suits
the needs of those of us who live here, not merely the needs of
tourists.

Jan 31 19 07:37:56 pm

Make public transportation cheaper than parking downtown.
Encourage small business; discourage big business.

Jan 31 19 07:44:50 pm

Affordable housing. Accelerate the Waterfront Master Plan
implementation. Forget initiatives like Wellington Extension.
Closely monitor spending on Third Crossing, providing citizens
with transparent financial updates regularly so that we know when
— not if — costs rise above the $60 million we have been toldt it
will cost the city. Such accounting needs to include ALL costs,
including access roads. Not just the actual bridge construction
costs.

Jan 31 19 07:49:18 pm

Housing across all demographics (top end housing allows for
vacancies along down the line)
Decreased allowance of NIMBY influence on decisions
Filling the empty storefronts downtown with local-owned small
businesses

Jan 31 19 07:50:08 pm
Jan 31 19 07:50:58 pm

Jan 31 19 07:53:26 pm

summer events out door concerts,
Support SMEs
Help develop a cluster in chemical processing
Engage the north end in meaningful ways
Empower citizens to be more active in the city affairs without
being overwhelmed by focus groups with an agenda.
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Jan 31 19 08:10:38 pm

Improved value for tax dollars.
Adoption of lean approach to improving city’s processes.
Public water front and parks for walking and cycling

Jan 31 19 08:18:18 pm

Start a review of policies and procedures; for every new piece of
red tape, two must be removed. Immediately, commence major
route resurfacing/reconstruction; provide traffic policing. Get off
the "sustainability" wagon and get things done.

Jan 31 19 08:23:56 pm

honesty , transparency . development
let the poeple vote on these projects .
not a few that are against all development .
I want to see the downtown stay strong and have lots of people to
support businesses .

Jan 31 19 08:26:17 pm

Public works
Affordable housing

Jan 31 19 08:30:36 pm

'+Continue to grow the City through well thought out vertical
infrastructure
+Maintain public access to our local wetlands and marshes (the
environment demands it) whilst maintaining unobtrusive access to
the public
+be mindful of LIMITS TO GROWTH!!

Jan 31 19 08:30:55 pm

I. A workable development plan looking out 20 years.
2. Attracting large and small businesses.
3. Spending infrastructure funds wisely, but as broadly as
possible as well (i.e. more "quick hit" and visible projects vice
spending everything on a few).
4. Getting that 3rd crossing completed.
5. Moving on with the John Counter rail overpass.
6. Improving Kingston's air connections insofar as possible.

Jan 31 19 08:48:42 pm

Address the lack of supportive housing for people with mental
health and addictions issues, vacancy rates, and access to
emergency shelter services (make them more client centred especially the youth shelter. How is banning a youth from the
shelter even an option? This should not be happening at any time
of the year, let alone winter).
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Jan 31 19 08:48:46 pm

Complete Infrastructure projects like the John Counter Street
Bridge over the train tracks and the 3rd Crossing. Carry through
on the replacing the first past the post election method with
proportional representation. Get more doctors in this city and
improve the traffic flow.

Jan 31 19 09:00:44 pm

Fixed our roads. Be sensible in our expenditures. Need to have a
public pool facility in the west end( Invista Centre area) We
already have a surplus of publicly funded arenas. Need to
improve the quality and quantity of racquet sport courts ( tennis
,Pickleball ). Need to have Year round INDOOR tennis .
Embarssing that for it’s size with 3 postseconday institutions and
the positive tennis reputation that the City has ,that no indoor
tennis facities are within a 200 km range of K Town.
,

Jan 31 19 09:02:42 pm

Better road maintenance, affordable housing for people other than
students.

Jan 31 19 09:02:42 pm

Prudent financial stewardship
Openness and transparency
Integrity
Take the long term vision
Fix our roads
Protect the quality of our waterways and air
Encourage local independent businesses

Jan 31 19 09:33:24 pm

Marshlands area is much used by not only the Rideau Trail
Hiking club, but by many kingstonians and visitors. It is a great
area but it is in need of repair.
This is CRCA Property which may not be a priority. This should be
a kingston priority

Jan 31 19 09:40:15 pm

Accelerate completion of waterfront development.

Jan 31 19 09:49:47 pm

- intensify the downtown core (allow for bigger buildings like the
capital condo project).
- fix older roads. Bayridge drive (north of Princess) is really bad.
Homelessness and reevaluating the existing 10 year plan.
Affordable housing.

Jan 31 19 09:54:12 pm
Mental health and addiction programming.
Access to primary care.
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Jan 31 19 09:54:51 pm

The KP and Rideau Trail are fantastic for walkers, hikers, bikers,
etc. I'd like to see Improvements to the Marshland Conservation
area wherein a walking/biking pathway goes from King Street up
to Sydenham Road. People using the KP Trail going south would
be able to continue following the KP Trail to the east at Sydenham
Road OR head south on a new pathway to King Street.

Jan 31 19 10:04:47 pm

third crossing
road maintenance - especially the horrible paving on left side of
Johnson - contractor should be made repair as dangerous in wet
and snowy weather
increased snow clearing on secondary routes, and actually
primary routes as I use Sir john a and princess daily and feel
snow clearing is inadequate

Jan 31 19 10:09:45 pm

put in place better snow removal.... have it so that we can put out
grey and blue bins each week for collection

Jan 31 19 10:26:29 pm

work on the waterfront ASAP, upper Princess St. revitalization,
incentives for people to use public transit, improved traffic flow

Jan 31 19 10:42:55 pm

Kingston needs more healthy food initiatives, especially
vegetarian/vegan promotions

Jan 31 19 11:29:53 pm

Spay and neuter support for pet owners, and funding for animal
shelters and TNR initiatives. Third crossing and John Counter
overpass completion. Decreasing littering especially cigarette butt
littering. Increasing transit routes to decrease pollution and car
volume. Make kingston and the 401 brighter — the lighting all
around the city and the highway is so dim you can hardly see.

Feb 01 19 03:49:43 am

Housing and finding new businesses to come to town.

Feb 01 19 04:01:27 am

-infrastructure (roads and bridge)
-downtown condo/apartment growth
-tourism/convention growth
-waterfront development
-downtown retail

Feb 01 19 06:23:20 am

Complete major projects like the bridge on John Counter and the
third crossing. Bringing people and stores/restaurants back to the
downtown core. Getting a grip on violence.

Feb 01 19 06:45:27 am

Housing
3rd crossing
Downtown development
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Feb 01 19 07:11:39 am

1. Affordable housing
2. Heritage preservation
3. More urgent attention to development of the waterfront as a
public space
4. Continued evolution of a working relationship with Queen's,
RMC and St. Lawrence that recognizes the value to the City both
economically and culturally of these tertiary education institutions.
5. Enforcement of the City's contractual rights if the owner of the
previous I Cohen property does not meet its remediation
obligations.
6. More generally developing a plan for the appropriate
repurposing of the considerable amount of unused or underused
land in the city generally and in the downtown core and periphery
particularly.
7. A downtown cruise ship dock.

Feb 01 19 07:25:35 am

Clear the way for more business opportunities. Straighten up the
local school board. It is a shambles. Admins and teachers are
taking a back seat to the over-whelming demands of parents and
kids. The practice of teaching and learning is going down the
drain. In fact, school staff live in constant fear of
chastisement/harassment which creates a culture of mediocrity.
This all stems from the ministry but surely something could be
done to make our system less apathetic?

Feb 01 19 08:05:31 am

Inclusion, diversity and inovation

Feb 01 19 08:20:09 am

Linkages and additional trails and pathways.
Address Red Light infractions. Possibly implementing Red Light
Cameras. Too many accidents. Ie. Centennial at Bath Road.
Make police accountable as you do with tax payers for using
mobile devices when driving, and speed. Not sure why they travel
so fast when not in pursuit. Seen this too often lately.

Feb 01 19 08:53:11 am

street improvements

Feb 01 19 08:56:51 am

More living options in downtown area, expand public waterfront
use, get going on the third crossing
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Feb 01 19 09:23:53 am

Continue investing in the waterfront. Improve access to and
availability of services for those in need (homeless individuals,
LGBT individuals). Thank you!

Feb 01 19 09:28:36 am

Make this a liveable city for ALL

Feb 01 19 09:42:05 am

Road maintenance, getting more family doctors and working on
more affordable housing (NOT overpriced condos)

Feb 01 19 10:13:25 am

Better community policing

Feb 01 19 10:39:39 am

Infrastructure repair. Airport development. Attraction of more
industry.

Feb 01 19 10:42:04 am
Feb 01 19 10:43:47 am

1. Kingston Occupancy 2. Create a more heritage look and bring
back small local businesses with varying products...

Feb 01 19 11:01:56 am

- transit expansion
- more areas in parks to play sports
- do not allow high buildings construction
- expand health access

Feb 01 19 11:09:38 am

Economic growth.
Saving for small business owners (rent or other wise).
Rent control/affordable housing market.
Job industry.
Combating homelessness.

Feb 01 19 11:14:15 am
Feb 01 19 11:18:56 am

More work on the waterfront and more of an effort to increase
tourism. I know you're trying, but it''s still an underexploited
potential.
Waterfront plan implemented quickly, bike lanes added that are
safe

Feb 01 19 11:20:28 am

Affordable living for everyone. Clean, functional roads that don't
damage your car. Responsible budget with clear goals.

Feb 01 19 11:43:41 am

If you want local residents to come downtown a better traffic and
control plan.

Feb 01 19 11:49:34 am

Improve physical appeal (Waterfront, bike paths, etc).
Strive for clean and green city; Queen’s landlords need to be
accountable for keeping properties tidy and well maintained
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Feb 01 19 12:21:16 pm

1) Help to grow the local economy by promoting Kingston as an
ideal place for businesses to set up shop. 2) Create the conditions
and promote opportunites for developers to build affordable
housing (NOT more student housing). 3) protect and promote the
historic downtown (do something about the idiotic and predatory
parking regulations. Do bylaw officers REALLY need to ticket
cars on Saturdays in the summer -- or, really, anytime! -- when
the city should be doing everything it can to attract people
downtown!) 4) forge full-speed ahead with the third crossing
project and give further study to the Wellington Street extension.

Feb 01 19 12:22:43 pm

Keep the downtown workable clean and potholes filled
Attracting manufacturing , jobs in general
let the downtown flourish with high density buildings

Feb 01 19 12:45:03 pm

Zoning for sustainable housing density, develop recreational
assets such as the waterfront.

Feb 01 19 01:10:42 pm

Back to basics! Increase personnel to properly be able to monitor
neighbourhoods for bylaw infractions. Don't just depend on
residents to "squeal" on their neighbours - upholding bylaws is the
city's job. Don't ignore neighbourhoods or else the people the city
is trying to attract will not come here. Like individuals, cities can
gain or lose reputations.

Feb 01 19 01:23:59 pm

Downtown development including increased density to promote
vibrant retail and cultural centre.
Strong relationship with Queens community to lower the keep
more students in Kingston after graduation.
Joint strategy with Queens to increase the ethnic and cultural
diversity of both the university and ultimately the city.
Continue the "greening" of Kingston through expanded transit,
encouragement of electric vehicles, "greening" of development
strategy, improved green space, etc.
Improve infrastructure but not to serve automobiles but to
encourage green solutions.

Feb 01 19 01:32:37 pm

Bike lanes
Affordable housing
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Feb 01 19 02:49:51 pm

-Housing: pushing for well-designed, high density housing in a
variety of price ranges.
-Continue to support efforts to attract/retain talented people and
their families
-continue to pursue green initiatives (active transportation, etc)
-continue to move forward with infrastructure projects

Feb 01 19 03:07:45 pm

Roads

Feb 01 19 03:27:35 pm

Continued waterfront development, affordable housing projects

Feb 01 19 03:48:56 pm

Sidewalk and road repair around our hospitals
Public transit access to Providence Care. Current long walk from
bus stop to hospital is ludicrous.

Feb 01 19 04:02:17 pm

Address the crisis in affordable housing. We cannot continue to
assume that the people who work in service industries will be
content to spend 70-80% of their income on housing.

Feb 01 19 04:37:11 pm

Sidewalks and road safety near daycares

Feb 01 19 04:59:49 pm
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Some of the roads in Kingston are in rough shape. Whenever the
road has to be dug up for utilities the road gets a patch job and
that's about it. I would suggest letting the road settle after
patching then resurfacing the patch.

Feb 01 19 05:51:56 pm

The traffic in Kingston is normally quite good but I see a lot of red
light runners which is disturbing. I've seen cars zip through red
lights after they have changed. Most people look before
proceeding but if someone didn't they would easily get T=boned in
an accident. I suggest red light cameras at intersections with high
traffic or accident incidents. I live near the corner of Bath and
Queen Mary Road and routinely see a lot of red light runners on
Bath Road.
This may be already in place but a phone number to report pot
holes that need filling would be great.

Feb 01 19 06:48:51 pm

cameras at main intersections and more lights in our area,
Westbrook

Feb 01 19 07:01:48 pm

healthcare and halting the student housing until more general
affordable housing projects are brought forward....

Feb 01 19 07:07:10 pm

Improve the removal process of potholes, add kore bike lanes.
Should look at installing traffic cameras in in artiel roads such as
the corner of brock and division st.

Feb 01 19 09:12:27 pm

Environment/sustainability, land development strategy with
preservation of Kingston ‘s value in mind, accessibility to all the
services
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Let the market build more rental housing. Higher.
Bike lanes and sidewalks! Build more of them, and keep cars
from parking to block them off. Why are our fines the lowest in
the province? Change the "its ok to park in bike lanes if you are
unloading". And actually enforce when they do park in bike lanes
(start on Portsmouth ave south of princess). Snow clearing
sidewalks!! Would have been a better use of the money that got
spent on electric car chargers!
Feb 01 19 10:04:20 pm

Red light cameras! A no brainer. As usual staff were correct and
council is nuts
Do something at the intersection of princess and Midland for
pedestrians. No Crossing lights or ramp to cross from Cat center
to loblaw etc. Can be terrible for cars (including buses,) to
make a right turn directly into a pedestrian
The "vision zero" is fine, but the "goal' of reducing accidents by
10% over years is laughable. It should be much higher

Feb 02 19 12:15:28 am

refugee settlement and antiracism addressing rise in racism after
RCMP raid.
housing availability.

Feb 02 19 06:51:10 am

Sustainability/ Environment.

Feb 02 19 08:53:03 am

Feb 02 19 10:18:38 am

Continue to attract new industry and drive the economy
Continue to balance development with preservation of heritage
and downtown
Protect the waterfront
Improve sustainability
Increase tourism

Feb 02 19 10:33:31 am

Densification plan, primary healthcare provider recruitment,
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Feb 02 19 11:57:57 am

Protection of wet lands and water resources, attraction of
sustainable industry,continued growth in North end ( grocery
stores..), planned growth, With the ageing population stop taking
away storefront parking spaces downtown ( try being a senior and
shop downtown in the winter- no wonder stores don’t survive), at
home healthcare support

Feb 02 19 01:05:07 pm

1) Reasonable development (no ugly structures over 8 stories)
2) Safe bike paths
3) Fewer cars (motor vehicles on the roads)
4) Low income housing in the downtown core
5) A continuous waterfront path/park with waterfront restaurants (it
is hard to tell that we are a city on the water unless you go to the
Tett Center and enjoy the fabulous Juniper Cafe- Kingston's only
waterfront cafe...and it is not even in the heart of the city...it is a
long walk from Princess street)

Feb 02 19 01:49:07 pm

My priorities are environmental. At this point, our leaders need to
take action for what is right and healthy for its citizens in the long
run by consulting field experts. Public opinion should be
secondary to environmental considerations.

Feb 02 19 03:30:37 pm

Help Queen's and SLC create housing for their students so that
they are NOT filling in residential areas (Calvin, Portsmouth,
Polson, etc).

Feb 02 19 04:45:06 pm

Increase access to the waterfront!

Feb 02 19 06:04:06 pm

just get things done .....stop the infighting .....take part in the
planning of new development so that there are no expensive bills
etc. to pay to the old OMB, the developer, and the city's lawyers
because someone working for the city "screwed things up"

Feb 02 19 07:51:45 pm

Promotion of low-income housing and services, public waterfront
access downtown, reassert control over outsized and
overreaching development, airport/port redevelopment, control on
urban sprawl and continued focus on development along bus
lines.
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1. Build the 3rd Crossing.
2. Sort out the streets.
Feb 02 19 09:17:13 pm
3. More money into the hospitals. The Emergency ward at KGH
looks third world.

Feb 03 19 12:09:05 pm

Good money management.
Less frivolous spending like rebranding.
Lower taxes.
Attention paid to supporting and maintaining current infrastructure
and roads.
Maintain services

Feb 03 19 12:17:17 pm

Decrease financial brden for homeoeners and business. Reduce
debt

Feb 03 19 12:29:52 pm

Increased cycling infrastructure and building low profile (no more
than four stories apartment buildings as close to downtown as
possible. Increase the frequency of public transit.

Feb 03 19 01:09:09 pm

Protect land and trees (including wetlands), wildlife (including
turtles) from future development. Use areas already targeted and
open for smaller homes (where are our heads?) rather than big
cookie cutter boxes with no trees left in sight. Think affordable.
Think community. Think future of climate change and what are
you doing to make sure we're not adding to the problem. Stop the
boat races. We're better than that.

Feb 03 19 02:40:45 pm

I would like to see Ranked Balloting be established.

Feb 03 19 04:07:41 pm

Preserving what little wildlife remains in and surrounding the city.

Feb 03 19 04:40:42 pm

1.more attention to the need for subsidized housing
2. when developing policies/plans look at their affect on the social
determinants of health
3.keep the waterfront open to all
4.keep up the good work re transit, the environment, culture

Feb 03 19 04:56:41 pm

Green Energy, conservation of wetlands, recycling, removing
standing water from dog parks, adding running water access
where possible at dog parks. Fixing potholes...which are an at
fault collision when they cause major damage.
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Feb 03 19 05:34:49 pm

Housing, housing housing. Rent geared to income. Co-op
housing. Set up a housing taskforce with representation from all
interested parties, architects, social workers, university people
and homeless people. If all the homeless people in the city were
housed there would be huge savings in social services,
hospitalizations, policing costs etc. In Canada it is a scandal that
so many do not have adequate housing.

Feb 03 19 08:34:18 pm

My suggestions for the priorities for the City Council are to review
all the planned developments and to first ask what impact they
HONESTLY are having on the environment. I feel there is much
room for improvement.
I apologize that my focus is on one area as I know there are many
other areas of concern and areas that the ciy deserves accolades
but the environment is so dear to me and I have seen it
diminishing in this city and it hurts my heart as I know it is not
coming back. I am pleading with the City Council to review it's
position when it comes to development. Don't make this a city that
I no longer recognize. The Queens university housing statistics do
not have to dictate the quality of life we Kingstonians are left to
live with. We pay our dues and like nature, deserve our respect.

Feb 03 19 09:29:35 pm

Increase protection of green space, including environmental
sensitivity in places like road sides where turtles are often
negatively impacted by city work. Reduce use of road salt.

Feb 03 19 09:53:20 pm

Keep developing waterfront and other outdoor leisure and
recreational features. Affordable housing. Environmental
responsibility.

Feb 03 19 10:19:13 pm

- more building permits
- increased speed to get to site plan approval on all projects
- increase tax base
- lower the tax burden per household

Feb 04 19 08:45:07 am

Promote downtown intensification. Prevent urban sprawl.

Feb 04 19 08:54:38 am

Preservation of turtles and wetlands. FIX THE SEWAGE
PROBLEM!

Feb 04 19 09:10:12 am
Feb 04 19 09:38:18 am

affordable housing and being inclusive
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Feb 04 19 10:20:46 am

- Fix our streets.
- Find a permanent fix to the downtown traffic jams at rush hours,
which is particularly acute in the afternoon, even more so during
the boating season.
- Create a moderated on-line forum where citizens could raise and
discuss issues. Surveys such as this one are indeed excellent; but
it’s hard to beat an on line forum where the Community at large
can interact directly.
- From a business perspective, affordable housing is probably not
(and never has been) a good investment. So if the City is serious
about addressing the issue, it should be prepared to deal with it
directly. The only prerequisites for these projects to be successful
are the quality of the construction, the quality of the administrative
staff, and a Board for each property staffed with board members
that are willing to take timely corrective action to deal with
emerging issues. But of course, all will be in vain unless the City
is also willing to keep these buildings in tip-top shape and thus
avoid dealing with a crisis situation down the road.

Continued improvement of transit.
Feb 04 19 11:19:04 am
Continued investment in urban forest.
Feb 04 19 12:37:06 pm

PROTECT OUR ENVIRONMENT!

Feb 04 19 02:14:02 pm

Climate Change!

Feb 04 19 02:35:42 pm

Would really like a Seniors Park .. that’s 55 plus that’s rated 10
plus .. not some dump to house us in .. we want a nice community
with lots of activities.

Feb 04 19 02:45:55 pm

Make elimination of city debt a priority
Stop increasing taxes (and by consequence, rents).
Sell unused city property to private sector. (support fed and prov
in same).
zone more mid-size commercial and residential.

Feb 04 19 02:59:51 pm

Sustainable urban intensification, address housing vacancy rate,
continue to improve public transit network
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Feb 04 19 03:42:47 pm

A master plan for protection of our Wetlands and all the creatures
that depend on the wetlands for their survival.
More resources put toward making cycling safe and fun in the
City. Folks should be able to ride their bikes to work - for at least
7 months of the year. Thank you,

Feb 04 19 05:51:21 pm

Low income housing for seniors. With the amount of pension
income that most seniors receive they are unable to enjoy their
retirements and some are working part-time to supplement their
activities when rent is increasing high. If they want to own a car
or pay taxes on their homes, it does not allow for any additional
activities of enjoyment i.e. travel, lunch with friends, curling etc.
Seniors need to be protected as they are vulnerable to attacks
and injury.
Also housing for single parents who are trying to make ends
meets and provide for their children the best they can.

Feb 04 19 06:44:47 pm

Feb 04 19 06:50:43 pm

We have a fantastic Waterfront Master Plan but the current plans
are to roll it out over 30 years, with a budget that is a fraction of
what we spend on roads. We need to accelerate this dramatically
because it has enormous social, environmental, health and
economic benefits. Any city can build roads, but not every city has
the potential to create and expand public access to an amazing
waterfront. We need City leadership to make this happen.

Feb 04 19 07:53:02 pm

Stop studies and consulting for every little issue. Make the old
Kingston township just as important as downtown, for instance
snow plowing starting from the outside of the city first, then
downtown. Let’s spend as much on the outskirts of the city as we
do downtown.

Feb 04 19 08:12:32 pm
Water front plan.
Feb 04 19 10:53:51 pm
Build up our public spaces and libraries.
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Feb 05 19 01:39:37 pm

With the new developments in the east and west ends, along with
the third crossing being built, make it a priority to off set these lost
sensitive habitats with restoration projects and protection of green
spaces. The third crossing is an opportunity to restore hemimarsh habitat in the cataraqui marsh, which has become overrun
with cattail. Creating channels for fish, frogs, turtles etc. should
help offset habitat disruptions from the bridge project.
Improve the sense of community with urban gardening initiative
across the city and start a "soil to supper" program that
encourages communities to start communal garden, in which, lowincome families have access to food for free. Creates green
space, promotes ecological improvement (pollinator habitat),
teaches skills to new Canadians/children, promotes healthy eating
and it provides subsidized food to low-income families.

Feb 05 19 03:38:56 pm

Active campaign to recruit doctors, esp GPs
Wetlands protection (no spraying along the edges, etc.) and
enhancement, so our wetlands & wildlife conservation are
features we can be proud of
Housing for Kingstonians, not only for students
Protection of heritage areas, including well-designed new
developments that conform to the height restrictions in the Official
Plan

Feb 05 19 03:43:40 pm

Fix roads.

Feb 05 19 03:48:55 pm

Evironmental movements. "The wetlands are one of the most
significant resources of the city and MUST be protected. NO
MORE development or encroachment !
The priority for the next 4 years is to implement protective fencing!
Turtles are the most imperilled species on the planet and are
essential in maintaining the quality of our water. Let’s demonstrate
the respect their 220 million years on the planet deserves."

Reduce homelessness
Increase development opportunity
Feb 05 19 04:14:42 pm
Improve crosswalks and pedestrian access
Roadway maintenance
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Feb 05 19 04:21:45 pm

Low income housing for residents!

Feb 05 19 05:48:18 pm

Keep property taxes lower
Invest in housing
Fix transit stop (Bagot St is sorely inadequate)
Support cannabis retail
Develop the waterfront and/or support income opportunities on
the front

Feb 05 19 08:52:50 pm

A more bike friendly city; make Montreal St less sketchy; create
and share infographics to communicate to the public via social
media; outdoor fitness parks and general increase in free
accessible opportunities for community health and fitness.

Feb 05 19 09:46:26 pm

Feb 06 19 08:07:37 am

More intensification of downtown housing with an eye to
aesthetics and heritage (I would very much welcome high-rise
development on Queen Street vs Princess Street but would also
like to see housing built that is aesthetically pleasing. Current
projects all look the same with the same green glass with no
awnings. Scotiabank downtown did a great build.)
More affordable business rental space downtown (unsure how
this can be done but we're loosing space and the existing space is
becoming terribly unaffordable for entrepreneurs)
Investment in new tourism and new heritage
Redevelopment of brownfields and the moving forward with the
Wellington Street Extension (as a pedestrian, I would appreciate
the Wellington extension to help alleviate the daily gridlocks and
to give tourists a simple way to reach downtown and our
businesses)
Focus on high density housing developments with an eye on
aesthetics and good community design (sorry, getting tired of the
same designs done over and over again... need more Jane
Jacobs in our lives.)

Feb 06 19 08:39:59 am

Figure out housing
Planning density yet maintaining our historical
Examine the full cost vs value of kingston hydro to the city as a
whole
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Fix the darn roads - develop a program to maintain the existing
infrastructure before spending hundreds of millions on new.
Feb 06 19 11:15:38 am

Work with the alternative transportation groups Kingston Velo
Club, Cycle Kingston to develop an actual plan and system - and
make it usable for more of the year.

Feb 06 19 11:49:00 am

Transit: track and monitor rider usage and invest in smaller buses.
Eliminate or reduce routes that are not in moderate/full use.
Consider the development of bus only corridors (similar to
Ottawa) that can later be converted to LRT or subway.
Connect with the high speed rail planning groups and make sure
that Kingston is part of the plan to integrate Toronto, Ottawa,
Montreal.
Development: reconsider larger projects at the periphery of town.
The more people are pushed to the edges, the more we'll build
congestion and traffic jams.
Education: help local school boards protect downtown schools or
rehabilitate them so that new parents don't rely on the suburbs for
clean and safe environments.
Access: pedestrians, cyclists and other modes of transportation
are all in demand, we just have to make it easy to get around ... a
NOT in a car. Make the waterfront a long continuous loop and
connect with the trail that goes all the way to Toronto.
Intensification without loss/impact with heritage buildings: we
need to encourage our ageing population to move and live
downtown. It's not just for students. An information campaign
would help.
Digital destination: make Kingston a more attractive city to small
to medium-sized businesses. These are the lifeblood of the tech
community and they need space, investors, mentorship and more
to succeed.

Feb 06 19 01:07:02 pm

to protect the wildlife while maintaing the stream of income from
tourists

Feb 06 19 01:31:08 pm

affordable housing, improving infrastructure,

Feb 06 19 05:18:09 pm

Reduce costs, reduce labour reduce taxes!
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Protection of the downtown core
Road repair
Housing for everyone
Protection of existing natural areas

Feb 06 19 08:04:20 pm

Feb 07 19 10:42:25 am

In no particular order. This was an interesting survey, it made me
think about what I want and what we need as a community. I used
to walk the trails at Collins Bay and Taylor Kidd. I loved the area,
and knew for as long as I walked there it was a gift. It is closed
now as per owners wishes and i respect that. But it was a gift, no
where else can you go, walk quietly in the woods, get to know the
seasons of the forest and fields, and just be. Which is a round
about way of reminding myself the importance of a real
connection with nature. Nature sets my priorities and keeps me
grounded. It is my hope that city council will be grounded too.

Ecological sustainability. I would like us to continue in earnest with
the Sustainable Kingston Plan:
* Further development of community gardens, urban farms, public
orchards
* Further development of public and active transport and transport
lanes
* Replacing much of the city's grass-covered lands with wild
plants, to help sustain insects, birds, and other animals
* Removal of LED advertising boards, unless perhaps sustained
by solar power. These boards do use a significant amount of
energy, and their materials are hard to recycle
* Reducing the number of announcement screens in public
places. Again, they use energy and are not easily recyclable.
They can also be distractions, particularly in places meant to allow
for calm and focus, like libraries. A traditional bulletin board can
be more effective (you can see all announcements at once), and
more calming. Paper could be recycled or reused (Stauffer Library
cuts up printed sheets of paper no longer needed and people use
the backs for notes, etc.)--I don't think that paperless is always
best; it does tie us to screens (computer, advertising, television,...)
and we do need less engagement with them.
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Feb 07 19 08:24:02 pm

- Increase community communication (mediums and frequency)
- Provide an array of transportation methods
- Innovative use of technology
- Build on the current entertainment, amenity, and activities
package
- Broaden the accommodation options for Downtown

Feb 07 19 09:25:18 pm
Feb 07 19 09:57:45 pm
Feb 07 19 11:19:35 pm

No more building near our wetlands. Be more educated and
sensitive to our enviromment.
Indoor pickleball courts!! Outdoor pickleball courts for hosting big,
national tournaments. Kingston is situated perfectly to host
players from all over.

Feb 08 19 07:00:09 am

Protect our environment and species at risk. Put up protective
turtle fencing, be innovative (eg natural bridges to help turtles and
others cross roads safely) and ensure road maintenance activities
like shoulder maintenance avoids turtle nesting season. Protect
our waterfront from overdevelopment. Ensure that Kingston
remains a liveable and walkable city. Create good jobs for young
people so they don’t have to move away (when the best job in
town is Startek, they will leave!).

Feb 08 19 08:16:08 am

Finding a way to get people without homes/shelter in under a roof
in a spot they can call home, and finding the support services for
them that many are going to need to improve their lives within
themselves.

Feb 08 19 03:21:25 pm

I'm still fairly new so I have a lot to learn.

Feb 08 19 03:21:30 pm

stop harmful developments of all types that is killing
nature(especially turtles & deer) that adversely affects people's
wellness when they need access to natural spaces..accent on
elderly and children.safety crossing places to cross busy streets
when going to natural walking paths..example Syndenham rd..
use money for poor people rather than more bridges???
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Feb 08 19 04:49:05 pm

I really hope action for the environment is taken (protecting water
like the lake/wetlands), adding lights to parks so they are brighter
at night, ways to reduce waste such as finding ways to promote
using less plastic, maybe putting in certain bylaws about what
restaurants can use for to-go containers (there are so many good
options, cardboard, whatever the restaurants at Wueen’s
University uses which is compostanle, styrofoam should never be
used as it is terrible for the environment and is an EASY thing to
fix)

Feb 08 19 08:25:53 pm

Sustainable development, walkability, active transportation

Feb 09 19 09:29:30 am

Downtown Waterfront development
Wetland preservation
Environmental protection and respect
Downtown growth

Feb 09 19 10:44:26 am

Gains have been made in recent years in attracting businesses
and more housing development, but the downtown area lacks
sufficient housing for all income groups. We are not all Toronto
downsizers! They are welcome of course, but if you are
downsizing with a view to rental downtown, the choices are very
limited.
Airport expansion would be a delight and necessary for
professionals and commercial entities.

Feb 09 19 10:44:44 am

downtown density; improved airport; road repairs; luring new
businesses/jobs

Feb 09 19 10:56:03 am

Public housing, downtown development

Feb 09 19 12:02:33 pm

Get people living downtown.
Creating jobs with hight pay, not minimum wage jobs real jobs.
Getting rid of the ward system of city council.

Feb 09 19 03:14:00 pm

Intensify core areas of the city to utilize existing investments in
infrastructure and increase the tax base. Note that intensification
doesn’t mean insanely high buildings, but some height is okay.

Feb 09 19 04:45:09 pm

Be "open for business". Business and the push forward in these
times takes many forms. We have to be open minded in exploring
the possibilities to continue to stay relevant in today's global
marketplace

Feb 09 19 04:47:57 pm

Approval of 30+ high rise buildings in less than 6 months.
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Feb 10 19 09:17:48 am

Increase density - approve downtown residential development
and focus on reducing sprawl.
Match transit planning to residential development plan so that
new residential units are not car-based.
Establish a taskforce and funding to attract new family doctors to
fill the current gap.
Create 25-year vision and a process to update it every 10 years.
Use this as the development blueprint which all future councils are
measured against.

Feb 10 19 10:12:08 am

Affordable housing and more housing in general
More shelters and encouraging restaurants, grocery stores to
donate food items instead of throwing them away.
Preserving the downtown waterfront, historical intergrity of the city
and making use of our beautiful harbour. Fixing the massive
potholes that will eventually begin to swallow out vehicles if they
don’t get repaired. (Queen St is horrible!!)

Feb 10 19 10:20:11 am

Develop a vision for Kingston that is beautiful with parks along the
lake as it is our major feature.
Resist the temptation to build 20 story buildings just because a lot
is vacant. Look at the impact on the street scape. Projects like
Capital One and the 2 Homestead buildings aren’t going to help
our housing issue. They are more for students, air b&b not
families and community. Where is the green space with these
buildings? where is the innovative design?
DON,T put a gallery in thes buildings, that requires staff and adds
expense for the city.

Feb 11 19 01:32:45 pm

This city needs a comprehensive plan for North to South and East
to West bike lanes and bike routes like Toronto

Feb 11 19 01:38:00 pm

1. Affordable housing for citizens who are not students.
2. More family doctors.
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Feb 11 19 01:47:49 pm

Encourage green initiatives, encourage areas were Kingstonians
can enjoy the outdoors. Encourage SAFE bicycle paths. Improve
the housing shortage in downtown Kingston with buildings that fit
in with the historical context of Kingston. Ensure that these can be
used by all Kingstonians. That is perhaps to have restaurants,
common areas etc that the public can enjoy.

Feb 11 19 02:43:44 pm

Parking in and around Downtown Kingston & KGH.
Tourism outside the Downtown Core.
Pothole filling that doesn't disappear!
Better accountability to inquiries by phone or email. Getting a call
back and/or email with answers would be helpful without the caller
having to call back to follow up.

Feb 11 19 03:31:54 pm

-Fix Queen Street.
-Amend, and then follow, the official plan. Particularly where it
concerns new developments.
-Plan projects taking into account the impact for 10-20+ years
from now.
-Fix Queen Street
-Make decisions based on what is best for the city's growth and
development instead of what's good for the developers.
-Be consistent in their approval/denials of developments. eg,
denying the Capitol project, but allowing a 19 story building 4
blocks down the street.
-Budget for public art installations by local artists.
-Fix Queen Street
-Provide funding for initiatives to get young residents (13-17)
involved in local politics and seek their input for what they would
like to see in the city's future.
-Invest in the north end of the city, particularly in community
based programs and safe public spaces.

Feb 11 19 03:46:03 pm

Get the bridge built, update parks not done yet, better more
durable road surfaces care for seniors
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Feb 11 19 05:50:40 pm

improved air services; establishing better coordination with
surrounding municipalities/trade associations; revitalizing road
and connectivity infrastructure; improving relationships with
university/hospitals to more closely align individual visions; rightsizing delivered services:( consider privatization of airport, marina,
Rideaucrest) to lower costs while still supporting these currently
city-managed services

Feb 11 19 06:32:40 pm

Tell the police to get out of the station and on the road.driving this
city on a regular basis i see speeding,tailgating,lane changing
amber and red light running. (cameras)
stop sign running etc.drivers do it because their chances of
getting caught are slim and nil unless there is a collision. then
police are reactive not proactive.those are words from a city police
constable.

Feb 11 19 07:04:05 pm

Change some outdated bylaws such as one car per driveway. The
new reality of households are two cars per household and this
bylaw creates issues in some areas of town. Mainly where
duplexes and townhouses are build where there is only space for
one car per drive way.

Feb 11 19 07:45:44 pm

Public transit, access to primary healthcare, access to home care,
convalescent care, supported care and long term care.

Feb 11 19 08:42:52 pm

Focus on spending tax dollars properly
Re pave roads that are falling apart
Employ more by-law officers for parking infractions outside of
downtown, and littering, especially in the Queen’s area.
The police need to step up and be on top of speeding in rural
areas, red light running, student parties, the police presence in
Kingston is non-existant.
Red light cameras!!! Council needs to approve these!

Feb 11 19 08:57:59 pm

Affordable housing
Heritage preservation
Better city planning.
No control over the skyline, types of buildings or placement of
huge condo complexes too expensive for most to afford.
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Feb 11 19 08:58:18 pm

Alternative to car transportation. Winter sidewalk maintenance
and priorities. Waterfront development for a deep water jetty.

Feb 12 19 09:12:56 am

Need to accelerate secondary unit planning changes.

Feb 12 19 09:21:27 am

- affordable and increased housing
- population growth in the downtown, while protecting beautiful old
home and keeping the balance of families
- focus on bringing in the 3rd crossing on time and on budget
- looking for ways to reduce property taxes... they simply can't
keep going up.

Student housing and active transportation.
Feb 12 19 11:23:04 am

Plant trees aggressively to replace the loss of all those ash trees.
Put a toll on the new crossing.

Feb 12 19 12:20:29 pm

Third crossing built

Feb 12 19 01:16:38 pm

High priority to fix present infrastructure and roads.
Full court press on initiatives that will get more people to spend
money in Kingston.
Get building, building, building.

Feb 12 19 03:57:14 pm

PRIORITY #1 - address stormwater issues by:
creating a holistic "water sustainability" master plan
or
setting a target related to reducing stormwater volumes in urban
centre(s) - for example a permeability target (reducing paved/hard
surfaces) or runoff volume target (making our "built systems"
mimic "natural systems")
or
developing a climate resilience action plan
PRIORITY #2 - significantly reduce the City's use of road salt
PRIORITY #3 - continue commitments to improve "natural
heritage" and "green infrastructure" throughout the community
(eg, tree canopy goal; forest management plan; trails)
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Feb 12 19 05:29:18 pm

Follow the official plan - little or no 'rule breaking'
Where new development is needed, let it have architectural
features that fit with the scale of the community

Feb 12 19 07:48:10 pm

Be inclusive. Welcome opportunities for change. Embrace
building a vibrant city. Let smart growth happen. Trust your staff
and not the same old guard who are afraid of change.

Feb 13 19 06:01:05 am

Continued improvements to our community infrastructure &
municipal core services that are designed to improve both the life
span, operational efficiency and community safety while striving to
stay within the City Council approved project and annual budget
limits.
More affordable housing for all age groups in diverse locations
using innovative flex building designs for changing future housing
needs of an aging population.

Feb 13 19 12:02:18 pm

High Tech company strategy
Innovation
Innovative Housing strategies (boomers want one floor and
millennials wants small spaces and lots of amenities)
Infrastructure expansion
Immigration
Leisure is considered the "new infrastructure" - continue to
expand these offerings for all ages. Be bold with the ideas.

Feb 13 19 01:28:35 pm

Increase in residential units downtown
Reduction in building rents (commercial and residential)
downtown

Feb 13 19 03:23:51 pm

Becoming a more sustainable and environmentally friendly city.
Increase accessibility for people who can't afford cars through
public transportation and better alternatives to driving.

Feb 13 19 03:39:23 pm

Leverage walkable communities and the strong transit network to
prioritize all types of high-density housing and urban
intensification.
Invest in social housing.
Commit to a Vision Zero program.
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Reduce taxes!

Feb 13 19 05:48:20 pm

Reduce the size of the city Governemt. Less employees at the city
with more reasonable pay for what they are doing. Salaries are
very high at the city.
Increase transparency.

Feb 13 19 08:00:11 pm

Making Kingston an age-friendly, eco-friendly community that
fosters health, education, inclusion and quality of life. Improving
policies to protect our ecosystems. Finding balance between
growth and green goals. Energy efficiency and innovation. Make
active transportation safe for everyone to adopt. Improve access
to public transit (should be 5 minutes or less to walk to a bus
stop). Green city maintenance, beet juice/sand not salt, stop
roadside spraying and find eco-friendly ways to address noxious
weeds. Improve composting, reuse options for non-recyclables,
incentivize zero waste and eco-friendly behaviours. Ban single
use plastics and styrofoam. Improve building codes to meet
universal design priniciples and LEED standards.
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Feb 13 19 10:38:05 pm

Reduce speed! The speed at which people travel is ridiculous. Put
in more stop lights and reduce speed in residential areas. As an
example:
The intersection at Sir John A Macdonald and Johnson (traveling
towards Portsmouth) has a thorough lane and a right hand/
thorough lane. This is completely unnecessary. People go into the
right lane and then cars race through to beat each other (and that
second lane ends right in front of a school crossing sign for
Centennial Public School). People easily travel upwards of 70km
on that street right next to the school which makes it dangerous
and hard for students to cross. That second lane should be made
into just a right hand turn lane onto Sir John A.
Maintain green spaces and keep investing in parks. The park in
Mowat Woods needs an update. In additional to residents it is
used by upwards of 4 daycares in the area as well as families that
come to visit during soccer season in the summer. Currently it has
rocks around the swings and play structure which do not absorb
water so it floods all fall and spring. Then that ice freezes in the
winter, making it dangerous to play on. The structure is also
outdated.
Reduce speed on Mowat. It is used as a thorough way and is
becoming increasingly busy (people traveling to and from seniors
centre, students, people going to King Street). The speed at which
people travel is crazy and many families in the area are reluctant
to have kids play in front yards because cars travel so fast.
The Gord Downey pier is amazing. The rest of the waterfront
needs to be developed. The part closer to downtown is incredibly
rundown and an eye sore. There is so much foot traffic from
residents and tourists in that area. We could really spruce it up
and it would look incredible and be so much more inviting.

Feb 14 19 08:23:53 am

Economic growth, Equity, Ecological Sustainability

Feb 14 19 09:17:42 am

Housing-not a study, but immediate action to provide shelter.

Feb 14 19 09:23:38 am

Committing to going completely fossil-free by 2030, by following
indigenous-led groups in defence of their territory and natural
resources. Creating opportunities and supports for all
Kingstonians, especially those who are marginalized,
discriminated against and most vulnerable, to participate fully in
their communities, and to take leadership to define Kingston's
future. I would suggest reaching out to already established
groups and asking them what their priorities for 2019-2022 would
be.
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Feb 14 19 10:25:28 am

- Extend airport runway
- 10 year plan to improve road surfaces
- John Counter and 3rd Crossing bridges

Feb 14 19 11:54:39 am

Fight climate change by:
Getting people out of their cars. Improve walkability, accessibility,
allow more infil, make street pedestrian only walkways, scrap 3rd
crossing. Underground utility lines, improve, flood prevention
measures. Declare a climate emergency. The world is now a
different place, get ready.

Feb 14 19 12:05:56 pm

Taking the lead on addressing Climate Change and Species
Extinction -- reduction of carbon emissions, elimination of harmful
spraying and suburban sprawl
Taking the lead on planning for a new green economy. Don't let
Kingston get left behind...

Feb 14 19 02:20:19 pm

- signage to challenge the colonial present and past (ie this is part
of 'Reconciliation' which is for settlers!!)
- if the John A iconography must stay at least invite the local
Indigenous communities to place their own statues and/or write
their own perspective of him and other colonial worship - why is
only 1 view centred?

Feb 14 19 06:04:35 pm

becoming citizen centric (cutting bureaucracy, making it simple for
citizens), fostering co-design with citizens around sustainability &
greening our city... we could become eco-innovators if we are
willing to think (and act) differently

Feb 14 19 08:44:01 pm

I would like to see the City support various models for affordable
housing, particularly non-profit co-op housing for seniors.

Feb 14 19 10:14:51 pm

Traffic and maintaining the infrastructure in the older parts of the
city. Hire more police & bylaw officers to keep our city safe for
drivers, pedestrians & home owners.

Feb 15 19 08:50:27 am

Bike and running paths from downtown to westend for safe
commute

Feb 15 19 01:15:06 pm

Curb development and urban sprawl -- but it won't happen.

Feb 15 19 02:08:49 pm

Stop thinking along provincial and federal party lines.
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Feb 15 19 02:09:48 pm

- Good quality but affordable entry level housing should be
encouraged and built quickly.
- Downtown residences should be encouraged so that our
storefronts don't sit empty.
- Best in class infrastructure, including IT infrastructure
- Everything we can do to make Kingston an attractive place for
young, educated, talented people. With improved population
growth we can become a centre that combines the best of the big
and small city, but we need to make Kingston a place that a
young, talented person realistically considers when starting a
career or business. Ensuring that our downtown is livable,
walkable, and filled with people will go a long way here.

Feb 15 19 02:17:26 pm

#1: Every council and city decision and action must be made with
a view to achieving the new IPCC climate targets: 45% reduction
in GHG emissions by 2030 and to 0 emissions (or climate
neutrality) by 2050.
#2: Smart development that ascribes to climate targets, limits
sprawl, yet protects our heritage core. Community benefits that
are appropriate, agreed to with community input and are
permanent rather than of limited duration.

Bicycle lanes in the downtown. Traffic calming approaches.

Feb 15 19 02:30:20 pm

Beginning a culture shift that prioritizes people's health instead of
their car. Making it more time efficient to take public transportation
than use a personal car if someone is commuting.
Halting urban sprawl.

Feb 15 19 03:14:10 pm

Lean, effective municipal services and transparency for property
tax spending.

Feb 15 19 04:20:31 pm

Stop neglecting the development guidelines commissioned by
councils in previous years that laid out sensible checks to
development in the downtown/Williamsville area - we want
development, we don’t want 15+ story high rises overshadowing
our neighbourhoods!

Feb 15 19 06:12:13 pm
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Feb 15 19 11:21:06 pm

-Well-placed housing in appropriate areas of all types and
densities
-affordable housing
-lower taxes
-3rd crossing, get it done and move forward
-back to nature, go trees, go parks, go water opportunities
-get tourism & marketing going nationally and internationally - it's
flat & disconnected - invest in outsiders who know how to market
destinations

Feb 16 19 08:40:19 am

Convert to a full-time city council.
Fix the downtown road infrastructure to the benefit of both visitors
and citizens
Widen Hwy 15 so visitors aren't welcomed by crawling traffic
Get the third crossing built

Feb 16 19 09:01:41 am

Downtown revitalization

Feb 16 19 11:10:08 am
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Feb 17 19 12:11:12 am

Rent-geared-to-income housing.
Repeated from Opportunities Section:
Increase property taxes and stop frivolous spending on
developers, contractors, and consultants.
For Kingston to be a leader in Sustainability, provide
comprehensive rent-geared-to-income housing for people,
prioritizing people on Ontario Works and ODSP. Ensure that
every single development of an apartment or condominium have
15% rent-geared-to-income units. Build rent-geared-to-income
housing on vacant land. Re-evaluate 'The Landlords First Housing
Strategy'.
Make it mandatory that every business in Kingston be accessible
to people with mobility devices. The baseline accommodation
would be for businesses to be required to purchase StopGap.ca
ramps. Stop prioritizing Heritage Buildings over accessibility. It's
embarrassing to the CoK.
Provide more municipal funding to the SACK to address child and
youth sexual assault.
Mandate that Kingston Police officers and all CoK staff receive
training on racism (anti-racism) and oppression (anti-oppression)
that does not offer a certification but is part of an ongoing process.
Enhance childcare subsidies for those living below the poverty
line.

Feb 17 19 10:18:55 am

Truly make Kingston a sustainable city.

Feb 18 19 08:50:04 am
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Feb 18 19 06:46:51 pm

A focus on parks and crossing cannot be a City priority at the cost
of:
1. Access to family physicians within 1-2 months, not 1-2 years or
more must be a PRIORITY issue this city with the province. If you
wish to ignore the issue of family physicians, please put out
communications to the rest of the province letting people know,
who are thinking of moving her, that they will NOT have access to
regular health care in this city. They have a right to know this
BEFORE they come here.
2. Access to express buses in all areas of city that have no bus
access, including the Front/ Wellborne west lakeside corner of the
city.
3. Lack of enforcement of city by-laws. The city needs to enforce
its bylaws including for example properties that are flooding other
properties, illegal parking on boulevards etc.

Feb 19 19 12:10:50 am

Repair roads, approve more building permits swiftly. Encourage
more business ventures

Feb 19 19 05:56:29 am

1. Introduce more housing options. Loosen the regulations for
basement suites, granny flats etc as long as they are built to code.
2. Approve lane homes
3. Offer more parking options for home owners.
City to move to be carbon neutral as soon as possible

Feb 19 19 08:23:24 am

Increase local affordable housing - more density is good, but not if
it's only spaces for the wealthy
Support the city's diversity and make it a safe place for everyone
who lives here

Feb 19 19 08:40:38 am

Get stuff done. Be smart and strategic about your decisions and
stop deferring for fear of making a statement.

Feb 19 19 09:15:04 am

1. For council to live within its means by not running deficits.
2. Prioritize city roads for repaving, then pave them.
3. Allow for the development of downtown high rise buildings.

Feb 19 19 09:16:21 am

FAMILY DOCTORS
PRESERVE THE LOOK OF DOWNTOWN AS MUCH AS
POSSIBLE.

Feb 19 19 10:03:10 am

Affordable housing should be top priority.
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Feb 19 19 10:09:15 am

Social services, affordable housing, Long Term Care, and the
state of the roads.

Feb 19 19 10:28:21 am

Feb 19 19 11:07:46 am

Addressing climate change (public transit, green jobs, sustainable
urban agriculture, protecting clean water, natural habitats,
agricultural lands; adapting to climate crises and disasters; public
education); affordable housing (build new units, increase portable
rent supplements for tenants, create more cooperative housing,
esp. for seniors; mandate post-secondary institutions to build their
own student housing, better rent control); support income security
to reduce economic disparity -- living wage, basic income

Feb 19 19 11:18:10 am

Keep/make services public, especially communications.
Ensure we develop a robust climate action plan in line with 1.5
degree planetary warming targets. (Currently ours isn't even
close.)
Ensure citizens safety is protected (moratorium on wireless
infrastructure in light of 5G). Heed the warnings of hundreds of
scientists globally demanding a moratorium on 5G until it is made
safe.
Ensure citizens privacy is protected. Any 'smart city' initiative must
be robustly studied and debated. In light of the Sidewalk Labs
debacle in Toronto, we must be very wary of information
tech/communications companies that will sell us out with respect
to privacy and security. A moratorium is needed until we can be
assured that our rights to privacy and security are protected.

Feb 19 19 11:26:26 am

Restore Council authority over organization design, departmental
mandates, and direction of key staff including the CAO and
Commissioners. Reinstate the legitimate mandate of the Heritage
Committee to align it with the Heritage Act. Minimize use of in
camera meetings of Council. Restructure community planning
exercises for improved community engagement and adherence to
statutory requirements. Open the budget exercise (operating and
capital) to public input.
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Feb 19 19 12:58:03 pm

Feb 19 19 01:14:24 pm

Feb 19 19 01:48:03 pm

Feb 19 19 01:57:41 pm

Feb 19 19 01:58:41 pm

Continue to make the waterfront a priority for recreation and
leisure
Continue to address affordable housing crisis
Continue to prioritize safe cycling and walking paths
Improving approval process for city projects - set timelines for
completion
Attracting new business to marketplace
Attract and diversify population growth
Manage sprawling retails in central Kingston
Re-energize the downtown core - Business and Tourism
City service enhancements - road repair, recycling, bylaw
enforcement

Focus on drafting / initiating the CITES Bylaw mentioned above
ASAP. Also complete those projects currently on the "books"
which comply with all Federal / Provincial environmental
regulations. Cancel any development within the City Limits, now
under review which necessitates the destruction of wetlands,
temperate & coniferous woodlands or alters natural watercourses.

Communication - leverage multiple communication channels to
highlight community events, assets and opportunities
Continue to make the community more age-friendly (if it is
accessible for seniors, it is better for all)
Expand and showcase Kingston's assets

Affordable Housing
Curbing excessive development that does not comply with intent
of official plan.
land conservation/ wildlife protection/ stop hurting the climate..

Feb 19 19 02:10:46 pm
..stop building out, build up!!!
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Feb 19 19 02:14:55 pm

1. Cancel the third crossing.
2. Build a proper airport to increase the number of carriers and
flights.
3. Carefully develop the waterfront so it remains environmentally
sustainable, and accessible to downtown residents and visitors
alike.

Feb 19 19 02:25:59 pm

Improve the roads outside the city. The past councils have done
nothing but take from the rural constituency. I think it’s time they
give back

Feb 19 19 02:54:14 pm

Feb 19 19 03:30:18 pm

- intensification of downtown core, including clean up of legacy
industrial lands (Tannery property, Bell park)
- Transform government activities, to be aligned with 5th industrial
revolution
- improve public transit for City: bike pathways, car pool lanes,
bigger causeway, roundabouts, lane widening, additional city
buses. improve congestion at rush hour: 3rd crossing,
roundabouts, lane widening, smart traffic lights

Deal with the homelessness and vagrants
Better police presence in downtown (Princess Street) area
3rd Crossing
parking

Feb 19 19 03:56:10 pm

Housing crunch
University relations

Feb 19 19 04:11:46 pm

growth

Feb 19 19 04:23:21 pm

Build more condos and apartments downtown
Build a waking cycling friendly core
Bury hydro and telephone lines we look like a third world
community

Feb 19 19 04:29:36 pm

Keep doing what you have been doing. I think our present mayor
has a decent head on his shoulders and can help steer Kingston
into a good direction as long as his opinion is valued.
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Feb 19 19 04:57:57 pm

1) The low occupancy rates.
2) Finding more land for traditional home development
3) Looks to intensification for downtown to promote business
4) Getting more physicians

Feb 19 19 08:29:21 pm

Affordable housing,

Feb 19 19 08:51:51 pm

Innovation and partnership. Understand what is needed to grow a
new age private sector economy. We are miles behind on this and
covered only by the institutional investments that come into the
city. We have to have another option and we could be leaders
here with very little investment.

Feb 19 19 09:11:26 pm

Increase housing stock in the downtown

Feb 19 19 10:00:43 pm

AFFORDABLE HOUSING, AFFORDABLE HOUSING,
AFFORDABLE HOUSING.
MAKE IT A MAJOR PRIORITY.

Feb 19 19 10:07:00 pm

I want my Council tp put people first -- all the people not the
privileged few who control the money and the the taxes everyone
pays
People need decent places to live and raise their families - places
they can afford and still put food on the table
Focus on action - not throwing money away on endless studies by
consultants!

Feb 20 19 07:21:01 am

Wildlife protection
Infrastructure improvements

Feb 20 19 07:59:17 am

1. Creative and dignified housing solutions (and other supports)
for lowest income people - this cannot be left to private sector they don't care, and won't profit enough unless they build
substandard ugly buildings in poorly serviced areas. 2. Stable and
dignified housing for working-class/lower income people I would
like to see council working with other municipalities across
Canada to re-instate Cooperative housing incentives
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Feb 20 19 09:17:07 am

Improve the police presence in growing areas like Kingston east.
There is lots of tax revenue there and these citizens deserve to
get some protection for their tax dollars.
Increase the focus on ecological awareness and respect for the
environment, including cleaning up city streets and encouraging
citizens to respect their home. Kingston should be a leader in this
regard and both smaller and larger cities have managed this well.
We lag behind significantly.

Feb 20 19 09:44:06 am

Protection of Kingston’s waterfront and wetlands to conserve
species at risk, especially turtles.

Feb 20 19 11:50:29 am

sustainable (moderate) development; annual tax increases
capped at 1.5% (including the capital projects) (not 2.5%); rural
areas north of the 401 should be separated from the City

Feb 20 19 12:35:31 pm

Set higher GHG targets, incorporate a mindset of sustainability in
all decision making, invest in organizations that are working to
increase Kingston's resiliency to climate change.

Feb 20 19 12:38:13 pm

keep 5G networks away

Feb 20 19 02:46:19 pm

affordable housing

Feb 20 19 04:26:57 pm

1. Housing
2. Access to Healthcare
3. Attracting and retaining talent

Feb 20 19 08:18:04 pm

Better quality Housing.
Promoting peace without use of force or intimidation.
Homeless and at risk support, like actual support.

Feb 20 19 08:32:08 pm

More housing for renters in Kingston, especially downtown.
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Housing of all types - but in particular where the gaps are, namely
housing in the core of the city and affordable housing throughout
the city (in my opinion on affordable housing best bang for the
buck is the city leveraging it's contributions and resources with the
private sector to maximize the number of units that can be built)

Feb 21 19 12:33:27 am

Continued strong financial support for Kingston's economic
development agency - they've delivered - Kingston must be in the
game of selling our assets to investors and entrepreneurs
Working to taking down the barriers to building in the city empowering employees (planning, building, fire departments) to
make decisions based on case by case circumstances as
opposed to liability based decision making that really is "cover
your ass decision making" where all decisions no matter how
absurd in a particular case go by the book. (another problem
being different staff interpret the book differently).

Feb 21 19 10:13:16 am

The children at W.J. Holsgrove Public School are dodging traffic
to get to school. There are no sidewalks leading to the school.
The "new" Westbrook subdivision kids walk on sidewalks up until
they reach Westbrook Road, then they walk on the edge of the
street, avoiding ditches on one side and traffic on the other.
Especially on narrow SprouleStreet, the ditches are deep when
not filled with snow, and the children are in real danger. This isn't
a "want", this is a serious "need".

Feb 21 19 10:28:43 am

—protecting the beauty of our natural environment (water, air and
land,)
— protecting and building on what makes our city so special (a
sense of community and caring for others, natural beauty of its
location, a heritage downtown, solid services)
— enhancing and encouraging services for citizens including
affordable housing, public transit, beautiful parks and walking
trails, adequate medical care (everyone deserves a family doctor),
adequate funding for long-term care homes
—working to keep grocery stores, hardware stores, other shops
for basic needs and necessities and schools within walkable
distances
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Feb 21 19 12:38:09 pm

My biggest priority I would like to see addressed is the shortage of
doctors we have in the city right now we need to get put on the
priority list to get more doctors here. We and example we have
after hours clinics that are unable to keep hours or are closed
entirely because of lack of doctors that can fill the spots also more
then 15,000 residents are without a doctor this really needs to be
addressed

Feb 21 19 03:54:29 pm

1. Get to 0 emissions by 2050 (or sooner!)
2. Make more room for nature- natural shorelines, more parks
with more naturalized parts, no development of green spaces
3. Make a good official plan and stick to it, don't compromise
4. Make cycling (and walking) infrastructure really workeverywhere, all the time
5. Protect and enhance the waterfront
6. Don't spend money on car-centric projects like new roads and
bridges
7. Affordable housing is needed, high rises downtown are not- find
the right balance
8. Address waste in a meaningful way

Feb 21 19 07:11:37 pm

1. PHYSICIANS to meet need and future demand
2. BY LAW Enforcement (illegal parking, landscaping affecting the
properties of others)
3. PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION (Welbourne Ave, Lakeside,
Front Rd to downtown)
4. PARKING DOWNTOWN

Feb 21 19 08:27:26 pm

Without hesitation, a moratorium on the roll-out of 5G!! Our
children's health is in your hands. The benefits could never
outweigh the potential damage/costs. Please strongly consider
this moratorium.

Feb 21 19 10:42:46 pm

Safety of my children: we live in Westbrook, and in order to go to
school or visit the local park we have to walk on roads where cars
go by way over the speed limit. Westbrook needs sidewalks for
the safety of all children and adults, particularly as it is growing all
around us (and the newer sections get the benefit of sidewalks).
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Affordable Housing: create policies encouraging Tiny Homes as
well, encourage new developments along public transit lines
Expand Addictions Services
Feb 22 19 02:07:33 am

Please please scrap the existing unutilized bike share for one that
works.....you will see a positive impact on local businesses and it
will be self-sustaining and it will cut down on all the police
resources being spent to address bike theft
Also create opportunities for one-person households to buy
homes...they are the bulk of renters in Kingston

Feb 22 19 10:17:56 am

City Council should make the testing of 5G technology a priority.
In the absence of adequate studies on the health impacts of 5G,
the roll out of this technology should be halted.

Feb 22 19 12:14:42 pm

Implementation of protective fencing for species on road to
extinction.

Feb 22 19 12:56:52 pm

Feb 22 19 12:56:57 pm

housing; early intervention programs for at-risk youth to ensure
they don't enter the justice system; mental health (for both youth
and adults)- increased funding to ensure proper resources for
those in need- to reduce apprehensions and admittance to
hospitals; community drug strategy; red light cameras used at
strategic intersections

Feb 22 19 02:13:26 pm

More fencing to protect endangered turtles, specifically and
avoidance of road grating and chemicals in areas that they inhabit

Feb 22 19 04:56:44 pm

I would love to see miles and miles of connected multi use trails
built ASAP. I would also like Kingston council to be more
imaginative about development rather than just big square 20
storey boxes. And one pet peeve is that city works need to be
more careful about wildlife in their area, such as grading
shoulders during turtle breeding season and spraying roadsides
with toxic chemicals. The world belongs to all of us--creatures
included.
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Feb 22 19 05:37:07 pm

Build less for part time renters (students) and more for full time
while making rent more affordable in relation to pay.
Kingston needs more funding for mental health issues.
Easier access for physically disabled.
More police visibility.

Feb 22 19 06:01:34 pm

A focus on green transport, ensuring a beautiful waterfront and
making Kingston an even better place to live. Implementation of
protective fencing for turtles.

Feb 22 19 06:07:48 pm

Find a way to provide affordable housing all throughout the City it does not have to be downtown
Climate change - let Kingston be an innovative city that works to
decrease GHGs in more than a token way.

Feb 22 19 06:11:58 pm

Protect the habitat of all our wildlife.

Feb 22 19 06:37:57 pm

Animal protection, roads and housing

Feb 22 19 07:15:30 pm

Climate change
Affordable housing

Feb 22 19 07:21:38 pm

Become more environmentally friendly. Did you know that Rideau
Canal sorts through their waste to reduce landfill waste.
https://twitter.com/NCC_Skateway/status/1098658933420539904
?s=01

Feb 22 19 08:34:01 pm

- Turtle fencing
- Protecting wetlands
- Developments more visually appealing with actual greenspace

Feb 22 19 08:48:38 pm
Feb 22 19 09:53:23 pm

Save the animals. Provide us with more affordable housing and
LESS student housing
The safety and integrity of our native turtle species. Which, in the
end, helps our wetlands.
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Feb 22 19 10:13:38 pm

Climate change should be a priority! Land use is important to
consider, more green space or conservation areas would be
great, and less sprawl of new low-lying buildings-intensify the
already built areas. That being said, city council should consult
with the Indigenous Peoples of this territory. The city should
prioritize meeting the recommendations put out by the Truth and
Reconciliation Commission (and Royal Commission on Aboriginal
Peoples) to increase Indigenous participate and start the healing
process from the violence of ongoing colonialism. Affordable and
accessible (wheelchair and for persons with disabilities) housing
should be on the City's radar as well.

Feb 23 19 07:34:20 am

To make an example at how we can live with nature. Not just
buldoz it over

Feb 23 19 08:01:46 am

Turtles!!! Conserve conserve conserve. Development is ruining
Kingston ...Educate your people.... it’s eastern Ontario not the
ozarks.... there is no excuse for the level of ignorance the general
population has. I feel like Kingston is stuck ina terrible racist,
sexist, misogynist past....I hear the word “paki” like every day
meanwhile they’re probably talking about immigrants from India ...
a racial slur and it’s not even right... I physically feel ill in this city
the hate and ignorance has to stop.

Feb 23 19 10:17:17 am

To take a pay cut.

Feb 23 19 03:17:08 pm

1. Develop vacant land downtown.
2. Improve rail and air links to Toronto, Ottawa and other centres.
3. Promote Kingston to Torontonians as a place to do business
and a place to live - that means we need housing available
4. Finish the third crossing, continue the excellent bus
infrastructure enhancement, create safer and segregated cycle
paths...

Feb 23 19 06:38:30 pm

First Nations Programming,
Fencing to protect turtles,
Housing and mental health services. Revisit and change
Kingston’s 10 Years homelessness plan, no more ORG code!!!!

Feb 23 19 06:42:40 pm

Increase funding for animal welfare. Develop more green space.
More kid friendly and family focused activities.
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Feb 23 19 09:03:53 pm

Climate change initiatives

Feb 23 19 10:12:26 pm

All things Environment!!
Affordable Housing

Feb 24 19 01:41:41 am

Fences to keep endangered species off roads - turtles
Repair on streets such as Brock

Feb 24 19 08:16:36 am

Please build protective fencing/barriers along the roads at ponds,
lakes, wetlands, marshes so that we can protect our endangered
animals/reptiles (turtles)

Feb 24 19 09:27:18 am

Nature and wildlife preservation. Putting up protective fencing in
active and known wildlife breeding areas.
Affordable housing initiatives

Feb 24 19 09:30:25 am

Creating a more sustainable city!!!

Feb 24 19 09:47:14 am

Improve housing availability,
Make drug issues into health priorities, not social/crime problems
Develop strategy to protect/cleanup environmentally sensitive
areas - especially wetlands/conservation areas.
Return Belle Park for public use - develop waterfront park, joined
with rec areas.
Take conservative stance to expansion/development to maintain
"small city" character.

Climate Change
Feb 24 19 02:26:40 pm

Feb 24 19 02:29:23 pm

Every new development must go through a climate test to ensure
it's in line with achieving zero carbon emissions community wide
no later than 2050.
Take care of the homeless population. Continue to move forward
with ecological and sustainability measures - especially
implementing protective fencing to keep our marshland animals
safe, particularly the turtles. We need to protect our local people
and our local species, above all else.
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* being hyper-aware of everything that can and should be done to
protect the environment, and acting expeditiously on that
awareness

Feb 24 19 03:13:02 pm

* recognizing the importance of transparency, accountability, and
citizen engagement in municipal governance
* ensuring that the ever-increasing demand for student housing
does not contribute to a shortage of affordable rental
accommodation, and that gentrification (north of Princess Street)
does not displace longstanding low-income residents

Feb 24 19 03:55:00 pm

-- affordable housing
-- fixing existing infrastructure - the state of the roads is ridiculous,
continuing to have sewer overflows into the lake/river is
insupportable
-- more honesty about the challenges facing the city and the real
cost of the new bridge including maintenance and repairs with the
new bridge design

Feb 24 19 04:26:14 pm

-true transparency
-adherence to the Official plan
-citizen involvement in how tax dollars are spent

Feb 24 19 04:27:27 pm

- foster "Town and Gown" relationships
- focus on Heritage
- become a "Bee City"
- make Kingston an all season walkable city

Feb 24 19 05:14:58 pm

Climate action

Feb 24 19 06:02:56 pm

building climate resilience and focus on human scale
development;
increase and develop public spaces;
affordable housing
active transportation (with the consequences of disadvantaging
the car
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Feb 24 19 06:52:42 pm

- Improve transit and bicycle infrastructure; pursue improvements
to infrastructure to reduce car reliance and also improve traffic
flow.
- Use legislation to force businesses to engage in commercial
recycling wherever possible.
- Solve the housing shortage by encouraging the creation of new
rental units and allowing for laneway housing, 'granny suites', and
other Accessory Dwelling Units.
- Implement higher property taxes on vacant properties to put
downward market pressure on commercial rents.

Feb 24 19 07:24:22 pm

Start the process identified above!

Feb 24 19 07:59:42 pm
Feb 24 19 10:15:58 pm

Tackle climate change, meet the goal of being Canada’s most
sustainable city
Science and nature education centre.
Employment

Feb 24 19 11:29:07 pm

Should be focus on safety regarding Electro magnetic radiation.

Feb 24 19 11:33:54 pm

Truly affordable housing. Improved access to parks and green
spaces - and keep using these for community fairs and events.
Low scale housing developments (max 6 stories) as infills in
downtown area. More secure employment at a living wage.
Improved health and social services. FEWER restaurants in the
downtown core - need stores instead, so people downtown don't
have to drive to west end for basic items. Diversified economy instead of focussing on tourism as a main driver, find other
sectors to grow here, especially in the knowledge economy. Don't
try to promote Kingston as a tourism or retirement mecca. Protect
public health and safety as pot stores open, particularly at
community events.

Important issues like Climate Change.
Kingston is not Toronto...be Kingston.
Feb 24 19 11:53:39 pm
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Feb 24 19 11:59:54 pm

Protect the health of your citizens by halting the roll-out of 5G and
implement safe utilization of technology.
Develop policies to accommodate individuals with EHS so that
they may access the public spaces their tax dollars are
supporting.

Feb 25 19 04:25:47 am
Feb 25 19 07:19:21 am

Housing for low income and homeless. Protection of waterfront,
marshes and forests.

Feb 25 19 07:58:49 am

Sidewalks for the W J Holsgrove PS students

Feb 25 19 09:07:19 am

Review and update planning standards - challenging established
thinking and moving towards more urban, sustainable and vibrant
communities. I feel the city has been reluctant to introduce
progressive policies and frameworks - doing so is essential to the
long term success of Kingston.
Increase densities in ALL parts of the city, including taking active
steps (improving infrastructure) to supports second units in every
house throughout the city.
Improve the active transportation system.
Require new developments to meet urban design standards,
provide sustainable development including electric charging
stations, LEED designs.
Expand the recycling services including adding regular yard waste
pickup. Most major cities pick up yard waste weekly. Perhaps
look at reducing regular garbage pick up to biweekly in winter
months. This is a best practice being implemented elsewhere.
Put additional priority on road and infrastructure upgrades. Not
only are the roads generally in poor condition but major entrances
to the community for tourism are not attractive, improved and
upgraded landscape standards should be implemented. Street
trees should be included along all major roadways.

Feb 25 19 09:09:19 am

Sufficient improvement in accountability and transparency such
that citizens feel that their voices are actually being heard and
taken into account.

Feb 25 19 09:19:04 am

sustainability. environmental awareness. investing in areas NOT
identified with Queens...
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Kingston has made some important moves toward sustainability,
and I congratulate the City on its efforts to become a sustainable
city. But so far, only baby steps have been taken. We need giant
steps, and we need them urgently, in three main areas:

Feb 25 19 10:03:37 am

1) Climate Change Mitigation. As you hopefully know, the
International Panel on Climate Change - a panel of 91
internationally acclaimed scientists - stated that humanity has until
the year 2030 to reduce global carbon emissions by 45% below
2010 levels, and to net 0 by 2050, to avoid irreversible change - a
tipping point beyond which we cannot stop climate change and its
effects. To quote, Brandon Weber (Bigthink, Oct. 9 2018), without
this level of change we can expect “extreme drought, floods,
wildfires, food shortages for millions of people across the globe
will be the norm for everybody. Coral reefs? Gone. Extreme
weather events? So commonplace, we'll forget what it used to be
like. A rise in sea levels of anywhere between 33 to hundreds of
feet. The seemingly impossible prospect of humans and other
creatures being unable to live anywhere near the equator,
because the extreme heat will not be able to support life.” The
level of emission reduction advocated by the IPCC is possible, but
it requires transformative change on a societal scale. We need
immediate efforts by individuals; municipal, provincial and federal
governments; and industry. Unfortunately we cannot depend on
our current provincial government to provide leadership in this
respect, and few industries will make change without financial or
legal incentives. However, the City can and should turn the
climate crisis into opportunity. I urge the City to strengthen
infrastructure for electric vehicles, bicycles and public transit;
promote energy efficiency in homes; legislate R50 walls in all new
buildings; provide incentives for local industries to slash their
carbon footprints (and penalize those that don’t, eg. through
municipal carbon taxes); divest from fossil fuel companies;
provide greater incentives for sustainable energy generation by
everyone from local homeowners to corporations....... All of these
initiative can attract new businesses to the city, if properly
promoted.
2) Enhancement of Biodiversity. The Stockholm Resilience Center
lists 9 Planetary Boundaries of human activity. These Boundaries
are thresholds of ‘safe operating space’ beyond which planetary
changes become unpredictable and potentially irreversible. The
planet is approaching the Boundary for Climate Change.
However, we have already have surpassed the Planetary
Boundary for Biosphere Integrity, in other words, the loss of
biodiversity is so great that integrity of the entire biosphere has
passed a tipping point beyond which changes to the biosphere
are unpredictable and irreversible. Kingston needs to take
stronger leadership to protect and hopefully enhance biodiversity
in the city. This includes actions like eliminating pesticide use (e.g.
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for weed control on road shoulders) especially around wetlands;
erecting wildlife fencing where roads cross wetlands; reducing
window strikes by birds on municipal buildings by installing bird
deterrents on windows; passing by-laws to reduce light pollution;
enhancing native plants and trees in city parks, to encourage
native wildlife; and certifying Kingston as a “bee-friendly city”.
3) Public Education. Arguably most importantly, the City needs to
educate its citizens about the urgency of mitigating climate
change, and the importance of biodiversity, and steps individuals
can take. Perceived costs of these measures need to be replaced
with understanding of benefits. I encourage the City to hire one or
more employees dedicated to this task.

Feb 25 19 10:34:40 am

Address the 0.5% vacancy rate and build housing accessible to
non students and low income families. People have nowhere to
go and insane waiting lists for housing. It's appaling

Feb 25 19 10:35:40 am

Better protection of our turtles trying to cross the road!

Feb 25 19 11:02:14 am

Housing & outdoor space

Feb 25 19 11:04:38 am
Feb 25 19 11:10:13 am
Feb 25 19 11:27:21 am
Feb 25 19 01:08:28 pm

Stop with kissing up to developers who don't pay attention to
inhabitants concerns. LOL
Bike lanes and crosswalk innovation, keeping a safe, clean place
for non-motorists to commute.
Put people first and protect your citizens! Implement safe use of
technology.
Do anything we can to help people and animals.
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Feb 25 19 02:45:16 pm

Climate change should be the biggest concern for everyone at
this point, transitional housing and affordable housing should be a
priority and less focus on building business relationships that may
be valuable to some (Mayor) and not others.

Feb 25 19 02:47:22 pm

Sustainability
Accessibility
Indigenous solidarity, and Indigenous peoples involvement in
decision-making

Feb 25 19 03:06:39 pm

1. Housing - across all densities and prices / affordability. Getting
it built!
2. Homelessness and addiction
3. Maintaining funding for provincially funded programs
4. Family Doctors
5. Attracting young workers and promoting employment
opportunities to attract them.
6. Smart infrastructure, policies, initiatives, partnerships
7. Partnership
8. Proactive initiatives / policies in SLC district and Queen's
district
9. Sewage overflow infrastructure
10. Road maintenance / bike lane network.
11. "How might we" mindset

Feb 25 19 03:21:33 pm

1. Making Kingston a leadig edge city on "green" initiativesbetter/more bike lanes, cost friendly/youth friendly buses (free for
youth and people under a certain income, buses running later into
the night) recycling in downtown and commercial businesses,
more use of environemntally friendly energy sources, better
access to waterfront, more green spaces(outdoors), banning
plastic (bags/straws)
2. Gentryfing cityscape- waterfront (where the condos are on King
st), upper Princess (to make city more attractive to live for both
community members and tourists)
3. Encouraging and creating positive connections between
Kingston community/Kingston culture and students.
Thank you, I have high hopes for the city and confidence it can all
be done.

Feb 25 19 03:51:09 pm
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Feb 25 19 03:55:06 pm

- Achieving the goals of affordable housing
- Accelerating climate change initiatives
- Active transportation focus on sidewalks and bike lanes in the
capital program and maintenance plans, especially plowing
- Greening streets throughout the City
- Implementing plans for parks, especially parkettes on
Williamsville Main Street
- Examine each in camera agenda item and ask what are the
implications of making the decision in an open meeting and if the
decision must be made in a closed meeting.
- Reinstate the Heritage Committee’s mandate to review
interventions to all heritage buildings, including those in heritage
districts.

Feb 25 19 03:57:11 pm

I would like city council to become more informed about the
mounting scientific evidence of harm to our health from the
installation of 5G wireless technology. I ask that city council place
an immediate moratorium on the roll out plans of 5G wireless
installation throughout our city.

Feb 25 19 04:22:04 pm

Feb 25 19 04:29:50 pm

Open processes, following the Planning and Heritage Acts,
avoiding in-camera meetings, due regard to the City's Official
Plan, zoning, etc .
environment
addressing poverty
affordable housing

Feb 19 19 05:50:10 pm

Affordable shared living for seniors

Feb 19 19 05:51:04 pm

Affordable housing
Climate change
Affordable healthcare

Feb 19 19 05:51:17 pm

Housing and homeless

Feb 19 19 05:52:33 pm

Housing, housing, and housing again.

Feb 19 19 05:53:47 pm

Housing and creating affordable units, homelessness, and
improving the city’s roads

Feb 19 19 05:54:02 pm

Lower property taxes
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Feb 19 19 05:54:19 pm

To focus on road repair beyond The Big Dig, and to establish a
greater sense of community, rather than division amongst
residents. To actually take steps to become a green city, not just
to repeat it over and over with little to no action.

Feb 19 19 05:58:15 pm

Feb 19 19 05:58:44 pm

Affordable housing, preservation of heritage downtown

Feb 19 19 06:00:41 pm

Affordable senior housing

Feb 19 19 06:10:10 pm

Feb 19 19 06:10:54 pm

Move forward with growth!!!!

Feb 19 19 06:11:56 pm

Feb 19 19 06:13:53 pm

Feb 19 19 06:14:28 pm

Feb 19 19 06:23:26 pm

Feb 19 19 06:24:34 pm

Realist Affordable housing both rental and purchasing
Affordable housing
Speeding up development review process
Speeding up building permit review process
Revitalizing the economic health of the downtown core
Better sidewalk, path and road maintenance, winter and summer.
Better and simpler mandatory recyclinng program (one box not
teo box system) that includes multiplex and commercial buildings.
Enforce the official plan and by-laws and not so readily grant
exemptions other than minor variances.
Allow on street overnight parking in winter like most major cities.
Housing, true innovation, attraction of talent (both youth and
newcomers).
City centre intensification to ease supply constraints and make
housing more affordable.

Feb 19 19 06:27:30 pm

Feb 19 19 06:36:24 pm

Pass new development regulations to better protect areas where
“monster house” development is inappropriate, e.g. max building
floor area per lot.
Affordable housing must be addressed. It is important that those
who are vulnerably housed have access to shelter, a basic need.
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Feb 19 19 06:48:04 pm

Feb 19 19 06:56:21 pm

Development of the downtown core and encouraging other
organizations to settle in Kingston. Continue to develop the
waterfront--Gord Downie beach area not properl planned-parking--washroom facilities lacking--crossing from one side of
King Street to the other almost impossible--think of the traffic jams
thai coming summer--that area aroung KGH--very narrow as
people try to turn off of King Street--need wider road at the lights
and that area!!i

Feb 19 19 07:02:23 pm

Spend more money than you have been on city roads. Also, low
income housing should be a priority.

Feb 19 19 07:04:02 pm

spend less money and do more with it. invest in infrastructure only

Feb 19 19 07:27:24 pm

Pro development
Pro business
Show the world Kingston Is open for business

Feb 19 19 07:59:35 pm

Housing for the homeless.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

strategic priorities
5G
February 19, 2019 4:20:35 PM

Good afternoon,
I wanted to express my concern about the rollout of 5G in the Kingston, and surrounding
areas. I understand that this is a global initiative, on behalf of tech companies, but this should
sound alarm bells for everyone. Research has shown that using ultra high frequency, and ultra
high intensity, millimetre waves, is extremely dangerous, and poses a serious threat to all of
us, especially the unborn, and young children. The amount of radiation to be showered down
on each of us, should alarm you. This new technology puts all of our health at risk, including
yours. Going from a 1-4G system that operated at 1-5GHZ, to 5G using between 24-90 (!!!!)
GHZ is absurd. The higher the frequency, the more damage to living organisms.
With miilimeter waves, and their inability to travel far, or through objects, means, that mini
cell towers will need to be installed every 2-8 homes, which will increase the exposure to
radiation. At this present time, we are able to control our rf exposure, by living far from cell
towers, limiting our wireless devices, turning WIFI off at home...etc. With rollout of 5G and
mini cell towers, we are no longer able to do this, as these towers will be everywhere.
In reality this is simply unfair that 5G will rollout in Kingston, just like every other city, without
public vote, putting everyone's health at risk. With Kingston trying to be among the1st Smart
Cities in the country, shows me that very little research, or regard, for the health of its citizens,
has been considered. I truly hope that our elected officials will delay the rollout of 5G , in
Kingston, until more research has been done, and the opinions of its citizens have been
considered.
Best regards,
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Importance:

strategic priorities
affordable housing and Byron parking lot
February 19, 2019 6:40:51 PM
High

My comments represent a meeting Mr. Rob Hutchison had with around eight residents of Heritage Court
in early February.
There is a terrible problem of affordable housing in Kingston. More lower-rental units must be created; the
city has to do it, the market will not. The present stock is not enough. Not only can poor people not get
housing, but median income individuals cannot house themselves because there are NO AFFORDABLE
UNITS. (30% of one’s income)Almost all small apartments rent for around $1,000 per month
This is not only a problem in downtown Kingston, but all over Kingston.
We support the project put forth by Mr. Rob Hutchison for 90 units of mixed housing which would include
some medium and low rental units. More low rental units are needed in Kingston, plus rent support, to
ease the homelessness crisis. We see more and more homeless on the streets and working people are
applying for food aid because salaries will not suffice to allow them to pay less than 50 to 80% of their
income on rent.
If the council has a sense of social responsibility it should not let developers build expensive condos
which are out of reach even for medium income Kingstoners; it should impose on developers that they
have to include lower income units in their apartment buildings or build them elsewhere in central
Kingston. .
Or the city should build its own housing and offer it to those in need. Taxes from the various high-priced
condos and proposed condos should be used for this.
For a vibrant city center with businesses blooming, there must be parking available on city streets. If
people cannot park on the streets except by paying exorbitant prices, they will stop coming downtown.
There is too much traffic on Princess Street, crossing at corners is often dangerous and there is no room
for delivery trucks to deliver to businesses on Princess Street.
Also, you cannot encourage businesses if rents and other charges are too high; many soon go out of
business because of that.
Also, the Byron lot is a bad idea. If it is built at 169 Queen, there will be a huge amount of traffic on Queen
because Montreal is a feeder street, plus a lot of traffic comes down from Division Street, from the west
end and from the 401. . If cars try to get from the Byron lot onto Princess Street that will be a disaster.
Also anyone coming out of the parking lot and turning left when the light is green going up Queen Street
will have to wait. Traffic jams!!. This is a bad spot.
Queen Street which is not in good shape will not support a very big amount of traffic; there have been
various sinkholes occurring in it.
Why not build a big multi-storey parking lot on Ontario Street? There would not be the problems like at
169 Queen.
What of the possibility of Queen Street being one-way, going towards Division Street?
Also, there are seniors living in our building who have no cars and have mobility issues and this will make
it very dangerous for them to cross Queen and get to the essential businesses and services on Princess,
plus to the downtown bus stop areas on Bagot and Brock.
Your strategic priorities are to densify the downtown but you cannot densify the traffic any more. Other
solutions must be found. .
There must be a more thorough study done BEFORE a downtown parking lot is built. For example, could
the Hanson lot be built up?   
Thankyou.
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Comments by
Feb 2019

City of Kingston Strategic Plan

After reviewing the Kingston Annual Report;
Compared to City of Waterloo;
-City of Kingston does not include, mission, vision, reputation or guiding principles
in its report. The principles are listed on the website but are not as good as the
City of Waterloo principles. The city mission, vision and values are on the city
web-site but not part of the report.
-City of Kingston update uses “trending” terminology, which tells citizens very
little about what is really going on. City of Waterloo provides Goals, Objectives
and examples of initiatives for each item.
We must continue to learn from other cities.
City of Kingston has 6 strategic priorities and 41 initiatives. Perhaps this is too
many for the staff. Would it not be better to have a few initiatives that are
successful instead of many that cannot all be accomplished?
Citizens should be able to see timelines for each initiative.
The goals for each initiative should be measurable. Measuring impact not just
numbers.
Would it be possible, on the web site to click on the initiative and see more info
about the progress of that initiative?
Strategic Priorities Survey:
Strengths:
Location: between Toronto, Ottawa, Montreal and close to American border
Close to Lake Ontario and 1000 lakes, waterfront location (lake and rivers)
Educational facilities; Queens, SLC, RMC, and high schools, Lots of intelligence.
Some research initiatives.
4 season playground
Many tourist sites and tourist festivals.
City is pro development.
Highly educated population
There appears to be much venture capital available.
There is available land for development.
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Weakness:
Educated students do not remain in Kingston
Poor care of the poor – housing, food, mental health
Lack of multi-culture – mostly a WASP population
Short term (3-4 year) thinking by council – where are the 10/20 year visions?
Slow development of waterfront and other natural facilities.
Pro-development with little respect for city scape, recreation, parks and culture.
Lack of co-ordination of strengths.
Lack of job opportunities.
Government town – needs to diversify.
Active transportation given lower priority then cars.
Parks and recreation given a lower priority then development
Social services over worked.
Budget is set before strategic plans are approved.
City does not take advantage of all 4 seasons for tourist and citizens.
Too many exceptions to the masterplan.
Improve tourist destination – more festivals in different parts of the city.
Opportunities: (some of the ideas may be covered in the current initiatives but
due to the lack of information on these initatives I am not sure)
Identify long term vision and goals. (10-20year horizon).
Complete waterfront plan as soon as possible
Develop strategic plans that have measureable objectives and initiatives.
Better inform citizens of what the city is doing and why.
Better inform citizens of the effect of their input on plans.
Report not just numbers but show the impact these numbers have had on the life
of citizens of Kingston.
Develop strategy for the poor with input from the poor.
Look at ways to diversify the city – both culture and jobs.
Encourage more people to be involved in Public Engagement, etc.
Need a winning Frontenac Hockey team.
Working with higher education facilities, Hospitals, manufacturing, government
(farms) and people with capital, develop Kingston as a research center.
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Priorities;
Most important – improve the information provided to citizens so they can make
informed decisions, see their input at work and become more active.
Strategic plan must have clear measurable goals and objectives.
Develop clear guiding principles and make sure council and staff are aware of
them.
Suggestions:
Keep the current 6 priorities
- decreasing the number of initiatives
-priorities the decreased number of initiatives
-develop measurable goals for each initiative with time lines.
-report monthly, to citizens, on progress of initiatives based on time line.
-show trends in the statistics on community context, prosperous city,
healthy and green, safe and vibrant and vulnerable population – not just numbers
but what direction is the city heading in these areas. Show how Kingston’s
numbers compare to those of like cities. The numbers do not tell us enough
about how good we are doing or where we could improve. If the city improves
the information given to the citizens, then the citizens may become more
involved and active.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

strategic priorities
City Plans
February 21, 2019 9:04:22 AM

City of Kingston,
As a former teacher who cared for hundreds of children in my 30 years of teaching, student safety was always an
important part of my job. It has been brought to me attention that Holsgrove Public School in Westbrook does not
have sidewalks for students to travel to school and therefore students walking / bike on the roads. For a community
that is growing student safety should be a priority.
Please consider installing sidewalks around Holsgrove Public School.
Sincerely,

Sent from my iPad
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

strategic priorities
city priorities
January 29, 2019 3:43:19 PM

Hi
I ask that one of the priorities that the city consider is evaluating the roads and transportation
methods. I was shocked to find out that many roads in the Kingston's East end are still
considered rural. The city is planning lots of work on hwy 15 and the third crossing but many
of these roads are still rural even though they are part of the bus route.
Better lighting, better sidewalks and better maintenance should be considered before building
on and more importantly before you permit builders to continue to build new houses.
Thanks,
A concerned Kingston East end citizen
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

strategic priorities
Climate action in proportion to the climate crises upon us
February 14, 2019 10:40:23 AM

Please consider my official email to Council of Tuesday February 12, 2019 with the subject
heading, Interview with author Dahr Jamail, my comment on Kingston’s Strategic Priority.
Please encourage all staff and councillors to watch the interview with Dahr Jamail and then
make Kingston a leader in Canada in responding both to reducing Kingston’s contribution to
warming and in planning and implementing adaptations.
No future decision by Council should be made that does not come down on the side of climate
mitigation and adaptation to the results of warming already “baked in”.
I was at Council when a motion was made and passed which I understood to require staff to
provide an analysis of green house gas effects of proposals upon which Council was to vote.
.?? Is that happening?

Sent from my iPad
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Julia Ellen Miller
strategic priorities; Mayor of Kingston; Oosterhof,Gary; Chapelle,Simon; Osanic,Lisa; Hill,Wayne; Doherty,Bridget; Kiley,Robert; Holland,Mary
Rita; McLaren,Jeff; Neill,Jim; Stroud,Peter; Hutchison,Rob; Boehme, Ryan N.
Conference report for consideration in regards to strategic planning
February 24, 2019 11:29:46 AM
UYBTCYF_Conference_Report__Feb_2019.pdf

Good morning,
I am hoping you will take to review the contents of the attached report for perspectives on key climate change
contributors and suggestions for ways to address them from concerned community members who are involved as
models and champions in Kingston. Given the timeframe we were not able to cover or discuss all the contributing
factors nor potential solutions. I am happy to share the deliverables from future events for your consideration.
I realize that you don't have an easy job and appreciate the opportunity to share input into the strategic planning
process for the next few years.
Thank you for your time and consideration,
Julia Miller
Independent Health & Wellness Consultant
613-453-0417
JuliaMiller117782810.arbonne.com
julia-miller.canada.juiceplus.com
julia-miller.towergarden.ca
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

strategic priorities
Doctor shortage
February 20, 2019 6:14:37 PM

Hi I interested in getting more doctors to Kingston we have such a shortage that it has been
on the news this week about how over 15,000 residents are without a doctor here. It's so
bad that alot of clinics after hour clinics are not able to staff them and are either not doing
the full hours or are closing they're doors as with the case with the one out in the west end
by Shoppers on Taylor Kidd. Please put us on the priority list to get doctors!
Get Outlook for Android
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

strategic priorities
Escalating house prices and apartment rents
February 15, 2019 11:23:26 AM

Dear Council
Much is being written about Kingston‘s low vacancy rate, reportedly one of the lowest in Canada, and the high price
of housing.
If there is one thing a municipal council can do to control home prices, it is to ensure an oversupply of approvable
land for low-rise and multiple construction.
Past councils have done precisely the opposite.
By refusing to expand the development areas, past councils have created an concentration in land holdings and a
resultant reduction by about half of builders. This concentration of land in a few hands combined with less
competition among builders has led to increasing new home prices. Serviced land and raw land prices continue to
skyrocket due to the limited supply. This cost is passed on to the ultimate homebuyer.
As a result of new homes becoming less affordable, more and more people are staying in their apartments which in
turn is creating a vacancy shortage. This factor combined with recent employment growth, demographic trends and
expansion by local institutions has contributed to a dire situation.
What is the solution?
I have three suggestions, namely:
1. Open up the development area boundaries to allow more competition among land owners and more ready-toapprove land. An oversupply will control prices. This in turn will lead to more competition among builders.
2. Take a good look at the Official Plan and Zoning Bylaws and turn these into documents that encourage instead of
restrict development. I suggest that the corridors of Brock and Queen Street be rezoned to a high-rise density. This
will protect the façades on Princess Street and encourage more downtown intensification which I believe is one of
Council's goals.
3. Re-visit the recommendations of The Mayor's Task Force on the Approval Process. Sadly, implementation has
lost momentum. Many staff have fallen back into old habits and users of the approvals system are increasingly
frustrated. More development approvals staff who buy in to the task force recommendations are needed.
Council can only do one thing to control prices:. That is to do it’s very best to ensure an oversupply. This should be
a Strategic Priority.
Respectfully submitted
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

strategic priorities
For Childrens" Safety...
February 22, 2019 6:28:20 PM

I believe a priority for the city should be to provide sidewalks near W.J. Holsgrove Public School in Westbrook.
This is a very unsafe situation and in my opinion, an ‘accident just waiting to happen’. Please, for the love of public
school children, provide a safe way for them to travel to school on foot. The sidewalks would be particularly helpful
on Westbrook Rd and Sproule Street.
Thank you,
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Sargeant,Lorie
strategic priorities
FW: Frontenac Heritage Foundation - Comments re Strategic Planning Exercise
February 19, 2019 2:17:27 PM
Letter to Council-Feb19.19.pdf
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Hello Ms. Sharman:
Thank you for your correspondence which has been forwarded to Get Involved Kingston.
If you wish to add further comments, please see the link below:
https://getinvolved.cityofkingston.ca/council-priorities

Lorie Sargeant
Administrative Assistant to the City Clerk
City Clerk’s Department
City of Kingston
City Hall
216 Ontario Street, Kingston, ON K7L 2Z3
613 546 4291 Ext. 1210
lsargeant@cityofkingston.ca

From:
Sent: Tuesday, February 19, 2019 12:29 PM
To: Doherty,Bridget; Oosterhof,Gary; McLaren,Jeff; Neill,Jim; Osanic,Lisa; Holland,Mary Rita;
Stroud,Peter; Hutchison,Rob; Kiley,Robert; Boehme, Ryan N.; Chapelle,Simon; Hill,Wayne; Mayor of
Kingston
Cc: Bolognone,John
Subject: Frontenac Heritage Foundation - Comments re Strategic Planning Exercise

Dear Members of Council
The attached letter from Shirley Bailey on behalf of the Board of
Directors for the Frontenac Heritage Foundation provides comments for
consideration at the upcoming strategic planning exercise.
Thank you for your attention to this matter.
Penny Sharman, Executive Director
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Frontenac Heritage Foundation
PO Box 27
Kingston, ON K7L 4V6
613-766-2599

Check out our website at:
www.frontenacheritage.ca

Virus-free. www.avast.com
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Mayor of Kingston
strategic priorities
FW: priorities
January 31, 2019 12:48:31 PM
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Good afternoon
Thank you for passing your comments along. I am forwarding them to the central
email for strategic priorities being considered by City Council for their strategic
planning sessions in March. By forwarding your email along, this will ensure your
comments are received and reviewed by all of Council.
Best regards,
Kayla

Kayla Harry
Mayor’s Office Assistant
City of Kingston
City Hall
216 Ontario Street Kingston, ON K7L 2Z3
613-546-4291 ext. 1411
kharry@cityofkingston.ca

From:
Sent: Thursday, January 24, 2019 3:27 PM
To: Mayor of Kingston
Subject: priorities

Mayor Patterson:
I was asked by our councillor to forward the following on to you.

Hi Brian,
I completely agree with you and those things are what I will be pushing at strategic planning
this time around. A focus on roads and infrastructure. I would encourage you to share your
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message with the mayor and all the other city councillors as well as it will help to keep the
roads as top of mind during the strategic planning sessions.
Cheers,

Sent from my Bell Samsung device over Canada's largest network.

-------- Original message -------From:
Date: 2019-01-24 10:58 AM (GMT-05:00)
To: "Boehme, Ryan N." <rnboehme@cityofkingston.ca>
Subject: Priorities
Hello Ryan:
I am appalled at city council concerning itself with city slogans when the roads in the city are
literally falling apart. Also, what on earth was the council’s thinking when they decided to
narrow Bath road to two lanes near Colin’s Bay road when the road itself was in reasonable
shape.
I hear that the council is talking about affordable housing. I want to remind you that everyone
wants affordable housing. The way to get that is to designate more land for houses and
apartments to be built, and at the same time keeping taxes low by not spending money on
useless and petty projects. One project that comes to mind is breakwater park. This project
costs about eight million dollars. The problem with it is that with the exception of university
students and people who live locally, nobody has any access to it. There are no places to park
a car, and even if you were lucky enough to find a space, it would cost you a fortune in parking
fees.
To sum up, city council has to refocus itself by directing its attention on upgrading roads and
sidewalks. Above all, do not spend money on useless and petty projects that benefit no one.

Sent from my iPad
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Hello

Sargeant,Lorie

strategic priorities
FW: Speech at UN on Climate Emergency - short and compelling
February 20, 2019 9:29:42 AM
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:

Thank you for your correspondence which has been forwarded to Get Involved
Kingston.
If you wish to add further comments, please see the link below:
https://getinvolved.cityofkingston.ca/council-priorities

Lorie Sargeant
Administrative Assistant to the City Clerk
City Clerk’s Department
City of Kingston
City Hall
216 Ontario Street, Kingston, ON K7L 2Z3
613 546 4291 Ext. 1210
lsargeant@cityofkingston.ca

From:
Date: February 20, 2019 at 1:24:48 AM EST
To: "BPaterson@cityofkingston.ca" <BPaterson@cityofkingston.ca>,
"GOosterhof@cityofkingston.ca" <GOosterhof@cityofkingston.ca>,
"LOsanic@cityofkingston.ca" <LOsanic@cityofkingston.ca>,
"MRHolland@cityofkingston.ca" <MRHolland@cityofkingston.ca>,
"JMcLaren@cityofkingston.ca" <JMcLaren@cityofkingston.ca>,
"JNeill@cityofkingston.ca" <JNeill@cityofkingston.ca>,
"PStroud@cityofkingston.ca" <PStroud@cityofkingston.ca>,
"RHutchison@cityofkingston.ca" <RHutchison@cityofkingston.ca>,
"RBoehme@cityofkingston.ca" <RBoehme@cityofkingston.ca>,
"SChapelle@cityofkingston.ca" <SChapelle@cityofkingston.ca>,
"BDoherty@cityofkingston.ca" <BDoherty@cityofkingston.ca>,
"RKiley@cityofkingston.ca" <RKiley@cityofkingston.ca>,
"WHill@cityofkingston.ca" <WHill@cityofkingston.ca>
Cc: "jbolognone@cityofkingston.ca" <jbolognone@cityofkingston.ca>,
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"jkeech@cityofkingston.ca" <jkeech@cityofkingston.ca>
Subject: Speech at UN on Climate Emergency - short and compelling
Official Correspondence
Dear Mayor Paterson, Members of Council, and Staff,
http://youtu.be/sK3QwFA7be0
Cities all over the world are naming climate warming as the emergency it is.

“Populations covered by governments that have
declared a climate emergency now exceed 27
million citizens in four English-speaking countries,
with 14 million of these living in the United
Kingdom.”
https://globalnews.ca/news/4856517/vancouvercity-council-votes-to-declare-climate-emergency/
https://globalnews.ca/news/4903401/halifaxclimate-emergency/
Kingston has stated an intention to be Canada’s most sustainable city - what does
that mean in the context of this climate crises?
Environmental sustainability in Kingston cannot continue to be just one short leg
of the stool. No longer can climate implications come second when competing
with development and growth.
We come to action on climate so late and so delicately that it is necessary that we
now must choose to transform the systems we are habituated to. It’s past time for
difficult but imperative choices among competing wants - choices that must be
made in favour of reducing our carbon emissions to zero, sequestering carbon(eg.
trees and healthy soil)and initiating adaptations. Soon, the uncomfortable but
necessary changes the may mitigate climate risks will not be ours to choose. We
will be in a chronic state of responding to a terrible cascade of climate-caused
chaos.
It’s frightening, yes. It’s confusing, yes. It’s depressing, yes. But we must not
shy away. We must face it and act in all ways available to us.
PS. Did you know that concrete is listed third as a source of carbon world wide?
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Sent from my iPad
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Mayor of Kingston
strategic priorities
FW: Strategic Goals and Inclusionary Zoning
February 26, 2019 9:04:05 AM
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Kayla Harry
Mayor’s Office Assistant
City of Kingston
City Hall
216 Ontario Street Kingston, ON K7L 2Z3
613-546-4291 ext. 1411
kharry@cityofkingston.ca

From:
Sent: Monday, February 25, 2019 9:03 PM
To: Osanic,Lisa; Holland,Mary Rita; McLaren,Jeff; Neill,Jim; Stroud,Peter; Hutchison,Rob; Boehme, Ryan
N.; Mayor of Kingston; Oosterhof,Gary; Chapelle,Simon; Hill,Wayne; Doherty,Bridget; Kiley,Robert
Subject: Strategic Goals and Inclusionary Zoning

Dear Councillors and Mayor,
In terms of strategic goals for this Council, I support the widely noted priority to affordable
housing. I also support Councillor Hutchison's effort to commit to new building early in your
mandate. However, I also agree with the view that the CIty cannot address the goal of a full
range of housing in all areas of the City independently of the private sector.
That is where inclusionary zoning (IZ) comes in. This important tool fits into the Official Plan
and Ten Year Housing Plan. Implementing this tool requires an understanding of what works
and what doesn't work. It has worked out well, adding to the affordable housing stock of some
cities. In many other cases it has simply reinforced gentrification without significantly
improving the diversity of housing in neighbourhoods.
As many may know, I have kept an eye on IZ over the years and advocated for it on many
occasions. However, rather than my detailing what works and what doesn't, I URGE you to
visit a wonderful website supported by the Wesley Foundation. It is totally dedicated to IZ in
Canada. It includes significant recommendations for a design of the program that works. It is
easier to read, better researched, and more credible than my input. The site is maintained by
Richard Drdla Associates. Here is the link to the home page
http://inclusionaryhousing.ca
Here is a link to an introductory report from 2010 that details important principles needing to
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be followed.
http://inclusionaryhousing.ca/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2010/12/IHPGuide-20sep10.pdf
Here is a link to the summary of the Ontario Regulations from that website. (It also has a link
to the detailed regulations)
http://inclusionaryhousing.ca
Here is a link to cautionary notes about the Ontario regulations
http://inclusionaryhousing.ca/2018/04/26/a-cautionary-note-about-the-ontario-izregulations/#more-2969
The website has much additional information; you would want to look at
http://inclusionaryhousing.ca/2018/04/25/outstanding-iz-issues/#more-2963
which looks at what needs to be addressed in the Ontario Regulations
I was also taken with the article What makes for an Effective Program
http://inclusionaryhousing.ca/2017/01/24/what-is-effective/
The regulations that were initially published were very unsatisfactory. The binding of the
municipalities to the provincial definition of affordability doomed the program to
gentrification bias. However, the regulations as issued gave a lot of leeway to the
municipalities. BUT with some serious provisos. As explained in this cautionary note, the
burdens on the city to plan and document and justify all aspects of the program are significant.
I think it is important to read the model lauded by Mr. Drdla. It is the one developed by
Burlington Vermont.
http://inclusionaryhousing.ca/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2016/05/Burlington-16Oct09num.pdf
Key to this model is that IZ not be discretionary. Developers should be bound to comply to
get density and height, etc. bonusing. On the other hand, clearly its implementation needs to
be reasonable. Also, the proportion of units is critically important as is the requirement that
they be on site except in rare circumstances, most notably in the case of small developments.
An important distinction between the US situation and the Canadian situation is that common
law in Canada does not recognize restrictive covenants.
Also important to consider is the problem that non-rental units present in that they can be
quickly become unaffordable after resale. Right to purchase by the City may be one approach
to managing that risk.
I also want to emphasize that you should do some research into this matter on your own, rather
than relying on staff. There are important policy aspects to this issue that you need to reflect
on in order to give guidance to the staff. There are competing interests that need to be
balanced and such balance represents policy decisions that you should make based on a good
understanding of the topic. The web site recommended in this email is a good place to start.
Thank you for studying this topic. It is a very important component of addressing the housing
picture in Kingston and should be high on the task list as part of Strategic goals.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

strategic priorities
Fwd: Protective Fencing for Turtles, a Species on the Road to Extinction
February 23, 2019 1:14:20 PM

>
> Dear Sir/Madam,
>
> I am writing to implore you to make protective fencing for Turtles a priority in your strategic planning process! I
witnessed first hand how unprotected these turtles are especially during the months when they try and lay their eggs!
As I was driving to work through Westbrook on my way to Queen’s University I saw the most horrific massacre of
at least 10 huge beautiful Turtles on the road by the marsh. All hit by cars! None of them lived! It was obvious they
were on their way to lay eggs! We lost a huge number of Turtles that day and considering that they are on the road
to extinction it is our duty to protect them and ensure their continued existence for our planet and for future
generations! We need to do better! Thank you for taking the time to read my email!
>
> Sincerely,
>

>
> Sent from my iPad
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

strategic priorities
Kingston Wetlands
February 7, 2019 8:16:20 PM

Wetlands are one of the most significant resources of the city and MUST be protected. NO MORE development or
encroachment !
The priority for the next 4 years should be to implement protective fencing. Turtles are the most imperilled species
on the planet and are essential in maintaining the quality of our water. Let’s demonstrate the respect their 220
million years on the planet deserves !
Sent from my iPhone
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

strategic priorities
Lack of sidewalks at rural school
February 24, 2019 12:52:23 PM

Hello City of Kingston,
My two young nieces attend W.J. Holsgrove Public School, and walk every day to school, even in
the winter. There is no sidewalks, which is especially dangerous on Sproule Street and
Westbrook Road. For the safety of my sweet 5 and 8 year old nieces, can you please look into
this?
Thank you
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From:
To:
Date:

strategic priorities
February 6, 2019 7:42:26 AM

Transportation infrastructure.
It’s not the driving that irrates people the philosophy that overpassed/underpasses are cheaper in the future is flawed.
Could never figure out how a city that floods builds underpasses anyway.
Mass transit is under the same mentality. Get on with it and put people to work. Think innovation and progressive.
Raised rail line down the center it Portage Pembina St Mary’s Main N Regent. Or just straight into the rapid bus.
Just get on with it. Employ people get their tax dollars back. They spend the money they earn as well. And it looks
like you are actually achieving a measurable goal
Winnipeg is the largest city in a Geographic area that spans Toronto Calgary Minneapolis.
Stop thinking population base of 75000 and govern like you have a million plus and just get on with it.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

strategic priorities
Mayor"s Task Force on Housing
February 19, 2019 9:46:35 AM

A Whig-Standard article, "Housing task force taking shape," Friday, February 15, 2019, notes
that the composition of the Mayor's task force on housing will be considered at Tuesday,
February 19’s Council meeting. The task force, it reports, is to "bring key stakeholders
together to examine best practices and to explore all possible tools and incentives the city can
offer, to enable developers, non-profits and community agencies to build more housing in
general and more affordable housing in particular." Stakeholders are reported to be you three
from the City, former MP Ted Hsu, former city councillor Beth Pater, medical officer of health
Kieran Moore, Queen's V-P Donna Janiac, and several professionals in the real-estate market.
While the article goes on to say that the task force will seek public input, I am concerned that
those with lived experience of seeking, inhabiting, and paying for rental housing -- tenants -appear to be completely overlooked as representatives. At housing task force discussions,
tenants, however, would offer a perspective at least as critical as any of the other members
listed.
I am requesting that the Mayor’s Task Force include at least two tenant representatives, one
low-income. It would be unfortunate if those most affected by the housing task
force decisions were to be left out of the discussion.
Sincerely,
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URBAN PARKING UPDATE
Whereas the City's objective is to promote intensification or increased density in the
urban core and,
Whereas the vacancy rate for rental accommodation is reported as 0. 7%, at or near to the
lowest in the province and,
Whereas there is a shortage of affordable housing and,
Whereas the City aspires to be one of the most environmentally responsible
communities and,
Whereas e-bikes I scooters and small e-cars require less space than a conventional
parking space and,
Whereas the City encourages its residents to use public transit or to engage in active
transportation such as cycling or walking and,
Whereas the City has put considerable effort into creating a network of dedicated
cycling lanes and,
Whereas e-shopping and delivery services are increasingly available alternatives to
driving and,
Whereas car sharing and ride sharing services and cooperatives are increasing both in
popularity and availability and,
Whereas the percentage of young adults obtaining a driver's license is declining

It is hereby suggested that the requirement that one conventional parking space be
created for every residential unit is both unnecessary and counterproductive in terms of
achieving the City's stated vision and goals, particularly in the City's core where
alternatives to driving are so plentiful. While parking space relief is already available
for large buildings, this should also apply to small scale infill.
Be it resolved that an amendment to the zoning bylaw be created to alter or eliminate the
one parking space per residential unit requirement.
(Creating housing where parking is not available and, therefore, also does not need to be
paid as part of the purchase or rent will pre-select residents already aligned with the
City's preferred transportation choices.)
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

strategic priorities
priorities
January 30, 2019 11:45:09 AM

I received an email from the City to give input on priorities for the City

I and my husband are frequent visitors to Hotel Dieu Hospital. We are both seniors and to get
from the carpark to the hospital I have to push my husband in a wheelchair. I do find the
sidewalk across from the hospital to the carpark extremely hazardous - it is very uneven and
slopy. It is difficult to steer the wheelchair and I am always afraid that I stumble and will let
go of the wheelchair.  That would not be good for my husband, but could also endanger other
pedestrians and cars and buses as well.      
Hope you will keep this in consideration
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

strategic priorities
Priorities
February 9, 2019 8:02:07 PM

Fix King street so ambulances going to emergency don’t bump and jostle patients in pain getting to the hospital.
Priority should be between Sir John A and Barrie.
Not doing this has been cruel to patients and unfair to ambulance crews that have to travel this route many times
each day. Regards
Regards,

                        

Sent from my iPhone
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

strategic priorities
Priorities
February 2, 2019 10:34:58 PM
butterfly_top.gif
butterfly_bottom.gif

The protection of all our remaining wetlands and fences to protect the
turtles!!!!!!!!!!!!

FREE Animations for your email
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Click Here!

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

strategic priorities
Protect Kingston"s turtles
February 4, 2019 8:28:12 AM

Please remember our turtles. Thank you.
Blessings

Sent from my Bell Samsung device over Canada's largest network.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

strategic priorities
re: 5G
February 20, 2019 1:49:48 PM

Re: Priorities to consider for the City of Kingston
5G should definitely be on the priority list for Kingston. There has to be
discussions with Kingstonians about this very important issue as to
whether the people of Kingston even want 5G given all the negative
health effects that have been scientifically proven. The city of Santa
Rosa CA in the USA has a moratorium on 5G until further studies have
been done on the health effects of additional radiation on human
beings.
Please put this at the top of your agenda for priorities.

This email has been checked for viruses by AVG antivirus software.
www.avg.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

strategic priorities
regenerative
February 14, 2019 6:32:00 PM

Regeneration of Our Lands: A Producer’s Perspective | Gabe Brown | TEDxGrandForks

Regeneration of Our Lands: A Producer’s
Perspective | Gabe Brown | TEDxG...
The United States is in crisis. The health of our soil resource
has declined to such a point that it is not only...

Regenerative farming pioneer Gabe Brown - NOFA/Mass Winter Conference Keynote

Regenerative farming pioneer Gabe Brown NOFA/Mass Winter Conference Ke...
The 2018 NOFA/Mass Winter Conference keynote speaker,
Gabe Brown, is a celebrated regenerative farming pioneer, ...
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

strategic priorities
Request for a Moratorium of the Roll-Out of 5G in the City of Kingston
February 21, 2019 8:44:42 PM

To Whom It May Concern,
The 5G Huawei story pales into insignificance alongside the myriad of questions about 5G
itself. Why are we so focused on implementing this possibly, very dangerous technology? It
has not been cleared by any governmental or scientific body as to its health safety for plants
nor animals, never mind people.
Articles are beginning to appear in respected journals that seriously suggest its negative
impacts. EG. 180 Senior Health and Environment Researchers from 40 countries ...”
warn EU of potential serious health effects of 5G” recommending that there be a moratorium
on its rollout until potential hazards for human health and the environment have been fully
investigated by scientists”. Serious concern was already being voiced by many of these same
scientists BEFORE the 5G technology rollout was being implemented (due to the
accumulation of 2G, 3G, 4G, Wi-Fi and other radio electromagnetic fields). They refer to the
“numerous recent scientific publications (lg. number of peer-reviewed scientific articles) have
shown that EMF affects living organisms at well below most established guidelines. Risks
include increased cancer risk, cellular stress, increase in harmful free radicals, genetic
damages, structural and functional changes of the reproductive system, learning and memory
deficits, neurological disorders, and negative impacts on the general well being in humans.”
And there is growing evidence of harmful effects on plants and animals. EMF is becoming a
serious hazard to public heath in years to come worldwide.
And yet we plow ahead in Kingston, Canada, and the world, mesmerized by what wireless
technology can bring us in speed and more magic tricks, suckered and conned by immense,
selfish Corporations who seem to care about nothing much beyond their own power and
wealth.
5G transmitters will engender 10 to 20 BILLION connections to create the Internet of Things.
Our cities will make an escape from this EMF jungle impossible as there will be antennas
every 10 to 12 houses thus massively increasing mandatory exposure to wireless
radiation....why not set Kingston apart from the masses. How could this 'convenience' ever be
worth the expense of our health, our children's health, and future generations? Please use the
precautionary principle, as the potential risks far outweigh the benefits.  
I am requesting a moratorium for ALL PROPOSED 5G BANDS, until there is a full analysis
of potential adverse health effects, made available to the public, indicating that the proposed
exposures are not harmful BEFORE licensing of 5G spectrum. It is the only socially
responsible decision to make. I am not prepared to have my children, others of their
generation, or older generations for that matter, be lab rats, subjected to relentless EMF
exposure. I intend to keep my family safe. It is our ‘right’ and our ‘responsibility’ as parents to
do this. As one parent to another, please help us.
Sincerely,
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

strategic priorities
Safety of children
February 25, 2019 7:52:43 PM

As Westbrook has continued to develop, it has become evident that proper sidewalks are
necessary to ensure the safety of children walking to Holsgrove School. With increased traffic
volume it seems only prudent to be proactive in protecting elementary age children especially
but also their families by providing sidewalks to keep people of the roads when walking.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

strategic priorities
Sidewalk for Holsgrove
February 25, 2019 10:05:04 AM

Good Day,
My Daughter will be starting Kindergarten this coming September at Holsgrove Public
School. I find it bizarre that a sidewalk has not previously been installed in front of the
school. Is there a reason that this neighbourhood has been neglected by the City?
I think a side walk in front of every school should be mandatory for the safety of the
children, staff and parents.
Kind regards,
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

strategic priorities
Sidewalk in Westbrook
February 21, 2019 9:02:30 AM

Hello,
My family and I live in the Westbrook Meadows area. My two daughters will soon be old
enough to walk to school by themselves (to W.J. Holsgrove PS). It would give me peace of
mind if the neighbourhood had sidewalks leading all the way to the school, specifically on
Sproule Street.
Thanks,

Virus-free. www.avast.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

strategic priorities
Sidewalks Needed
February 7, 2019 12:19:06 PM

Please consider this request for sidewalks on two streets in Westbrook: on Sproule St where
an elementary school is located, and also on the busy Westbrook Road.
My first concern is for the safety of the children who attend W. J. Holsgrove Public School at
the end of Sproule Street. Well over half of the students in this school are not bused; they are
"walkers". The students, ranging in age from 3 to 14, are required to walk on the road to get
to school. While walking down Sproule Street with my grandchildren to that school, I have
witnessed several "near misses" between walkers and vehicles. Before and after school is a
high traffic time due to parents driving children to and from school. There are some who
refuse to let their kids walk on Sproule Street. I'm not aware of any serious accidents or
fatalities, but I would be surprised to learn there hasn't been a collision, because darting
children on a narrow street with no painted lines, a narrow shoulder, and deep ditches is
simply "an accident waiting to happen". Every day, but especially in the winter months,
walking to school is a very dangerous task for these kids, in the busy before and after school
traffic.
My second concern is for the safety of the Westbrook residents who want to get outside for
exercise. The walkers and joggers I see on the high-traffic Westbrook Road are stopping for
or dodging cars, trucks and transports. This isn’t acceptable, especially when the new
residents to the west of Westbrook Road enjoy a sidewalk on every street.
Thank you so much for considering my request.
Grandmother of
Two Holsgrove P.S. students
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

strategic priorities
Sidewalks
February 24, 2019 2:46:36 PM

To who it may concern,
As a parent of two students at Hoslgrove Public School, I am concerned for their safety as
there are no sidewalks on Westbrook Rd or Sproule St., as well as no speed limit signs on
Sproule St. With the number of students who walk to school we need something done. What
about a crossing guard or lines on the road or a bigger stop sign. Traffic on Westbrook Rd. has
increased significantly with new homes and developments in the area as well as the increased
use of the Westbrook dome. I live at 1217 Westbrook and I have seen multiple times vehicles
going thru the stop signs as well as exceeding the posted speed limits and a few times where
myself and my children have almost gotten hit. I think with the sidewalks that were drawn up
by the engineering department in 2015 the pedestrians would be safer. It has been 4 years
since Dan Franco did his traffic study and we have to this date not heard any results from this
study or info concerning a solution. We were also told that our concerns would be discussed
at the quarterly meeting of the police department and the traffic division of the city
engineering department , we were never given notice of a date for this meeting or if we could
attend. Please do something about this or someone is going to get seriously hurt.
Regards ,
Parent of 2 Holsgrove Students
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

strategic priorities
Strategic Priorities
February 3, 2019 3:05:23 AM

To whom it may concern:
I understand that the city is developing a four year plan for its strategic priorities. Kingston has a wealth of natural
habitat with its shoreline and wetlands.
I would like the city to ensure that the preservation and protection of the amazing natural environment be a
responsibility that the City identifies as a top priority.
Having recently moved to the area from Simcoe County where there is a constant conflict of development over
environmental protection I would hope to see that Kingston is more progressive in its efforts.
The city has the great advantage of a university community of environmental experts, Cataraqui Conservation and a
very strong Field Naturalist group to provide expert consultation- please include them in this discussion.
The City can take this opportunity to be a leader in its efforts and demonstrate to the rest of Southern Ontario how it
can be done!
Respectfully

Sent from my iPhone
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

strategic priorities
Strategic Priority
February 13, 2019 10:46:50 PM

Please declare a Climate Emergency, for all our sakes.
Once we face the elephant in the room, we can grieve the reality then we can start to work together
to slow down the damage and start to heal ourselves and our home planet.
Thank you for listening

Mother of four
Grandmother of one.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

strategic priorities
The Division Street Railway Crossing
February 19, 2019 10:00:46 AM

To the Committee on Strategic Priorities, Kingston.
The railway crossing at Division Street is an absolute menace for wheelchair users. As I was coming into town on
Saturday afternoon, 16th February, a woman in a   motorized wheel chair was coming along towards me on the
extreme right hand side of the road as close as possible to the sidewalk. As far as I could see the sidewalk had a lot
of snow and ice on it and would have been completely un-passable for someone in a wheelchair, even a pedestrian
would have had trouble walking on it. It is not fair or just that someone who has to use a wheelchair should have to
expose herself to such a life threatening situation! We REALLY need a SAFE pedestrian,wheelchair, cycling
crossover bridge from Counter Street making it possible to navigate between north Kingston, Kingstown and
Kingscourt without putting one’s life at risk.
Thank you,
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

strategic priorities
Today"s survey
February 25, 2019 1:03:27 PM

This is a badly-thought-out idea and needs to be better publicized and allowed more time.
Many will miss the deadline, those that respond will end up with hurried thoughts rather than
constructive comment.
I am NOT taking the survey, I wish to give the subject - and the questions - proper
consideration and will respond later.
I urge you to reconsider and re-schedule this important activity, please respond.
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

strategic priorities
Bridget Doherty; Neill,Jim; MacLatchy,Paul; Robert Kiley
Top strategic priorities for next term
February 2, 2019 4:05:40 PM

To City Council,
I know there a lot of areas demanding attention form City Council and City council is wise to
set priorities. I believe that the global climate crisis has reached the level of urgency where we
must act immediately to save our children and grandchildren’s future. I am frustrated at the
slow rate of progress. Cities have the capacity to lead in the fight to reduce Greenhouse Gas
Emissions. Kingston has made admirable progress in many areas including programs to
facilitate the change over to emission free vehicles and bike routes for active transportation.
But there are many more areas where action could be stepped up if the City declared a climate
emergency and adopted a goal of zero GHG emissions as a strategic priority.
Some examples: Kingston could do a massive energy efficiency upgrade of city housing to
reduce the burning of fossil fuels for heating. Heating of buildings could be switched from
fossil fuels to electrically run heat pumps. Solar PV systems could be installed on many more
buildings to reduce prime time energy bills. Busses could be switched to zero emissions
vehicles. The City could begin to plan for energy efficient district heating systems etc .
Kingston is my city and I’m proud of it. I believe we need to declare a climate emergency and
make getting to a Zero GHG Emissions target by, say, 2050 a strategic priority for the City.
Thank you for inviting public input,
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

strategic priorities
Vacant unit rebate program
February 15, 2019 10:59:44 AM

Dear Council
NOT proceeding with this cancellation will distinguish Kingston from most other municipalities as being business
friendly. I believe Brockville and Smith Falls are not proceeding.
In the late 1980's and early 1990's I served on the former Kingston Area Economic Development Commission and a
. I was shocked to learn that some business location consultants refused to come to
Kingston because of a perceived anti-development bias. Sadly 25 years later this perception still exists in some
quarters.
One must ask "How can we differentiate ourselves from everyone else?" There is only one answer and that is
putting the "Wow" back in to customer service and indicating by our actions that we are open to new business and
business expansion.
I cannot think of an investor who would deliberately keep a property vacant in order to take advantage of the rebate
program. In fact, the opposite is true. Why would one pay light, heat, power and upkeep just to maintain ability to
claim a vacancy rebate?
Council has a unique opportunity in front of it. Make a statement that we are open for business expansion and
development by not proceeding with this cancellation.
Respectfully submitted
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

strategic priorities
W. J. Holsgrove Public School Sidewalks for safety
February 21, 2019 12:47:28 PM

I have young relatives attending W. J. Holsgrove Public School and am concerned for their
safety every day. Please consider sidewalks for the routes to this school.
Student safety is important to me. W.J. Holsgrove Public School needs sidewalks, especially on Sproule
Street and Westbrook Road.  

Thank you for your attention to this matter!

Virus-free. www.avast.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

strategic priorities
Wetlands
February 7, 2019 2:20:07 PM

PLEASE stop the endless march of giant ugly housing subdivisions. Our precious creatures living there have no
where to go!
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

strategic priorities
Your request for priorities
January 30, 2019 5:53:59 AM

I have two priorities that I would lie to see addressed:
1. The surface condition of roads. Many roads, particularly the one-way streets are in terrible
shape. I suggest sending a delegation of people employed on Kingston roads to Watertown
NY. That city has fine roads, so a Kingston delegation would have a lot to learn.
2. The condition of roads in shopping centres. Some of these are in terrible shape, particularly
Frontenac Mall. There should be some way to pass a bylaw requiring the owners to maintain
their roads.
--Regards
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City of Kingston Council Priorities - KFL&A Public Health Recommendations
KFL&A Public Health embraces and values opportunities to work collaboratively with City of Kingston staff,
committees and Council to ensure consideration of health protection and health promotion is part of
municipal activities, plans and policy decisions.
Community design and policies can have a significant impact on the health of individuals and communities
as a whole by influencing factors such as physical activity, nutrition and injury prevention.
We ask that the City of Kingston consider the following health-related recommendations to create and
maintain environments and policies that enable residents and communities to thrive and achieve their
highest health potential.

Health Equity

Goal: Create a community where all residents have a fair chance to reach their full health potential and are
not disadvantaged by social, economic and environmental conditions.

KFL&A Public Health recommends:
•

Making the City of Kingston an inclusive city for Indigenous, racialized, and LGBTQ2S
people.

Rationale:
Social inclusion, freedom from discrimination and violence, and access to economic and social resources
are key factors that affect physical and mental health. Because social exclusion leads to unequal access to
resources, certain groups have poorer health. A report looking across many health outcomes in Canada
found that there are significant differences in health among Indigenous Peoples, sexual and racial
minorities, immigrants, and people living with functional limitations.
Consider that:
- In 2017, Kingston was among the top ten cities in Canada for rate of police-reported hate crimes
per 100,000 people.
- According to a 2017 City of Kingston survey, non-European individuals experienced racism or felt
discriminated against 7 times more compared to the rest of the community, and members of the
LGBTQ+ community witnessed racism and discrimination 11 times more.
- In 2015, 27.2% of Indigenous individuals in Kingston lived in low income compared to 12.8% of nonIndigenous individuals.
- Across education groups in 2015, visible minorities in Kingston made 15% to 58% less than nonvisible minorities (based on median employment incomes). For example, for individuals with a
bachelor’s degree, this amounted to $21,110 dollars less in median employment incomes.
Examples of action could be investing in reconciliation and anti-racism initiatives, and looking for ways to
shift decision-making power to groups that experience marginalization.

•

That the City of Kingston increase affordable, good quality, and stable housing.

Rationale:
Housing is a key factor that affects physical and mental health. Research shows that housing
unaffordability, poor quality housing and neighbourhoods, and housing instability, including homelessness,
are associated with many poor health outcomes and significant costs to the health care system.
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A report looking at 2011 Canadian data showed that certain groups experience inadequate, unsuitable, or
unaffordable housing more than others. Those in the lowest income group, recent immigrants, visible
minorities, and adults who were unemployed but looking for work were more likely to be living in housing
below standards.
Kingston’s vacancy rate of 0.6 percent and long wait times for social housing are cause for concern.
Strategies to increase affordable, good quality, and stable housing should be a priority for Kingston.

Community Food Security

Goal: All community residents obtain a safe, culturally acceptable, nutritionally adequate diet through a
sustainable food system that maximizes self-reliance and social justice.

KFL&A Public Health recommends:
•

That the City of Kingston develop and implement a food system strategy that aligns with
the purpose, vision and collective commitments of the KFL&A Food Charter.

Rationale:
According to the Ontario food and nutrition strategy, healthy food systems ensure that:
Food is produced, harvested, processed, distributed, consumed and disposed in a manner that
maintains and enhances the quality of land, air and water for future generations, and that allows
people to earn a living wage in a safe and healthy working environment by harvesting, growing,
producing, processing, handling, retailing and serving food.

In 2012, the City of Kingston endorsed the KFL&A Food Charter. A food charter is statement of values,
principles and priorities for a just and sustainable food system. Food charters foster the development of
municipal food-related planning, policy and program development, to encourage a healthy food system. A
food charter has the ability to improve the economy of a region by encouraging a greater reliance on local,
community-based food systems and generating new businesses and employment opportunities. Some
examples of how municipalities can implement the goals of a food charter include:
- Conduct a climate and food vulnerability assessment.
- Complete a community food assessment.
- Develop food system indicators and a monitoring framework.
- Ensure land use designations maximize healthy, accessible, affordable food options near
affordable housing and public transit connections.

•

That the City of Kingston develop and implement a strategy to reduce household food
insecurity in the City of Kingston.

Rationale:
Household food insecurity is defined as not having adequate food due to financial constraints. Over 10% of
households in KFL&A area are food insecure, a trend that has persisted since 2006. Food insecurity is a
determinant of health, and is strongly associated with greater health care costs, increased chronic
conditions among adults and greater risk of mental health problems among children. Income responses are
needed to address food insecurity. Food charity and community food programs cannot effectively solve
poverty, which is the root cause of food insecurity. Income responses are typically government policies that
improve income security at a systemic level through income transfers, employment policies, pensions, tax
exemptions or credits, and social assistance programs.
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Further, the recent Ontario government report, Income Security: A Roadmap for Change, calls upon
municipal provincial and federal governments to achieve income adequacy by addressing these five
recommendations:
1) Adopt a Minimum Income Standard in Ontario to be achieved over the next 10 years through a
combination of supports across the income security system.
2) Introduce a housing benefit to assist all low-income people with the high cost of housing,
whether or not they receive social assistance, so they are not forced to choose between a home
and other necessities.
3) Continue to move income support for children outside of social assistance so all low-income
families can benefit fully, regardless of income source. Ensure supports are sensitive to the needs
of children and youth who are experiencing difficulties in their family life.
4) Work with the federal government to enhance the effectiveness of the Working Income Tax
Benefit (WITB) so that it plays a greater role in contributing to income adequacy for low-income
workers in Ontario.
5) Make essential health benefits available to all low-income people, beginning with ensuring
those in deepest poverty have access to the services they need.
Food security for infants and young children can be improved with breastfeeding support. As an
inexpensive source of high-quality nutrition, breastfeeding helps to reduce health inequities by offsetting
some of the negative impacts of low socioeconomic status on child health and development. In Ontario,
infant formula costs $900-3360 per year (not including bottles or other equipment), a financial strain for
many families that impacts household food budgets.

Transportation

Goal: Create a transportation network that prioritizes safe and efficient travel for vulnerable road users.

KFL&A Public Health recommends:
•

That the City of Kingston commit to efforts that create alignment with Vision Zero
principles, the Active Transportation Master Plan (ATMP), and Complete Streets best
practices so that the transportation network in the City of Kingston is developed and
enhanced in a manner that prioritizes safety, with an emphasis on protecting vulnerable
road users.
Furthermore, by addressing road safety issues (e.g. traffic speed, appropriate separation
of travel modes, and pedestrian crossings and intersections) the transportation network
will also better support the Active Transportation mode share goals outlined in the
ATMP.

Rationale:
The incidence of fatal and non-fatal injuries because of traffic collisions is closely related to vehicle
kilometers travelled, speed, traffic volume and the design of roadway networks, particularly where vehicles
interact with non-motorized transportation methods. Effective infrastructure design including Complete
Streets design elements such as dedicated bike lanes and paths, sidewalks, crosswalks and traffic circles
have been shown to be effective in reducing risk to road users. Furthermore, road safety can be enhanced
through credible posted speed limits where the posted speed of travel matches the expectation of the
driver for a given roadway and its surrounding area.
Increasing road safety also supports use of active transportation as it has been shown that the environment
must be perceived as safe for people to walk and cycle to destinations. Creating an environment where
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people are comfortable using active transportation also further increases safety as injury and fatality rates
among pedestrians and cyclists decrease as active transportation levels increase.

•

The City of Kingston continue strategic efforts to integrate multi-modal and active
transportation solutions that shift how people move around the city through continued
investments in pedestrian, cycling and transit infrastructure.

Rationale:
Providing networks of connected walking and cycling facilities including pathways between streets is a key
factor in promoting increased physical activity levels.

Roadways & Sidewalks

Goal: Create a community with a contiguous transportation network that enhances and supports use of
Active Transportation.

KFL&A Public Health recommends:
•

That the City of Kingston continue to expand and enhance the active transportation
network to better support walking, cycling and use of Kingston Transit. Emphasis should
be placed on expanding the connectivity of the network, prioritizing installation of
infrastructure (e.g. pathways, sidewalks, cycling infrastructure, wayfinding signage) in
existing neighbourhoods and in all new developments to enable people to use active
modes of travel to commute to transit stops and other destinations safely, conveniently,
and efficiently.

Rationale:
Expanding network elements like neighbourhood pathways to better support all active modes would
address numerous factors that influence travel choices as identified in the development of the ATMP: “…
the most important overall factors that influence travel choices for Kingston residents are: convenience,
travel time, and cost” with health being “another important factor (…) consistently identified by survey
participants.” Furthermore, the vision of the Active Transportation Master Plan states that “Kingston will be
a City that embraces active modes of transportation and where residents and visitors can walk, cycle and
wheel using a network of accessible, safe, connected and well-maintained trails, bicycle lanes, sidewalks
and pathways which will lead to 20% of all travel occurring via active modes of transportation.” “The vision
is supported by six key principles… that are intended to be used to achieve the active transportation
vision….” The principles are: safety, connectivity, equity, equality, accessibility, and promotion.

Ultraviolet Radiation Protection/Sun Safety

Goal: Create an environment that reduces harms from exposure to Ultraviolet Radiation.

KFL&A Public Health recommends:
•

That the City of Kingston continue the strategic priority to enhance the tree canopy.

Rationale:
The ultraviolet portion of solar radiation is a human carcinogen causing skin cancer. South East Ontario has
higher rates of Melanoma skin cancer than other regions within Ontario.
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The provision of strategically placed shade is an effective means of reducing exposure to ultraviolet
radiation and its associated health risk. By promoting tree planting and innovative green spaces such as
green roofs and green walls, goals of reducing skin cancer risk, air temperature and energy use can be
achieved through shading and sheltering.

Access to Greenspace

Goal: Create an environment where access to greenspace is prioritized.

KFL&A Public Health recommends:
•

That the City of Kingston increase access to greenspace in neighbourhoods. Distribute
greenspace throughout neighbourhoods so there are parks and open spaces within
walking distance of all homes.

Rationale:
Proximity to open space and distance to larger parks with more amenities is a significant predictor of the
likelihood of someone being more physically active. Parks and greenspaces display more consistent,
positive associations with physical activity than sports facilities, recreational amenities or fitness centres.
Exposure to natural environments have been found to reduce symptoms of anxiety, anger, violence and
mental illness, while improving social and cognitive functioning. Greenspace has additional benefits such as
providing an ideal place for unstructured, creative play and shade from natural features such as trees.

Substance Use

Goal: Create an environment that reduces harms related to alcohol, tobacco and vaping product, and
cannabis and other substance use.

KFL&A Public Health recommends:
•

That the City of Kingston consider strengthening the business license requirements for
tobacco vendors and vendors of vapour products and cannabis accessories.

Rationale:
Evidence suggests that retail licenses and retail licenses fees support compliance with in-store tobacco
retail restrictions (e.g., sales to minors). Furthermore, vendor licenses have the potential to reduce the
number and density of vendors within a community, thereby decreasing normalization of these types of
products.

•

That the City of Kingston consider zoning bylaws that regulate the outlet density of
tobacco and vaping retailers.

Rationale:
Reducing outlet density of tobacco retailers reduces access and social exposure to tobacco and can
decrease the prevalence of smoking among youth and young adults, with a marked reduction in
disadvantaged neighbourhoods. Zoning restrictions could include restricting the number of retailers within
a specified area, creating limits on proximity of retailers to schools, or creating minimum distances
between retailers.
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•

That the City of Kingston consider advocating for greater distances between cannabis
retail and schools (300-meters), places that serve sensitive populations (300-meters), and
other substance outlets (200-meters).

Rationale:
Physical accessibility is a determinant of use for both tobacco and alcohol and it is reasonable to expect
that there will be a similar relationship for cannabis. Limiting density and location of retailers is an
evidence-based policy tool for local governments that has the potential to decrease normalization, co-use
between substances, and protect the public’s health.

•

That the City of Kingston consider zoning bylaws that decrease or limit the outlet density
of all locations that sell, serve or produce alcohol (e.g. craft breweries and wineries).

Rationale:
Limiting density and location of retailers is an evidence-based policy tool for local governments. Even
relatively small increases in the availability of alcohol leads to increases in alcohol consumption and related
problems and harm. In addition to the substantial negative health and social affects resulting from alcohol
consumption, municipal governments bear significant costs for alcohol misuse. Addressing the harms of
alcohol use impacts police, EMS, and fire services, the health care system, and public health. With
increased retail accessibility of alcohol in Ontario, local governments may experience an increased cost
burden. Zoning restrictions could include but are not limited to restricting the number of outlets within a
specified area, creating limits on proximity of outlets to schools, and creating minimum distances between
outlets to avoid clustering. Municipalities have the tools to limit alcohol access and protect populations at
high risk of alcohol related harms (e.g. youth, young adults, those in recovery) as well as those exposed to
the effects of harmful drinking by others. Regulating the physical availability of alcohol through density and
location restrictions have shown to lower alcohol consumption and reduce alcohol related injuries,
assaults, public disorder and violence.

Injury Prevention

Goal: Create a physical environment that is safe for all residents.

KFL&A Public Health recommends:
•

That the City of Kingston continue its commitment to the growing number of older adults
in our community by ensuring their needs for suitable housing options, recreational and
social opportunities, and accessible health care are met.

Rationale:
These factors are important determinants of health that need to be considered across the lifespan. Seniors
and the community as a whole benefit when healthy aging and age-friendly features are trademarks of a
community.

Family Friendly Community Planning, Design & Policies

Goal: Create a family friendly community that support healthy child development.

KFL&A Public Health recommends:
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•

That the City of Kingston prioritize child development by developing and reviewing all
policies with a child and family friendly lens, effectively engaging families in decisionmaking, and providing services that are inclusive and accessible to all families across the
city.

Rationale:
Childhood is an extremely important and sensitive time in human brain development. There is an
integration between environmental and biological factors that influence a child’s development. When the
environment is safe, secure and nurturing, these join forces with the biological factors to help maximize
their potential.
Family friendly communities create the conditions for children to thrive. These communities welcome
diversity and inclusivity, protect from injury and harm and build positive relationships. Municipalities can
create a supportive environment where families and children have social connectedness and are able to
thrive.

•

That the City of Kingston promote, support, and protect breastfeeding, and endorse the
World Health Organization’s International Code of Marketing of Breastmilk Substitutes.

Rationale:
Health Canada, the Canadian Paediatric Society, Dietitians of Canada, and the Breastfeeding Committee for
Canada all recommend breastfeeding exclusively for the first 6 months of life and continuing for up to 2
years and beyond.
Breastfeeding benefits mothers, infants, and communities by preventing illness and the use of healthcare
services: it improves infant and child health and saves governments money.
Breastfeeding is an inexpensive source of high-quality nutrition, and can reduce health inequities by
offsetting some of the negative impacts of low socioeconomic status on child health and development. In
Ontario, infant formula costs $900-3360 per year (not including bottles or other equipment), a financial
strain for many families.
Breastfeeding protects the environment as it requires no processing and produces no waste; infant formula
requires energy and resources for manufacturing, creates packaging waste, and emits greenhouse gases in
its production and transportation.
In KFL&A, 85% of mothers intend to breastfeed exclusively, but only 28% of mothers do so until around 6
months of age. Research shows that some mothers do not breastfeed in public because they feel awkward.
Championing a community that supports breastfeeding and protects new families from unethical formula
marketing will help to improve the community’s health and save the City of Kingston money.
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Date

Platform

2019-01-29 Twitter
2019-01-29 Twitter
2019-01-29 Twitter
2019-01-29 Twitter
2019-01-30 Twitter
2019-01-30 Twitter
2019-01-31 Facebook
2019-01-29 Facebook
Facebook

Username

Comments
Lower property taxes for residences and business, to have large corporate Kingston
@CanadaUncle institutions pay their fair share like the rest of us #ygk 20% tax increase over the
mayors 8 year term, 20%
Make King Street better. The roadway is narrow, full of potholes, and ambulances with
@Oim12
patients in life saving situations have no other route to the ER.
@MGroot1
Bike lanes on Taylor Kidd west of Progress.
Finish the sidewalk on Bath rd in front of Bread&Butter. The sidewalk just disappears
@MGroot2
for 150m then starts again.
@kasa_jason
Family Doctors
Affordable housing in the downtown core (a must for diversity). Great side walk and
road maintenance in both summer and winter (plowing and repair). Continued public
@SnowRN
transit reform (fantastic job thus far).
There is a need for perhaps a half dozen sites to take compostable waste for those in
Jill Relyea
housing that does not offer green bins. These could be maintained by the City.
Julie Anne Smith Our housing issue needs to be a priority
David Hahn

[shared] For example: Kingston could do a massive energy efficiency upgrade of city housing
to reduce the burning of fossil fuels for heating. Heating of buildings could be switched from
fossil fuels to electrically run heat pumps. Solar PV systems could be installed on many more
buildings to reduce prime time energy bills. Busses could be switched to zero emissions. The
City could begin to plan for energy efficient district heating systems etc .

EXHIBIT C
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EXHIBIT D

General Comments
“Create opportunities for seniors interested in group home (5-8 per home) living. The
focus needs to be on low to medium income who can’t afford a retirement home. Five
seniors could buy a $500,000 home with $100,000 payment for $20,000 each. Many
low to medium income seniors can afford this. The monthly cost would be about $2,000.
CPP and OAS would cover this. Help with the deposit could be made based on
assessment of need and other factors acceptable to organizations that help people.
This does not necessarily mean charity. The 1/5 share of a home of 5 seniors could be
made in the name of the deposit provider as an investment.”
“1) Increase the amount of affordable housing substantially in Kingston. 2) Ensure that a
portion of all new (and existing) apartments be set aside/designated for low income
individuals and families (i.e. make and keep the rent affordable for these people). 3)
Increase ODSP and municipal ‘welfare’ to a living ‘wage’ (i.e. so recipients can afford to
pay rent, food, etc. comfortably so they don’t have to beg for money on the street at the
end of the month) – guaranteed basic income 4) Ensure that all new developments (e.g.
condos and apartments) are LEED certified and follow the city’s official plan (e.g. follow
height restrictions). 5) Repair and maintain roadways in Kingston (they are increasingly
in disrepair). 6) Support downtown businesses by removing or reducing extra business
fees charged to them by the city. 7) Make on street parking free in downtown Kingston
like in Brockville and Gananoque (2 hour free) to encourage downtown visitors and
make Kingston a friendlier place to tourists. 8) Put a bus stop at the front door of the
new Providence Care facility on Front Road. 9) Actually make KEDCO function to
support new and existing businesses. (My friend had to move his business to another
town because of the lack of city support. The other town actually talked to and lined up
a property for him to lease. In Kingston, the landlords with property that interested him
seemed to prefer to leave their properties vacant rather than rent to him). 10) More
open development process – make documents publicly available.”
“Thank you for recognizing the shortage of housing in Kingston. All types of housing is
required and to attract young talent to our city, downtown housing is essential.
The doctor shortage in Kingston must be a priority in order to serve our current
residents and attract workers to address the labour shortage.”
“Affordable shared senior living. 5-7 seniors in an 8 bedroom house or duplexes with
shared living room, kitchen, dining room, private bed-sitting rooms, on a bus route.”
“Vibrant downtown – historical and cultural”
“Stick with the Official Plan!!”
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“ Keep large developments from making their own rules (especially height restrictions).
 Keep ‘big money’ from running the show.  Tax reform: cities everywhere are broke
and are not working for the ‘people’ anymore.  We all need to contribute to the system,
including the wealthy.  Who are the big wheelers and dealers in this town – how much
in taxes did they pay last year? This should be public info!!  More housing subsidies for
the less fortunate and seniors!!  Start guaranteed minimum (basic income guarantee)
that Ford just cancelled.”
“We have at least 20-25% of people in this area who cannot afford their rent. We have
1,300 households on the waitlist for social housing. We have the lowest apartment
vacancy rate in Ontario. We need housing that people can afford.”
“ Affordable housing  A green city/community”
“ Lack of suitable housing for post-graduates  Not enough doctors  3000 people
without a GP  Parking costs  Fiscal responsibility”
“ Protect and conserve our wetlands  More infrastructure for biking”
“ Lower property taxes  No tall, small buildings”
“Mega towers taking priority over small scale infill”
“Parking is an issue (downtown). Consider a shuttle and obtain a lot that people can be
transported to and from.”
“Need faster implementation of Waterfront Plan”
“1) Affordable housing! – Tannery property 2) Safe cycling from town to new high school
for high school students on safe roads like Mack St!!! Bagot St!!! Brock and Johnson will
remain dangerous even with bollards – TOO MANY POTHOLES! Very dangerous for
kids 3) Environment concerns – SAVE TURTLES!! SAVE WETLANDS!! 4) Pedestrian
overpass over John Counter Railway”
“Weaknesses: affordable housing for working people; jobs for young people; family
physicians; roads and sidewalks in disrepair. Strengths: good public transportation.
Opportunities: 3rd crossing, jobs and traffic relief. Threats: development in key areas for
threatened species; our development of commercial housing that does not cater to
working people.”
“The only issue that matters now is climate change. My priority for Kingston is a climate
action plan that takes the issue seriously. We must start reducing greenhouse gas
emissions by 90%by 2030!”
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“I think it is important that city council looks to improve the housing situation in Kingston.
We have such a low vacancy rate and what is available in Kingston is way above what
the average Kingstonian can afford. It is time that city council look at building affordable
housing that makes it easier for the citizens to find housing that allows them to have
money left over for essential items. Many Kingstonians live at or below the poverty line
and are struggling on a daily basis.”
“1) Stop approving proposals that exceed the Official Plan and/or Zoning Bylaws 2) Get
more affordable and geared-to-income housing built 3) Repair roads, especially
potholes”
“Strengths: we have such an active music scene. Our bands in the park should be
continually booked all summer long. Many young musicians from local agencies that
offer lessons would gladly offer you their talent, and they’d love the exposure.
Weaknesses: litter of all sorts is to be found in the city however, city garbage cans often
are taken (removed) from their location i.e. Elliott Ave; parking (downtown), please
consider a shuttle and lot service.”
Strengths
“We appreciate the skating pad and new bike trains. Also, Artillery park – it all keeps us
in good shape.”
“A well educated population”
“Alienating labour who work for the city will result in low morale and inefficiencies. The
city will never be able to realize the utility of its human resource (staff) without properly
engaging them. Your professional and trained staff are often an underutilized resource.”
“Wonderful city to live in, visit, play, work and invest! Thank-you. Keep up the good
work.”
“This event”
“Feel that the city is not open for business”
“Seems the city is open for business but not broadly enough”
“Historic fabric, community and location”
“We live in a rich country. We can get housing built so that low-income people can be
housed. DO IT!!!”
“Feb. Fest! Kurt Browning and the Beaver Tails were a wonderful winter treat! Thanks.”
“Allowing people to have the opportunity to share their thoughts/opinions/concerns!”
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[To above comment] “Agreed”
“A vibrant research base that can lead the way in green tech and climate solutions!”
“Citizens who care about historic downtown”
“Our 3 waterways converging at City Hall – unique! (Let’s keep it that way).”
“Processes like this! THANK YOU!!”
“A community that cares!”
“Bus routes and availability improved. Congrats!”
“Still livable but fading into a condoville!”
“A great place and city to live in. A council who cares and does I believe a good overall
job. To increase our strength I believe groups for and against need to work better
together instead of one group always dominating. Working together equates success. “
“The stated desire for increased density through infill in the core”
“Many engaged well-informed citizens whose expertise could be utilized by the city”
“Public transportation is better than others”
“Post-secondary institutions”
“Access to recreation/parks/waterfront”
“Heritage downtown”
“Heritage and small town sense of place and belonging”
“Free bus passes for students  Involved city council  Special/unique ecosystems in
our area (ex. wetlands)”
“Fine waterfront but need to implement waterfront plan much more quickly”
“Community groups that have experience working to solve homelessness”
“Waterfront tourism  Post-secondary location”
“Interested citizens!”
“#LocalAmbition”
“Vibrant and creative arts community!”
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“Lots of family activities but some should be spread out more from downtown core”
“Excellent transit! Vibrant downtown! Unparalleled aggregation of heritage assests! –
which should be preserved and conserved (not undermined by unsympathetic
development e.g. towers!)”
“Opportunity to build affordable housing”
“Mayor’s smart growth platform!”
“Don’t overload next 4 year with new priorities. Keep focus on current. Elevate all the
work that housing and community services are already doing on the housing and
homelessness plan over last 4 years! These are measurables worth looking at.”
“Free bus passes for high school students! Thank you! And welfare recipients merci”
“Upcoming Mayor’s Task Force on Housing”
“Paige Agnew! Use her brilliance!”
[To above comment] “Smart woman – is she able to say ‘no’ to the mayor or
developers?”; “She also needs to adhere more closely to the OP and Zoning Bylaw!!!”
“To be a city that care for all its citizens”
“The many people who have stood up and fought the city to adhere to its official plan –
don’t see them as the enemy, but as a real asset to this town!”
“Authentic Canadian city: lakes, islands, history, architecture.”
“Brent Toderian!”
[To above comment] “Why should he have more influence than the people who live
here? Vancouver is not a shining example. Plus, according to the CBC he was fired
from his planning job.”
“Joining and meeting the FCM 5 steps of GHG reductions”
“Screening room and other independent businesses that build community and address
our needs (most of the rest… pointless and damaging.)”
[To above comment] “I agree!!”
“That it is a small town! Small town feeling with great add ons such as theatre,
university, screening room, film festival, etc.”
“New city website, thank you!”
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“Small town”
“Shelters for homeless. Respect for when they try to access shelters”
“Thanks for the good work along the parkway near Queens. Swam there just about
every morning last summer – a wonderful way to start the day.”
“City is small – you can bike everywhere!”
“Neighbourhoods, heritage, cultural creativity (grass roots), stable
institutional/educational staff reaching out to community (but need to find way to ‘hear’
the voices and address all sectors). U.K. – a jewel – keep it local and its environment
focus.”
“Hardworking city staff and councillors”
“A distinct difference in atmosphere from any other city. Don’t give it away!”

Weaknesses
“The idea that high rises will be a benefit”
“Accessible and affordable housing”
“The city’s belief that building tall apartment buildings will alleviate the affordable
housing issue”
“No!! to condoville! This is Kingston!”
“More housing for low income – I guess the weakness is we do not have enough”
“Not enough good bike paths”
“No more development land for population growth!”
“Must balance population growth with increased demand for parking, etc.”
“Need more physicians!”
“Parking downtown”
“Housing crisis. Delay in building housing”
“No sidewalks along Westbrook road with numerous large trucks – dangerous to
walkers and students taking buses to school. In addition, more housing being built in the
area creating more pedestrian traffic.”
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“Rigid adherence to 2.5% tax increase each year. This is resulting in decrease in
services that people are not aware of.”
“Don’t adhere to official plan”
“Not enough affordable housing”
“Lack of affordable housing”
“Brent Toderian”
“Too much pandering to greedy developers”
“Lack of affordable housing, 20-25% of people can’t afford an apartment. 1,300
households on waitlist for social housing”
“Protecting waterfront – make it more accessible to public (and creatures). Stop building
on it (e.g. marine museum, Block D, Tannery, Wellington Extension)”
“Need to get our wonderful transit services out to the west end (Westbrook/Woodhaven)
please!”
“Vacancy rates! Not enough affordable housing!”
[To comment above] “I very much agree!”
“Building condos and apartments for single use only e.g. students”
“Too huge an area for Countryside councillor to oversee”
“City approves development plans that contravene its own rules!”
“High rises downtown”
“People living on the streets obvious. Obvious poverty being ignored. It’s a shame on all
of us”
“Sanding/salting the sidewalks on Ontario St. where all the elderly live”
“Councils inclination to change/flow the Strategic Plan without consultation e.g.
development in inappropriate paces.”
“Blind to the emergency of climate crisis!”
“Why can’t families get a family doctor? We educate them here in Kingston after all!”
“Not enough housing – especially affordable”
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“Waterfront plan extended too far into the future”
“Protect waterfront”
“Complete the plans and work required to make the waterfront safe and accessible to all
the people.”
“Getting cozy with developers… NO! Do what’s good for the PEOPLE.”
“No old township bus transportation”
“Poor road maintenance repair!”
[To above comment] “If we had less cars, we would need less maintenance”
“We need more police officers!”
“Affordable housing for working people and families  Family physicians  Roads and
sidewalks in disrepair”
“Better shelters. Lack of respect for homeless”
“(Lack of) services for Kingston’s homeless population”
“Mitigation of protective turtle fencing. Protect wetlands”
“Inappropriate development in downtown (i.e. too high apartment buildings)”
“Reliance on provincial coal plant closure to meet zero emissions reductions. Let’s do
our part!”
“We’re not serious (yet) about addressing climate change. Land protection, emissions
reductions, public transit, social services, for the most vulnerable who’ll be most
severely affected…”
“Two too tall buildings being built downtown approved by council”
“Losing focus and priorities”
“Attracting and keeping family doctors”
“Lack of commitment to OP and Zoning Bylaws by some councillors and planning staff”
“Kingston is wonderful in welcoming refugees, but after 1 year sponsorships are up,
affordable housing is difficult to find, often creating need for sponsors to sustain
refugees beyond 1 year.”
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“Make development process open to the public. No more backroom deals with
developers!”
“The requirement of one parking space per unit in small-scale infill proposals. This is
counterproductive to intensification and affordable housing.”
“The city disengaged from its employees”
“Too much red tape! Very confusing planning documents”
“No creativity – everything is done the ‘Kingston way’”
“Affordable housing is a TOP priority: no tricks this time!”
“Community involvement is usually ‘after the fact’ and feels like tokenism”
“Mayor’s housing: no representation from community groups that have experience in
working with homeless or those on social assistance. Need to recognize that there are
many different types of housing required for different groups of people.”
“Climate change”
“Need for homes/apartments for disabled children of aging parents. They are all very
sad about where their children will be when they can no longer care for them.”
“Easier to do business in other municipalities”
“Parking laws create a problem for repurposing large homes into multiple affordable
units.”
“We need to strengthen services for our immigrant population please. Move Kingston
Immigration Partnership (KIP) under Housing and Community Services.”
“Too much allowance for large buildings that do not fit within official plan. Results go out
of city to OMB/LPAT.”
“Need to connect ‘opposing’ groups to find common ground and stronger solutions to
issues like development, housing and climate change.”
[To above comment] “THIS”; “I AGREE!!!”; We agree!!”; “Agreed.”
“Lack of action on climate”
“Anti-business feeling”
“Need for affordable housing”
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“20-25% of Kingstonians can’t afford rent”
“Business maturity of council and city staff”
“Open government: DO IT, NOT JUST TALK ABOUT IT!”
“Not paying attention to the Official Plan”
[To above comment] “Pay attention or no one will trust council’s word!”
“Failure of mayor and council to enforce Official plan and by-laws”
[To above comment] “An over simplification!”
“No greenhouse gas reduction targets past 2030. Current 2030 target is not in line with
most recent UN special report on I.S.C.”
[To above comment] “Yes!!!”
“Families with children living in motel rooms”
“Lack of street engaging development i.e. Williamsville new developments”
“Intensification of the core”
“Make on street parking free as in Gananoque (2 hour limit) and Brockville to make
Kingston a friendlier tourist destination.”
“Affordable and accessible housing”
“Better access to shelters”
“We need more information on ‘smart’ city and 5G!”
“The city staff needs to take strong leadership counsel from the council.”
“Too many food banks”
Opportunities
“To see that real affordable housing is built and available to our most vulnerable people
for many years. Not just 15, 20, 25 years. Not owned by private for profit sector but
owned by city or a non-profit.”
“Partnerships – affordable housing: charitable organizations, churches”
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“Follow global movement and declare a climate emergency! Here here! Take
responsibility – help the population, retrofit – green economy. Drought protection. More
urban gardens – buildings to meet L.E.E.D”
“Eco-Tourism: make Kingston a wetland paradise! Tourists, naturalists,
environmentalists will come to see the birds, beavers, turtles and snakes. Stop
neglecting our wetland resources!”
“Environment: plant forests within the city. Seek advice from Diana Beresford-Kroeger.
The forests can be small but should include several species – mostly native species.”
“The two comments above are very good ideas!”
“Developing new partnerships. Attract investment with expanded airport”
“Small modular nuclear has a role to play in climate change. Also climate change
discussion has to move to ‘adaptation’”
“Join the Global Covenant of Mayors on Climate and Energy. Set a goal to be zero
emissions by 2050 (or before!)”
“Be leaders in approval for compact houses movement in order to provide affordable
housing for singles.”
“Tap into university student’s energy and resources. Get them involved. Make them
care about the city.”
“Electrified public transit and more bike lanes”
“Increase density not through hi-rise buildings”
“Better shelters/community hubs/homeless”
“Promote quality of life based on proximity to lakes and recreation”
“We could be a leader in climate action *if* we did more”
“Affordable housing which expresses care of the most vulnerable”
“Intensification without towers in our beautiful, historic downtown”
“We need to do more for people living on the street, especially young people.”
“A more walkable city = a happier City of Kingston (+ climate change mitigation)”
“Co-housing – change parking laws to allow large buildings to be converted into
affordable co-housing”
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“3rd crossing – traffic relief”
“Use evidence/research that shows what makes affordable housing successful!”
“Use community groups that have both experience and infrastructure to support city
goals.”
“Many undeveloped lots could be built upon following OP and Zoning Bylaw guidelines.
No more LPAT hearings!!!”
“Housing development with Habitat for Humanity! Create more affordable housing”
“Increase the opportunities for active transportation, esp. bike and walk”
“City needs to ally with other cities and social movements promoting basic income
guarantee”
“A discussion re: basic income guarantee and send recommendations to province. Let’s
be creative about this. It would solve many problems.”
“If we allowed only 4-6 story buildings there are small-scale, local builders who could do
it, not large developers”
“Invite community-based groups to develop models for affordable housing (e.g. co-ops,
Habitat, seek out other models)”
“Keep the city ‘low rise’ – market it as our strength”
“Eco-tourism – Kingston has so much to offer”
“To be leaders in caring for the vulnerably housed”
“We need certain tourist spots to remain open in September when a lot of adult tourists
come to visit, like Martello Tower and Fort Henry – or a better listing of open sites.”
[To above comment] “Yes – good idea. I second it!”
“Be the most sustainable city. Tackle climate. Zero emissions!”
“More bike friendly: roads, racks, regulations (less)”
“Great residents who love and care for this city. Beautiful waterfront/lovely heritage
buildings and context – and let’s keep them that way PLEASE!”
“Do things like work hard for underpaid and precariously employed e.g. basic income
guarantee”
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“Council needs to be more mobile in these kinds of events. Have them in a mall, a high
school regional sports event, the libraries. Not everyone can come at 6pm on a week
night if they work or have children.”
[To above comment] “I second this idea. Let’s think ‘outside the hall’”
“Majority of greenhouse gases come from transportation and natural gas. Electrify
Kingston Transit and think about cleaner ways to heat and power the ICI sector
(industry, commercial, institutions).”
[To above comment] “Agree ++ = human future!”
“Really make Kingston bicycle friendly”
“Build substantial amount of mixed-income housing! So needed, guys.”
“#greenpower #greenpride – proud to be an environmentalist, proud to care, proud to
face the climate crisis together”
“A basic income would help solve so many issues, and build a more vibrant, safe, smart
city.”
“Housing: community groups that want to work with the city to provide housing to low
income people; community groups that have experience in working with homeless or
transitional supportive housing.”
“Buy back the marine museum and dry dock site! Do it! Show pride in our city!”
[To above comment] “Great idea”
“We have plenty of vacant land up Montreal Street that could be used for affordable
housing.”
“Supply trees to homeowners at discount prices for tree canopy”
“Increase affordable housing by not requiring the renting of a parking spot”
“Increase affordable housing by delaying other less essential projects. Homelessness
and vacancy rates need to be addressed before the issues become worse.”
“3rd crossing pedestrian friendly downtown – Ontario Street not for commuters”
“Montreal Street extension: transit way; bike friendly; open inner harbor; community
living.”
“Intensification of the core please!”
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“Need for mixed income, affordable housing. No ghettos.”
“Housing opportunities: St. Lawrence Sustainable Living Centre; Sustainable Energy
Applied Research Centre; Redilab at Queen’s.”
“We can become carbon neutral by decreasing reliance on automobiles.”
[To above comment] “Yes. We could even learn from other vibrant cities and convert
certain streets into pedestrian/bike only. Good for people and planet.”
[To above comment] “Yes, please!”
“We have the opportunity to be creative in providing affordable housing – tall buildings
make developers rich but do they affect the availability of low cost housing?”
“Implement a green new deal: good jobs (social services, education, green sector);
livable city (walkable, low pollution, nature, affordable housing); thriving community; and
climate action. We can do it!!!!”
“Year round indoor market downtown. Support: our farmers, our chefs, craft makers,
tourism, culinary.”
“Should invest in tiny homes. Kingston has 0.6 vacancy rate and cost of housing is too
expensive. Tiny homes will help.”
“Responsible investing”
“Build on successes and reduce GHG’s by 50% by 2020 and carbon neutrality by 2050.”
“Reset relationship between city and its unions. We need more collaboration to ensure a
safe and efficient and healthy working environment for staff. A lot of money (tax money)
could be saved by improving dialogue with unions representing staff.”
“Social housing for homeless and low-income. This is a crisis. There’s no excuse.”
“The federal government is looking seriously at Basic Income Guarantee. The local
economy would benefit from B.I.G., so it would make sense to link up with other
municipalities to push for this.”
“Increase active transportation – really make bike and walk the priority and
disadvantage the car.”
“To expand X2 urban growth boundary”
“Housing. Homeless shelters. Respect.”
“Divest from fossil fuels – or else!!”
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“Use the passion and goodwill of people who want everyone to be housed. Help get
affordable housing built!”
“Green economy DUH! Retrofit homes; all new building to meet L.E.E.D requirements;
opportunity to let Kingston lead the country. We have the #1 voted climate action plan.
Let’s do it! Residents are ready to help. You are not alone. Let’s work together but do it
NOW! We are in crisis.”
[To above comment] “YES X 1000!!”
“Opportunity to take advantage of movement towards Basic Income Guarantee”
“Affordable housing”
[To above comment] “Yes!” x2
“We need a Green New Deal. So much opportunity!”
[To above comment] “Ditto”
“Climate is priority #1”
“For the city to take back the Marine Museum property”
[To above comment] “Ditto!” “Yes!!” “Agree!”
“Environmental protection. Green city”
“Measures to cascade throughout the organization”
“Provide a thoughtful, caring community!”
Threats
“Declare a climate crisis. You know this will AFFECT!”
“5G is a threat! Not only re: security but health also”
“‘Smart’ cities are powered by 5G watch out!!”
“Groups who speak against needed development. People need a place to call home as
the population grows and as people choose Kingston as their place to live. I agree
green space is needed. Both development and green space can be well achieved.”
“5G kills trees and vegetation – change molecules, stops vitamin D absorption”
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“Too many studies. Communication still needs more work, One city department does
not seem to know what the other is doing. Too many public meetings with little public
turnout.”
“Staff who want to subvert official plan!”
“Developers who don’t appreciate Kingston’s unique history and charm”
“Housing costs too much and with Kingston vacancy rates being the lowest in Ontario
will increase homelessness.”
“Climate crisis”
“Does threat of climate change connect with even more spending on road expansion for
private vehicles?”
“Housing costs/lack of tax revenue/lack of embrace for change”
“Buildings downtown that are too high – will take away from heritage”
“Development on key ecological areas for threatened species. Overdevelopment of
commercial housing that does not cater to working families.”
“Too many trees cut down to make way for buildings, etc. (No trees – soon no people in
the world…)”
“Not recognizing that people from different social groups recognize different types of
housing”
“Children growing up housing insecure”
“Climate change exacerbates all the problems we already have. It’s an emergency.”
“Approvals that flout the O.P.”
“Keep the shorelines of our waterways open to the public”
“Low vacancy rate is a threat to low income earners in Kingston. Closing of shelters
without building housing for individuals on ODSP, OW, etc.”
“Climate change – drought  No infrastructure N. of 401  No surveys of water systems
outside of downtown service area  Fire protection – all volunteer network? Needs
planning  Overdevelopment re: quarries in city defined area  Environmental damage!
Water, species, blasting!”
“Bell + smart = big problems. Discussion required.”
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“Poor political decisions. Too much spending on the wrong things. Fix roads and
sidewalks first”
“Leaving the vulnerable out. Lack of affordable housing in a political entity that is too
different to developers and corporate concerns. We need to be considerate of
opportunities for profit, but balance that with social and community priorities. All need to
have a place and need to be accommodated.”
“City staff should not be pushing development proposals that violate the Official plan”
[To above comment] “Where is our civic soul!!?”
“Declare a climate emergency as nothing else will matter”
“Tall buildings and large developers!”
“Homestead’s power and ability to build high rise building in our beautiful downtown
area – overshadowing humanity, wind tunnels”
[To above comment] “I agree” x3
“Council should not have voted for it! Hopefully the LPAT will overturn the decision”
“What about affordable mixed housing???”
“Too many people falling through the cracks – we have a responsibility to everyone.”
“Wasted money on: ‘KEDCO’; branding; small potato items that are not essential”
“Large scale development”
“Need to think about threat of urban sprawl – build up, not out – but not way up!”
“Not hitting IPCC targets for climate change – 50% reductions 2030”
“Post graduates and the elderly not having the appropriate housing suited to their
needs”
“Not enough development land required for necessary population growth!”
“The Official Plan is constantly under threat from city staff”
“Possibility of ‘Wellington Expressway’ destroying Doug Fluhrer park!”
“Lack of measurable objectives down to staff level”
“Inappropriate development downtown”
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“Giving up waterfront need to pressure, public access”
“Building more suburbs”
“Access to waterfront”
“Climate change: it’s here. In Kingston.  Flooding/city infrastructure  Hot summers 30
days 30+C by 2050 – vulnerable populations”
“Large scale developments”
“Our beautiful heritage is threatened by development that is not thoughtfully realistic”
“Lack of consistency re: planning. Each new planning committee votes differently.”
“Having people living on the streets. Better shelters. Respect.”
[To above comment] “And working on the underlying PROBLEM. Why do we have
street people? Why do we have people on drugs? Why? Why? Why?”
“Climate change!”
“Certain groups being allowed to dominate and control the debates. A housing shortage
you risk if these groups are allowed to dominate and take control. Working together in a
professional format I believe will prevail to keep all satisfied. People need a place to call
home. Kingston will grow if a system is in place to allow development.”
“Risk that property developers will capitalize the affordable housing process – we need
not to defer to private interests to serve public needs”
“Fentanyl taking too many lives”
“Landlords/money interests/fascism”
“Climate change must be mitigated! More extreme weather events, lyme disease,
drought… bad for ALL Kingstonians, especially our most vulnerable”
[To above comment] “Ditto” x3
“Declare a climate emergency. Give us a CHANCE! …Before it develops into climate
chaos”
[To above comment] “Yes”
“Lack of good jobs. Lack of affordable housing.”
“Real affordable housing shortage”
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“Housing shortage”
[To above comment] “Yes!”
“Income inequality: not a municipal issue? Think again!”
“Threats to children growing up housing insecure”
“Too many buildings at the waterfront”
“Developers have too much influence…this threatens our ecosystems.”
[To above comment] “Yes! Yes! Life is more than money”
“Developers do not have enough influence!”
“Developers have too much influence. Developing wetlands is a huge threat!”
[To above comment] “I agree!”
“Size is not to human scale”
“Large scale developments”
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EXHIBIT E

City of Kingston
Report to Council
Report Number 18-358
To:

Mayor & Members of Council

From:

Gerard Hunt, Chief Administrative Officer

Resource Staff:

Corporate Management Team

Date of Meeting:

November 20, 2018

Subject:

Strategic Priorities Update – End of 2014-2018 Council
Term

Executive Summary:
This year end report provides a summary of work completed on Council’s priorities to
the end of 2018 and serves as a transition report to the incoming Council for the 20182022 term. This report does not attempt to report on all of the items over the four years,
but focuses on the 2018 work.
Facilitated strategic planning sessions were held with Mayor & Council in March and
April 2015, which established the strategic priorities for the Council term and formed the
basis for the work over the four-year term. Council then directed the Chief
Administrative Officer (CAO) to
… report back to Council with options/strategies which would result in a
2.5% tax rate increase for 2016, 2017, 2018 and 2019, and
That Council approve the draft strategic priorities as determined during
the Council Strategic Planning sessions, and
That the Chief Administrative Officer be directed to finalize the
documentation and bring forward an implementation plan.
Council’s Strategic Plan 2015-2018 was developed as an outcome of Council’s strategic
priorities and an implementation plan was put in place to achieve the direction of
Council.
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Regular progress updates have been provided to Council aligned with the
strategic plan. An interactive online strategic plan was developed by staff, and
quarterly priority status matrix updates were provided throughout Council’s
term.
In addition, annual reports (printed and online) highlighting achievements were
produced for the years 2015, 2016 and 2017. The 2018 annual report is under
development and is expected to be completed in early 2019.
The Chief Administrative Officer and City Clerk will be coordinating strategic planning
sessions for the new Council in the new year which will enable the development of a
new strategic plan. In the interim, staff continue to work on the established priorities and
will continue to report to Council on progress quarterly.
This report is provided as a year end summary of progress, and is supplementary
reporting to the year end progress report to Council of December 2017 (Report Number
18-006).
Also attached as Exhibit A is a listing of other priority items that are from direction given
by Council. This document is used as a monitoring tool annually to report status on such
work. Items completed in past years are removed at respective year ends, but are
archived for reference purposes. A number of items will carry over into the term of the
new Council and may need to be reprioritized as part of Council’s priorities, and the
capacity of the organization to complete the work.
RECOMMENDATION:
That Council receive this report as a status update on Council’s priorities at the end of
Council’s 2014-2018 term.
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Authorizing Signatures:
Gerard Hunt, Chief Administrative
Officer
Consultation with the following Members of the Corporate Management Team:
Lanie Hurdle, Commissioner, Community Services & Deputy CAO
Jim Keech, President and CEO, Utilities Kingston
Desirée Kennedy, Chief Financial Officer & City Treasurer
Denis Leger, Commissioner, Corporate & Emergency Services
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OPTIONS/DISCUSSION:
Council’s Strategic Priorities
Council’s strategic priorities plan requires the support and engagement of the
community and residents to develop a community plan driven by energy, pride and
enthusiasm. The strategies introduced to achieve the plan as established in 2015 assist
the City in its role of facilitating and partnering with the community to advance on
several of the priorities. This positive step has encouraged the community to embrace
its vision and enabled fostering of a sense of community pride and accomplishment.
Continued creative approaches are required to meet Council’s tax rate targets. Those
targets include:
…setting “conditions to achieve tax rate increases of no greater than 2.5% for
2016, 2017, 2018 and 2019, while maintaining the incremental investment of 1%
annually for capital infrastructure”.
It was noted in 2015 that City staff, agencies and boards must commit to the goal in the
aggregate of no more than 2.5% tax rate increase, including the 1% incremental
investment for capital infrastructure in order to be successful.
Council approved the 2017 budget at the target level. On November 30, 2017, the 2018
operating and capital budgets were approved by Council with a municipal tax rate
increase of 2.5%, including the 1% incremental investment for capital infrastructure.
Forecasts for future years were presented with the 2018 budget that reflect challenges
in future years to keep the tax rate increase at the 2.5% target level, however, at
existing service levels, staff believe the target levels are achievable. It is important to
note that inflation is estimated in the 2% range in accordance with Bank of Canada
benchmarks.
The information in this report is presented by the overarching priority numbered (1
through 6), and each sub-priority identified as a bullet. The descriptor with each bullet is
derived from Council’s Strategic Plan 2015-2018. As noted above, community
participation is a key strategy employed as part of the achievement of these priorities.
1. Create a smart economy: “Kingston is an exciting place to do business and is
committed to greater economic resiliency. Building on Kingston’s motto of ‘where
history and innovation thrive’, Kingston is positioned to encourage entrepreneurship
and innovation.
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Promote Kingston as a leader in innovation and incubation: Working with
partners, Kingston will develop business opportunities, attract investment and
build creative and entrepreneurial hubs
Lead: Chief Administrative Office
The transformation of the former Portsmouth Town Hall began in 2015 as part of
a 5-year pilot project to convert the space into a business incubator and
accelerator. With the leadership of Innovate Kingston (iK), the focus of activities
has been the acceleration of start-up small businesses in the Internet
Communications Technology (ICT) sector. Programming and support provided
by iK has been created by local entrepreneurs who donate their time and
resources to this not-for-profit venture. In 2018 as part of this project, iK has:









built membership in each quarter totaling 187 registered members.
connected over 20 businesses with services in our community that can
support in attracting, hiring, and retaining talent (local, and in-migration).
developed approximately 10 strategic community collaborations, both
local and regional.
developed and hosted more than 65 tech-related events, with the majority
of these open to our members and the greater community at large.
facilitated 8 students with career development and leadership
opportunities by working directly with iK for their professional practicum
hours.
acted as Kingston’s Innovation Hub for the ICT sector, including offering
our space as co-working space available for public use.
launched our online-booking calendar for ICT companies, startups, and
members to book private meeting space at their convenience.
built meaningful strategic relationships with youth organizations, and
student hubs such as: Kingston Young Professionals (KYP), Queen’s
University (AMS), SLC, Limestone District School Board.

At the regional innovation ecosystem level (in conjunction with the work being
done by Kingston Economic Development Corporation), strategy and partnership
development to support investment and entrepreneurship opportunities is being
carried out through the Eastern Ontario Leadership Council (EOLC) with regional
partners including: Eastern Ontario Mayors’ Caucus, Eastern Ontario Regional
Network (EORN), Ontario East, Regional Innovation Centres and CFDCs.
Regional priorities of workforce development & deployment, innovation and
integrated transportation are aligned with City strategies including the workforce
and in-migration strategy, youth employment strategy and the Smart Kingston
objectives.
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In addition, work continues to expand opportunities including the leverage of
innovative entrepreneurial talent through connecting and advancing partnerships
with post-secondary institutions and other partners. Recommending and
advancing strategies to integrate innovation and broaden economic development
mandates and plans will enable advancement of the smart city vision and
solutions for the 21st century.
In 2018, significant progress has been made to advance a smart, livable, 21st
century city at a corporate, community and regional level. Within the City and
Utilities Kingston (UK), exciting partnership development has occurred to further
develop Smart Kingston strategy implementation. Collaborations with private
sector firms such as Bell Canada, Telus and IBM Canada, among others, are at
various stages.
Expanding collaborations with post-secondary education partners, Queen’s
University and St. Lawrence College (SLC), are also growing through improved
linkages of departments, research centres and institutes, notably in the
healthcare sector.
Within the City and UK, a number of new applications and projects are being
developed to make the lives of residents better and improve the efficiency of
municipal operations including:


UK was recognized nationally as a centre of excellence for its development
of a first-of-its-kind process to support safe, distributed electricity generation
using fibre optics;



The City’s Information Systems & Technology (IS&T) department and GIS
are preparing the launch of a new public data mapping app called My
Neighbourhood that visualizes city data including the location of parks,
schools, libraries and fire stations as well as showing details of permit and
development applications on a smartphone or tablet;



The recently funded Workforce Data Analytics Pilot is a platform to provide
support to jobseekers, workers, and employers by promoting a thriving
workforce in Kingston through artificial intelligence and cognitive computing
and was developed by collaboration between the City, Queen’s Centre for
Advanced Computing and St. Lawrence College (SLC).

At a regional level, the City recently supported an investment over four years of
approximately $1M in cellular infrastructure through the Eastern Ontario Cell Gap
and Capacity Expansion Project to fix holes in cell coverage to allow expanded
capacity for more customers and more Internet of Things (IoT) devices.
One of the underlying threads of all of the smart city and innovation activities that
are described in this report is the connective infrastructure of broadband. Without
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state-of-the-art, accessible and affordable access to the internet for residents
and businesses, the longer-term economic and social potential of the Kingston
community will not be realized.


Foster an open-for-business culture: Cultivating the entrepreneurial and
creative spirit and creating excitement will foster business development and
growth opportunities. Our employment land inventory enables us to respond to
investor demands
Lead: Corporate Management Team
The City’s inventory of employment lands (business parks) has seen significant
interest from a variety of investment. Among others, the Feihe Canada Royal
Milk site and a campus for healthcare professionals both broke ground in 2017
and have had a substantial amount of building construction on their respective
sites throughout 2018. In terms of land sales, a total of 60 acres was sold in 2017
with another 28 acres in executed offers awaiting site development approvals
prior to the sales closing in 2018 and 2019.
Planning for the servicing of additional employment land for business
recruitment, investment, retention and expansion is a priority in 2018 and 2019.
The update to the City’s Official Plan means that lands that are designated for
employment use are positioned well to meet the needs of sector growth. The City
initiated the planning process for the Clogg’s Road Secondary Plan and
completed the Airport Land Use Study for future employment development
opportunities which was approved by Council. The in-progress new city-wide
zoning by-law will further enhance employment lands to meet business needs.



Encourage artistic and cultural business opportunities: Culture and
creativity are important sources of wealth creation and are being leveraged to
develop community vitality
Lead: Community Services
The Kingston Culture Plan (KCP) continues to provide direction for a long-term
vision for cultural vitality in Kingston. As a strategy, the KCP was intended to
provide a sustainable, authentic and long-term vision in which all sectors of the
community would work together to enhance Kingston’s distinctive identity, enrich
the lives of residents, attract audiences, visitors and newcomers from around the
world and drive economic development in a variety of different ways.
In this regard, Cultural Services continues to work as a municipal cultural
development agency with a focus on its core service areas that include asset
management, programming and sector development along with various forms of
cultural development that align with Council’s investment in the Kingston Culture
Plan. “Cultural vitality” is the end goal and its fulfillment depends on the
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existence of a strong cultural infrastructure coupled with high levels of
participation.
This work takes many forms and both sector development and cultural
development are supported through programming and audience development as
well as through a combination of artist incubation and direct investment via the
City of Kingston Arts Fund. Examples include contracting artists to support
program delivery and to participate in public performances; exposing local
audiences to national and international artists; offering professional development
opportunities through master classes; and investing in arts organizations and
arts-related projects that in turn create paid opportunities for artists. The Arts
Advisory Committee also plays an important role supporting this work by
reporting on the needs of the local community and acting as a conduit to staff
and Council.
Other areas of endeavour include capital planning related to culture in order to
support artistic and cultural business opportunities by ensuring the necessary
venues exist. The J.K. Tett Centre is one such example that has allowed for the
creation of a “cultural hub”. In 2020, the City will focus on the redevelopment of
the Market Wing into a program space designed to complement Kingston City
Hall as a national historic site and to expand opportunities for the
professionalization of the programs and exhibits to be offered.
Cultural Tourism continues to be an area of focus for artistic and cultural
business opportunities with both the arts and heritage sectors being positioned
as part of Kingston’s destination marketing strategy. These efforts benefit the
arts and heritage sectors as much as they serve local business by profiling the
city’s cultural resources in ways that build audiences and inspire visitors to spend
time and money enjoying everything that is unique about our
community. Cultural Services also continues to explore product development
related to cultural tourism through initiatives like the Kick & Push Festival in the
summer as well as to partner with other tourism providers to develop
experiences that help position Kingston as a four-season destination.
In future years, it is anticipated the Cultural Services department will direct more
resources toward the development of strategies that are intended to foster
growth in the creative industries locally. That work is already underway, in part,
as a result of direct investment through the City of Kingston Arts and Heritage
Funds and initiatives like the Kick & Push Festival, the Mayor’s Arts Awards, the
implementation of the public art program, community education, events and
programming partnerships and local music projects. Building relationships and
partnerships across sectors will be key to this work as will the renewal of the
Kingston Culture Plan that is targeted for 2023.
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Prepare and implement a city-wide tourism strategy: Work with community
partners will continue to align tourism marketing and attraction strategies,
creating greater return on investment and refocusing marketing strategies
Lead: Corporate Management Team and tourism partners
In 2017, Tourism Kingston was established as an independent organization to
work closely with Kingston Accommodation Partners (KAP) and the City, among
others, in promoting tourism in Kingston. In 2018, Tourism Kingston took the
lead on the development of an Integrated Destination Strategy which will be
completed in 2019. This strategy will provide strategic direction to consolidate
efforts and investments for the next several years. This foundation will further
advance the integrated tourism strategy as the potential of tourism is more fully
realized.
Tourism Kingston continues to make progress in the filming industry through its
Film Office. Tourism Kingston and the City recognize that the sector has been
growing with an increase in film requests from all levels of the industry both
locally and nationally, with a particular interest and emphasis on accessing
historic locations like the Kingston Penitentiary property.
In the past couple of years, community partner organizations, including KAP,
have developed a unified Visit Kingston brand that supports product
development, programming, visitor services and messaging that capitalize on
Kingston’s rich history, heritage and culture, appealing to residents and tourists
alike with the impact already being felt in terms of steady growth and
opportunities. In 2018, for the second year in a row, KAP was recognized for its
work having been presented with an Award for Tourism Digital Marketing at the
Ontario Tourism Summit hosted by the Tourism Industry Association of Ontario.
In 2018, the City in partnership with Tourism Kingston hired the first
Tourism/Downtown ambassador who was responsible for providing an
exceptional guest experience to cruise ship passengers and transient bus
visitors. Throughout the summer season, the ambassador greeted tourists and
conducted customer service surveys to evaluate the passengers experience in
Kingston. Based on the responses to the survey, the ambassador position was
well received and a success.
In 2018, Kingston was selected to host the 2020 Brier Canadian Men’s Curling
Championship. This was a result of partnership work between the Great Kingston
Curling, Tourism Kingston, KAP, the City and other key partners. It is anticipated
that the 2020 Brier will attract over 130,000 spectators with an economic impact
estimated between $11M and $15M.
Work continues with community partners to achieve the tourism-related
objectives first identified as part of the Kingston Culture Plan and further
developed as part of the Integrated Cultural Heritage and Cultural Tourism
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Strategy approved by Council in 2014. 2018 was another very strong year for the
tourism sector, and included a number of partnerships including the continuation
of public tours of the former Kingston Penitentiary which attracted about 68,000
visitors in 2018. Net profits in 2018 are forecasted at $1.3M. Profits are shared
50/50 between the local United Way and destination marketing. City staff are
working with Correctional Services Canada to secure Kingston Penitentiary tours
for 2019 which could include increased access for filming productions. It is
anticipated that 2019 tours could attract 78,800 people and generate about
$1.4M in net profit.
In order to continue to grow the tourism sector, the City introduced a Municipal
Accommodation Tax (MAT) which was implemented on August 1, 2018. This tax
is a 4% fee that is paid by visitors on all hotel, motel and bed & breakfast room
rentals. Based on the previous 3% voluntary fee collected by KAP, it is
anticipated that the MAT could generate about $3M per year, from about $1.6M
in previous year. The total funds will be redistributed between tourism marketing
(65%) and tourism product development (35%). This will ensure that tourism
marketing continues to be supported appropriately while adding funds for product
development. It is also anticipated that short term rentals (such as Airbnb) will be
contributing to the MAT in 2019 and therefore increasing the total amount of
funds collected for tourism.
Exciting opportunities are under consideration/development that will strengthen
the whole tourism sector and boost the economy. The establishing of a deep
water dock for cruise ships is a growing industry on the great lakes, and the
potential for St. Lawrence College to develop curriculum and programs for
hospitality and culinary tourism, with a vision for a downtown campus are major
focus areas of Council’s priorities carrying over into the new term of Council.


Develop a youth employment strategy: In partnership with the United Way, the
City will develop a youth employment strategy that will also focus on skills
development
Lead: Workforce Development Strategy Implementation Office and United Way
of KFL&A in partnership with community organizations
In August 2016, Council approved a community-based Youth Employment
Strategy developed in collaboration with local youth and with representatives
from over twenty community organizations and businesses.
In 2017, the City and the United Way KFL&A brought these partners back
together to play a leadership role in implementing a number of actions as
described in the Youth Employment Strategy. The final Strategy contained a
number of actions to be implemented in partnership by various
organizations/businesses within the community. The actions listed in the Strategy
were tailored to youth preparing to be workplace ready and/or youth that are
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prepared and ready with education and skills typical of post-secondary students
and graduates.
On September 5, 2017 staff provided a Year 1 update report to Council on the
Youth Employment Strategy (Report Number 17-246). The first year of
implementation included progress on all actions contained within the Strategy.
Some of the key City achievements of the Strategy include the development of a
youth employment framework involving the creation of a recent graduate
program, special project opportunities, and integration with post-secondary
institutional programs, a review of non-unionized job descriptions to reduce
barriers to entry level positions, and an employment placement program for
young people receiving Ontario Works.
During the first year of implementation, these initiatives resulted in seven (7)
internships and twenty (20) co-op placements with the City. One Ontario Works
placement resulted in the youth attending a post-secondary education program,
and the other was provided the opportunity to continue their position through an
employment grant. The program is continuing with two (2) additional placements.
The City edited approximately 25 non-unionized job descriptions to reduce
barriers to entry level positions. Years of experience required were reduced
where appropriate, making these positions more accessible to youth.
Community partners have been involved in implementing the Youth Employment
Strategy; some highlights are provided below.


KEYS hosted the Kingston Job Fair in March 2017, which resulted in 1500
attendees connecting with more than 50 employers/exhibitors



A forum for educators from the Limestone District School Board and
Algonquin Lakeshore Catholic District School Board was held in April 2017,
providing updated information about resources available to youth at-risk;
based on their suggestions, the United Way has since developed a resource
that provides information for these programs in a centralized online space



Employment and Career Services at St. Lawrence College has invested in a
new Business Development Advisor position to collaborate with employers in
helping to uncover hidden job markets for youth, coordinate job fairs, and
educate employers on the programs and services available to help them to
hire and train youth



KEYS InSight Youth Mentoring Partnership provided mentors to support
participants between 16 and 24 years of age in career decisions



ACFOMI Youth Job Connection provided one-on-one tailored guidance for
more than 50 youth
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Resolve Credit & Financial Counselling Services provided the “Smart Start”
Youth Financial Literacy Program to youth in a number of locations including
the Boys and Girls Club and Frontenac Secondary School; TD Financial
Group volunteers delivered Financial Literacy workshops to youth
transitioning from homelessness to help them develop budgets and financial
management skills



Other organizations including Limestone District School Board and
Algonquin Lakeshore Catholic District School Board, Cycle Kingston,
Innovate Kingston, Queen’s University, Kingston Economic Development
Corporation, Big Brothers Big Sisters, and United Way have had significant
involvement in implementation of the strategy as described in the full report
to Council on the City website:
https://www.cityofkingston.ca/documents/10180/20996512/COU_A201717246.pdf/36470e38-9054-49f4-9b77-131cee917546:

Work over the past year on youth employment has focused on connecting youth
focused initiatives and projects with the broader Workforce Development & InMigration Strategy.
These projects, with collaborations between the City, post-secondary education
institutions, employment service providers and community partners include:


The Mayor’s Innovation Challenge: In partnership with the DuninDeshpande Queen’s Innovation Connector and St. Lawrence College, a
competition for students to develop innovative solutions to a number of
challenges has resulted in youth experiential employment opportunities at
the City. This project is in its 2nd year and provides summer internships
and entrepreneurial training for the best ideas presents in this spring
event.



City-St. Lawrence College (SLC) Bridges to Employment: As part of a
project that received provincial funding in 2018, SLC students and
graduates are working with a number of City departments on experiential
learning projects with the goal of providing a better understanding of
employment opportunities at the City



Queen’s Career Apprenticeship: Kingston (QCA:K) program: The Kingston
Economic Development Corporation (KEDCO) in collaboration with
Queen’s University are again delivering Queen’s Career Apprenticeship:
Kingston (QCA:K) program. This program provides Queen’s graduates
from Arts programs with 12 month internships with local firms through
matching funding for the participating businesses.

Work will continue in 2019 to develop and integrate new youth focused programs
through the Workforce Development Implementation Office.
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Increase assessment growth to limit tax rate increases: A streamlined review
process will continue to create positive customer-focused relationships with
investors to grow the tax base
Lead: Corporate Management Team and Utilities Kingston
A focus on intensification continues to attract investment in the downtown core,
while development in the west and east ends continues at a moderate pace.
Four key indicators are used to monitor building activity in the city: total units
constructed, total permit fees, total square metres of buildings under construction
and total construction value. These values are tracked on a monthly basis and
compared with indicators measured over previous years to show overall building
sector trends.
As per the table below, at the end of October 2018 building construction values
have decreased significantly to nearly $175M from $356M measured at the same
time last year. Single family dwelling permits are reported at 150, a decrease
from 190 permits in 2017. There is also a reduction in multi-residential permits
from 244 in 2017 to 222 in 2018. Overall residential permits have reduced from
520 in 2017 to 496 in 2018.
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A number of intensification projects have been appealed at the Local Planning
Appeal Tribunal (LPAT). At the time of writing this report, there are approximately
1300 multi residential units under appeal at the LPAT. This delays revenues
related to development charges and impost that are critical to finance
development of new infrastructure and that are key in building a greater tax
assessment base.
Furthermore, the delay in the construction of those multi residential units has
resulted in continued pressures within the market and on the vacancy rate which
is already extremely low at 0.7%. A healthy vacancy rate is considered to be
around 3%. This low vacancy rate has an impact on availability of affordable
housing as the market is considered to be a “landlord” market.
Commercial development has remained fairly stable in 2018. Value in industrial
(employment) development has decreased from 2017 to 2018 which is primarily
due to the permit for Canada Royal Milk (a division of Feihe International) being
issued in 2017.
Investor interest in the business park lands has been strong. Although a number
of land deals have closed or are nearing closure, it typically takes several months
before a building permit application is received. There are deals scheduled to
close in late 2018 which will result in building permit applications in 2019.
Occupancy of many of these opportunities will not be realized until 2019 and
2020.
The area that has experienced the most significant reduction in 2018 has been
the institutional sector with decrease in value from about $109M in 2017 to $4M
in 2018. This decrease is primarily due to major developments that were initiated
by Queen’s University and St. Lawrence College as well as the new Limestone
District School Board secondary school on Kirkpatrick Street.
The streamlining of the development application review process was made more
transparent through the launch of DASH (development and services hub). It is
anticipated that in 2019 the building permit process will be added to DASH.


Facilitate the creation of a post-secondary downtown campus: Discussions
are underway to locate a post-secondary campus in the downtown core
Lead: Chief Administrative Office
With the formalizing of the City-St. Lawrence College (SLC) strategic
partnership agreement in 2017, collaborative work had advanced on a number
of projects of mutual interest including workforce development, smart cities and
most recently the SLC downtown campus vision. In June 2018, Council
approved the creation of an Opportunities Office in partnership with SLC to
facilitate the development of a hospitality and tourism curriculum to be offered
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by SLC. The new curriculum model will create a foundation to enable tourism
and hospitality workforce attraction to Kingston and the region for the longer
term. This vision and the implementation will be a joint effort with Tourism
Kingston and Kingston Accommodation Partners (KAP).
Post-secondary educational institutions play a critical role in providing the
required infrastructure for innovation and economic development in the
knowledge-based economy. This foundational support includes access to
human capital (both in terms of labour force and research output), physical
assets (laboratories) and ideas for development and growth that help shape
local and regional economic, community, cultural and social development.
The Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) that the City has with both Queen’s
University and St. Lawrence College have been built on a history of past
collaboration and have also provided a new framework for action on future
strategic opportunities and partnerships. Both Queen’s and SLC have been
active contributors to the community’s workforce development strategy
implementation, smart cities activities, GHG reduction and Mayor’s Innovation
Challenge. Researchers from both institutions are collaborating with City staff on
applied research to help make our community better for residents.


Progressively sponsor city-wide broadband Wi-Fi infrastructure: Dividends
from Utilities Kingston’s fibre operations will be invested in community-related
smart-city projects for the next four years. Private sector providers will be valued
partners in advancing this priority.
Lead: Utilities Kingston in partnership with the City of Kingston
Through the past four years Utilities Kingston, in partnership with the City of
Kingston have worked to develop an understanding of “Smart Kingston”. Initial
steps were taken to review Wi-Fi and develop a policy whereby Wi-Fi is made
available at City of Kingston facilities to provide broadband connectivity to those
that may otherwise not have access to the internet. Projects at Utilities Kingston
and the City of Kingston have been described in relation to the smart city concept
in an effort to create a broader understanding of the benefits of a smart city. A
smart Kingston vision was established in 2017 which identified what smart city
themes would be important to Kingston and provide the rationale for moving
forward with smart city initiatives. The major outcomes of the smart Kingston
vision are economic development, innovation in municipal service delivery, and
brand development. To invest directly in municipal wi-fi as a city is cost
prohibitive; however, with the broadband strategy referred to below, we will better
understand the opportunities and it is expected that through partner cooperation
more wi-fi- can become a reality in the city.
A team of City of Kingston and Utilities Kingston staff worked together to deliver
an application to a funding program run by the Federal Government in early 2018
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called the “Smart Cities Challenge”. While the Kingston application was not
selected to move forward in the challenge, it was an extremely successful
process that saw the public engaged in a meaningful dialogue during the
application process, validating that the Smart Kingston outcomes were relevant
to the community.
In 2018 a broadband strategy is being developed to support the Smart Kingston
vision. Broadband is considered the foundation to any community wishing to be
considered a smart city. Kingston’s broadband strategy will complete an analysis
of where broadband is available in the community, and what the barriers to
accessing it may be. An aspirational goal of performance characteristics and
coverage will be selected and a plan to bridge the gap from current state to the
aspirational state will be developed. The goal is to make broadband access
equitable and ubiquitous across the community. This strategy will include input
from Utilities Kingston, telecom service providers, and the community, and is
expected to be delivered in 2019.


Promote fibre access to strengthen Kingston’s competitive advantage:
City-owned fibre technology provides users with a reliable, high-speed digital
communications system – a key to the development and success of a smart city.
Lead: Utilities Kingston in partnership with community organizations
In 2015 and 2016 Utilities Kingston worked closely with the local Chamber of
Commerce and Kingston Economic Development Corporation to ensure
understanding of the opportunity the fibre optic business provides. Very few
communities have a successful, independent provider of broadband services that
strives to provide value to the community. In an independent study, the Chamber
of Commerce identified Utilities Kingston fibre optics as the best value
broadband for their members. During this time, Utilities Kingston also worked
with local technology service providers to provide the infrastructure over which
they could sell their services.
In 2017 Utilities Kingston started a review of the environment in which it
operated. Referred to as a “market demand study”, it was a third party review of
the services offered by Utilities Kingston, their competitors, and the potential
market available to the business. That study was completed in early 2018, and
re-energized the business. Utilities Kingston is now working on a detailed
business plan that will see it grow over the next five years and fill a vital role of
providing highly reliable, open access broadband across the community.
In the past four years Utilities Kingston has been looking for opportunities to
diversify the fibre optic business. Preference has been given to opportunities
which are complementary to the existing business. One of those opportunities is
a project which will place a new fibre optic cable from Toronto to Montreal,
through Kingston and Ottawa. This new fibre optic cable will be built and
operated by Maple Leaf Fibre, a new company established for the sole purpose
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of building the new cable. The cable represents incredible opportunity to the
Kingston community as the future will be dependent on broadband connections.
The fact that a new cable offering redundancy to existing routes and built to the
latest technology standards will pass through Kingston means that Kingston will
realize economic growth from companies that can make use of state-of-the-art
broadband connectivity. This will be important for our local businesses and
institutions that are already customers of Utilities Kingston, but it will also be
important for businesses and customers that are not yet located in Kingston. This
is a completely new opportunity to attract knowledge workers and knowledge
based companies to Kingston.


Develop an immigration (workforce/in-migration) strategy: The strategy will
focus on the City’s approach to attract, develop and retain the skills required to
address the anticipated needs of the labour market.
Lead: Chief Administrative Office in partnership with community organizations/
businesses
2018 has seen the transition of the Workforce Development & In-migration
Strategy from strategy development to the implementation phase, with
overarching goals of attracting, developing and retaining a productive workforce.
The City has since facilitated the process of bringing community leaders together
to identify challenges and opportunities, and translate strategy into action
through the establishment of a central Strategy Implementation Office (SIO).
Under the direction of a community-based steering team and driven by the City’s
SIO, seven working groups have focused their efforts on developing and
executing initiatives in key areas of workforce development and talent attraction,
including strategic human resource approaches, inclusive workplace practices,
labour market data analytics, employment branding, tapping into potential
streams of future talent, supporting dual careers (spousal employment), and
establishing pathways for launching and/or advancing careers.
As a result of the dedication of 70+ community leaders representing 31
organizations and institutions from across the city, the seven active working
groups have held a combined 35 action-oriented meetings over the past six
months. Through these cross-community collaborations, the working groups
have made significant progress in developing and implementing several ‘Made in
Kingston’ initiatives, addressing the current and future needs of our local
workforce and forging employer partnerships across the community.
Highlights of the work undertaken or currently underway include:


the development of a community-wide Professional Internship for
Newcomers (PIN) program, supported by $175K in provincial funding;
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the development of a platform to support job seekers, workers, and
employers through the use of IBM’s Watson cognitive analytics platform to
gain valuable new insights into Kingston’s labour market, supported by
$315K in provincial funding;



the conceptualizing of a community-wide nomination program for
emerging mid-level talent;



the creation of customer ‘personas’ to inform the development of
Kingston’s employment brand;



supporting the development of dual career concierge support services
geared to the spouses/partners of new hires being recruited to and
arriving in Kingston;



the development of a Community Secondment Program aimed at allowing
employees to diversify their experience and facilitate their continued
professional growth;



a pilot project capitalizing on the favourable positioning of non-profits to
provide enriched first-work opportunities for recent graduates.

This work positions Kingston as a community of choice and enables it to speak to
prospective employers and employees as “one voice” on jobs in Kingston. While
in the early stages it will be key to attracting, retaining, fostering and developing
jobs and talent to build economic prosperity for Kingston’s future.


Pursue political strategies for a high-speed rail stop in Kingston: A highspeed rail line from Quebec City to Windsor has been contemplated by the
federal government. Council will monitor this politically and establish a strategy
for a Kingston stop to be included.
Lead: Mayor & Council
The VIA infrastructure improvements to the Kingston station announced in
October 2016 are complete and include repairs to the station's roof, parking and
roadways, as well as upgrades to the pedestrian tunnel and station kiosks. They
also include improvements to transportation aids at the station including the north
escalator and Garaventa lifts. The City also continues to stay connected with VIA
Rail staff on progress and developments to their high speed rail proposal.
The 2018 federal budget proposed $8M in funding ($3M in 2018/19, $3M
2019/20 and $2M 2020/21) for Transport Canada to support the continued
assessment of VIA Rail's high frequency rail proposal for the Toronto-Quebec
City corridor. Budget 2018 also announced that VIA will acquire a new train fleet
to replace the current rolling stock operating within the Québec City – Windsor
corridor, which serves the majority of passengers. It is expected that by 2022, a
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new set of safer, faster, more environmentally friendly trains will be in place for
all routes.
2. Invest in infrastructure: A strong and robust infrastructure ensures a high quality of
life for Kingstonians. It also provides the city with the foundation needed to support a
sustainable community.


Make the Third Crossing shovel ready to commence construction: An action
plan will be presented to Council in September 2015. Council’s direction will form
the basis of work over the next three years.
Lead: Transportation & Infrastructure Services
An initial action plan was provided to Council in September 2015, describing a
four phase plan to bring the Third Crossing project to a shovel-ready
state. Phase 1 is complete and included an update to the Kingston
Transportation Master Plan and the Development Charges Bylaw. Phases 2 and
3, which included the preliminary design and business plan, were completed and
approved by Council in June 2017.
With the receipt of grant funding from both the Provincial and Federal
governments, staff then completed the procurement process for Phase 4 works
that include the final design and construction of the Third Crossing utilizing the
Integrated Project Delivery model.
Public and stakeholder engagement continues to be an important component to
the Phase 4 work plan. Communications plans have been established to support
work activities associated with the final design through to the construction and
final completion of the bridge project.
The Third Crossing team will be continuing to focus on design work and other
preparations including land acquisitions, field investigations, and pre-construction
surveys to enable construction work to commence in the summer 2019.
This is a significant project for staff to manage and will consume substantial
capacity over the next four years. Careful consideration of other work plan items
and priorities will ensure resources can focus on completing this project.



Expand the airport: A capital plan will be initiated in 2016 to rehabilitate and
expand the airport. This project is for future economic development for the city
and Eastern Ontario.
Lead: Chief Administrative Office
The current YGK airport expansion and concurrent air services development
work underway is being driven by the need to better position Kingston as a
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globally competitive market for both workforce and investment and with the goal
to become an even greater economic catalyst for the community.
The design-build contract for the airport expansion project was awarded in the
summer of 2017. The main runway extension (additional 1,000 feet for a total of
6,000 feet) will be completed by the end of December with additional work such
as the perimeter access road and topsoil and seeding to be completed in the
spring 2019. The new Instrument Landing System (ILS) will be completed and
activated by December 2018.
The construction of the air terminal building (ATB) expansion is well underway
and is expected to be completed in the first quarter of 2019. As part of the air
terminal expansion, customer experience will be a focus as we look to enhance
amenities and comfort for passengers. This will include improved free Wi-Fi
(through a new fibre optic connection), new EV charging station, airport microwebsite and new public art installations.
In May 2018, an air services development report was completed that highlighted
the opportunities to advance new air services at YGK. Discussions have begun
with Air Canada on improved service and new route development. Business
cases have also been prepared for other prospective air carriers to introduce
competition in the Kingston market.
As part of the longer-term vision for the airport, an Airport Land Use Study was
presented to Council in 2018. The report identified proposed conceptual aviation
and non-aviation related land uses for six parcels of land at the airport as well as
a proposed timeline for the phasing in of any new development. This will only
proceed in a limited way in the next couple of years, but positions Kingston for
the future.


Create affordable, sustainable and mixed housing: The City will continue to
implement the 10-Year Housing and Homelessness Plan to provide housing
options that range from social housing to home ownership.
Lead: Community Services in partnership with housing service providers and
private developers
In 2018, the City developed and initiated the implementation of the Portable
Housing Benefit (PHB). The PHB is being introduced as an alternative to existing
social housing programs. The PHB will provide more flexibility to households
seeking rent-geared-to-income (RGI) assistance whereby households which
reach the top of the chronological wait list for RGI assistance can find their own
accommodation and receive a housing subsidy.
In addition, the PHB program rules are such that a reduced subsidy payment is
required from the Service Manager (City) while the client’s contribution towards
the rent is not adversely impacted. This new approach differs from the existing
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system where upon a vacancy, the RGI unit is offered to the next household on
the chronological wait list and the rent for the unit is calculated based on the
household income pursuant to the Housing Services Act and corresponding
regulations. By funding the applicant directly, it is expected that a larger inventory
and broader distribution of RGI units will be available. To date there are 33
persons enrolled in the associated Provincial PHB program in Kingston.
Enrollment in the City’s PHB program will begin in November now that the
Provincial PHB program enrollment has closed.
The City has also been actively working in partnership to increase the number of
affordable housing unit projects within the community. In 2018, the City provided
support for properties located at 1 Curtis Crescent, 28 Cliff Crescent and 20 Cliff
Crescent with twenty four (24) affordable units with a minimum affordability
period of thirty (30) years. A 29 unit housing project at 645 Brock Street
supported by the City for 20 affordable units is anticipating to achieve occupancy
in January 2019. Other affordable housing projects completed or funded during
this Council term include nine (9) affordable units for vulnerable women on
Milford Drive at the new Dawn House complex, ten (10) affordable
homeownership units through Habitat for Humanity, nine (9) additional affordable
units at the Addictions and Mental Health Services-KFLA site on Lyons Street,
and twenty-seven (27) units at 720 Princess Street.
The support for the development of more housing overall creates supply,
increases the vacancy rate, manages market competition and market forces to
ensure supply is healthy for the overall community. Economic growth is only
possible where housing supply is compatible.


Advance an integrated multi-modal and active transportation system:
Integrated multi-modal and active transportation solutions will continue to shift
how we move around the city. Investments in transit, cycling and pathway
infrastructure will continue to be a priority.
Lead: Transportation & Infrastructure Services - Operations
An Active Transportation Master Plan, titled “Walk and Roll Kingston” was
adopted by Council in June 2018. This Master Plan will continue to advance the
City’s objective of encouraging more active transportation. A five-year
implementation plan is being developed and will be presented to Committee and
Council in 2019.
The City’s review of the road safety program continued through 2018 and
included public engagement and collaboration with multiple community partners
to develop an understanding of the issues and opportunities that could be
prioritized for this community. This review will create a draft “Vision Zero”
framework for future road safety initiatives that can be integrated into the
infrastructure upgrades, initiatives, and policy changes being considered for the
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broader transportation network. The Vision Zero report will be presented to
Committee/Council in 2019/2020.
These plans along with transit plans and the Official Plan will provide a basis for
both City-initiated projects and technical input on private land developments to
ensure active transportation connections, transit infrastructure, routes and street
design are in place to improve connections and enhance multi-modal integration.
In 2017 Council approved a bike share pilot program. Bike sharing offers those
without bicycles, like tourists or pedestrians, convenient use of a rented bike for
getting around Kingston. More details regarding this program are found later in
this report.
Bilateral agreements signed between federal and provincial governments in
2018, if implemented, will provide funding opportunities to build and integrate
these investments with the City’s financial plans.


Maintain and improve roadways and sidewalks: The 2015-2018 construction
plan includes work on water and wastewater treatment plants, utility
infrastructure, and sanitary and storm sewer systems – including road and bridge
projects.
Lead: Transportation & Infrastructure Services
Implementation of the Council-approved four-year integrated infrastructure plan
including utilities infrastructure and roads-related infrastructure continued into the
final year in 2018. This includes major work on water and wastewater treatment
plants, utility infrastructure, continuation of the separation of sanitary and storm
systems and major transportation system infrastructure. Work on the Princess
Street reconstruction (Phase 4) began in January 2018 with a schedule for
normal traffic operations to be restored on Princess Street by July 1, 2018 and
remaining work to be completed by 2019. Project details are available on the City
website at: https://www.cityofkingston.ca/city-hall/projectsconstruction/infrastructure-projects.
A Low Volume Roads Plan was developed in 2018 to manage capital
improvements to low volume roads, many of which are in the rural area of the
city. The intent of the program is to repair short sections of low volume roads that
require more remedial work than routine maintenance, which may not be
captured in larger road rehabilitation and reconstruction programs.
Work also commenced in 2018 to develop the next multi-year infrastructure
program (2019-2022). This plan will continue to focus on infrastructure asset
management requirements while also enabling infrastructure that will be required
to support new growth and development within the Kingston community.
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Complete John Counter Blvd: Expanding John Counter Boulevard to four
lanes will continue with construction from Sir John A. Macdonald Boulevard
westerly to Princess Street from 2015-2018.
Lead: Transportation & Infrastructure Services – Engineering & Major Projects
Office
Phase 5 is the final phase of the John Counter Boulevard expansion project. Due
to the complexity of the project and commitments made through the
Environmental Assessment process, the final phase was split into two segments:
Phase 5a and Phase 5b. Phase 5a includes the realignment of Portsmouth
Avenue with construction work currently underway and scheduled to be
substantially concluded by end of 2018. Phase 5b includes the construction of
the new bridge crossing over the CN Rail mainline and completion of road
widening to Princess Street. Construction procurement will commence in late
2018 with construction work anticipated to start in early 2019 with a 24 month
completion timeline.
Once complete, this road network will provide an east-west link for transportation
services including transit and pedestrian traffic and will significantly enhance
safety by removing an at-grade level rail crossing at one of the busiest train
stations in the country.



Continue to support the current infrastructure plan (4-year approved
budget and 1% annual dedicated tax increase) and recommend continued
support to future Councils: The dedicated one per cent annual tax-rate
increase for capital will continue to address aging infrastructure and provide for
new infrastructure in support of a changing community.
Lead: Corporate Management Team and Utilities Kingston
A key policy strategy for the City has been Council’s endorsement of the 1%
annual dedicated tax increase for capital purposes. An important component of
our fiscal planning, this policy supports the objective of reaching a sustainable
level of capital financing capacity to support long-term asset management
planning, based on an existing capital asset portfolio. The policy leverages the
benefits of an incremental approach to building the financial capacity and
supports the investment in new infrastructure that is required to attract economic
growth to a vibrant and innovative community.
Based on long-term capital investment requirements, long-range financial plans
have recently built in a projected phase out of this dedicated levy within a tenyear window, subject to changing capital investment requirements and other
sources of capital funding. The City’s AA stable outlook credit rating, which was
once again affirmed by Standard and Poor’s in October of this year, gives
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recognition to the value of this policy in supporting the City’s debt management
objectives. Continuation of the capital funding policy is considered foundational.


Explore potential alternative transportation solutions in place of the
Wellington Street extension: A vision and secondary planning review will
proceed for the Inner Harbour and old industrial area to lay a foundation for
future redevelopment and revitalization of this part of the city.
Lead: Community Services and Transportation & Infrastructure Services
The North King’s Town Secondary Plan is focused on supporting the
revitalization and redevelopment of a significant portion of the city’s urban core,
north of the downtown and including the Inner Harbour and Old Industrial Area.
The first phase of the North King’s Town Secondary Plan project involved the
creation of a long-term community vision, planning principles, and design
directions to realize opportunities for this area and promote a sustainable,
healthy, vibrant and livable community.
The second phase of the project which is anticipated to be completed in Q3 of
2019, involves a number of technical studies, including land use, transportation,
servicing, and cultural heritage. Some preliminary alternatives to the Wellington
Street Extension have been identified through the work of the second phase.
These alternatives require a significant change in transportation modes as well
as a number of intersection improvements. These options will continue to be
vetted throughout the rest of the process.
Council approved the Visioning Report & Preliminary Market Analysis for the
North King's Town Secondary Plan on June 6, 2017. As noted in the report, the
community visioning exercise and preliminary market analysis were conducted
as the first phase of the overall secondary planning process. The results from the
community visioning exercise and the preliminary market analysis informed the
terms of reference for the next stage of the secondary plan, which includes
technical reports for land use, transportation and servicing and which is in the
final stages of review and consultation.

3. Plan a livable city: Quality of life and the positive characteristics of a city make it
livable. The concept of livability embraces balancing the four pillars of sustainability
and promoting community engagement and pride.


Sustainable Kingston and Community Partnerships: The Sustainable
Kingston Plan sets out a vision to become Canada’s most sustainable city.
Sustainable initiatives will continue to be encouraged and fostered by all sectors
of the community.
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Lead: Community Services
Community Services has been working closely with Sustainable Kingston (SK) to
develop community indicators to be completed before the end of 2018 that will be
presented to Council. These indicators provide information about the well-being
of a community. They show the progress the community is making towards its
vision of a becoming a vibrant and prosperous place to live.
Sustainable Kingston, with City support, organized its first climate change
symposium in 2018. Approximately 590 people attended the symposium and
guest speakers included Roberta Bondar, Brent Toderian and David Philips.
Plans are underway for the 2019 climate change symposium with a number of
key speakers already confirmed including Sheila Watt-Cloutier, renowned
environmentalist and author and Dr. Dianne Saxe, Environmental Commissioner
of Ontario.
Over the last year, Sustainable Kingston has actively engaged the public through
social media: website, Facebook, Twitter and newsletter. So far in 2018
www.sustainablekingston.com has had over 12,800 unique visitors which is an
increase of 130% over 2017. Social media has grown tremendously in 2018.
On Facebook, Sustainable Kingston gained over 600 new followers with a
highlighted post on September 25th that went viral by being shared 1205 times
and viewed 151,762 times. On Twitter to date in 2018, Sustainable Kingston’s
Twitter follower base increased by 478 and is earning an average of 2000
impressions weekly.
It will be critical for Sustainable Kingston to continue to develop an action based
plan for future years and play a leadership role in the community implementation
and education of innovative solutions to climate change challenges.
The City has entered into additional partnerships that will improve livability. In
early 2018, the City opened the Rideau Heights Community Centre which
provides a variety of free or low cost community programs through partnerships
with the Seniors Association, Loving Spoonful, Boys & Girls Club, Kingston
Frontenac, Lennox & Addington Public Library and the Limestone District School
Board. It is estimated that since its opening in April 2018, approximately 1,200
people have benefited from programs at the Rideau Heights Community Centre.
The City is now working on partnerships for the delivery of programs in the future
Kingston East Community Centre which is expected to open in 2021.
As Council is aware, several other partnerships have been formed in various
service areas, many of which are noted elsewhere in this report. Partnerships
with community organizations are a fundamental requirement in building a
strong, resilient and sustainable community.
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Revitalize brownfields properties: The City will continue to target failed taxsale and abandoned properties for redevelopment purposes.
Lead: Community Services
Implementation of the City’s brownfields tax incentive program continues in an
effort to revitalize contaminated properties, return them to productive use, and
stimulate in-fill style redevelopment. The City’s investments in tax rebates for
brownfield properties is now seeing dividends as early projects, like the
residential buildings on Block D, are nearing completion of their rebate periods
and are now providing the City with full recovery of increased property tax
revenues. Since the program’s inception in 2005, 17 properties have been
approved to receive financial benefits which include eight projects approved
since 2015. Several of the properties approved since 2015 have remediation
and redevelopment already underway. The Community Improvement Plan (CIP)
brownfields funding is an important tool to guide development in areas where
Council wishes to encourage investment.
It is anticipated that the City will continue to work on some major brownfield
redevelopment opportunities in 2019, including the former Davis Tannery.



Expand and improve public transit: Express service has made transit practical
for many. Enhancements have continued to be made, including increased
service and infrastructure upgrades. A new five-year plan (2017-2021) for transit
was completed in 2016.
Lead: Transportation & Infrastructure Services - Operations
The 2017-2021 Kingston Transit Business Plan was developed to support
Council’s “aspirational” goal set in 2015 of achieving 15% of trips by public transit
during the weekday afternoon peak period by 2034 and to guide Kingston
Transit’s service development over the five-year period from 2017 through to
2021. It is expected that Kingston’s ridership will achieve nearly 7 million
passenger trips in 2018. Kingston was recognized in the 2016 Census data as
having the largest growth in commuters using public transit between 2011 and
2016.
Fare changes were implemented in January 2017 to attract new riders and make
transit more affordable. Age categories were adjusted on a three-year trial period
making transit free for all children under 14 and allowing more young people
between the ages of 13 – 24 to access transit at a lower cost. Students attending
secondary schools in Kingston continue to access transit service at no cost. The
Affordable Transit Pass was adjusted to make transit more affordable by
increasing the monthly pass subsidy from 35% to 50%. The next fare review is
scheduled to occur in 2019.
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Ridership increases are a direct result of the fare strategy and the investments
made in the transit system.


Protect heritage: Protecting heritage includes creating awareness and civic
pride in our history and heritage. Designated properties and cultural resources
are significant to our history.
Lead: Community Services
The protection of heritage in all its forms—natural, tangible and intangible—
benefits residents because it fosters pride, promotes tourism and attracts
investment by defining a strong sense of place unique to Kingston. The
preservation of built heritage within the city remains a priority but the City of
Kingston is also increasingly championing the importance of cultural heritage
more broadly.
The City initiated Engage for Change: YGK Reconciliation Journey Project Phase
1 which was completed in March 2018. The first phase saw almost 300 people
participate through 10 Indigenous-led educational talking circles and the
development of an educational project with area teachers focused on the history
and legacy of residential schools in Canada. This educational program was
delivered to over 270 grade 7 and 8 students. Additionally the City through this
project sponsored a number of community celebrations and events, including
National Indigenous Peoples Day and a local educational powwow. As an
outcome of the first phase of work Council endorsed in March 2018 a facilitated
engagement exercise with Indigenous community members as part of the
Engage for Change, Phase II. This second phase, currently underway, focuses
on working with the local Indigenous community more directly to hear their
needs, foster discussion and identify priority areas for action. In addition the
second phase will support, through community partnerships, an additional 10
community talking circles, as well as a series of community cultural events and
celebrations.
Furthermore, the City initiated the ‘Your Stories, Our Histories’ public
engagement project in September 2018 to gather community input that will
contribute to the development of an updated Cultural Heritage Strategy for the
City of Kingston to be used to guide the development of exhibits, programs and
events offered through the Cultural Services department. This engagement
project provides an opportunity for the community to contribute to the
development of an inclusive and balanced historical narrative for Kingston. As
part of this engagement, specific themes, stories and histories will be discussed,
including a facilitated engagement on how we tell an inclusive story of Sir John A.
Macdonald and his legacy today.
Efforts continued in 2018 to expand services at the Heritage Resource Centre
(HRC) on City Hall’s first floor which showcases Kingston’s natural, tangible and
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intangible heritage for the public through a combination of built heritage exhibits,
stories, displays, workshops and public talks, six of which were offered attracting
over 450 participants. Staff also introduced a 360 degree photo experience on a
touch screen in the HRC which allows visitors to access spaces in City Hall that
they might not otherwise be able to experience – including the view from inside
the clock tower. In 2018, staff tracked a total of 2,790 engagements within the
HRC that demonstrate the level of interest in this resource that exists and has
the potential to grow. City Hall tours now also incorporate a visit to the HRC, with
over 16,200 guests coming through the space as part of their visit to City Hall.
Protecting heritage also involves the proactive designation of heritage properties.
In 2018, the City designated a total of five properties, including properties such
as the former Carnovsky Bakery located on Princess Street in Williamsville,
protected through the establishment of a Heritage Easement Agreement. A
number of properties were added to the City’s Registry as well via ‘listing’. The
number of Part IV designations completed is demonstrated in the table below:



Year

# of part iv designations

2018

5

2017

29

2016

5

2015

9

2014

6

2013

2

Respond proactively to homelessness and food security needs in
Kingston: The City is implementing the 10 Year Housing and Homelessness
Plan to eliminate chronic homelessness. Food security solutions are critical for
those living in poverty.
Lead: Community Services
In 2015, the City implemented its 10 year Homelessness Plan which focuses on
using a Housing First model and creating a coordinated homeless system. Since
the implementation, staff have been working with shelter providers to collect data
on shelter usage. The focus and efforts on housing individuals first have had
positive outcomes and there has been a continuous reduction in usage of
shelters. Overall shelter usage of unique individuals has fallen by 17% since the
inception of the 10 Year Plan. See table on the next page.
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Total Bed Nights/
Total Capacity

Percentage of Usage for all
Shelters

2015

23,644/31,390

75%

2016

21,468/31,476

68%

2017

15,651/23,384

2018

13,662/21,561
(as of Nov 6/18)

Year

67% (percentage is 59.5% when
applying the overall reduction in
shelter beds)
63%

At the end of September 2018, there had been a total of 347 unique households
housed through the Housing First program, of which 310 remained successfully
housed. Many of these 347 households are the most hard-to-serve clients in the
city with multiple barriers to being stably housed who will go in and out of housing
multiple times until being stably housed long-term.
A total of $183K in Homelessness Prevention Funds (HPF) has been disbursed
in 2018 to the end of October to assist 177 households in maintaining their
housing. Similarly, a total of $615K in Discretionary Residency Benefit (DRB)
funds has been disbursed in 2018 to the end of October to eligible recipients of
Ontario Works (OW) and Ontario Disability Support Plan (ODSP) to assist a total
of 685 clients and their families in maintaining their housing.
The Street Outreach program facilitated by the City in 2016 continued as a
permanent program in 2018. This program is provided through a partnership with
Home Base Housing and focuses on downtown and settlement areas. In 2018,
328 client interactions were documented by the Street Outreach team involving
141 unique individuals. Many clients identified require multiple visits and
interactions before agreeing to be connected to services.
In 2018, United Way in partnership with the City and a number of additional
agencies, developed a food access plan which was presented to and supported
by Council. The steering committee working on this plan completed its report with
recommendations focusing on mobile good food stands and accessing schools to
provide a better distribution system across the community. The steering
committee implemented a pilot project of eight good food stands located at postsecondary schools across KFL&A. Produce is sold at the stands at cost and any
excess produce at the end of the day is donated to shelters and cooking
programs. Stands began operation in August 2018 and they were very well
received. Approximately 150 people access the stands each month. Surveys
are being conducted with purchasers to evaluate the success of the pilot.
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Foster intensification in the city core: An updated Official Plan will be
completed in 2016 and will continue to promote more density in the downtown
core along Princess Street and in other key areas of the city.
Lead: Community Services and Utilities Kingston
With ongoing pressures within neighbourhoods surrounding post-secondary
educations, Council directed staff to complete a Central Kingston Growth & Infill
Strategy which covers the Portsmouth, Sydenham and Williamsville districts.
This strategy, which will examine the type of growth that should apply in those
areas, is underway and a working group composed of community
representatives is established. It is anticipated that the strategy will be completed
in 2019.
Furthermore, City staff initiated additional planning work for the Reddendale
neighbourhood. This additional work is looking at the type of growth that is most
appropriate in that neighbourhood considering challenges with stormwater
management. This planning work also has a community working group
established and is proposed to be completed in 2019.
The Central Kingston Growth & Infill Strategy, the additional planning work for
Reddendale neighbourhood, the North King’s Town Secondary Plan as well as
work related to growth within nodes and along corridors, to be completed in
2019-2020, will provide a strong foundation for the continued work on the
consolidated zoning by-laws which is anticipated to be completed in 2020.
Intensification discussions will continue as neighbourhoods change and adapt. In
2019, intensification projects are in various stages of the planning process in the
downtown and Williamsville particularly.



Revitalize north-end including mixed residential and commercial
investment along Montreal Street: Rideau Heights regeneration is underway
and will be implemented over a 15-20 year period. It will reduce the
concentration of social housing, improve safety and services, and reconstruct
aging social housing units.
Lead: Community Services and community partners
In 2016, Council approved the zoning and Official Plan amendments to enable
the development of future private market housing along Shannon Park. These
amendments will allow for low to medium density development most likely in the
form of townhouses which will be located next to the new Rideau Heights
Community Centre. The disposal of this property will be initiated in 2019-2020 as
the work for the McCauley Street extension and the Shannon Park upgrade will
be completed in 2020.
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In 2018, the new Rideau Heights Community Centre was completed and
programs opened to the public. The community centre and the library offer a
variety of programs and services to the community in partnership with multiple
community agencies and organizations which are leading the delivery of
programs. The community centre is also designated as a secondary City of
Kingston customer service location offering a variety of corporate services such
as bus passes, garbage bag tags and recycling bins. The Centre has been
designed to become a designated reception centre in case of an emergency that
requires resident evacuation.


Facilitate implementation of the cultural plan through artist engagement:
Arts, heritage and culture are key to a vibrant community and are economic
drivers for the local economy. Kingston’s history presents opportunities for
residents, business and tourism.
Lead: Community Services
By the end of 2018, more than 80% of the recommendations identified as part of
the Kingston Culture Plan (KCP) are complete. Enthusiastic support from Council
as well as the community at large has meant the City of Kingston and its many
stakeholders have been able to build on the strong tradition of cultural activity
that exists in Kingston and expand it in new ways through a combination of direct
and indirect investment targeted at expanding opportunities for participation,
removing barriers and fostering both professional and sector development
related to the arts and heritage.
The Grand Theatre continues to operate as an important community cultural
resource with increased use year after year. The re-branded Grand OnStage
program has also grown and set a new record in 2018 having attracted the
highest number of subscribers ever. Sales of single tickets also continue to grow
along with participation in the educational programming offered.
The newly expanded PumpHouse has also proved popular and has helped to
position the City of Kingston as a major contributor involved in helping to raise
the profile of local museums.
In addition, direct investment in the heritage sector has supported the continuing
professionalization of the Kingston Association of Museums, Art Galleries and
Historic Sites (KAM) as a regional network that is also responsible for
administering the City of Kingston Heritage Fund that is projected to grow to
close to $400,000 by 2020 with Council’s approval.
Continued artist engagement, along with professional development opportunities,
continues to contribute to the successful implementation of the KCP. Artists and
arts organizations are front-and-centre as part of the Tett Centre for Creativity
and Learning that has been recognized nationally as an innovative model of
municipal/cultural collaboration. In 2017, the implementation of the Public Art
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Master Plan began, with the releases of RFIs and RFPs for two permanent art
projects at Lake Ontario Park and Victoria Park. Both projects are expected to be
completed in 2019. Numerous temporary art projects offer opportunities for local
and emerging artists to participate in this program that is now also emerging as a
key component of larger discussions related to place making and city building
taking place within the city of Kingston.


Pursue the implementation of the Sustainable Kingston plan and introduce
sustainability practices in the delivery of services
Lead: Corporate Management Team and community
Specific to the environmental pillar, over 30% of Kingston’s greenhouse gas
(GHG) emissions are due to the use of gasoline and diesel powered vehicles. In
2018, the City implemented its electric vehicle (EV) strategy which includes the
installation of Level 1, Level 2 and Level 3 EV charging stations available for
public use. Level 1 and Level 2 EV charging stations are available at no cost for
public use during the first two (2) years of operations in order to build awareness
and increase usage. Fees will apply to Level 3 EV charging stations once they
are installed. Forty (40) Level 2 stations have been installed so far in 2018. At the
beginning of 2018, there were limited charging options in Kingston for members
of the public wishing to own an electric vehicle. This is a barrier to the
introduction of more electric vehicles within the community. Only some of the
limited number of EV charging stations installed by private businesses in
Kingston have full public access without limited hours of operation. The
installation of Level 3 fast charging stations will continue but has been delayed
as staff pursue grant funding opportunities.
The EV strategy also includes the introduction of fully electric vehicles into the
City’s light-duty corporate fleet. The introduction of fully electric vehicles started
in 2017 and continued into 2018, complementing existing hybrid vehicles. Each
EV that replaces a corporate internal combustion engine vehicle has the potential
to reduce GHG emissions up to 90%. EVs require less regular maintenance
costs such as oil and filter changes, and depending on the annual kilometers
driven, EVs can save thousands of dollars in fuel costs.
The EV strategy also includes the continued assessment of opportunities to
convert heavy duty fleet vehicles to electric drive. The conversion to electric
vehicles for transit remains a capital intensive proposition and attempts to secure
sufficient grant funds for a limited purchase of electric units were made without
success in 2017 and 2018. Staff continue to monitor the technology and cost of
electric units for the heavy duty municipal fleet.
In early 2019, staff will present a report on municipal and community GHG
reduction targets and what was achieved in 2016 and 2017. The City and the
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community are on track to meet their municipal and community GHG reduction
targets of 8% and 15%, respectively, by 2020.
Additional work relating to the other three pillars (economic, social and cultural)
are described throughout this report. A sustainable community requires
advancement on all pillars concurrently.


Inform future community planning, initiatives and services by considering
cultural, social and neighbourhood demographics: Engaging citizens in the
development or redevelopment of neighbourhoods will ensure that consideration
is given to people, places and services.
Lead: Corporate Management Team
Some residential areas of Central Kingston have experienced a significant
amount of pressure for infill development over the years that has resulted in the
construction of additions and the demolition of existing buildings for the
construction of larger scale residential rebuilds and intensification through the
conversion of a single-unit dwelling into a dwelling having two or more units.
Such developments have raised public concern regarding their impact on the
built form and character of the affected neighbourhoods.
In response, the City considered implementing an Interim Control By-Law in early
2017 aimed at limiting new development or alterations to existing development in
the Portsmouth, Williamsville and Sydenham electoral districts, being the areas
where growth pressures appear to be the greatest. The growth pressures have
often been associated with the increasing student population at the two postsecondary institutions (Queen’s University and St. Lawrence College) located
within this area. In 2017, Council approved a Central Kingston Growth and Infill
Strategy which will be completed in 2019. A report on rental licensing was
presented to Council in 2018.
2018 saw many opportunities for community consultation and citizen
engagement in planning for City services. These included:










Parks development
Pathway development
Playground equipment preferences
North King’s Town Visioning (details elsewhere in this report)
Central Kingston Growth and Infill Strategy
Planning for the Kingston East Community Centre
Kingston Third Crossing of the Cataraqui River
Active Transportation Master Plan
Various land use planning policy works.
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4. Green the city: The protection and preservation of the environment is our collective
responsibility.


Expand the trail system
a) Complete the K&P trail by Canada’s 150th anniversary (2017): Plans
have been initiated to complete the K&P Trail by Canada’s 150 th anniversary
in 2017.
Lead: Community Services
The K&P trail connection to the downtown officially opened on June 10, 2017
Work included clearing and grubbing of vegetation, the removal of garbage
and debris, slope stabilization, native tree and shrub planting as well as the
construction of the trail itself. In order to provide construction access and to
ensure a safe public space, the width of the tree clearing extended beyond
the footprint of the trail.
The asphalt trail is three (3) metres wide and way finding signage has been
installed at key points along the trail.
b) Improve, create and connect trails, pathways and green spaces: Active
places and spaces create vibrant communities. Connecting trails, pathways
and green spaces is a priority. The Waterfront Master Plan will be completed
in 2015 as part of this work.
Lead: Community Services and Transportation & Infrastructure Services Operations
The Waterfront Master Plan, approved by Council in March 2016, is a
guiding document that organizes and prioritizes a plan for the renewal of
public waterfront spaces as well as the improvement of access and the
creation of a fully connected public waterfront. Implementation of the plan is
expected to take 30 years. Strategic properties as identified will be acquired
over time. City staff will continue to work with this strategy over the coming
years. The 15 year capital plans include numerous projects identified in the
master plan within the financial capacity available.
Trails and pathway connections are contemplated as part of the Active
Transportation Master Plan and will be integrated with financial plans as
financial capacity becomes available.



Intensify urban forest: Doubling the city’s tree canopy over 10 years will assist
with climate change and beautification objectives.
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Lead: Transportation & Infrastructure Services - Operations
a) Double the tree canopy by 2025
In 2015, Council directed staff to intensify the urban forest by doubling the
tree canopy by 2025. At that time there were approximately 30,000 trees on
public property in the urban area of the city. Doubling the tree canopy by
2025 established a goal of planting an additional 30,000 trees within the
city’s municipal boundary, with a concerted focus on the urban municipal
area.
Preserving the health of the existing urban forest and increasing the number
of trees has been the focus to date. The Urban Forest Management Plan
(approved by Council in 2011) provides a guide for urban forest
management, recognizing the challenges of effectively managing an urban
forest in a complex and growing community.
The Emerald Ash Borer (EAB) infestation has resulted in the loss of many
ash trees on City property. Since 2012, Public Works has focused on
addressing the impact of the EAB through treatment of approximately 600
trees and removal of the remainder (approximately 3,000). Replacement of
these trees continues to take place through the planting of diverse species. It
is anticipated that a number in excess of the number of removed trees will be
planted.
Between 2016 and 2018, staff planted, facilitated the planting of and/or
supported the planting of more than 32,000 trees, of which almost 9,000
were within the urban area. Annual planting includes:







spring and fall, large caliper, individual plantings;
large scale seedling plantings in conjunction with Cataraqui Region
Conservation Authority (CRCA);
facilitation of a Community Benefit Fund planting;
road and street reconstruction projects;
parks reconstruction and development projects; and
Vimy Oaks plantings

Partnerships and community involvement will continue to be essential in
achieving this priority.
Working with the CRCA under the Forests Ontario Program, more than 23,000
seedlings were planted in the 2016, 2017 and 2018 seasons. The long term
survival rate is estimated at sixty plus percent for these trees. The City and the
CRCA will continue to work cooperatively to find suitable locations for future year
plantings.
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The current seedling planting programs are a low cost investment that by being
planted now, and combined with the higher cost, larger caliper plantings, will help
ensure achievement of the 30,000 tree goal by 2025.


Strengthen property standards and parking enforcement methods to
beautify neighbourhoods: Addressing issues relating to property standards
and parking-enforcement methods will help to beautify neighbourhoods.
Lead: Community Services and Transportation & Infrastructure Services Operations
The City’s ongoing partnership and support from Downtown Kingston BIA has
continued to provide a focus with the necessary resources to support the
downtown area and efforts to keep it clean. This effort continues to be successful
in enhancing and beautifying the city core.
In 2017, a partnership with the AMS was established which trains students and
employs them to provide education on property standards issues and complaints
in the University District. The City also assigned a dedicated resource to the
Williamsville/Sydenham area starting in 2017 which continued in 2018. The
overall more proactive approach to both property standards and by-law
enforcement has resulted in significant changes in the number of yards orders,
garbage and property standards orders as per the table below.
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At student move-out and move-in, clear instructions are provided through the
City website and on social media regarding garbage and property standards
rules and fines in an effort to keep Kingston streets clean and safe. Enforcement
staff conduct blitzes during move-in and move-out to issue warnings and, if
necessary, lay charges.
The on-street residential parking permit program has been successful in
managing spillover parking in neighbourhoods located in or around high demand
areas. The program adds time of day parking restrictions to deter all day parkers.
By controlling and dispersing commuter parking on residential streets, spaces
are available for residents and their visitors. The program provides residents the
option of acquiring a permit that exempts them from the parking restrictions.
Processes are now in place to enhance maintenance and cleanliness of City
parks. Working in partnership with the CRCA and Utilities Kingston, Public Works
is regularly scheduling grass, park and pathway maintenance in a coordinated
manner. In addition, improvements in approach and timeliness have been
introduced.


Enhance waste management and recycling opportunities to promote a
litter-free city: Diverting waste is a significant objective of Council and the
community. Opportunities to strengthen programs will be assessed.
Lead: Transportation & Infrastructure Services - Operations
In both 2015 and 2016 the Solid Waste Services department achieved Council’s
goal of diverting 60% of waste from landfill by 2018. Sixty percent of waste
diverted is equivalent to 49 million pounds of waste diverted! The Resource
Productivity and Recovery Authority data showed that Kingston’s waste diversion
rate was 60.9% (2015) and 60.1% (2016), the highest rate in our municipal
grouping, and third highest, for both years in all of Ontario. At the time of
preparing this report, the 2017 waste diversion rate was not available.
This rate is due to:


high participation in the diversion programs and dedication from our
community users;



operation of a partial user pay system for garbage; one untagged bag per
week with other bags requiring a bag tag;



targeted promotion and education campaigns;



participation at community events to provide education and receptacles to
divert waste from landfill; and
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the continued success of offering non-traditional waste diversion programs
like recycling depots at transit stops and parks, a scrap metal bin at KARC
and offering the one week only curbside battery collection.

The department will continue to strive to meet the longer range goal of 65%
waste diversion.
Diverting more waste from landfill continues to be a priority. To assist, the Solid
Waste department completed a review and update of the Waste Reduction and
Diversion Strategy to set goals, objectives and initiatives to increase diversion in
2018. As part of that strategy, the Solid Waste department increased the
quantity of recycling depots at parks and transit stops, organized giveaway days,
reduced the price of composters to $20 in May, attended over 15 community
events to promote the City’s waste diversion programs, completed recycling cart
audits at over 100 apartment buildings along with replacing or adding carts and
upgrading signage at the buildings, continued to promote videos on how to use
waste and diversion programs, conducted a curbside household waste audit to
measure capture rates, and continued to offer a fall curbside battery recycling
program and customer satisfaction survey.
The department has been proactive in promoting the solid waste videos,
advertising on social media and through the Waste App. The Waste App
provides subscribers with their waste collection calendar and text message
waste day reminders; the app now has over 30,000 users. In addition,
collectively, the five solid waste videos launched throughout 2016-2017 have
over 41,000 views.
The department purchased a mobile waste diversion unit that is capable of
capturing both recyclables and organics. In August 2017, members of the public
named the unit OSKAR--Off Site Kingston Area Recycler. OSKAR was utilized
at over twenty events throughout the 2018 spring/summer season and diverted
490 kilograms (1,080lbs) of waste that otherwise would have been disposed of
at a landfill.
The department along with Transit and Fleet Services installed recycling depots
at 11 bus shelters which have been well utilized by riders and pedestrians, and
has reduced litter at these locations.


Develop policies to prevent urban sprawl and protect agricultural lands:
The updated Official Plan will provide context for policies on intensification and
protection of agricultural lands.
Lead: Community Services
The Official Plan (OP) update was endorsed in 2017. The updated OP maintains
the existing urban boundary and therefore focuses future growth within that
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boundary, controlling urban sprawl. The OP provides enhanced policies on
intensification and protection of agricultural lands. Opportunities for public
consultation have included an interactive blog by the Director of Planning,
Building & Licensing and open houses. Enhanced public engagement
opportunities have been a part of the OP’s development and essential to the
community input element.
Through the One Window Review of the five-year OP Update, OMAFRA
requested that nine locations on the edges of rural residential clusters and
settlement areas be included in the Prime Agricultural Area designation. Through
OPA 50, these locations were added to the Prime Agricultural Area designation.
Amendments were also made to the Official Plan policies providing greater
support for agricultural uses and recognizing the Prime Agricultural Area as a
critical component of the economic base of the City, while also modifying policy
language to create additional opportunities for rural economic development.
5. Advance a vibrant waterfront: Kingston’s waterfront is a prominent feature and
asset to the community. A vibrant waterfront requires balanced and respectful
development that improves public access.


Revitalize the inner harbour and rejuvenate waterfront brownfields: A vision
and redevelopment plan for the Inner harbour and old industrial area will be
completed.
Lead: Community Services
As noted above under the Plan a Livable City priority, the North King’s Town
secondary plan will result in a vision and redevelopment plan for the Inner
Harbour and old industrial area. The vision was endorsed by Council in 2017 and
the team of consultants (DIALOG) was retained to complete the secondary plan
process. It is anticipated that the secondary plan will be completed in 2019.
In 2018, Council endorsed a master plan process for the future use of Belle Park.
The master plan will take into consideration a number of community uses and
activities and is anticipated to be completed in 2019.



Facilitate the redevelopment of the Kingston Penitentiary property: We will
work with the federal government to facilitate a redevelopment plan to promote
tourism, public access to the waterfront and renewal of the harbour area.
Lead: Community Services
In 2015, a partnership was established with Correctional Services Canada,
Fisheries and Oceans Canada (DFO) and Canada Lands to complete a joint
visioning exercise for the Kingston Penitentiary and Portsmouth Olympic Harbour
properties.
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In July 2017, Council endorsed a vision for the Kingston Penitentiary and
Portsmouth Olympic Harbour. A community working group was established for
the visioning exercise at both the Kingston Penitentiary property and the City’s
Portsmouth Olympic Harbour property and the marina property, owned by
Fisheries and Oceans Canada. Many public engagement activities took place
during the visioning process including public workshops, one-on-one interviews
and a roving information station.
The endorsed vision includes proposed heritage/tourism elements, commercial
and residential developments while conserving major heritage assets of the
property. The vision also included the relocation of the Coast Guard Search and
Rescue Station just outside of the Kingston Penitentiary walls. Plans for the new
building were presented in 2018 and construction is planned to be completed in
the spring of 2019. The City will start the community engagement process for the
rejuvenation of Portsmouth Olympic Harbour property in 2019.


Develop a visionary waterfront master plan: The Waterfront Master Plan will
be complete at the end of 2015 and will be implemented over a 15 to 20 year
period.
Lead: Community Services
The City’s Waterfront Master Plan was completed and approved by Council in
March 2016 to guide the renewal of public waterfront spaces. The Waterfront
Master Plan identifies a number of properties where the City is to seek out rights
for public access or that will need to be acquired. While the parcels of land for
acquisition have been identified, only about 50% can be funded in the City’s 15
year financial plans. It is likely that acquisition of some property will not occur
within the 15 year planning horizon and future financial plans beyond 2031 will
include those acquisitions.
In 2018, the City completed the rejuvenation of Breakwater Park which is a major
waterfront project in the Waterfront Master Plan. Breakwater Park has attracted
thousands of people since its opening in the summer of 2018.



Explore the potential for waterfront tourism opportunities including the
feasibility of creating a dock for cruise ships: Creating deep-water docking
facilities for larger cruise-type ships will be explored as opportunities unfold at
key waterfront sites.
In 2018, City staff completed a technical assessment and explored a potential
partnership with the property owner of 1 Queen Street. Technical studies have
been completed to assess the dredging requirements. The City was also part of
a cruise ship industry study completed in 2018. The study recognized that
Kingston is in need of a berth that can accommodate the cruise vessels that
could take advantage of its geographic positioning, marquee value, and upland
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offerings. The study recommended that the City of Kingston minimize its
infrastructure costs and focus on the small to mid-size cruise ship industry.
6. Foster open government: Kingston is committed to creating a transparent and
accountable city that empowers the community to participate in meaningful and
innovative solutions. Citizen engagement in the democratic process is central to this
work. As such, citizens have the right to access documents and proceedings to
allow for effective public involvement in and oversight of civic affairs.


Enhance transparency and encourage citizen engagement: Community
participation is critical to finding meaningful and innovative solutions.
Engagement and communication are keys to success.
Lead: Corporate Management Team
a) Committing to processes that enable open government
On April 4, 2017, Report No. 17-064 (Open Government Kingston Work Plan)
provided a comprehensive update to Council on the open government
initiative and committed to a longer term vision for open government as an
overarching philosophy and a practice that will be embedded in the culture
and actions of the organization.
In recognizing open government as an essential requirement of a smart and
livable City that promotes participation, innovation, transparency and
accountability, four primary themes were identified as a way of categorizing
and measuring desired outcomes; Open Engagement, Open Governance,
Open Programs and Services and Open Data.
Open Engagement - enhancing the manner in which the City engages and
consults with residents, businesses and stakeholder groups through
meaningful, productive and open dialog;
Open Governance - providing information, education, transparency, and
improvements in community outreach to make City Council activity and
decision making more accessible and inclusive to all;
Open Programs and Services - simplifying the manner in which City
programs and services are accessed by residents and businesses, and
collecting data that can be used by Departments to drive better decision
making and efficiencies in the delivery of City programs and services; and
Open Data - making more information about city programs and services
available and usable by businesses and the general public while respecting
security, privacy and accessibility concerns.
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Over the past year, these themes have been embedded in the priorities and
work plans of a number of departments. Tangible progress has been made in
all areas, with highlights including:


Establishment of processes to identify and assess the suitability of City
datasets for publishing and expanded availability of open data inventory.



Approval by the Corporate Management Team of an Information
Management Policy, consistent with the Information Management
strategy, to guide the day to day management of the various sources of
digital and print information.



Development of a comprehensive Information Management work plan to
implement recommendations of the Information Management Strategy
and to ensure business information is effectively managed throughout its
lifecycle.



Ongoing use of technology support to enhance the functionality,
openness, accountability, and transparency of the governance process.



Continued community outreach and education on civic issues focused on
schools and youth and alternative access to Council and Committee
meetings including Committee meetings in the community.



Enhanced public input and feedback in support of the Council approved
Public Engagement Framework and the “GetinvolvedKingston.com”
engagement tool.



Community outreach for the 2018 Municipal Election to maximize public
awareness of the municipal election by ensuring electors were informed
about: how to participate, ways to vote, how to get to voting places,
accessibility accommodations, District locations and dates of polls for in
person and Internet voting.



Public engagement strategy with respect to the Ranked Ballot referendum
question to ensure electors were informed about the ranked ballot voting
referendum question, how a ranked ballot election works, how much it will
cost and where to access information about ranked ballot elections.



Development of a Customer Experience Strategy which describes the
future vision for service delivery and identifies a series of strategies to
improve the customer service experience through multiple channels
across all departments. Supporting technology tools, built around a
modern Client (Citizen) Relationship Management (CRM) solution will
enable this strategy.
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Development of a Citizen Identity Management approach to make it easy
for citizens to work with and receive services from the City. Today, citizens
require several different user accounts and passwords to interact with the
City (Collection Calendar, DASH, Parks and Rec. programs, etc.). In 2018
a strategy was developed to create a single user account and identity for
citizens who interact with the City of Kingston. This strategy will be
implemented starting in 2019 with CRM. Additional services will be added
over time.



Development of an interactive map of Kingston that offers a quick way for
residents to locate and view data including the location of parks, schools,
libraries and fire stations as well as showing details of permit and
development applications on a computer, smartphone or tablet. Users will
be able to enter a city address or select a point of interest on the map.
This application is expected launch prior to the end of 2018.

b) Developing systems to support open data
As a component of the open government work plan, the focus on open data
commits the City to expanding the availability of information about City
programs and services for use by business and the general public, while
respecting privacy, security and accessibility concerns.
The City’s first Open Data Catalogue/Portal was published in 2016 on the
City’s website as a self-service pilot using GIS data sets. A new Open Data
Policy was approved by Council in January 2017. The policy, along with the
previously released open data license continues to provide a framework for
the use of the City’s open data.
In 2017 the City published five additional open data sets including live transit
location data and cycling facilities. The total number of open data sets
available for download in 2017 was 23.
Work was also completed in 2017 to build an Open Data Portal which was
deployed in 2018 (https://opendatakingston.cityofkingston.ca). The open data
portal provides raw data in a variety of formats, and tools for non-specialists
to explore, filter and map information without the need to download.
Since launching the Open Data portal in April 2018, the dataset count has
increased by 25% to 29. Several new datasets are in active development
including budget data, community demographics, service ticket data and
Council voting results. Visitor traffic continues to grow at an average rate of
approximately 15-20% per month since May 2018.
Future enhancements to the portal include the development of stories to
support the data and opening a two-way dialog with the open data community
on what data is made available and how it is used.
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Solid information management practices are a prerequisite for an effective
and robust open data program. In 2018 the Corporate Management Team
endorsed a comprehensive Information Management Strategy which defines
a corporate framework for information management and provides a roadmap
for future initiatives that will ensure the City’s information, both printed and
digital, is effectively managed through its lifecycle (create, use, retain,
archive, destroy). This is a multi-year work plan that will ensure a necessary
focus on protecting the City’s information assets. This work plan currently
included efforts to address the effectiveness of email management as well as
information retained in corporate shared drives. This work will continue into
2019 as we implement and standardize best practices and procedures.
Quality, reliability and integrity of information are critical to good decisionmaking in the provision of municipal government services. Technology can
support these principles and is an important component of the corporate
information management strategy. Phase 1 of the Customer/Citizen
Relationship Management system was completed in 2018 to replace the
contact centre’s current work order system. In 2019, phase 2 will be
implemented, expanding self-serve applications. As well, in 2018, a number
of pilot projects have been underway to test a selected Enterprise Content
Management system.
c) Strengthening the City’s presenting, recording and reporting processes
at public meetings
Lead: Corporate & Emergency Services
The City promotes the various existing inputs that members of the community
can access, and creates new ways to foster open and inclusive dialogue. In
the interest of engaging citizens and promoting Council and Committees in
the community, the City will continue to hold certain Council and Committee
meetings in locations other than City Hall. On November 14th, 2018 the Arts
Advisory Committee meeting was held at the Isabel Bader Centre for the
Performing Arts; and on November 15th, 2018 the Planning Committee
meeting was held at Portsmouth Olympic Harbour. In 2017, meetings were
held at Goodes Hall at Queen’s University, Currie Hall at Royal Military
College and at Portsmouth Olympic Harbour.
d) Enhancing technology supports for committee meetings
Lead: Corporate & Emergency Services
Openness and transparency promotes accountability and allows citizens to
stay informed and actively involved with respect to the work the City is
undertaking. Enhancing the accessibility of information assists the public in
making decisions regarding business, recreational, and tourism
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needs. During City Council meetings, highlights of the meetings are
presented on social media and the meetings are streamed online to allow
viewers anywhere to follow Council decisions in real time.
Closed captioning is completed on the recordings of the City Council,
Standing Committees, and Heritage Kingston meetings, and these accessible
recordings are uploaded to the City’s YouTube channel, where members of
the public can pause, rewind, and skip to various points in the meetings. The
City will continue to review enhancements in technology to ensure that the
information is available to the public in the most efficient and cost effective
manner.
e) Improving public feed-in and feedback systems and processes
Lead: Community Services
The City’s Public Engagement Framework was approved by Council on
October 3, 2017 and the City’s online public engagement platform,
GetInvolvedKingston.ca was launched to ensure public feedback is received.
To date, 53 City of Kingston employees have completed the International
Association for Public Participation (IAP2) foundations training. Twenty-five
additional staff will have completed the training by December 31, 2018.
Council and senior leaders have received the International Association for
Public Participation (IAP2) Decision Maker training.
Get Involved Kingston, an 18-month pilot project for an online engagement
platform (Engagement HQ through the company ‘Bang the Table’), was
implemented on October 4, 2017. Since that time,
 Forty-two external projects have utilized Get Involved Kingston for online
input.
 Four internal projects have been added to Get Involved Kingston.
 To date, there are 3,827 residents registered to provide input on Get
Involved Kingston.
In 2018, the City implemented changes to the planning applications process
which included an additional opportunity for the public to provide input on
applications at the time of a comprehensive report being presented at the
Planning Committee. The City also approved the establishment of a Planning
Advisory Working Group to facilitate greater collaboration and exchange of
ideas between Council and the public.
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f) Introducing participatory opportunities in civic affairs
Lead: Corporate & Emergency Services
Increasing opportunities for participation in civic affairs enhances the City’s
effectiveness and improves the quality of the decisions of City Council and
staff. Youth engagement is one of the targeted initiatives that aids in creating
greater awareness and understanding of City services, the roles of various
City departments and of Council priorities. In 2018, the City was involved in
various youth engagement initiatives including Beyond the Classroom events
and Local Government Week. As well, in 2018, several presentations and
events were organized by City staff at local elementary schools to engage
and educate the city’s youth on municipal government, services and Council’s
priorities. By the end of 2018, the City will have completed over 50
presentations to grade 5 students, reaching approximately 1,250 students.
The City has developed a youth engagement outreach strategy/work plan,
which will continue to assist in strengthening partnerships and collaboration
with external stakeholders (such as the Ministry of Education, local school
boards and the Y2K Youth Collective). In December 2018, City staff will be
speaking to a 4th year Elections, Parties and Public Opinion class at Royal
Military College about organizing a municipal election (from voter registration
to online voting etc.) and answer questions from the students. The City will
continue to reach out to school officials and teachers to determine how the
City can effectively support student learning.


Build on a culture of excellence in customer service: A continued focus
by the City on customer service excellence will be an organizational priority.
Lead: Corporate Management Team
As part of the philosophy of continuous improvement, customer service is a
key focus in all service areas. A consistent, responsive, and citizen-centric
approach to managing the customer experience and interactions with the City
is key to achieving high levels of customer satisfaction. Improving the
customer experience increases confidence in the City as an institution.
A Customer Experience Strategy is expected to be presented to Council in
2019.
A key component of the Customer Experience Strategy is Customer
Relationship Management (CRM) software that enables staff to track
inquiries, create service requests and provide additional self-serve options.
The first phase implemented in June 2018 replaced the City’s out-of-date
work order system. In coming years, self-serve applications will be available
for some service areas to allow residents and customers the ability to obtain
information and submit service requests on a 24/7 basis. Services include
Utilities Kingston and City services including Engineering, Forestry, Parking,
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Property Taxes, Public Works, Reception, Roads & Sidewalks, Solid Waste,
Kingston Transit, Service Desk and Transportation.
Conclusion:
The foregoing provides a status update of the many strategic priorities being advanced
throughout the 2014-2018 term of Council, and particularly focus on 2018 results. In
addition, numerous other initiatives form the basis of corporate work. Exhibit A attached
is the final status report for 2018 of the Priority Status Matrix. This matrix is provided to
Council on a quarterly basis to reflect progress on specific directions and objectives for
the year.
EXISTING POLICY/BY LAW:
Kingston Strategic Plan 2015-2018
Priority Status Matrix
NOTICE PROVISIONS:
There are no notice provisions required with this report.
ACCESSIBILITY CONSIDERATIONS:
There are no accessibility considerations with this report.
FINANCIAL CONSIDERATIONS:
The progress on the priorities described in this report has been made within the
parameters set by Council of 2.5 per cent tax rate increase, including an estimate of 1.5
per cent for inflation and 1 per cent for incremental capital investment.
In 2018, the City Grant Development Strategy was established, focusing on three
distinct pillars: Proactive Identification, Strategic Alignment, and Effective Pursuit. This
past year, the CAO’s office introduced dedicated resources to continuously survey the
grant landscape and identify pertinent, external grant opportunities that are strategically
aligned with initiatives that are already built into the City’s strategic priorities and
departmental work plans. Over the past eight months, grants have been pursued for a
host of projects, including: the creation of a fully accessible Kingston East Community
Centre, shoreline enhancements outlined in the Waterfront Master Plan, and the
execution of the combined-sewer separation program. The Partnership & Grant
Development function has been charged with the task of developing a formal grant
process for the City of Kingston – this pipeline is designed to empower employees
across the corporation and provide the expertise and support to produce compelling
and competitive grant applications. Through building organizational capacity to pursue
grants, the City aims to increase non-tax base generated revenue and drive cost
savings.
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CONTACTS:
Gerard Hunt, Chief Administrative Officer 613-546-4291, ext. 2205
OTHER CITY OF KINGSTON STAFF CONSULTED:
Members of the Corporate Management Team
EXHIBITS ATTACHED:
Exhibit A – Council Priority Status Matrix updated to November 20, 2018
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Date direction rec'd from
Council (m/d/y) (links
included where available)

2020 (identify quarter:
Q1/Q2/Q3/Q4)

2019 (identify quarter:
Q1/Q2/Q3/Q4)

2018 Q4

2018 Q3

Group/ Dept
Lead

2018 Q2

No.

This is a chart of initiatives to be completed between 2015 and 2018 and indicates a
description, group or department lead, the prime council priority under which the
initiative falls and the due date
Description of Initiative

2018 Q1

2018 Priority Status Matrix - sorted by prime priority
[updated to include Council meeting November 20, 2018]

Comments

1/6/2015

ARCP

COMPLETE (see ARCP-18-004 dated July 4, 2018)
Pilot will be launched in late 2018; further reporting
in 12 months from launch.

CREATE A SMART ECONOMY
1

Report: Recommendations on establishing a policy to play only local
musicians on call waiting and public municipal properties' background
music

2

High speed rail: establish political connections to support a Kingston
stop for high speed rail

Mayor

3

Report: options for eliminating age-based discounted fees and
implementing income-based discounts for municipal programs and
services

CS

4

Report: Smart City Strategy and Progress Update Report

CAO

5

Progress update report: Pilot Smart City Proof of concept Agreement

CAO

6

Municipal (Kingston) Accommodation Tax: stakeholder consultation
and develop implementation plan

CS (Comm's
Office)

7

Report: Future recommendations regarding the Pilot Project to
Promote Local Music and Musicians

X

CS

COMPLETE
VIA has presented a plan to include Kingston as a
destination and departure location with changes
occurring as early as 2020

8/8/2017

Deferred
to Q2

X

2/20/2018

ARCP

COMPLETE
Mid-year update report to Council June 26, 2018
(18-162)
Second report due in November 2018

12/19/2017

X

X

Report AP-18-004 approved and presented to
Council on February 20, 2018.
DEFERRED by Council to Q2 2019 - see further
direction from Council dated 02-20-18

See Report to Council 18-053 Feb 6/18; progress on
this initiative is deferred at the request of Bell
Canada due to staffing issues

2/6/2017

3/6/2018

Council

7/4/2018

ARCP

See Report 18-081 March 6, 2018; tripartite
agreement was executed on July 24, 2018.
COMPLETE
See Report 18-175 June 12, 2018

CS (CS)

Q4

CAO (SIP)

X

See Report 17-003 for project details; completion of
runway in 2018 and terminal building expected in
Q1 2019

CS (P,B&L)/T&IS
(Operations)

X

Study findings expected in Q4 2018; further review
required

See Report ARCP-18-004 for details

INVEST IN INFRASTRUCTURE
1

Airport: complete rehabilitation and expansion of airport facility and
runway

2

Wellington Street extension alternatives: North King's Town secondary
plan
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T&IS (Eng &
MPO)

2022

4

Construction: Cataraqui Bay Wastewater Treatment Plant

UK

Q4

5

Construction: parking supply and facility downtown

T&IS
(Operations)

6

Construction: Big Dig IV (Princess Street: Bagot to Division)

T&IS (Eng &
MPO)

7

Report to EITP: Current status of stormwater management program

T&IS (Eng &
MPO)

8

Redevelopment of 7 Wright Crescent: amended proposal following
negotiation with CJM Property Management Ltd. for Council's review

CS (P,B&L)

Q1

7/10/2018

Report to Council due in January 2019

CS (CS)

Q2

5/5/2015

The history of the Memorial Centre will be
developed and acknowledged as a component of
the larger re-development plan for the site.

2018 Q4

John Counter Blvd: Expansion to four lanes, completion

2018 Q3

3

2018 Q2

Group/ Dept
Lead

No.

2018 Q1

This is a chart of initiatives to be completed between 2015 and 2018 and indicates a
description, group or department lead, the prime council priority under which the
initiative falls and the due date
Description of Initiative

Comments

Phase 4a - Portsmouth Realignment to be
completed in Q4 2018. Phase 4B - Bridge
construction to commence in early 2019 with 3 year
construction duration

Project underway

Initial design in 2019; construction 2020/2021

Princess Street open by July 1, 2018. Project will
continue to 2019.

Q2

X

3/20/2018

EITP

COMPLETE
Report EITP-18-004

PLAN A LIVABLE CITY
1

Consideration of the history of the Memorial Centre for evaluation in
the City’s Cultural Heritage Strategy and Commemoration Strategy

2

Terms of Reference for Request for Proposal (RFP) for the next update
to the Kingston Transportation Master Plan

T&IS
(Operations)

3

Public transit: Completion of downtown transfer point

T&IS
(Operations)

12/1/2015

EITP

Council

449

KTMP update will not proceed until completion of
the North King's Town Secondary Plan.

EA complete; interim improvements complete; final
improvements in 2021/2022

ON HOLD pending completion of the City Central
Growth and Infill Strategy (see #7 below)

2/20/2017

Council

COMPLETE
See Council Report 18-073 dated February 20, 2018
"Food Access in KFL&A - Mobile Markets Pilot
Project"

Intensification: Zoning by-law consolidation

5

Food security action plan - in partnership with United Way

6

On-Street Accessible Parking Program - report on the three year pilot
program’s utilization, operation, and any related issues

7

City-Central Growth and Infill Strategy (formerly Near Campus
Neighbourhood Study)

8

City staff to look at the implications of establishing the retaining wall in
Doug Fluhrer Park as a legal graffiti wall

CS

6/6/2017

9

Civic recognition program: research options and report back to Council
with recommendations

CS (Cultural
Services)

8/8/2017

10

Active Transportation Master Plan (Walk 'n Roll Kingston Plan) finalized

T&IS
(Operations)

11

Report: Review of First Capital Place Illumination Policy

CS (Cultural
Services)

12

Review: Kingston Commemoration Strategy - to include amendments to
clarify the process for requesting additions, alterations and
amendments to existing commemorations

CS (Cultural
Services)

CS (P, B&L)

X

T&IS
(Operations)/CS

Q3

11/1/2016

EITP

CS (P,B &L)

X

1/24/2017

Council

X

450

Pilot program in place as per EITP-16-019. Report
pilot results Q3 2019.

As part of the interim control by-law, the scope of
the study was changed from near campus to citycentral; completion deferred to 2019

Timing to be determined based on staff capacity

Council

EITP

X

X

Comments

Council

4

CS

Report (if required) will
be provided to:
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Date direction rec'd from
Council (m/d/y) (links
included where available)

2020 (identify quarter:
Q1/Q2/Q3/Q4)

2019 (identify quarter:
Q1/Q2/Q3/Q4)

2018 Q4

2018 Q3

Group/ Dept
Lead

2018 Q2

No.

This is a chart of initiatives to be completed between 2015 and 2018 and indicates a
description, group or department lead, the prime council priority under which the
initiative falls and the due date
Description of Initiative

2018 Q1

2018 Priority Status Matrix - sorted by prime priority
[updated to include Council meeting November 20, 2018]

10/3/2017

Council

10/3/2017

Council

date tbd

COMPLETE
Active Transportation Master Plan being presented
to EITP at a special meeting on June 11,
2018/Endorsed in principle at Council on June 26,
2018

COMPLETE
ARCP-18-005
To Council November 6, 2018

T&IS
(Operations)/CS
(P,B&L)

13

Report: Recommendations on a possible "bike boulevard" on one of the
green streets noted in the motion dated November 7, 2017.

14

Report: City by-law(s) and corresponding policies, if applicable,
amendments to ban the intentional or ceremonial release of heliumfilled latex and Mylar/foil balloons in the outdoors in the municipality
of Kingston.

CS (P,B&L)

15

Feasibility report: Reddendale planning framework to address pressures
in the Reddendale area. Report will include: findings based on sound
planning principles, an estimate of the cost of adding this scope of work
to the Comprehensive Zoning By-law Consolidation project, and
timeframe including community engagement

CS (P,B&L)

16

Report: Payday loan locations - review of best practices and proposed
amendments to the licensing by-law to restrict the number and location
of payday loan establishments

CS (P,B&L)

17

Report: Public consultation process to consider a name change of the
City-owned portion of Highway 15, as part of design guidelines
currently under development

CS (P,B&L)

18

Report: Proposed policy amendments to Special Events Policy to
include reasonable usage limits and a process to equitably distribute
approved events among multiple suitable parks

CS (R&L)

X

X

X

X

Q1
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Date direction rec'd from
Council (m/d/y) (links
included where available)

2020 (identify quarter:
Q1/Q2/Q3/Q4)

2019 (identify quarter:
Q1/Q2/Q3/Q4)

2018 Q4

2018 Q3

Group/ Dept
Lead

2018 Q2

No.

This is a chart of initiatives to be completed between 2015 and 2018 and indicates a
description, group or department lead, the prime council priority under which the
initiative falls and the due date
Description of Initiative

2018 Q1

2018 Priority Status Matrix - sorted by prime priority
[updated to include Council meeting November 20, 2018]

Comments

Date changed to reflect current status of this
initiative: A traffic study for this area is currently
underway that will assess existing and projected
traffic volumes for the neighbourhood. The traffic
study will inform a neighbourhood transportation
plan for this area that will consider all modes of
transportation. This is aligned with
recommendations from the recently approved
ATMP and will be considered as part of a
neighbourhood transportation plan for this area.
Timing for this neighbourhood will be determined
in the ATMP implementation plan that will be
presented in 2019/2020.

11/7/2017

EITP

11/21/2017

AP

11/21/2017

Council

COMPLETE
Report 18-041 January 23, 2018

4/3/2018

AP

COMPLETE
AP-18-021 September 13, 2018

9/18/2018

Council

11/6/2018

ARCP

COMPLETE
Report AP-18-017 September 13, 2018

Timing to be determined based on staff capacity

Motion of Council
November 6, 2018

2020 (identify quarter:
Q1/Q2/Q3/Q4)

2019 (identify quarter:
Q1/Q2/Q3/Q4)

2018 Q4

2018 Q3

Q2

CS (P,B&L)

Report (if required) will
be provided to:

Report: Best practice regarding Good Neighbour Guidelines

Exhibit A to Report 18-358

Date direction rec'd from
Council (m/d/y) (links
included where available)

19

Group/ Dept
Lead

2018 Q2

No.

This is a chart of initiatives to be completed between 2015 and 2018 and indicates a
description, group or department lead, the prime council priority under which the
initiative falls and the due date
Description of Initiative

2018 Q1

2018 Priority Status Matrix - sorted by prime priority
[updated to include Council meeting November 20, 2018]

11/6/2018

AP

8/12/2014

EITP

COMPLETE
Report 18-048 Kingston Climate Action Plan
February 6, 2018

EITP

COMPLETE
Information will be compiled as part of the Climate
Action Report to Council. The Municipal Energy Plan
(MEP) contains significant detail on this process; the
MEP will form part of the Climate Action Plan.

Comments

Motion of Council
November 6, 2018

GREEN THE CITY
1

Municipal Energy Plan

2

Report: Benefits and methodologies of how the City might create and
use a "cost of carbon" process

CS (RE&EI)

CS (RE&EI)

X

X

12/1/2015

3

Connect spaces: Develop a report that describes an action plan for
connecting trails, pathways and green spaces

CS/T&IS
(Operations)

X

COMPLETE
The Active Transportation Plan that was adopted in
June 2018 provides the plan for connecting trails,
pathways and green spaces. Specific locations will
be identified in the 5 year implementation plans,
the first of which will be presented to Council in Q1
2019.

4

Parking lot at Ontario & Brock: consider options to improve aesthetic
experience of the recently acquired Ontario & Brock lot

CS/T&IS
(Operations)

X

COMPLETE

5

Report: Review options for the Phase 2 beautification project of the
gateway located at Princess Street and Division Street

6

Report: Current status of single use plastics and options for local action
to reduce litter and waste created by the use and disposal of single use
plastics

7

Double the tree canopy

4/3/2018

CS

CS (RE&EI)/T&I
(SW)

X

T&I
(Operations)

6/26/2018

ongoing

452

Date tbd

EITP

Motion of Council
June 26, 2018

Annual reports will be provided through the Council
update.

Report (if required) will
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Date direction rec'd from
Council (m/d/y) (links
included where available)

2020 (identify quarter:
Q1/Q2/Q3/Q4)

2019 (identify quarter:
Q1/Q2/Q3/Q4)

2018 Q4

2018 Q3

Group/ Dept
Lead

2018 Q2

No.

This is a chart of initiatives to be completed between 2015 and 2018 and indicates a
description, group or department lead, the prime council priority under which the
initiative falls and the due date
Description of Initiative

2018 Q1

2018 Priority Status Matrix - sorted by prime priority
[updated to include Council meeting November 20, 2018]

Comments

ADVANCE A VIBRANT WATERFRONT

1

Next steps - Community Visioning Plan - Kingston Penitentiary and
Portsmouth Olympic Harbour: development of MOU with Canada
Lands, a detailed implementation plan, facilitation and/or advancement
of land acquisition/disposal required to implement the recommended
vision. Identification and preservation of significant cultural resources
for the Portsmouth Olympic Harbour property and the former Kingston
Penitentiary property will be included.

CS (Comm's
Office)

2

Report: technical information and outcome of discussions regarding the
potential development of a deep water dock at 1 Queen Street

CS (Comm's
Office)

3

Report: Negotiate acquisition of waterlot adjacent to 1 Queen St wharf;
continue discussions with property owner to explore short term and
long term options

Staff will report back to Council as required.

11/7/2017

Council

7/10/2018

COMPLETE
See Report 18-210 July 10, 2018

date tbd

FOSTER OPEN GOVERNMENT
1

Report (post election) outlining the experience of other jurisdictions
using ranked balloting for the 2018 municipal election

C&ES (Clerk's)

2

Report on the 2018 Municipal Election Plan including opportunities to
provide broader access and participation in the 2018 municipal
election, other than ranked balloting

C&ES (Clerk's)

Q2

X

453

11/15/2016

Council

11/15/2016

Council

COMPLETE
See Report 18-095 March 20, 2018

EXHIBIT F

Integrated Work Plan – Project List
Estimated
Completion

Lead

St. Lawrence College/City opportunities –
tourism/hospitality curriculum and program

ongoing

CAO/SIP

Queen’s/City partnership

ongoing

CAO/SIP

2020

RE&EI

PB&L, ENG

Workforce & In-migration Strategy/Implementation

ongoing

CAO/SIP

HROD

Mayor’s Innovation Challenge

ongoing

CAO/SIP

COMMS &
CE

Airport transition and year 1 action plan

2019

CAO/SIP

FMCS,
COMMS &
CE

Bell Internet of Things pilot project

2019

IS&T

Broadband Strategy

2019

CAO/SIP
Office

UK, IS&T

Zoning By-Law Consolidation

2020

PB&L

T&I, UK

Reddendale Zoning By-law Update

2019

PB&L

T&I, UK

North King's Town Secondary Plan

2019

PB&L

T&I, UK

Central Kingston Growth & Infill Strategy (includes
Reddendale planning)

2019

ENG

PB&L, UK

Population, Housing & Employment Study

2019

PB&L

H&SS

Tall & Midrise Policies – Phase 1, Corridor Study –
Phase 2

2020

PB&L

T&I, UK

Williamsville Main Street Study Update

2019

PB&L

T&I, UK

Commercial Land Review

2022

PB&L

RE&EI, T&I,
UK

Project/Initiative

Innovation Park Lands

454

Support
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EXHIBIT F
Estimated
Completion

Lead

Support

Employment Land Review

2022

PB&L

RE&EI, T&I,
UK

Air B&B Residential Licensing Implementation

2019

PB&L

LEGAL

Parks & Recreation Master Plan Update

2019

R&L

CUL SERV,
PWS

Belle Park Master Plan & some elements of
implementation

2021

R&L

CUL SERV,
PWS

Construction - Kingston East Community Centre

2021

R&L

FMCS,
RE&EI

Construction - Shannon Park & Street extension

2020

ENG

R&L

Portsmouth Olympic Harbour Design/Demo

2022

RE&EI

R&L

ongoing

R&L

ENG, PWS

7 Wright Crescent - Development

2021

H&SS

PB&L,
RE&EI

Potential Merger of Town Homes Kingston & Kingston
Frontenac Housing Corporation

2019

H&SS

PB&L,
RE&EI

1316 Princess Street - Planning Applications (2019)
and sale for redevelopment and affordable housing
(2022-23)

2023

H&SS

RE&EI

Required 5 Yr Update to the 10 Yr Housing and
Homelessness Plan

2019

H&SS

PB&L

Rideau Heights Phase 2 Planning Application Process

2020

H&SS

RE&EI,
PB&L

Early Years Plan

2019

H&SS

ongoing

H&SS

2020

COMMS &
CE, IS&T

Project/Initiative

Parks Projects (existing and new parks)

Capital Affordable Housing Program
Implementing Customer Relationship Management
System Phase 2 and the "My Kingston" application

455

FIN SERV
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EXHIBIT F
Estimated
Completion

Lead

Support

ongoing

COMMS &
CE, IS&T

CLERKS

Development a Customer Experience Strategy

2019

COMMS &
CE

IS&T

Engage for Change/Your Stories, Our Histories

2020

CUL SERV

COMMS &
CE

City Hall Museum/Exhibit (Market wing area, 1st floor)

2021

CUL SERV

FMCS

Public Art (Hub Project - Division/Princess, Rideau
Heights, Lake Ontario Park, Airport)

2021

CUL SERV

R&L, ENG

Clogg’s Road final plan of subdivision and land
development

2022

RE&EI

PB&L, ENG

Temporary Excess Soil and Transfer Site – Creekford
Quarry facility construction

2020

RE&EI

ENG, PWS

Corporate Climate Action Plan (in support of City-wide
initiatives)

ongoing

RE&EI

FMCS

Rural Industrial - Land Study

2020

RE&EI

PB&L

Rideaucrest capital upgrades (flooring, bathrooms,
tubrooms/shower rooms, boilers/chillers).

2022

FMCS

LTC

Kingston Penitentiary - Multi-year Agreement

2019

CAO

LEGAL

Deep Water Dock - Planning/Design

2020

CS

RE&EI

701 Division St - Fleet Maintenance Garage

2021

FMCS

T&I

City Hall - Sprinkler System and Fire alarm upgrade

2022

FMCS

City Hall - Memorial Hall Renovation

2022

FMCS

City Hall - Limestone Stair Restoration

2022

FMCS

Project/Initiative
Continuing the Implementation of the
Public Engagement Framework

456

CUL SERV
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EXHIBIT F
Estimated
Completion

Lead

Support

East End Library - Design & Servicing (servicing
considerations, design elements and storm water
management in 2019)

2019

FMCS

T&I

Court House Restoration (fountain, cupola, stairs and
portico foundation repairs, roof)

2022

FMCS

905 Woodbine Road - EMS Co-location

2019

FMCS

KFR

Regional Training Centre – Maintenance Facility &
Training Classrooms

2021

FMCS

KFR

Elliott Ave & Division St Fire Station - Design

2021

FMCS

KFR

Development Charges Update

2019

ALL

Vacancy Rebate

2019

FIN SERV

Business Technology Strategy & 5 Year Integrated
Technology Plan

2019

IS&T

Website Strategy

2019

IS&T

COMMS &
CE

John Counter Boulevard – Phase 5B (bridge at CN
mainline)

2021

ENG

UK, TRANS

Gardiners Road and Centennial Drive Intersection

2020

ENG

UK, TRANS

Highway 15 – corridor improvement

2022

ENG

UK, TRANS

Bayridge Drive (Princess to Cedarwood)

2020

ENG

UK, TRANS

2019-2021

T&I

UK

2020

ENG

UK, TRANS

2019/2020

ENG

UK

Project/Initiative

Infrastructure Asset Management (Provincial
Requirements) - 2019 (policy), 2020 (develop plan),
2021 (core assets)
Collins Creek Bridge Rehabilitation
Storm Improvements – Frontenac Village, Reddendale,
St. Lawrence Ave

457
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EXHIBIT F
Estimated
Completion

Lead

Support

Third Crossing & Pathway Connections

2023

ENG

TRANS,
R&L

Highway 15 and Gore Road Intersection

2023

ENG

UK, TRANS

Leroy Grant Dr in-boulevard path

2020

TRANS

ENG, PWS

Active Transportation infrastructure (cycling lanes & in
boulevard trails -various locations approved for 2019)

2023

TRANS

ENG, PWS

Front Rd in boulevard trail (Days to Portsmouth)

2021

TRANS

ENG, PWS

Downtown Transfer Point & Hotel Dieu Hospital
pedestrian crossing

2021

TRANSIT

ENG

Transit Building Expansion

2021

TRANSIT

FMCS

2019-2022

TRANSIT

TRANS

Low Volume Roads - various projects

2019

PWS

Integrated Waste Master Plan

2020

SW

FIN SERV

Solid Waste Material Recovery Facility retrofit

2021

SW

FMCS

Redevelop Creekford Site (Public Works operations)

2023

RE&EI

R&L, PWS,
ENG

Princess St - Phase 5 (Division to Alfred)

2023

T&I

UK

Project/Initiative

Various Transit, Traffic and AT Infrastructure Capital dependent on ICIP grant funding

ALL – All departments
CAO/SIP Office – Chief Administrative Office, Strategy
Innovation & Partnerships
COMMS&CE–Communications & Customer Experience
CS – Community Services
CUL SERV – Cultural Services
ENG – Engineering
FMCS – Facilities Management & Construction Services
H&SS – Housing & Social Services
IS&T – Information Services & Technology

LEGAL – Legal Services
LTC – Long Term Care
PB&L – Planning, Building & Licensing
PWS – Public Works
RE&EI – Real Estate & Environmental Initiatives
R&L – Recreation & Leisure
T&I – Transportation & Infrastructure
TRANS – Transportation Services
TRANSIT – Transit & Fleet
UK – Utilities Kingston
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